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Summary

Understanding Non-compliance
This dissertation addresses the challenge of analyzing and improving process
compliance, i.e., the ability of an organization to follow legal and contractual
constraints in their daily operation. Using the design science research method,
we first analyzed different requirements on various phases of a compliance analysis approach including compliance rule elicitation and formalization requirements, requirements on compliance checking techniques and requirements on
diagnostics. By understanding requirements from literature and practise, we
developed the following compliance analysis techniques, each of which was iteratively evaluated and improved in various case studies.
• Elicit and specify informal compliance rules in terms of compliance patterns without exposing users to technicalities of a specification language.
The elicitation and formalization part of our approach bridges the gap between informal constraints and formal rules by providing repositories of
configurable templates that capture details of rules as options for commonlyrequired compliance constraints. These options are configured interactively with end-users, using question trees and natural language.
• Detect violations of different types including violations from control-flow
compliance rules (rules constraining the execution of activities and their
sequence), temporal, data-aware, and resource aware compliance rules.
We check compliance based on computing optimal alignments between

viii
execution recorded in an event log and the “most likely compliant path”
according to a formal model of a compliance rule. Such an alignment
offers detailed diagnostics compared to current approaches of compliance
checking. We are able to provide users diagnostics on violating process
instances and activity instance, the rules that have been violated, and the
frequency of each type of violation. In case of a violation, we can give
diagnostics on what should have happened to make the process compliant.
• Aggregate compliance data and provide different statistics. We developed
a compliance database to integrate various sources of compliance data.
The data structure of this database provides us the flexibility to explore
compliance data from different perspectives and prepare reports based on
even complex criteria.
• Analyze the root-causes of violations by leveraging various data analysis techniques. This part of the work focuses on understanding noncompliance using the context of violations. We use association rule mining
to detect meaningful relations between violations and their context. The
result of this analysis enable business users to identify key insights in the
large amount of data. Furthermore, we use classification techniques to
differentiate violating and compliant patterns in data. These patterns can
be used for predicting possible future violations.
The techniques developed in this thesis implemented within the process mining tool set ProM. Each technique has been evaluated on both synthetic and
real-life data. We evaluated all techniques combined in a large case study in
collaboration with the Dutch Employee Insurance Agency (UWV). The experiment was conducted using A/B testing involving three business units. Together
with UWV, we chose a set of compliance rules and checked them in all the
three business units. One of the business units was informed about the results
of our analysis and we did not distribute the results to the other two units.
The case study continued with a follow-up study. We monitored and compared
the changes in compliance level of different business units. The results of the
analysis show that using our approach, we can provide detailed diagnostics
and enable root-cause analysis to improve compliance. The compliance level
w.r.t. some of the compliance rules show up to remarkable improvement in the
first group, the same effect is not observed in other business units. We received
positive feedback from domain experts about the applicability of the approach.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This chapter gives an introduction to an integrated compliance checking and
analysis approach. We first discuss in Sect. 1.1 the challenges of legal constraints
and regulations and how (Big) Data techniques provide new opportunities to
ensure adherence to regulations, also known as Compliance. We then discuss
various approaches to ensure compliance using a fictive example corporation in
Sect. 1.2. In Sect. 1.3, we then identify a number of requirements for realizing
an integrated compliance checking technique for all compliance-relevant activities of an organization and discuss the state of the art. We present in Sect. 1.4
our approach towards realizing such an integrated technique and summarize
our results. Sect. 1.5 then provides a detailed overview of the structure of the
thesis.

1.1

Adherence to Regulations in Times of Big Data

The increasing power of compliance sources such as laws and regulations in
governing business operations has led to a need for systematic approach for
compliance management in corporations. The management (especially in larger
corporations) assign annually a considerable budget to internal and external auditing projects to ensure authorities that they have enforced necessary controls
in their operation.
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Figure 1.1: Omnipresence of data allows us to leverage process mining and data mining
techniques for data-driven analysis of compliance.

1.1 Adherence to Regulations in Times of Big Data
Adherence to these compliance procedures also enables the management to
be in control of their business and make their operations more transparent. The
transparency obtained gives them a bargaining power in the market and attracts
the trust and confidence of their stakeholders and business partners including
their clients and suppliers.
Legislations such as Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX) Act of 2002, Basel II Accord
of 2004 (scheduled to be superseded by BASEL III), and COSO Framework of
1992 superseded by its updated version of 2013, urge corporations to ensure
and prove that they have implemented internal control systems. These regulations require corporations to keep monitoring and evaluating their internal
control systems regularly.
Furthermore, it is not only laws and legislations that impose constraints on
corporations. Industry guidelines and standards such as ISO standards or Information Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL) for IT service management,
in many cases are demanded by clients or business partners of corporations in
each industry. Apart from legal consequences of non-compliance, not complying
to the standards can cause the cost of loosing a client or a business opportunity
as well.
Running compliance related activities incurs costs. However, the cost of
non-compliance can be staggering for organizations. According to Pricewaterhouse Coopers (PwC) Crime Survey 20111 involving 250 Dutch companies, antitrust(cartel) agreements or financial fraud caused a direct loss of more than
500,000 euro in a quarter of cases. The crime survey of 20142 shows a relative
increase of 13% in crimes related to bribery and corruption from what reported
in 2011.
Banks, hospitals, manufacturers, service provider, organizations in public
sector and almost every organization run information systems to support their
operations. These information systems can record detailed processing steps,
data accesses, message logs, and as illustrated in Fig. 1.1, many more types of
information. More and more organizations are inclined to store these logged
data at various granularity levels as the storage has become cheap and processing power has increased.
At the same time, new technologies in data analysis and in particular process
mining [134] are providing opportunities to systematically observe processes at
a detailed level. The aim of this thesis is to extend and develop techniques that
can compare recorded event data to compliance constraints to answer and verify
1 http://crimesurvey.pwc.nl accessed on 2014.04.14
2 http://www.pwc.com/crimesurvey accessed on 2015.01.15
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questions such as: Are the processes compliant or not? Which of the guidelines are
violated? What kind of violations are observed? Can a pattern be detected among
violations? etc.
Data is a strategic asset for organizations and as data-driven strategies take
hold, they will become an increasingly important point of competitive differentiation. In this thesis we leverage from various process mining and data mining
techniques to analyze compliance of business processes and answer concrete
compliance related questions in various domains including health-care, banking, auditing, public sector, and etc.

1.2

Problem Statement and Research Goal

Suppose Life Inc. is a corporation including a family of pharmaceutical companies active in different regions of Europe. Life produces dozens of specialized
medicines. The corporation has several production lines for its groups of products. The operations of this corporation are highly regulated. There are many
health care regulations and protocols that need to be followed. Failing to comply to any of these rules can have severe legal consequences for the company
and ruin its reputation. Furthermore, the consequences of such a failure may
be severe as the products of this corporation are directly connected to human

Life Inc.
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Data
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Figure 1.2: Life Inc. requires an integrated compliance solution which is generic, flexible,
automated and provides detailed diagnostics.

1.2 Problem Statement and Research Goal
health.
Medical guidelines and health-care protocols are not the only protocols that
the corporation should adhere to. The contractual obligations set with partners
and the industry specific standards are also important for the company. There
are several internal policies and procedures designed by in-house experts to
improve the productivity and efficiency in daily operations. Keeping track of
all the rules and monitoring the compliance status against them is a tedious
task for the management team. In addition, it seems that there is not common
agreement among different companies of this corporation about the rules and
their interpretation in daily operations.
As illustrated in Fig. 1.2, the corporation requires to detect possible violations against all the relevant compliance constraints and monitor its compliance
state level as a holding and in each of its individual companies. To better understand its compliance state, the management team needs to know which regulations are often violated and which of the processes are more vulnerable? In
addition to find improvement potential, the deviations need to be analyzed for
their causes. Above all, it is of the utmost importance to have a common understanding, within the corporation, of all the compliance constraints that need to
be followed.
Currently, the corporation lacks a unified platform for collecting and analyzing compliance data. Monitoring compliance is limited to auditing initiatives on
sample data which is incomplete, manual and error prone. The management
requires an automated solution that enables continuous checking of whole population of data not only a sample. In fact, the management requires a dashboard to monitor the compliance and get diagnostics on different abstraction
levels and from different perspectives. The complexity and difficulty of such a
comprehensive compliance solution comes from various sources as follows.
• Compliance constraints are typically written in an informal domain specific language. To enable automated compliance checking, compliance
constraints need to be specified precisely and formally. However, compliance experts who are in charge of interpretation of compliance constraints
are usually less familiar with formalization techniques.
• Compliance constraints need to consider various perspectives of a business
process such as order of steps in a process, time between the execution
of these steps or data involved in executing various steps. Each type of
compliance constraint, requires a specific checking mechanism.
• Designing a compliant business process does not guarantee the compliant
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execution of a business process. It is hard and undesirable to enforce
constraints in a very strict manner and often there need to be ways to
check compliance after/during execution.
• For improving compliance, detailed diagnostics about violations are required. That is, it is not only enough to know whether a process is compliant w.r.t. a rule, but also it is important to know what went wrong, what
should have happened instead and why a certain violation has happened.
• To have a complete picture about the compliance of a process, it is not
enough to analyze a sample of cases. Analyzing all the cases of a process is
only possible with an automated checking technique that can detect violations of different types.
An option for improving compliance and transparency would be the incorporation of all the relevant compliance constraints within business processes of
the companies. Following this approach will lead to adding many controlling
tasks to the underlying information systems supporting the processes. This option requires costly and time consuming changes for re-engineering of business
processes and re-configuration of underlying information systems. In addition,
inserting controlling tasks within business processes are not entirely aligned
with the business objectives of the company and will make the processes less
agile and less efficient. Even if these changes are in place, the management
team still can not be sure that the processes are executed as they are designed
and all the rules are followed in practice. Furthermore, compliance constraints
are changing and it is not feasible to change the processes and the supporting
information systems every time a regulation changes. All in all, polluting business processes with compliance constraints does not seem to be a sustainable
solution for the corporation. The advantage, however, will be a unified system
of controls within the holding.
An alternative approach would be the establishment of a unified set of compliance rules for all the companies. Then, a generic compliance analysis technique is required for analyzing historic data. The technique should be able to
detect any possible violation against all types of rules without changing the design of business processes and configuration of underlying information systems.
As mentioned earlier, for this, an automated and comprehensive compliance
checking technique is required for analyzing the complete population of data.
This solution should consider all the complexities mentioned earlier. In this
case, all the changes in regulations are managed separately from the business

1.2 Problem Statement and Research Goal
processes and in a unified manner for all the companies. The result of checking is reliable, i.e., the management can trust on the result of the checking in a
sense that checking is done based on the facts not assumptions about the facts.
Research Goal
In this thesis, we will develop a comprehensive and data-driven approach for
analyzing compliance and understanding non-compliance. For this, we first
need a technique to transform informal constraints into precise and formalized
compliance rules. Although there are various rigorous mathematical formalisms
for representing compliance rules, these are often perceived to be difficult to use
for business users. The main challenges here are 1) to find a way to bridge
the gap between the informal description and the precise specification of
all compliance constraints in all process perspectives, and 2) to provide
compliance experts with techniques to create formal specifications without
being exposed to the details and difficulties of a formal language.
Our approach should enable 3) automated compliance checking of all
types of process compliance constraints. In particular, a compliance constraint may address different perspectives of a business process including the
control-flow of a process, the time perspective, the flow of data, and organizational aspects. The checking technique should enable a thorough compliance
analysis and be able to detect all types of violations. The challenge here is to
develop an approach which is 4) generic enough so that it enables checking
of different types of rules but at the same time specific enough to give us
a precise result about compliance. In addition, in case of a violation, it is
necessary 5) to provide detailed diagnostics about the violations.
Our approach should also 6) enable root-cause analysis on violations. To
improve compliance it is important to know what the common and important
violations and their frequencies are and why they occur. The challenge in this
part is to 7) identify key insights about violations in data that enable compliance experts to understand non-compliance and plan corrective measures
accordingly. Finally, a comprehensive compliance analysis approach should 8)
aggregate all compliance data and support exploring and reporting about
compliance.
Existing techniques often address only a few of these requirements, but to
the best of our knowledge there exists no solution that addresses all of the
above in an integrated compliance analysis solution. The goal of this thesis is
to provide an approach that addresses all 8 requirements in a comprehensive
manner. Next, we will discuss state of the art w.r.t. compliance related activities.
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1.3

State of the Art in Compliance Management

Compliance management includes a set of activities in three interrelated but
distinct perspectives on compliance, namely preventive, detective, and corrective [144]. These techniques aim at ensuring that the operations of a company
comply with regulations. Five types of compliance-related activities can be identified [49, 99]:
• compliance elicitation: determine the relevant constraints for a process
that need to be satisfied (i.e., rules defining the boundaries of compliant
behaviors),
• compliance formalization: formulate precisely the compliance constraints
derived from laws and regulations in compliance elicitation,
• compliance implementation: implement and configure information systems
such that they fulfil compliance constraints,
• compliance checking: investigate whether the constraints will be met (forward compliance checking) or have been met (backward compliance checking), and
• compliance improvement: modify the processes and supporting information systems based on the diagnostic information in order to improve compliance.
These activities form five phases in Compliance Management (CM) life cycle
shown in Fig. 1.3. These phases are: (1) elicit, (2) formalize, (3) implement,
(4) analyze, and (5) improve. The challenges we listed above in Sect. 1.2 are
related to different phases of CM life cycle.
elicit
formalize

improve
compliance
requirements
check

implement

Figure 1.3: Compliance Management life cycle.

1.3 State of the Art in Compliance Management
Next, we give a short overview about the literature available for different
activities in CM life cycle. A more precise analysis of related works will be done
in the individual chapters.
Elicitation and formalization of compliance constraints. Several formalization languages are proposed to capture compliance constraints precisely. For
example Formal Contractual Language (FCL) proposed in [113] extends Deontic and Defeasible logic with modal operators, where a compliance constraint
can be reduced to the identification of what obligations an enterprise has to fulfill to be deemed as compliant. The combination of the two logics offers a good
trade off between expressive power and computational complexity. The critical
concern related to FCL is the high complexity of the language which makes it
difficult for compliance and business experts to use. Various techniques are developed for precisely describe compliance constraints in Linear Temporal Logic
(LTL) [92]. The advantages of this language is that several verification tools
have been developed for checking LTL formulas. Although LTL formulas are
simpler than FCL, they are still complex to write for business users. In addition,
the verification of formulas in LTL will lead to true or false result and does not
give more diagnostics. The above mentioned formalization languages are just
examples. In general, the problem for using different formalization languages
remains to be their complexity for business users.
To facilitate the task of formalization, many approaches use pre-formulated
templates and specification patterns for formulating compliance constraints [?,
40, 46, 132]. Specification patterns are extensively used in software development [4,26,37,66,123]. A common problem in most of above mentioned works
is that pre-formulated patterns are limited and hard coded, hence they fail to
capture subtle aspects of different compliance constraints.
Compliance implementation and checking. There are two basic types of compliance checking: (1) forward compliance checking aims to design and implement processes where conforming behavior is enforced and (2) backward compliance checking aims to detect and localize non-conforming behavior.
• Forward compliance checking aims at ensuring compliant process executions. Processes can be constructed to be compliant [113] or verified
whether they are compliant [52, 53, 77, 114]. Alternatively, compliance
constraints can be transformed into monitoring rules [49] or model annotations which then are used to enforce compliant process executions
[16, 46]. Diagnostic information is obtained by pattern matching [14, 15,
15, 48].
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• Backward compliance checking evaluates in hindsight whether process
executions complied to all compliance rules or when and where a particular rule was violated. A variety of conformance checking techniques
have been proposed to quantify conformance and detect deviations, based
on event data and a process model (e.g., a Petri net) [8–10, 24, 27, 33,
44, 50, 86, 87, 111, 135, 145]. Also approaches based on temporal logic
[31, 81, 85, 136, 149] have been proposed to check compliance.
Forward compliance checking techniques are based on the idea of incorporating controlling objectives within business processes, i.e., , coupling CM and
BPM. The drawbacks of forward compliance checking techniques were mentioned
earlier in Sect. 1.2. In this thesis we focus on compliance auditing (i.e., backward compliance checking) and separating CM from BPM. If we consider
the broader concept of compliance, then it does not only include compliance
w.r.t. strict financial controls imposed by legislation such as SOX, BASEL II or
COSO framework but also covers adherence to any desired process behavior
(e.g. medical protocols in health care or even more efficient ways of executing a
process). Configuring information system such that they adhere to all possible
desired ways of executing a process will lead to rigid and complex business processes. We advocate the idea of keeping the design of business processes and
configuration of underlying information systems simple. Limiting the inserted
controls within business processes to only essential ones will increase the flexibility and agility of business processes. At the same time, we can leverage from
the omnipresence of event data to do a factual analysis of compliance during
and after execution of processes instead of only relying on preventive controls.
We are interested to detect all possible deviations from desired process behaviors.
Compliance improvement based on diagnostics. Fewer works are available
in the area of root-cause analysis and improving compliance based on diagnostics obtained during compliance analysis. Compliance auditing enables us to
analyze the actual execution of processes rather than assumptions about the
processes. In case of a deviation, we can use the contextual information of
a deviation (hidden in data) to understand why a specific desired process path
are not followed. The corrective measures, taken to improve business processes,
then will be based on the factual diagnostics obtained during compliance checking.
The literature available on root-cause analysis of compliance violations using execution of business processes [104, 122] are mostly done in the area of
Service Oriented Architecture (SOA). The authours introduce Key Compliance

1.3 State of the Art in Compliance Management
Indicators (KCI) and report about compliance level of business services that
computing these indicators. These studies are limited to definition of appropriate indicators and reporting on them. However, using more advanced data
analysis techniques such as data mining for reasoning about root-causes of compliance violations has been explored less.
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Figure 1.4: The thesis road map gives the mapping between chapters of the thesis onto
our compliance analysis approach.
INSIGHT

1.4 Thesis Approach and Results

1.4

Thesis Approach and Results

This thesis contributes a novel technique for the specification of compliance
constraints and data-driven analysis of process compliance. Using the research
method of design science which starts with understanding requirements from
literature and practice, we developed and implemented an approach and a family of techniques, each of which was evaluated and improved iteratively in various case studies. In Chap. 3, we will discuss the details of requirements for compliance analysis and sketch our ideas on the approach. The exact techniques and
their implementation will be discussed in chapters 4 to 8 and Chap. 9 evaluates
our approach results.
Figure 1.4) is organized in alignment with our compliance analysis approach.
This approach enables compliance experts and business users to:
• Elicit and specify informal compliance rules in terms of compliance without exposing them to technicalities of any specification language. Our
approach bridges the gap between informal constraints and formal rules
by providing repositories of configurable patterns that capture details of
rules as options for commonly-required compliance constraints. These options are configured interactively with end-users, using question trees and
natural language (addressing research goals 1 and 2). We also explain
how we can merge relevant compliance rules as a composite compliance
model.
• Detect violations of different types including violations from control-flow
compliance rules, temporal, data-aware, and resource aware compliance
rules. We check compliance by computing optimal alignments between
execution of a business process and the “most likely compliant path” according to a formal model of a compliance rule. Such an alignment offers detailed diagnostics compared to current approaches of compliance
checking (addressing research goals 3,4, and 5).
• Aggregate compliance data and provide the capacity for statistical analysis. We developed a compliance database to integrate various sources of
compliance data. The data structure of this database provides us the flexibility to explore compliance data from different perspectives and prepare
reports based on even complex criteria (addressing research goal 8).
• Analyze the root-causes of violations by leveraging various data analysis
techniques. We use association rule mining to detect meaningful relations
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between violations and their context. The result of this analysis enables
business users to identify key insights in the large amount of data. Furthermore, We use classification techniques to differentiate violating and
compliant patterns in data. These patterns can be used for predicting possible future violations (addressing research goals 6 and 7).
As is shown in Fig. 1.4, our compliance analysis solution is organized in
three main parts: compliance elicitation and formalization, compliance checking,
and compliance diagnostics. Typically compliance constraints are decomposed
into a set of compliance rules. These rules are formalized individually as atomic
compliance rules or as a composite one. This choice of formulation impacts the
later phases. Dedicated checking techniques allow us to detect various violation
types. Different types of diagnostics about the detected violations are produced,
including statistics, associations between violations and their context, and conditions when a certain violation type holds or not.
The results of this thesis have been implemented and evaluated in a large
case study in collaboration with the Dutch Employee Insurance Agency (UWV).
The case study was conducted using A/B testing on three business units in UWV.
The result showed a remarkable improvement in compliance of business units
that received feedback through our approach. In addition we received positive
feedback from domain experts about the applicability of our approach and its
findings.

1.5

Thesis Road Map

We conclude the introduction with the road map depicted in Fig. 1.4. This
road map gives the mapping between the thesis chapters onto our compliance
analysis approach.
Part I. After this introduction, Chap. 2 provides the formal background for this
thesis. We introduce the general concept of behavior to describe compliant behavior specified by compliance constraints and observed behavior that captures
executions of business processes. We introduce alignment to compare the observed behavior versuscompliant behavior. In Chap. 3 we describe the research
questions in more detail and systematically develop the requirements for each
step, of, our approach based on literature and practical requirements.
Part II. Chapters 4, 5, 6 discuss our dedicated compliance elicitation and checking techniques for compliance constraints confining control-flow, temporal, data
and organization perspectives of business processes.

1.5 Thesis Road Map
Part III. Chapter 7 explains our techniques for doing root-cause analysis on violations and providing detailed diagnostics about violations. Chapter 8 discusses
our solution for integrating various compliance data sources to enable exploring
data from different views and produce various reports.
Part IV. In Chap. 9 we report on a case study that we conducted in collaboration
with UWV (Dutch Employee Insurance Agency) to evaluate our approach and
its findings. We describe the design and scope of the experiment. The procedures taken for data collection and data preparation are described. Then the
execution of the experiment including the techniques used and the compliance
rules that were checked will be discussed. We will elaborate on the results of the
analysis and the lessons learned in the project. We summarize our contribution
in Chap. 10. We conclude with open problems and ideas about future research.
The techniques developed and discussed in this thesis are implemented in
the Process Mining Toolkit ProM 6.6. 3 The implementation of the techniques
relevant for each chapter is discussed in the same chapter.

3 available from:

http://www.promtools.org/
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Chapter 2
Preliminaries
As explained in Chap. 1, the main input elements to compliance checking are
(1) the legal constraints to satisfy, (2) and data about past business process executions to check for compliance. Both refer to process behaviors; normative
behavior that is prescribed and real behavior that has been observed. In this
chapter we define “behavior” as a general concept and we use it to relate observed behavior (event logs) and prescribed behaviors (compliance constraints).
We discuss particular representations for event logs and compliance constraints:
the former in XES standard format and the latter as Petri nets. Both notions are
well-established in literature and we will present them only to the extent necessary. We will use these concepts and definitions throughout the thesis to explain
our compliance checking approach.
The general definition of behavior is presented in Sect. 2.1. Section 2.2 discusses event logs. Section 2.3 presents prescribed behaviors and explains how
we express prescribed behaviors in terms of (data-aware) Petri nets. Section 2.4
explains the notion of alignments and how we compare observed behavior and
prescribed behaviors. In Sect. 2.5, we describe how we can capture prescribed
behavior from different perspectives ( control-flow, time, data and resource)
and Sect. 2.7 concludes this chapter.

2.1

Behavior

An event log refers to one specific behavior describing what has happened
whereas a compliance constraint describes a set of prescribed behaviors. Later,
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event ID process instance event time stamp activity names
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e1
#pi(e1)=p1
#time(e1)=1
#act(e1)=a
#act(e1)=Nic
e2
#pi(e2)=p1
#time(e2)=2
#act(e2)=b
#act(e2)=Nic
e3
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#time(e3)=3
#Preliminaries
#act(e3)=Ben
act(e3)=d
e4
#pi(e4)=p2
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scribed behaviors.
Figure 2.1 exemplifies an observed behavior as a collection of events in a
table.
event ID
e1
e2
e3
e4
e5
e6
e7

pi
p1
p1
p1
p2
p2
p2
p2

time
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

act
a
b
d
f
a
c
d

resource
Nic
Nic
Ben
Bill
Sara
Nic
Ben

Figure 2.1: Example of observed behavior recorded in an event log.

Intuitively, an event is a record describing that a particular activity occurred
in a particular context. Formally, we distinguish events by their event identifiers
(the event ID column in Fig. 2.1). Each event refers to a particular activity: the
activity name (column ‘act’) in Fig. 2.1). An event may carry any number of
attributes having particular values, for example event timestamp (indicated as
column ‘time’ and resource (indicated as column ‘resource’) in Fig. 2.1). These
attributes describe the event’s context. For instance, the resource (i.e., person
or device) executing or initiating the activity, the timestamp of the event, or
data elements recorded with the event (e.g. size of an order). Moreover, we
assume that each event can be associated to a unique process instance in which
the event occurred (indicated as column ‘pi’ in Fig. 2.1). One process instance
(also called case) can be viewed as a set of related events. This gives rise to the
following universes of identifiers, attributes, values and events.
Definition 2.1 (Universes)
• I is the set of all process instance identifiers,
• Attr is the set of all possible attributes,
• Val is the set of all possible attribute values,
• E is the set of all events.

2.1 Behavior
As mentioned earlier, events are represented by a unique identifier. This
allows us to refer to a specific event, and events with the same properties can
be distinguished. We define a behavior as a partial order of events.
Definition 2.2 (Behavior) B = (E , #, ≤) is a behavior when:
• E ⊆ E is a set of events,
• # : E → (Attr 6→ Val) maps events into a partial function assigning values to

some attributes,1

• ≤ ⊆ E ×E defines a partial order on events (≤ is reflexive, antisymmetric, and

transitive).
BH is the set of all behaviors.

Figure 2.2 shows the behavior defined from the events given in Fig. 2.1. The
behavior B = (E , #, ≤) consists of seven events that are totally ordered in two
process instances:
• set of events E = {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , e 4 , e 5 , e 6 , e 7 }.
• #act (e 1 ) = a , #act (e 2 ) = b , etc. 2
• for 1 ≤ i < 7, #time (e i ) = t i s.t. t i ≤ t i +1 .
• for i ∈ {1, 2, 6}, #resource (e i ) = Nic, for i ∈ {3, 7}, #resource (e i ) = Ben, #resource (e 4 ) =
Bill, and #resource (e 5 ) = Sara.
• #pi (e 1 ) = #pi (e 2 ) = #pi (e 3 ) = p 1 and #pi (e 4 ) = #pi (e 5 ) = #pi (e 6 ) = #pi (e 7 ) = p 2 .
• ≤ is a partial order.

In the following, we assume any two behaviors to be disjoint on events. We
write dom(#(e)) for the set of attributes having a value in e . We write #attr (e) = v
if attribute attr ∈ dom(#(e)) has value v . We assume that each event is assigned
to a process instance and formally pi ∈ dom(#(e)) and #pi (e) ∈ I . For example,
#pi (e 1 ) = p 1 denotes that event e 1 belongs to process instance p 1 , #act (e 1 ) = a
denotes that e 1 corresponds to the execution of activity a, #time (e 1 ) = 1 denotes
that the event occurred at time 1, and #resource (e 1 ) = Nic denotes that Nic executed this activity. In general activity name (act), and time are also assumed to
1 f ∈ X 6→ Y is a partial function with domain dom( f ) ⊆ X .

2 # (e) is a shorthand for (#(e))(a).
a
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event ID
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Ben
e7 for i
d

{1,2,3}, #pi(ei) = p1
{4,5,6,7}, #pi(ei) = p2

event ID
e.1
e.2
e.3

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

time

e.4
e.5
e.6

Figure 2.2: Behavior B = (E , #, ≤) consisting of events related to two process instances p 1
and p 2 .

be attributes of each event. However, later in this thesis during event log enrichment with compliance diagnostics, we introduce some artificial events that
may not have an activity name or time attribute.
Next, we discuss the role of the ordering relation ≤ of a behavior and how it
relates to other attributes of events. For events e 1 and e 2 , we write e 1 < e 2 if and
only if e 1 ≤ e 2 and e 1 6= e 2 . e 1 < e 2 means that e 1 precedes e 2 . Note that, < does
not necessarily define a total order based on time. Hence, even if e 1 happens
before e 2 , it may still be the case that e 1 ⊀ e 2 .
Figure 2.2 illustrates a graph of the totally ordered events in our example.
The arcs shows the precedence relation between events. For example, the arc
between event e 1 , and e 2 shows that e 1 is causally related to e 2 . Note that,
in the Fig. 2.2, we only show the non-transitive pairs of the relation ≤. For
example e 1 ≤ e 3 is not shown explicitly by an edge. According to our definition
of behavior, one behavior describes many process instances together. In our

e.7

2.1 Behavior
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example, the events in behavior B are distributed over two process instances.
event ID
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event ID proc
e.1

p

e6

e.2

p

d

e.3

p

e.4

p

e.5

p

e.6

p

e.7

p

6

time

Figure 2.3: Behavior B 0 = (E 0 , #, ≤) consisting of events related to two process instances
p 1 and p 2 .

While (Def. 2.2) allows that events in different process instances may also be
ordered, in this thesis, we only consider the orderings within process instances.
For example, in Fig. 2.2, although event e 4 occurs time-wise strictly after event
e 3 (time 4 and time 3, respectively), both events are unordered as they belong
to different process instances.
Another example shown in Fig. 2.3 denotes a behavior where events within
the same process instance are partially ordered (interested reader is referred
to [78] for detailed discussion on partial ordering of events). The behavior B 0 =
(E 0 , #, ≤) shown in this figure exemplifies the general nature of Def. 2.2 with
three events totaly ordered in process instance p 1 and three events partially
ordered in process instance p 2 . As shown in Fig. 2.3, the events e 5 and e 6 in
process instance p 2 are partially ordered and both occurred at time 6. In princi-
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ple, one can leave out explicit timestamps and order events based on a different
attribute (e.g. data dependency). If an event writes a value on an attribute that
is read by another event, these two events are related such thatthe second event
is dependent on the first event. In this case two independent events that occur
at different points in time, may be partially ordered. In the scope of this thesis,
we consider the ordering of events based on their timestamps only.

2.2

Expressing Classical Event Logs as Behaviors

Existing literature typically formalizes a process instance as a sequence of events
that occurred in that instance and an event log as a set of process instances.
Events are ordered based on their time of occurrence and often a total order
is assumed on all events of a process instance, whereas events from different
process instances are not ordered. We adopt this view for our work by imposing
constraints on the partial ordering of events.
Definition 2.3 (Event Logs) L = (E , #, ≤) is an event log if
• L ∈ BH , i.e., L is a behavior,
• E is finite, and every event is also finite in the umber of attributes,
• ∀e 1 , e 2 ∈ E , e 1 ≤ e 2 ⇒ #time (e 1 ) ≤ #time (e 2 ) ∧ #pi (e 1 ) = #pi (e 2 ).
The behaviour B shown in Fig. 2.2 is an event log. Note that, in the classical
definition of event logs the relation ≤ on events is total for all events within the
same process instance, i.e., for all e 1 , e 2 ∈ E and #pi (e 1 ) = #pi (e 2 ): e 1 = e 2 , e 1 < e 2
or e 2 < e 1 .
Tree view representation of event logs. Event logs, as they occur in practice
and research, may be represented in various forms. Every system architecture
that includes some sort of logging mechanism has so far developed their own,
insular solution for this task. In many parts of this thesis we will use XES standard [57] for presenting event logs. XES is XML-based and is extensively used
in the process mining area. XES presents event logs in a hierarchical structure
with a log being the first-level object. A log then contains an arbitrary number of process instance objects and every process instance contains an arbitrary
number of events. Figure 2.4 shows the behavior B of Fig. 2.2 in the hierarchical
structure of an event log, subsequently called tree-view of an event log.

2.3 Prescribed Behaviors
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Event log B
p2

p1
e1
#pi(e1)=p1
#act(e1)= a
#time(e1)= 1
#resource(e1)= Nic
e2
#pi(e2)= p1
#act(e2)= b
#time(e2)= 2
#resource(e2)= Nic
e3
#pi(e3)= p1
#act(e3)= d
#time(e3)= 3
#resource(e3)= Ben

e4
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#time(e4)= 4
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e5
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#act(e6)= c
#time(e6)= 6
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e7
#pi(e7)= p2
#act(e7)= d
#time(e7)= 7
#resource(e7)= Ben

Figure 2.4: Tree-view representation of the event log B consisting of two process instances p 1 and p 2 .

As shown in this figure, event log B has two process instances consisting of
in total seven events. Events that have p 1 as the value for their pi attribute are
grouped as the child nodes of this process instance and those that have p 2 as
the value for their pi attribute, are grouped under p 2 . Each event has several
attributes (act, time, and resource) that together form child nodes of that event.

2.3

Prescribed Behaviors

In the previous section we discussed how a finite “observed behavior” captures
an event log. Next, we discuss how to understand a possible infinite set of
behaviors as the prescribed behaviors, and how to use a finite model to specify
an infinite set of behaviors.
There are various rigorous and mathematical formalisms for representing
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prescribed behaviors using different specification languages, for example Formal Contractual Language (FCL) [53] from deontic logic family and Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) [91] and Computational Tree Logic (CTL) [25] from temporal
logic family.
We use Petri nets to specify compliance constraints. Our choice of Petri
nets as the formalization language for representation of prescribed behavior has
several reasons that we will discuss in Chap. 3. No matter what formalization is
chosen, it must precisely specify what is allowed and what is not allowed as a
compliant behavior. It should allow for all possible compliant behaviors, while
excluding each non-compliant behavior. Next, we will give a short introduction
to Petri nets and we will discuss how we formalize compliant behaviors using
variants of Petri nets.

2.3.1

Introduction to Petri nets

Petri net is a process modelling technique that allows us to describe a system
behavior. The initial idea of Petri nets was introduced by Carl Adam Petri in
1962, however initial ideas were not supported by a graphical notation. This
notion evolved over several years and the first actual graphical Petri nets came
up in 1970’s.
Petri nets offer a formal but also a graphical notation and therefore are accessible for non-expert. In this section, we present the basic concepts of Petri
nets using some examples. The interested reader is referred to [141] for the
formalism and technical details.
Classical Petri nets. Suppose the following simple loan application process in
a bank. The process starts with receiving a loan application. The application is
checked for credit history. Based on the credit check history, the bank decides to
grant the loan to the applicant or reject the application. In case the application
is accepted, after the collection of required guarantees, the payment process
starts. In case of rejection, the applicant will be informed about the decision
and the decision is archived as well. The two activities (archive the decision
and inform client) may occur in any sequence. Finally, the case will be closed
and either way, the process ends.
The Petri net shown in Fig. 2.5 models this process. A Petri net is a graph
that is composed of two types of nodes: places and transitions that can be mutually connected by arcs. A place shows the local state of a system. Places are
illustrated as circles in a Petri net structure. A transition represents a change
in the local state of a system. Transitions are illustrated as boxes in a Petri net
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Figure 2.5: The loan process modelled as a Petri net.

structure.
The loan application is initially in the local state start. The execution of
the transition receive loan application, changes the local state to received. By
executing the check credit history transition, the application will be in the local
state checked. If the application gets accepted, it reaches the local state accepted.
After collecting guarantees, the application will be in the local state collected.
After the execution of the transition pay, the application reaches the final state
end. Alternatively, an application may be rejected and therefore the application
will be in the local states rejected1 and rejected2 . At this moment, the transitions
archive decision and inform client may be executed in any order. Consequently,
the application will be in the local states archived, and informed. Finally, after
closing the application, it will reach the final state end.
In this example, the possible local states are: start, received, checked, accepted, rejected1 , rejected2 , collected, archived, informed, or end. The possible
state transitions are: receive loan application (t 1 ), check credit history (t 2 ), accept (t 3 ), collect guarantees (t 4 ), pay (t 5 ), reject (t 6 ), archive the decision (t 7 ),
inform client (t 8 ), and close the application (t 9 ) where {t 1 , . . . , t 9 } denotes the set
of transition identifiers of the example Petri net, and {receive loan application,
check credit history, accept, collect guarantees, pay, reject, archive the decision,
inform client, close the application} is the set of transition labels of the example
net. Sometimes in this thesis for comprehensibility, we may refer to a transition
by its label instead of its identifier. This is only in case transitions have unique
labels. However, in principle different transitions with distinct identifiers may
have the same label. In this case, we will refer to a transition by its identifier or
simply add an index to its label to differentiate duplicate labels. For instance,
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if two transitions with distinct identifiers both have the same label a , we may
refer to these transitions as a1 and a2 .
A token in the place start models a case (an application) that was submitted
to the bank. The network structure of a Petri net is fixed. The distribution of
tokens over the places, however, can be changed by transitions. The marking of
a Petri net is determined by the distribution of tokens over the places of the net.
For instance, if there is a token in place received, the marking M of the net will
be the place received. Note that, only places can contain tokens, not transitions.
Transitions are the active components of a Petri net structure because they can
change the marking when they are executed. Execution of a transition (we
call it firing of a transition) is bound to rules. A transition may fire only if
there is a token in each of its input place(s)3 . When it fires, it consumes one
token from each input place and produces a token in each output place. For
example, the transition receive loan application may only be executed if there is
a token in place start (i.e., its input place). Execution of the transition receive
loan application consumes the token from the place start and produces a token
in its output place checked. Transitions may have arbitrarily many inputs and
output places or even have common input and output places. Nevertheless, each
transition may fire only if there is a token in all of its input places. For example,
both reject and accept have the place checked as their input place. That is, if
there is a token in place checked, only one of the two transitions may fire. After
a transition is fired, it produces a token in all of its output places. Transition
reject has two output places, i.e., if it fires, it produces tokens for both of its
output places and consequently both transitions archive the decision, and inform
client may fire in any order.
A Petri net has an initial marking and a final marking. In the loan process
example, the initial marking of the net is Minitial = [start], and the final marking
is Mfinal = [end]. A firing sequence of a Petri net is a sequence of firings (of
its transitions). A terminating firing sequence of a Petri net with the initial
marking Minitial is a firing sequence that starts at the initial marking Minitial
and lead to its final marking Mfinal . There exists three distinct terminating firing
sequences for the example Petri net (Fig 2.5) that will change the initial marking
M initial to the final marking M final : (1) 〈 receive loan application, check credit
history, accept, collect guarantees, pay〉, (2) 〈 receive loan application, check credit
history, reject, archive decision, inform client, close application 〉, and (3) 〈 receive
loan application, check credit history, reject, inform client, archive decision, close
3 A place p is an input place of a transition t if there is an arc from p to t . Likewise, a place is an

output place of a transition if there is an arc from t to p .

r: #resource(e)
resource
{W:r}

a

d

b
τ

c
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application 〉.
In the example shown above, we used Petri nets to model the control-flow
perspective of a process. Processes in complex information systems may have
many more properties that need to be modelled as well to better describe the
behavior of a process. For example the choice between firing the transition
accept or pay in the above mentioned example can be made based on the result
of the credit history check. In case the result is OK, then the application gets
accepted and if NOK, it gets rejected. Data-aware Petri nets are a variant of
Petri nets that allow us to adequately model such situations. A data-aware Petri
net [34,121] extends classical Petri nets with data. Using data-aware Petri nets,
we can model when a transition is allowed to be executed based on somereceived
data.
Data-aware Petri nets are different from colored petri nets (CPNs) [141].
In colored Petri nets tokens in places have values. However, tokens in dataaware Petri nets do not carry values (i.e., data-aware Petri nets only have black
tokens). However, the events produced as a result of firing a transition in a
data-aware Petri net have variables. Values stored in these variables. Similar to
any imperative programming language, values can be read from and written in
variables.
checking
result (x)

start

receive loan
application

check credit
history

t1

t2

received

checked

[x=OK]
accept

collect
guarantees

pay

t3

t4

t5

accepted

t1
checked

r

collected

archive the
decision
[x=NOK]
close the
t7
reject
archived application
rejected 1
t6
t9
inform client
t8
rejected 2

a

Check credit
history

informed

Figure 2.6: A data-aware Petri net modelling the control-flow and data perspective of
the loan process.

Petri net with data. A Petri net with data is a Petri net in which transitions
can read and write variables. A transition is allowed to write (or update) a
predefined subset of process variables. A transition can have a data-dependent
guard that prevents enabling of that transition if the guard evaluates to false.

end
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Only if the guard evaluates to true and all input places have sufficiently many
tokens, a transition can fire. A guard can be a boolean expression over the set of
variables. In the net, boolean expressions can be combined using the standard
logical operators such as conjunction (∧), disjunction (∨), and negation (¬).
Figure 2.6 shows the example loan process modelled as a data-aware Petri
net. In this Petri net, the variable x stores the result of credit history check.
The ellipse shown in this net models this variable. The connections between
this ellipse and the transitions indicate the transitions that are allowed to read
(dashed arrow from variable to transition) or update (write) a value in variable
x (dashed arrow from the transition to variable). As is shown in Fig. 2.6, the
transition check credit history can update variable x and transitions accept and reject, read a value from variable x . The transitions accept, and reject are guarded
and they may fire only if their guard evaluates to true. Therefore, the admissible firing sequences of the data-aware Petri net in Fig. 2.6 is as follows: (1)
〈t 1 , t 2 (write x = OK ), t 3 (read x = OK ), t 4 , t 5 〉, (2) 〈t 1 , t 2 (write x = OK ), t 6 (read x =
NOK ), t 6 , t 7 , t 8 , t 9 〉, and (3) 〈t 1 , t 2 (write x = OK ), t 6 (read x = NOK ), t 6 , t 8 , t 7 , t 9 〉

2.3.2

Behavioral Notions: Process Instance Run, Run, and
Model

The set of all possible firing sequences of a (data-aware) Petri net can be specified as a prescribed behavior. Next, we introduce the notion of “process instance
run” that corresponds to the notion of “firing sequence” in a (data-aware) Petri
net. Then, we discuss how several process instance runs together yield one behavior and finally the set of all such behaviors gives the complete semantics of
a (data-aware) Petri net.
Definition 2.4 (Process Instance Run)
P is a process instance run if:
• P is a behavior, i.e., P = (E , #, ≤), and
• there exists a p ∈ I such that ∀e ∈ E , #pi (e i ) = p , i.e., all the events in P have
the same value for their process instance attribute.
We express each terminating firing sequence in a (data-aware) Petri net
as a process instance run. Each terminating firing sequence of a (data-aware)
Petri net N defines a process instance run P = (E , #, ≤). We write P (N ) for the
set of all process instance runs of a (data-aware) Petri net N . Note that we
only consider the terminating firing sequences of a data-aware Petri net as
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a process instance run. Each event in a process instance run is produced as a
b
result of firing a transition. Later in Sect. 2.3.3, we will discuss how attributes
of an event e ∈ E and P ∈ P (N ) are derived from properties of a transition in N .
event ID
e1
e2
e3
e4
e5
e6
e7

pi
#pi(e1)=p1
#pi(e2)=p1
#pi(e3)=p1
#pi(e4)=p2
#pi(e5)=p2
#pi(e6)=p2
#pi(e7)=p2

time
#time(e1)=1
#time(e2)=2
#time(e3)=4
#time(e4)=2
#time(e5)=3
#time(e6)=3
#time(e7)=5

e1

e2

e3

a

b

d

Nic

Nic

Ben

e4

e5

a

b

Nic

2

p2

e6
c Nic

1

resource
#resource(e1)=Nic
#resource(e2)=Nic
#resource(e3)=Ben
#resource(e4)=Nic
#resource(e5)=Nic
#resource(e6)=Nic
#resource(e7)=Sara

p1

e7
d
Sara

Nic

act
#act(e1)=a
#act(e2)=b
#act(e3)=d
#act(e4)=a
#act(e5)=b
#act(e6)=c
#act(e7)=d

3

time
4

5

Figure 2.7: Events in run R 1 are partially ordered.

Definition 2.5 (Run)
Let {P 1 , . . . , P n } be a set of process instance runs with P i = (E i , #i , ≤i ). Then
the behavior R = (E 1 ∪ . . . ∪ E n , #1 ∪ . . . ∪ #n , ≤1 ∪ . . . ∪ ≤n ) is a run (involving process
instance runs P 1 , . . . , P n ). Note that, R is a behavior, i.e., R ∈ B H .
A (data-aware) Petri net N may have infinitely many different process instance runs. In this case, N has also infinitely many different runs. We write
R(N ) for the set of all runs of N .
Definition 2.6 (Model) A Model Mod is a set of runs, i.e., Mod ⊆ BH
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event ID
e8
e9
e10
e11
e12
e13
e14

pi
#pi(e8)=p3
#pi(e9)=p3
#pi(e10)=p3
#pi(e11)=p4
#pi(e12)=p4
#pi(e13)=p4
#pi(e14)=p4

act
#act(e8)=a
#act(e9)=b
#act(e10)=c
#act(e11)=a
#act(e12)=b
#act(e13)=c
#act(e14)=d

e8

e9

a

b

c

Ben

Nic

Nic

e11

1

time
#time(e8)=2
#time(e9)=4
#time(e10)=6
#time(e11)=2
#time(e12)=3
#time(e13)=6
#time(e14)=7

e10

e12

p3
e14

a

b

e13
c

Nic

Nic

Nic

d
Ben

2

3

6

7

4

resource
#resource(e8)=Nic
#resource(e9)=Ben
#resource(e10)=Nic
#resource(e11)=Nic
#resource(e12)=Nic
#resource(e13)=Nic
#resource(e14)=Ben

5

p4

time

Figure 2.8: Events in run R 2 .

A (data-aware) Petri net N defines the Model Mod(N) = R(N ), i.e., the set of
all runs of N where each R ∈ Mod(N) is the union of several process instance runs
of net N .
This rather unusual notion of a model will be used for aligning a log L to the
most similar run R ∈ Mod (N ), i.e., the set of process executions specified by the
model which match best the set of process executions recorded in the log.
Technically, we will identify a set R of process instance runs of N so that
there is a one-to-one mapping between the process instances in L and process
instance runs in R . We call R a run of N and formalize it as a single behavior.
Figures 2.7 and 2.8 exemplify two prescribed behaviors as two runs R 1 , and
R 2 . Each contains the events of two different process instance runs, i.e., R 1 is a
run obtained from p 1 and p 2 , and R 2 is a run obtained from p 3 and p 4 . Similar
to an event log a run is a collection of events that are partially ordered. In these
examples, runs R 1 and R 2 have seven events each, distributed over four process
instance runs p 1 , p 2 , p 3 , and p 4 . Each event has several attributes such as time,
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and resource.
In essence, each of the process instance runs in R 1 is a run (behavior) itself
where all the events in this run have the same value for their process instance
attribute pi. Recall from Definition 2.6 that a Model is a set of behaviors and
may include many runs. Next, we will show how we can describe all possible
runs of a Model as a (data-aware) Petri net.

2.3.3

Precise Specification of a Particular Model as a (DataAware) Petri net

As we discussed earlier, we can present prescribed behavior in terms of (dataaware) Petri nets. For instance, consider the data-aware Petri net DPN in Fig. 2.9.
DPN models exactly the prescribed behaviors R 10 and R 20 shown in Fig. 2.10. Note
that, the runs R 10 and R 20 are the same as the runs R 1 and R 2 shown in Fig. 2.7
and Fig. 2.8 with the difference that events in R 10 and R 20 have two additional
attributes tID and labelN . Note that, attribute labelN has exactly the same value
as the attribute act.
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Pattern parameters:
 #pi(e)  p
 #time(e)  t
 #resource(e)  r
 #tID(e)  transition ID
 #act(e)  transition label
 #labelN(e) transition label

p
t

[p =p1 & t =1 & r =Nic] [p=p1 & t =2 & r =Nic] [p=p1 & t =4 & r =Ben]
{W:p,t,r}

{W:p,t,r}

{W:p,t,r}

t1

t2

t3

a

b

d

r

[p=p2 & t =3 & r =Nic]
{W:p,t,r}
t5
b

[p =p2 & t =2 & r =Nic]
{W:p,t,r}
Initial

[p=p2 & t =5 & r =Sara]
{W:p,t,r}

Final

t7

t4
a

[p=p2 & t =3 & r =Nic]
{W:p,t,r}

d

t6
c
[p =p3 & t =2 & r =Nic]
{W:p,t,r}

[p=p3 & t =4 & r =Ben] [p=p3 & t =6 & r =Nic]
{W:p,t,r}
{W:p,t,r}

t8

t9

t10

a

b

c

[p =p4 & t =2 & r =Nic] [p=p4 & t =3 & r =Nic] [p=p4 & t =6 & r =Nic] [p=p2 & t =7 & r =Ben]
{W:p,t,r}
{W:p,t,r}
{W:p,t,r}
{W:p,t,r}
t11

t12

t13

t14

a

b

c

d

Figure 2.9: The data-aware Petri net DPN specifying four firing sequences p 1 , p 2 , p 3 , and
p4.

e9
e10
e11
e12
e13
e14

t9
t10
t11
t12
t13
t14

#pi(e9)=p3
#pi(e10)=p3
#pi(e11)=p4
#pi(e12)=p4
#pi(e13)=p4
#pi(e14)=p4

#time(e9)=4
#time(e10)=6
#time(e11)=2
#time(e12)=3
#time(e13)=6
#time(e14)=7

#act (transition label)(e9)=b
#act (transition label)(e10)=c
#act (transition label)(e11)=a
#act (transition label)(e12)=b
#act (transition label)(e13)=c
#act (transition label)(e14)=d

#resource(e9)=Ben
#resource(e10)=Nic
#resource(e11)=Nic
#resource(e12)=Nic
#resource(e13)=Nic
#resource(e14)=Ben

firing sequences of DPN and their events that correspond to process instance runs and events in R1
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R1

R2

event ID
event ID
e1
e2
e3
e4
e5
e6
e7
e8
e9
e10
e11
e12
e13
e14

tID
transition ID
#tID(e1)=t1
#tID(e2)=t2
#tID(e3)=t3
#tID(e4)=t4
#tID(e5)=t5
#tID(e6)=t6
#tID(e8)=t7
#tID(e8)=t8
#tID(e9)=t9
#tID(e10)=t10
#tID(e11)=t11
#tID(e12)=t12
#tID(e13)=t13
#tID(e14)=t14
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labelN

pi

time

act

resource

#labelN(e1)=a
#labelN(e2)=b
#labelN(e3)=d
#labelN(e4)=a
#labelN(e5)=b
#labelN(e6)=c
#labelN(e7)=d
#labelN(e8)=a
#labelN(e9)=b
#labelN(e10)=c
#labelN(e11)=a
#labelN(e12)=b
#labelN(e13)=c
#labelN(e14)=d

#pi(e1)=p1
#pi(e2)=p1
#pi(e3)=p1
#pi(e4)=p2
#pi(e5)=p2
#pi(e6)=p2
#pi(e7)=p2
#pi(e8)=p3
#pi(e9)=p3
#pi(e10)=p3
#pi(e11)=p4
#pi(e12)=p4
#pi(e13)=p4
#pi(e14)=p4

#time(e1)=1
#time(e2)=2
#time(e3)=4
#time(e4)=2
#time(e5)=3
#time(e6)=3
#time(e7)=5
#time(e8)=2
#time(e9)=4
#time(e10)=6
#time(e11)=2
#time(e12)=3
#time(e13)=6
#time(e14)=7

#act(e1)=a
#act(e2)=b
#act(e3)=d
#act(e4)=a
#act(e5)=b
#act(e6)=c
#act(e7)=d
#act(e8)=a
#act(e9)=b
#act(e10)=c
#act(e11)=a
#act(e12)=b
#act(e13)=c
#act(e14)=d

#resource(e1)=Nic
#resource(e2)=Nic
#resource(e3)=Ben
#resource(e4)=Nic
#resource(e5)=Nic
#resource(e6)=Nic
#resource(e7)=Sara
#resource(e8)=Nic
#resource(e9)=Ben
#resource(e10)=Nic
#resource(e11)=Nic
#resource(e12)=Nic
#resource(e13)=Nic
#resource(e14)=Ben

Figure 2.10: Prescribed behaviors specified by DPN.

Each unique event in the runs R 10 , and R 20 is presented as a transition in DPN.
The ellipses connected to each transition represent three variables p , t , and r .
firing sequences of DPN and their events that correspond to process instance runs and events in R
Each of these variables store the values of attributes of the events in R 10 , and2 R 20 .
Three variables p , t , and r in DPN respectively capture the values for attributes
pi, time, and resource. This is denoted by the write statement {W : p, t , r } on
each transition. The additional attributes of events in Fig. 2.10 (tID, and act)
correspond to transition ID and transition label in DPN. Since the labelN t has
exactly the same values of attribute act, the values for attribute labelN t is also
captured by the transition label in DPN.
As can be seen, the control-flow of DPN precisely models the events and
their sequences according to R 10 and R 20 . Each process instance run in R 10 and
R 20 corresponds to a terminating firing sequence in DPN. As soon as any of the
a -labelled transitions in DPN fires, it sets a value for process instance attribute
(pi), which is stored in variable p . Similarly the values for attributes time,
and resource are written and captured in variables t and r . The variables get
updated as other transitions fire in a terminating firing sequence. However, the
value of variable p is only read by these other transitions. Note that, p, t , and r
denote respectively the read values for attributes pi, time, and resource at each
transition, and p 0 , t 0 , and r 0 denote the written value for these attributes. The
terminating firing sequences in DPN are limited to the process instance runs
shown in Fig. 2.10. The guards at transitions in DPN exclude other events with
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other attribute values than events and attribute values specified in Fig. 2.10.
Silent transitions and duplicate labels in Petri nets. As we mentioned in
Sect. 2.3.1, we can refer to transitions by their label instead of their identifiers
as long as the labels are unique. In case distinct transitions in a net have the
same label, we differentiate transitions by adding an index to their label. For
example, in DPN0 shown in Fig. 2.11 transition identifiers are replaced by the
transition labels.
Compared to DPN in Fig. 2.9, two transition with label τ have been added in
DPN0 . Firing τ-labelled transitions also results in an event in the corresponding
run with a value for the “act ” attribute. DPN0 models the runs R 100 and R 200 (shown
in Fig. 2.12).
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Pattern parameters:
 #pi(e)  p
 #time(e)  t
 #resource(e)  r
 #tID(e)  transition ID
 #act(e)  transition label
 #labelN(e)  transition label

p
t

[p =p1 & t =1 & r =Nic] [p=p1 & t =2 & r =Nic] [p=p1 & t =4 & r =Ben]

{W:p,t,r}

{W:p,t,r}

{W:p,t,r}

a1

b1

d1

r

[p=p2 & t =3 & r =Nic]
{W:p,t,r}
b2
[p =p2 & t =2 & r =Nic]
[p =p2]
{W:p,t,r}
{W:p}
Initial

[p=p2] [p=p2 & t =5 & r =Sara]
{W:p,t,r}
{W:p}
τ2
d2

τ1

a2

[p =p2 & t =3& r =Nic]
{W:p,t,r}

c2

[p =p3 & t =2 & r =Nic]
{W:p,t,r}
a3

[p=p3 & t =4 & r =Ben] [p=p3 & t =6 & r =Nic]
{W:p,t,r}
{W:p,t,r}
b3

c3

[p =p4 & t =2 & r =Nic] [p=p4 & t =3 & r =Nic] [p=p4 & t =6 & r =Nic] [p=p2 & t =7 & r =Ben]
{W:p,t,r}
{W:p,t,r}
{W:p,t,r}
{W:p,t,r}
a4
b4
c4
d4

Figure 2.11: The data-aware Petri net DPN0 specifying R 100 , and R 200 .

Final

resource attribute
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Resource attribute
#resource(e1)=Nic
#resource(e2)=Nic
#resource(e3)=Ben
#resource(e4)=Nic
#resource(e5)=Nic
#resource(e6)=Nic
#resource(e7)=Sara

transition label
event ID transition ID process instance event timestamp
resource attribute
(activity name)
event ID transition ID process instance event time stamp
transition
label
Resource attribute
e1
t1
#pi(e1)=p1
#time(e1)=1
#act (transition label)(e1)=a
#resource(e1)=Nic
e2
t2
#pi(e2)=p1
#time(e2)=2
#act (transition label)(e2)=b
#resource(e2)=Nic
e3
t3
#pi(e3)=p1
#time(e3)=4
#act (transition label)(e3)=d
#resource(e3)=Ben
e4
t4
#pi(e4)=p2
#time(e4)=2
#act (transition label)(e4)=a
#resource(e4)=Nic
e5
t5
#pi(e5)=p2
#time(e5)=3
#act (transition label)
(e5)=b
#resource(e5)=Nic
Preliminaries
e6
t6
#pi(e6)=p2
#time(e6)=3
#act (transition label)(e6)=c
#resource(e6)=Nic
e7
t7
#pi(e7)=p2
#time(e7)=5
#act (transition label)(e7)=d
#resource(e7)=Sara
t15
- two events.
#act (transition
)=τ
The run eR15100 has extended
R#10pi(e
(Fig.
These
and15)=p2 2.10) with
label)(e15events
e
t
(e16)=p
16 are hachured
16
2
act (transition
label)(e16)=τ
their attributes
in#piFig.
2.12.
These- events #are
referring
to the two-

τ-labelled (so called silent or invisible) transitions in DPN0 . These transition do

not represent any business activity and are usually used for modelling purposes
in Petri nets (e.g. for modelling concurrency or similar structures). Note that
when ignoring the technical attribute “tID” and projecting only on events with
visible activity names (non-τ), then R 1 , R 10 , and R 100 express the same behavior.

R

1

R

2

event ID

tID

lableN

pi

time

act

resource

e1
e2
e3
e4
e5
e6
e7
e15
e16
e8
e9
e10
e11
e12
e13
e14

#tID(e1)=t1
#tID(e2)=t2
#tID(e3)=t3
#tID(e4)=t4
#tID(e5)=t5
#tID(e6)=t6
#tID(e7)=t7
#tID(e15)=t15
#tID(e16)=t16
#tID(e8)=t8
#tID(e9)=t9
#tID(e10)=t10
#tID(e11)=t11
#tID(e12)=t12
#tID(e13)=t13
#tID(e14)=t14

#labelN(e1)=a
#labelN(e2)=b
#labelN(e3)=d
#labelN(e4)=a
#labelN(e5)=b
#labelN(e6)=c
#labelN(e7)=d
#labelN(e8)=a
#labelN(e9)=b
#labelN(e10)=c
#labelN(e11)=a
#labelN(e12)=b
#labelN(e13)=c
#labelN(e14)=d

#pi(e1)=p1
#pi(e2)=p1
#pi(e3)=p1
#pi(e4)=p2
#pi(e5)=p2
#pi(e6)=p2
#pi(e7)=p2
#pi(e15)=p2
#pi(e16)=p2
#pi(e8)=p3
#pi(e9)=p3
#pi(e10)=p3
#pi(e11)=p4
#pi(e12)=p4
#pi(e13)=p4
#pi(e14)=p4

#time(e1)=1
#time(e2)=2
#time(e3)=4
#time(e4)=2
#time(e5)=3
#time(e6)=3
#time(e7)=5
#time(e8)=2
#time(e9)=4
#time(e10)=6
#time(e11)=2
#time(e12)=3
#time(e13)=6
#time(e14)=7

#act(e1)=a
#act(e2)=b
#act(e3)=d
#act(e4)=a
#act(e5)=b
#act(e6)=c
#act(e7)=d
#act(e8)=a
#act(e9)=b
#act(e10)=c
#act(e11)=a
#act(e12)=b
#act(e13)=c
#act(e14)=d

#resource(e1)=Nic
#resource(e2)=Nic
#resource(e3)=Ben
#resource(e4)=Nic
#resource(e5)=Nic
#resource(e6)=Nic
#resource(e7)=Sara
#resource(e8)=Nic
#resource(e9)=Ben
#resource(e10)=Nic
#resource(e11)=Nic
#resource(e12)=Nic
#resource(e13)=Nic
#resource(e14)=Ben

Figure 2.12: Prescribed behaviors specified by DPN0 .

Normally, event logs do not contain events referring to invisible (τ-labelled)
steps, however, we will make extensive use of invisible steps in order to precisely
capture compliance constraints in a DPN.

2.4

Aligning an Event Log to a Model

An observed behavior (event log) may deviate from a prescribed behavior (run).
Deviations are detected using alignments [135]. An alignment pairs events of a
log to events of a run. Each pair (e L , e R ) is called a move expressing that event
e L of the log aligns to event e R of the run. In case the log deviates from the run,

2.4 Aligning an Event Log to a Model
not all events can be paired. For this, we introduce the symbol À denoting a
“no move”, i.e., À 6∈ E . For any set E ⊆ E : E À = E ∪ {À}.
Let E L be a set of log events and E R be a set of run events. (e L , e R ) ∈ (E L )À ×
R À
(E ) is a move. There are four types of moves:
• (e L , e R ) is a synchronous move if e L 6=À and e R 6=À,
• (e L , À) with e L 6=À is a log-only move,
• (À, e R ) with e R 6=À is a model-only move, and
• (À, À) is an invalid move.

There are two kinds of synchronous moves. A synchronous move is correct
(w.r.t. its attributes) if:
• #(e L ) = #(e R )  (d om(#(e R )) \ {tID}) 4 .

Otherwise the synchronous move is incorrect.
An alignment of a log to a model pairs each event in the log to an event of
some run of the model up to deviations. Thereby, two events paired in a move
have to be consistent with the ordering of events both in the log and in the
runs of the model respectively. In the original definition of alignments [135],
two events of a move had to be consistent w.r.t. their activity name attribute
(act ∈ Attr ). In the following definition, we introduce an attribute checking ∈ Attr
as the attribute for which two events in a move have to be consistent. We allow
the user to pick any attribute from the log as the checking attribute as long as all
the events in the L have this attribute, i.e., for any e ∈ E L : checking ∈ dom(#(e)).
Recall from Sect. 2.3.3 that each (data-aware) Petri net N maps its transition
label to an attribute labelN of run events. We may pair log events with run
events in a synchronous move whenever the checking attribute of the log event
is consistent with the labelN attribute of the run event.
Definition 2.7 (Alignment) A = (L, R, M , ≤M ) is an alignment of log L = (E L , #L , ≤L
) to run R = (E R , #R , ≤R ) of some (data-aware) Petri net w.r.t. the consistency attributes checking, label N ∈ Attr if and only if:
• M ⊆ ((E L )À × (E R )À ) \ {(À, À)} is a set of moves, and
• ≤M is a partial order, such that:
4 Given a function f with domain dom( f ) and X ⊆ dom( f ): f  X is the function projected on

X , i.e., dom( f  X ) = X and for all x ∈ X : f  X (x) = f (x)
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1. E L = {e L | (e L , e R ) ∈ M ∧ e L 6= À}, i.e., the left hand-sides of all moves
are all log events,
2. E R = {e R | (e L , e R ) ∈ M ∧ e R 6= À}, i.e., the right hand-sides of all moves
are all run events,
3. ∀e∈E L |{(e L , e R ) ∈ M | e L = e}| = 1, i.e., for each event in the log there is
precisely one corresponding move,
4. ∀e∈E R |{(e L , e R ) ∈ M | e R = e}| = 1, i.e., for each event in the model run
there is precisely one corresponding move,
5. ∀(e L ,e R )∈M ∩(E L ×E R ) #pi (e L ) = #pi (e R ), i.e., model events involved in a synchronous move belong to the same process instance,
6. ∀(e L ,e R )∈M ∩(E L ×E R ) #checking (e L ) = #labelN (e R ), i.e., events involved in a
synchronous move hold in their checking attribute the value of the transition label,
7. ∀(e L ,e R ),(e L ,e R )∈M ∩(E L ×E R ) e 1R ≤ e 2R ⇒ e 1L ≤ e 2L , i.e., the event log respects
1 1
2 2
the ordering in the model run, and
8. ∀(e L ,e R ),(e L ,e R )∈M ((e 1L , e 1R ) ≤M (e 2L , e 2R )) ⇐⇒ (({e 1R , e 2R } ⊆ E R ) ∧ (e 1R ≤R e 2R )) ∨
1

1

2

2

({e 1L , e 2L } ⊆ E L ) ∧ (e 1L ≤L e 2L )), i.e., ordering of the moves in the alignment

respects ordering of the log events in the event log or ordering of run
events in the run.

Here we use the notion of alignments different from literature [135]. First
of all, we do not align individual cases in the log, but align the log (a behavior)
as a whole to a run (of multiple process instance runs). Second, we do not
align activities but unique events. Third, we check consistency (i.e., enforce
synchronous moves) w.r.t. user-chosen attributes (checking, and labelN ). Note
that, labelN ) can be simply a copy of the another attribute e.g. activity name
(act) or it can be combination of several other attributes. Finally, we use partial
orders rather than a total ordering of moves.
Given a log and a model, infinitely many alignments are possible. We are
interested in alignments which minimize the number of “non-perfect matches”
between log events and model events.

2.4 Aligning an Event Log to a Model

L=(EL,#L,
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Figure 2.13: The partially ordered alignment A (c) between the event log L (a) and the
process model run R 1 (b).
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Deviations related to events. Therefore, we typically define a notion of optimal alignment using a cost function to penalize moves where model and log
deviate. Obvious deviations are log-only moves (e L , À) and model-only moves
(À, e R ). However, incorrect synchronous moves are also deviations which we
will discuss later in detail. Note that, different deviations may have different
costs (e.g. model-only moves, log-only moves and incorrect moves may have
different costs). Figure 2.13(c) shows an alignment between the event log L
shown in Fig. 2.13(a) and the run R 1 in Fig. 2.13(b). For this alignment we
choose checking = act , i.e., we align log event to run event w.r.t. the activity
name. The alignment A shown in Fig. 2.13(c) has a log-only move, a modelonly move, and six synchronous moves that are partially ordered in every process instance. The log-only move in the alignment A indicates that event log
L has an event without a corresponding event in R 1 and the model-only move
shows that an event was missing in event log L that was supposed to happen
according to R 1 . The arcs shown in the graph5 of the alignment A illustrate the
ordering of the moves.
Deviations related to attributes. A log and a model can also disagree with
respect to attributes and attribute values. There can be synchronous moves disagreeing on attributes, i.e., (e L , e R ) with dom(#(e L )) 6= dom(#(e R )) \ {tID}, or disagreeing on an attribute value, i.e., #(e L ) 6= #(e R ), for example #age (e L ) 6= #age (e R ).
Synchronous moves never disagree on the consistency attributes (see Def. 2.7,
point 6).
These kinds of deviations are illustrated in Fig. 2.14 which extends the
events of Fig. 2.13 with their resource attribute. Besides the log-only move and
the model-only move, alignment A 0 in Fig. 2.14(c) indicates an incorrect synchronous move (a synchronous move with a deviating resource attribute), i.e., event
e 7L was executed by Nic whereas the corresponding resource in the prescribed
behavior (R 1 ) is Sara (#resource (e 7R ) = Sara).
When aligning behaviors with many different attributes, we will present an
alignment in the form of a table. For example, Fig. 2.15 shows the alignment
between the event log L and the run R 100 (Fig. 2.12) in a tabular form. Note that,
R 100 is a run of the data-aware Petri net DPN0 (Fig. 2.11). Log events are shown
in the top row of the table and run events are shown in the bottom row of the
table. Sub-rows refer to different event attributes and their values. The consistency attributes are highlighted. The alignment shown in Fig. 2.15 denotes
five violations: three model-only moves, a log-only move, and an incorrect syn5 Note, the graph of partially ordered alignment A includes only non-transitive arcs, i.e., we only

show the minimal set of arcs whose transitive closure defines a partial order.
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Figure 2.14: The partially ordered alignment A 0 (c) between the event log L (a) and the
process model run R 1 (b).

chronous move. Columns with a “À” in the top row denote model-only moves,
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observed and specified behavior. We also typically abstract from transition ID
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mizing the differences between a model run and a log using a cost function. As
mentioned earlier, we can assign different costs to different violations (e.g. violations of types ‘model-only move’, ‘log-only move’ and ‘incorrect synchronous
move’ may have various costs). Here, we do not consider a specific algorithm
to solve the optimization problem and assume an “oracle”. A concrete oracle
for finding optimal alignments has been defined in [135]. Given a log and a
model, the oracle produces an optimal alignment. There could be multiple optimal alignments having the same deviation costs. However, in the following,
we limit ourselves to the setting where the oracle provides one of these optimal
alignments in a deterministic manner.
Definition 2.8 (Oracle) α is the oracle function, i.e., it is a deterministic function
such that for any event log L ∈ BH and model Mod ⊆ BH : α(L, Mod) = (L, R, M , ≤M )
is an alignment such that R ∈ Mod.
Let β be a cost function that assigns each move m a cost β(m) ≥ 0. The cost
P
of an alignment (L, R, M , ≤M ) is then m∈M β(m). An oracle α is a deterministic
function such that for any event log L ∈ B H and any model Mod ⊆ B H holds:
α(L, Mod ) = (L, R, M , ≤M ) is an alignment such that R ∈ Mod and for any other
0
alignment (L, R 0 , M 0 , ≤M ) of L and Mod holds: β(M 0 ) ≥ β(M ).
It is easy to see that there always exists an alignment between a log L and
a model Mod : we can pick a run R ∈ Mod and construct) the alignment A =
(L, R, M , ≤M ) that has just log-only moves for the events in L and just modelonly moves for the events in R (of course the ordering need to be respected)s,

2.5 Specifying Prescribed Behaviors from Different Perspectives
i.e., M = {(e L , À) | e L ∈ E L } ∪ {(À, e R ) | e R ∈ E R }. Such an alignment A , given also
the right ≤M , satisfies all the requirements of Definition 2.7. Oracle α always
returns an alignment with the least cost. It can be realized in a way similar
to [44, 135].

2.5

Specifying Prescribed Behaviors from Different
Perspectives

The transition labels in DPN or DPN0 (Fig 2.9 and Fig. 2.11) capture the admissible values of attribute act (activity name) for each event. Next, we discuss
how we can capture the admissible behaviors from a different perspective, for
example the resource attribute. DPNresource shown in Fig. 2.16-(top) explicitly
models the resource values as the transition labels.
This net has an initial place, a final place, and five transitions including two
invisible transitions. The net has three variables capturing values of process
instance, activity name, and time attributes. For the ease of representation, the
ellipses related to these variables are not shown in the net. The first invisible τlabelled transition sets the initial values for attributes process instance, and time.
Other transitions will not update the value of process instance attribute. The
attributes time, and activity name get updated by other transitions except the
second invisible τ-labelled transition that will only change the resource value.
The runs generated from this net are partially shown in Fig. 2.16-(bottom).
If we abstract from transition ID attribute and events related to invisible transitions (these events are shaded in gray), the behaviors described in these runs
are the same behaviors described in R 1 , and R 2 . Therefore, in essence DPN,
DPN0 , and DPNresource all specify the same behaviors. However, they differ significantly in the perspective they give on the specified behavior (i.e., order of
activities versusorder of resources in a process). In principle, we can choose
any attribute of a run as the consistency attribute labelN in run and model it
as transition labels of a (data-aware) Petri net as long as the attribute is global
in the run, i.e., all the events in the run share the chosen attribute. Note that,
for all the patterns always the mapping #labelN (e) → transition label always hold.
Therefore, in the remaining part of the thesis, we will not show this information
in the patterns.
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Pattern parameters:
 #pi(e)  p
 #time(e)  t
 #act(e)  act
 #tID(e)  transition ID
 #resource(e)  transition label
 #labelN(e)  transition label

[(p =p1 & t=0 & act =a & t =1) Or
(p =p1 & t=1 & act =b & t =2) Or
(p =p2 & t=0 & act=a & t =2) Or
(p =p2 & t=2 & act=b & t =3) Or
(p =p2 & t=3 & act=c & t =5) Or
(p =p3 & t=0 & act =a & t =2) Or
(p =p3 & t=2 & act =c & t =6) Or
(p =p4 & t=0 & act =a & t =2) Or
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Figure 2.16: DPNresource : The data-aware Petri net modeling values of attribute resource
as transition labels.
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Pattern parameters:
 #resource(e)  r
 #act(e)  transition label
τ1
b
a
Initial

[(r =Ben) Or (r =Sara)]
{W:r}

d
Final

c
τ2
r

Figure 2.17: DPNgeneric : The data-aware Petri net can replay R 1 , R 2 and many more runs
as long as they adhere to the constraints.

2.6

Specifying behaviors with (Data-Aware) Petri
nets Using an Open World Assumption

Although DPN, DPN0 , and DPNresource precisely describe the behaviors R 1 and R 2 ,
the admissible firing sequences in these nets are limited to process instance runs
in R 1 and R 2 (abstracted from the transition ID and events related to invisible
transitions).
In this sense, the nets only allow for the behaviors exactly specified and exclude any other behavior, which corresponds to closed world assumption. However, compliance constraints have an open world assumption: everything is allowed unless it violates the given constraint. Next, we discuss how we can use
(data-aware) Petri nets to specify behaviors in an open-world assumption.
Assume we would allow for any occurrence of activities a, b, c, and d as long
as (1) the sequence 〈a, b〉 is present and (2) activity d may only be executed
by Ben or Sara. In this case, we can abstract from the strict guards annotating
the transitions in DPN, DPN0 or DPNresource and allow for any occurrence of
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these activities as long as they adhere to the constraints. DPNgeneric (shown in
Fig. 2.17) describes the two runs R 1 and R 2 and many more, while adhering to
the constraints we mentioned.
In this pattern, we capture the compliant sequence of activities by ordering
the transitions. As can be seen, similar to DPN and DPN0 , transition labels in
DPNgeneric make activity names explicit, allowing us to abstract from attribute
act in the guards. In addition, we can also abstract from the attribute time as
long as activities follow the specified sequence. Note that the above specification
does not constrain time delays between two activities. We also do not need
the attribute pi since the start and completion of a firing sequence, specified
by DPNgeneric , is interpreted as exactly one process instance run. The precise
value of the process instance is irrelevant to us and it can take any value. The
alignment will then pick a suitable process instance for a given execution in a
log. The only attribute we need to explicitly model in DPNgeneric is the resource.
Further, because this attribute is only constrained on the occurrences of activity
d , we can locally connect it to d and restrict it with the guard [(r = Ben) Or
(r = Sara)].
As discussed before, in a data-aware Petri net some attributes may be connected to all the transitions and some may be used only locally for specific
transitions. Accordingly, the events produced as the result of executing these
transitions may or may not have an attribute. We can constrain the admissible
values of attributes by annotating each transition with guards. For all attributes
not specified in DPNgeneric , their value can change arbitrarily except:
• pi (process instance attribute): for pi, we assume events related to each
firing sequence to have the same pi value (as required by the Def. 2.4.)
• time: We require that time values agree with the ordering of events. That
is, e 1 ≤ e 2 ⇒ #time (e 1 ) ≤ #time (e 2 ) ∧ #pi (e 1 ) = #pi (e 2 ).
Note that if we only have constraints on the presence of activities and their
sequence, we can abstract from all other attributes and model the behavior as
a classical Petri net. In chapters 4, 5, and 6, we will explain in detail how to
model prescribed behaviors as (data-aware) Petri nets.

2.7

Concluding Remarks

This chapter introduced the general definition of behavior as a collection of
partially ordered events. Intuitively each event refers to a set of attributes and

2.7 Concluding Remarks
value pairs that records an execution of a particular activity in a particular context. Each event is represented by a unique identifier. Hence, we can distinguish
events even if they have identical properties.
Both event log and model are behaviors. We express prescribed behaviors
as a (data-aware) Petri net. We can constrain the presence of events, their
ordering of occurrence and their properties by using transitions, their sequence,
their attributes, and transition guards.
We use alignments to relate events in a prescribed behavior to events in
an observed behavior and detect deviations. An alignment is a collection of
partially ordered moves where each move refers to a particular event in the
observed behavior and a particular event in the prescribed behavior. A move can
be compliant or violating. Violating moves are of types: log-only move, modelonly move, or incorrect synchronous move. Since a move pairs two unique
events, moves with identical properties can be distinguished.
We introduced the notion of consistency attributes to the alignment which
allows us to pair observed and specified events based on a user-chosen attribute
from the log and the model. We will make extensive use of these consistency
attributes when checking for compliance w.r.t. various perspectives of a process.
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Chapter 3
Requirements for Analyzing
Compliance
To improve compliance in a sustainable manner, it is necessary to understand
non-compliance. To understand non-compliance, we need diagnostics that provide insights needed. These diagnostics impose some requirements on different
phases of a compliance analysis approach.
In this chapter, we discuss different requirements on various phases of a
compliance analysis approach including compliance rule elicitation and formalization requirements, requirements on compliance checking techniques and requirements on diagnostics.
Figure 3.1 illustrates how this chapter is organized. In Sect. 3.1, we discuss
different dimensions of compliance constraints that a process must adhere to.
In Sect. 3.2, we propose a comprehensive compliance analysis approach and its
required steps. In Sect. 3.3, we sketch the type of diagnostics that the compliance analysis approach should deliver us. We discuss the requirements of
a compliance checking technique both regarding the desired diagnostic information and the kind of inputs required for such diagnostics. Based on these
requirements, we then discuss a number of technical and conceptual choices for
realizing compliance analysis.
In Sect. 3.4, we discuss various aspects of formalizing compliance constraints.
In the same section, we also present three collections of compliance constraints.
Section 3.5 discusses the selected compliance checking technique. We will
sketch our ideas for providing diagnostics in Sect. 3.6.
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Figure 3.1: Thesis road map gives the mapping of the sections in Chap. 3 on to our
compliance analysis approach.
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Dimensions of Compliance Constraints

Compliance constraints prescribe how an internal or cross-organizational business process has to be designed or executed. Usually a business process is
governed by several constraints. Compliance constraints may limit individual
perspectives of a business process (control flow, data flow, organizational aspects, and process time) or a combination of several perspectives. For example,
consider the compliance constraint: “After a claim of more than 3000 euros has
been filed, two different employees need to check the validity of the claim independently. Each claim must be handled at most 6 months after the placement.”
This constraint refers to (1) control flow (“After a claim has been filed, validity
must be checked”), (2) data flow (“A claim of over 3000 euros requires two validity checks”), (3) the organization (“Multiple validity checks are carried out by
different employees”), and (4) the temporal dimension (“Within 6 months the
claim must be processed”).
Furthermore, a compliance constraint can (5) prescribe properties of a single

(6) Observation-based
Vs. Model-based
(4)T
em
por
a

l ru

les
(5) Individual case
Vs. Multiple cases

(1) Control-ﬂow rules
(2) Data-ﬂow rules
(3) Organization rules
Figure 3.2: Compliance constraints framework.
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case or of multiple cases e.g. “20% of all claims require a detailed check.”, and
(6) prescribe properties of the process design e.g. “The claim process must have
a time-out event handler.” or properties of the process executions, which can be
observed (i.e., recorded in an event log).
A constraint usually covers several perspectives of a process. Our studies [97, 98, 130, 131] analyzing the existing body of literature in compliance
and our experience on different case studies show that even small compliance
constraints are concerned with multiple perspectives.
Based on these observations, we identified six orthogonal dimensions of
compliance constraints. These different aspects of compliance give rise to the
framework shown in Fig. 3.2.
To enable precise compliance checking of a constraint, we decompose it into
several related compliance rules. Each rule is concerned with one process dimension only. As discussed in Chap. 1, in this thesis we discuss techniques for
compliance auditing of a business process, i.e., checking after the execution of
a business process whether it complies to the relevant compliance constraints
or not (thereby we focus on rules that are observation-based). In addition, we
detect possible violations in the entire log for each case individually and we
do not focus on compliance rules constraining multiple cases. We define the
scope of this thesis to cover fully the remaining four dimensions of the framework, i.e., we analyze compliance of processes against compliance constraints
that confine control-flow of a process, process time, process data, and organization (resource).

3.2

Compliance Analysis Overview

In order to comply with a set of compliance constraints confining a business
operation, the Compliance Management (CM) life cycle 1.3 discussed in Chap. 1,
introduces five types of compliance related activities: (1) elicit compliance constraints that have to be satisfied, (2) formalize precisely the elicited compliance
constraints, (3) implement and configure information systems such that they
fulfill the compliance constraints, (4) check whether the compliance constraints
will be met (forward compliance checking) or have been met (backward compliance checking), and (5) improve the processes and systems based on diagnostic
information.
Figure 3.3 illustrates an overview of our approach for compliance analysis which reflects different phases of the CM life cycle. Our approach starts
with elicitation and formalization of compliance constraints. As discussed pre-
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Figure 3.3: Compliance analysis overview.

viously in Chap. 1, we advocate the idea of separating compliance management
from business process management. Therefore, we deliberately avoided adding
a component in our approach for implementing and configuring compliance
constraints within business processes. The next phase of the CM life cycle supported by the proposed approach is compliance checking and the approach ends
by providing diagnostics to improve a business operation.
In the following, we discuss how and under which conditions this proposed
approach can support compliance analysis in practice.

3.3

Requirements for Compliance Analysis

First, we discuss how our approach, depicted in Fig. 3.3, can realize compliance
analysis by discussing requirements from practice, starting from the desired diagnostics.

3.3.1

Requirements on Compliance Diagnostics

The aim of analyzing compliance of a process is to get an overview of how compliant the process is. Yet a more important goal is to obtain insights about noncompliance and possibly some insights about the root causes of violations that
would guide us to take corrective measures and improve compliance. Hence,
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there are several groups of questions that should be answered by the diagnostic
information we seek to produce:
• How many times each compliance constraint is violated? What are the
violating activities?
• What kind of violations occurred? How frequent they are?
• What exactly went wrong and what should have happened instead?
• Which violations are more important and require a closer look first?
• What are the causes of a specific violation?
These questions form the prerequisites for different steps of this approach.
Next, we will discuss these questions and illustrate the kind of answers a compliance analyst might expect from our approach.
First group of questions: Violating constraints, violating activities and their
frequencies
We would like to know: how many times each compliance constraint is violated?
and what the violating activities are?
A business process usually is confined by several compliance constraints
(e.g. in Chap. 9, we analyze compliance of one single business process against
eight distinct compliance rules). There are many sources of compliance rules:
(1) regulatory compliance (e.g. national law), (2) commercial compliance (e.g. service level agreements), (3) organizational compliance (e.g. internal policies of
organizations). Violation of a rule incurs cost or worse. In order to improve
business operations in the right way (i.e., such that violations no longer occur),
it is important to know for each rule whether it is violated and in which business
activity.
To answer these questions, we first need to have a clear definition of a violation. A violation can be defined as a deviation observed in reality from the
prescribed behavior specified by a compliance constraint. For example, consider a simple compliance constraint C 1 stating: “Every execution of activity
A must be followed immediately by the sequence of activities 〈B,C〉”. Assume we have the process instance p as shown in Fig. 3.4. We can see that this
process instance is violating the compliance constraint because at least three
occurrences of A were not followed by the sequence 〈B,C〉. In this process instance, activity A occurred five times, that means the compliance constraint was
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Diagnostic information:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Number of violating process instances: 1
Violating process instances: Process instance p
Number of compliance constraint activations: 5
Number of violating activations of the constraint: 3
Violating activations of the constraint: 1st ,2nd, and 4th activations
Number of violations: 3
Activities involved in violations: B, C, and D

Figure 3.4: Diagnostics about violations of the constraint C 1 and the violating activities.

activated five times (i.e., each occurrence of A demands that the rule is satisfied (again)), but it was completed in a compliant manner only twice and three
times not, resulting in a violation. We are not only interested to know if a process instance is compliant or violating but also we would like to know exactly
how many times a constraint is violated.
In addition, we would like to know what the violating activities are, because
we would like to spot where a process is more vulnerable and prone to violation.
The first activation of the constraint is non-compliant (B is missing). In the
second activation of the constraint, occurrence of C is missing. So, the violating
A =(L, is
R, M)
activity is C. The third activation
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Diagnostic information:

·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Number of violating process instances: 1
Violating process instances: Process instance p
Number of compliance constraint activations: 5
Number of violating activations of the constraint: 4
Violating activations of the constraint: 1st ,2nd , 3rd and 4th activations
Activities involved in violations: B, C, and D
Violations: 4
- 3*(control-flow)
- 1*(temporal)

Figure 3.5: Diagnostics about violations of the constraint C1 extended with information
about the violation types and their frequency.
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lations, it is useful to know what perspective of the process has been violated
(type of violation) and how violations are distributed over the different types.
Consider the following compliance constraint which extends the previous
example with a restriction on the temporal perspective: “Activity A must be
followed within three time units by the sequence of activities 〈B,C〉”. Figure 3.5 shows events of a process instance p along a time axis.
As illustrated in Fig. 3.5, first and second activations of the compliance
constraint have violations of type skipped activity. The third activation of the
constraint is compliant with the control-flow restriction (i.e., occurrence of the
sequence 〈B,C〉 after A) but violated the temporal restriction (i.e., activity C occurred later than expected). The fourth activation of the constraint violates the
control-flow (occurrence of D is not allowed). The fifth activation of the compliance constraint is compliant. Both activities B, and C occurred within the
time specified by the constraint. Figure 3.5 (bottom) illustrates what kind of
diagnostics could be given.
Such diagnostics help understand the violations. That is, it helps understanding:
• What type of violations occurred in total (i.e., how vulnerable are the processes w.r.t. to time, control-flow or data and resource perspectives)? In a
process instance? and per activity?
• How often did they occur?
• Which type of violations occurred more than others?
In order to produce diagnostics of this kind, one needs a compliance analysis
approach that can separate compliance constraints w.r.t. their different perspectives, analyze compliance in each perspective, and integrate the results.
Third group of questions: Violation compensation.
These questions are related to identifying exactly what should change in a process to make it compliant. We would like to know exactly:
• What went wrong? (e.g. which activity, which data, which resource with
which amount, ... of deviation)?
• What should have happened instead?, i.e., How the violation can be compensated
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·
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Number of violating process instances: 1
Violating process instances: Process instance p
Number of compliance constraint activations: 5
Number of violating activations of the constraint: 4
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Figure 3.6: Information on how the process should have been executed differently to be
compliant.
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Thus, the compliance checking technique should not only report the violations, but also be able to show in detail the compliant behavior that should have
occurred instead.
Fourth group of questions: Important violations.
Compliance constraints in an organization may have different priorities. They
can be prioritized for instance based on the negative consequences that their
violation may impose, or based on the source that a compliance constraint originates from. Violating compliance constraints that originate from text of law may
have severe legal consequences for an organization compared to constraints that
originate from internal policies of a company and are set to improve business
operations. Another example would be compliance constraints that are industry specific and usually are demanded by clients and business partners; violating
such constraints may lead to loosing a client or high costs.
As a result of compliance checking, many violations may be detected. However, not all of these violations have the same priority for a company or are of
the same severity. The severity of a violation is not limited to its frequency but
is also influenced by the negative consequences that it may have for an organization. We would like to know: What are the important violations that require a
closer look?
For instance, if violations of a specific rule are related to a higher monetary
value or have far reaching legal consequences for a company, they would be
more important compared to others. Hence, it is required to rank violations such
that the important ones are highlighted and will not to be hidden among minor
violations. We can compute severity of violations based on their frequency and
importance.
Suppose in our example, violations related to activity B have priority 1, temporal violations have priority 2, and other types of violations have a lower priority. Since each type of violation observed occurred once, then the ranked list
of violations will be:
• Activity B is missing.
• Activity C occurred late.
• Activity C is missing.
• Activity D is not allowed.
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In this thesis, we will investigate how to determine the relevance of violations based on event data.
Fifth group of questions: Root causes of violations.
Reporting statistics about violations, their type, frequency and importance provides a view on the compliance level of a process but it is also important to have
diagnostics about the causes of violations. We would like to know if we can use
the contextual data available for the process to understand:
• Who are the main actors involved in violations of a particular type?
• Is there an indicator in the process that allows us to predict future violations?
• Can we find a pattern by comparing violating and non-violating instances of
activities and processes?
A compliance analysis technique needs to relate violations to the context in
which they occur in order to be able to detect the factors that influence compliance or non-compliance.
Presenting diagnostics.
In addition to the requirements for diagnostics we listed above (described by
the five groups of questions to be answered), it is required that this information
should be presented at different abstraction levels to not only give an overview
about the compliance but also to provide detailed analysis of a specific violation.
These diagnostics should address the needs of the auditors and process experts who are in charge of assessing and understanding compliance. Therefore,
diagnostic information should be presented in concise and intuitive visualizations. Such a visualization must be complete and expressive in non-technical
terms to intuitively and interactively guide business users through the wealth of
information. Its structure must meaningfully group and summarize the available diagnostics and its navigation structure should effectively convey the necessary information.

3.3.2

Requirements for Compliance Checking Techniques

In the following, we will discuss key requirements that compliance checking
techniques must have to provide the kind of diagnostics described in Sect. 3.3.1.

3.3 Requirements for Compliance Analysis
Existing techniques from process and data mining on event data can help
finding root causes and contexts of violations. Thus, projecting checking results
back to event logs, provides us the possibility to analyze the violations further
by preparing different statistical reports and leveraging various data mining
techniques.
To obtain diagnostics about violating events and activities (first and second
group of the questions listed in the previous section), we need to have dedicated techniques to check compliance of a process from different perspectives
including control-flow, time, data, and resource. After checking compliance
from different perspectives and for all relevant compliance constraints, we need
to combine all obtained checking results to get an overall view on compliance.
These checking techniques should not only identify violating and non-violating
process instances. They should also detect all the violations in the entire process, specify exactly the type of each violation, specify to which compliance
constraint it is referring, specify to which instance of a constraint is violated,
and specify what the violating activity is? Therefore, the checking technique
employed should be able to precisely locate each violation in a process instance.
The checking technique should state for each violation what should change
in a process to make it compliant (third group of questions). The proposed
change should not consider the impact of this change only locally per constraint
activation but globally in a process instance. This is of particular importance
when a violation related to one activity may influence the compliance of other
activities.
To elaborate on this, suppose we have a compliance constraint stating: (1)
“Activity A may only occur with amount values less than 20.” and another
constraint requires: (2)“If amount value is 10 or more then activity C must
be executed.”
Suppose we have observed the sequence of activities in a process instance p
as shown in Fig. 3.71 . Activity A is violating because its amount should have had
a value less than 20 according to (1). If the checking technique recommends a
value between 10 and 20 for amount, then the process instance p would be compliant w.r.t. the first compliance constraint. Suppose the modified value is 15.
The new value for amount satisfies the second constraint because activity C is
not executed in the process instance p. Hence, the only acceptable amount value
that will not violate any of the constraints is between 0 and 10. A compliance
checking technique therefore requires to consider the impact of recommended
compliant values globally in a process instance.
1 Note that we use an informal representation of the notions we defined in Chap. 2.
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Figure 3.7: The compliance checking technique should consider the impact of proposed
compliant values globally in a process instance.

In summary, the checking technique should:
• detect violations of different types including control-flow related, temporal, data and resource related violations,
• detect all violations not only violating instances of a process,
• locate violations per process instance, constraint, constraint instance, and
activity, and
• suggest compensation for detected violations globally in a process instance.
The (data-aware) alignment technique discussed in Chap. 2 satisfies all the
requirements for a checking technique we listed above. Using data-aware alignment we can detect violating constraints and violations of different types, locate
the process instance and constraint activation where a violation occurred, and
the suggests the compensation values that would make an execution of the process compliant. All other diagnostics we listed above (questions in groups four
and five ) can be built using other data analysis techniques such as association
rule mining and data classification based on the detailed results that alignment
produces.
By selecting alignments as a basic mechanism, we also make constrain the
kind of inputs our compliance analysis technique can accept: the ‘observed behavior’ has to be an event log (for example in XES format). We chose to formalize compliance constraints as (data-aware) Petri nets to express the ‘prescribed
behavior’. There exists a powerful set of tooling for Petri nets in conjunction

3.3 Requirements for Compliance Analysis
with alignments. Next, we discuss requirements for inputs of our compliance
analysis approach.

3.3.3

Requirements for Event Logs as an Input for the Compliance Checking Technique

To leverage the selected (data-aware) alignment checking technique, we need
to map the attributes of events being checked in an event log to transitions
in a (data-aware) Petri net. Recall from Sect. 2.4 that the use of alignments
implies that the user has to select a particular checking attribute to relate observed events to transitions of the formal specification. Sometimes the checking
attribute can be simply the activity name (act), for instance when we are checking the existence or sequence of occurrence of activities. However, in many
cases, we may have to consider several attributes together to decide whether
a particular event is subject to a compliance constraint. For example, if a rule
states that “ payments over 5000 have to be approved by a manager”, then
the rule only concerns those events with activity name “payment” where also
attribute “amount” is larger than 5000. The choice of the checking attribute
depends on the compliance constraint to be checked and may vary from one to
another. The compliance checking techniques must support checking attributes
in a generic way to be able to cover different compliance constraints. Therefore, prior to the detection of violations, we need to prepare the event log for
checking by choosing the right attribute or combination of attributes.
In summary:
• we need to be able to elicit an appropriate checking attribute from the
information recorded in an event log,
• the attribute in the event log, chosen as the checking attribute to map
events to transitions of a Petri net, must be global. That is, all the events
in the event log must have a value recorded for the checking attribute. If
an attribute only has a value in some events of the log, it cannot be chosen
as the checking attribute.

3.3.4

Requirements for Elicitation and Formalization of Compliance Constraints

In order to enable automated compliance checking, the user has to choose which
compliance constraints shall be checked.
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During the elicitation phase of the CM life cycle, the user identifies the compliance constraints relevant for the organization by analyzing the profile of the
organization including information such as company size, industry, region, and
products or services.
After choosing suitable compliance constraints that an organization must
comply to, the user has to identify the restrictions imposed by the constraint
for each of the perspectives of the business process. As we discussed earlier
in Sect. 3.1, complex compliance constraints may confine control-flow, data,
resource, and time of a process. Detecting violations related to different constraints asks for a dedicated checking technique for each violation. Consequently, we need to capture constraints on each perspective separately. To specify compliance constraints precisely, we decompose them to smaller compliance
rules. The formalization technique needs to be able to specify each compliance
rule precisely and only restrict the behavior of a process where necessary, i.e., it
must allow for all possible compliant behaviors.
Precise formalization of informal compliance rules, regardless of which formalization is used, is a difficult and time-consuming task that requires business
knowledge together with knowledge of an appropriate formalization language.
That particular combination is sometimes hard to find. Therefore, we require
tool support that enables business users to formalize the intended compliance
rule without being exposed to all the technicalities and inner workings of a
formalization language.
In summary the formalization should:
• enable us to precisely determine boundaries of a compliant behavior and
exclude violating behavior,
• have formal semantics to enable automated compliance checking,
• allow for specification of all types of compliance rules including controlflow, data-aware, resource-aware, and temporal rules,
• allow for all possible compliant behavior,
• allow the user to focus only on confined behavior.
In summary the elicitation and specification approach should:
• be easy for non-technical users to employ for specifying an intended behavior of a compliance rule.

3.4 Elicit and Formalize Compliance Rules
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Figure 3.8: Compliance analysis overview: Elicitation and formalization of compliance
rules.

After summarizing, the requirements that our compliance analysis approach
(Fig. 3.3) should fulfill in each step, we now sketch our ideas to fulfill these
requirements.

3.4

Elicit and Formalize Compliance Rules

As we discussed earlier during the elicitation and formalization step of our compliance analysis approach (shown in Fig. 3.8), we may decompose a compliance
constraint into several compliance rules each focusing on a different dimentions
of a business process. In this section we will discuss the decomposition of compliance constraints into control-flow, data-aware, resource-aware, and temporal
compliance rules. First, we describe a collection of compliance constraints covering all four dimensions identified in existing literature [3, 5, 7, 14, 19, 36, 38,
41, 42, 49, 55, 68, 69, 73, 88, 116–119, 132, 142, 149, 153]. Then, we show how
(data-aware) Petri nets (see Chap. 2) can be used to capture the compliance
constraints of each dimension by examples from our literature survey.

3.4.1

Atomic Compliance Constraints Found in Literature

We have collected compliance constraints that we found in the literature and
categorized them along the dimensions of this framework into three different
collections of compliance rules including control-flow compliance rule repository,
temporal compliance rule repository, and resource-aware and data-aware compli-
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Category (Rules)
Existence (2)
Bounded Existence (6)
Dependent Existence (6)
Bounded Sequence (3)
Parallel (2)
Precedence (10)
Chain Precedence (4)
Response (10)
Chain Response (4)
Between (7)

Description
Limits the occurrence or absence of an activity. [142], [14,
38], [55], [117], [118]
Limits the number of times an activity must or must not
occur. [38], [42]
Limits the presence or absence of an activity with respect
to existence or absence of another activity. [42]
Limits the number of times a sequence of activities must or
must not occur. [38], [42]
Limits the occurrence of a specic set of activities in parallel.
[117]
Limits the occurrence of an activity in precedence over another activity. [42], [38], [117], [118], [14], [49], [55]
Limits the occurrence of a sequence of activities in precedence over another sequence of activities. [42], [38], [55]
Limits occurrence of an activity in response to another activity. [117], [42], [55], [38], [119], [14], [49]
Limits the occurrence of a sequence of activities in response
to another sequence of activities. [42]
Limits the occurrence of an activity within (between) a sequence of activities. [38]

Table 3.1: Categorization of control flow compliance rules.

ance rule collection. Tables 3.1, 3.3, and 3.2 show our collections of compliance
rules.
Table 3.1 describes our collection of over 54 control-flow compliance rules.
These rules have been classified into 10 categories. Each category includes several compliance rules. Note, the term “compliance rule” is reserved for atomic
level of compliance constraints, i.e., we do not decompose a compliance rule
further. Each compliance rule is parameterized over activities (e.g. activity A )
or numeric parameters (e.g. governing bounds for repetitions).
Table 3.2 lists our collection of temporal compliance rules that constrain
the time perspective of business processes. We collected about 15 temporal
compliance rules distributed over 7 categories.
Table 3.3 lists our collection of over 10 compliance rules that constrain the
data and the organization perspective of a business process.
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Category (Rules)
Instance Duration (2)
Delay Between Instances (1)
Validity (3)
Time Restricted Existence (2)
Repetition (2)
Time Dependent variability(1)
Overlap (4)

Description
Limits the duration in which a control-ow rule instance must
hold. [149]
Limits the delay between two subsequent instances of a
control-ow rule [5, 68, 69, 88]
Limits the time length in which an activity can be executed.
[68, 69, 88, 149]
Limits the execution time of an activity based on some calendar. [68, 69, 88]
Limits the delay between execution of two subsequent activities. [68, 69, 73, 88, 149, 153]
Limits choice of a process path among several ones with respect to temporal aspects. [68, 69, 88, 149]
Limits the start and completion of an activity w.r.t. the start
and the completion of another activity. [68, 69, 88, 149]

Table 3.2: Categorization of the 15 temporal compliance rules.
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Rule Description

Example

Four-eye principle: The principle that requires segregating the execution of critical
tasks and associated privileges among multiple users. [3, 7, 19, 36, 41, 116, 119]

The person requesting purchase of goods
should not be the one who approves it.
A purchase order approval requires two signatures.

Authorization (Access control): A security
principle that limits execution of activities
or accessing a data object to authorized individuals [3, 7, 19, 36, 41, 116, 119].

Only a financial manager can approve a
loan.

Two (three) (four)-way match: An accounting rule that requires the value of two different data objects to match [3].

All vendor invoices that are based on purchase orders should be matched with purchase orders (two-way matching).

Activity T may/must (not) be executed if attribute X has the value v ; ( X may be local
to the activity T or may appear anywhere in
a trace) [3, 41, 119].

An account must not be opened in case risk
is high.
During ventilation, patient must receive
“propofol" with dosage of (5mg).

Activity T1 may/must (not) be executed if
attribute X has value v at activity T2 . (attribute X is local to activity T2 ) [3, 41, 119]

In case the respondent bank rating review is
rejected during evaluation, an account must
never be opened.

Activity T must not change value of attribute X [3].

Bank account data must not change during
payment.

Value of attribute X must not change after
activity T is executed. [3]

All invoices must be archived and no change
must be made to the document.

Activity T1 may occur only if the value of attribute X is increased/decreased by activity
T2 with d .

If gastric tube feeding cannot be increased
by (1,20 kcal/ml), then use ‘Erythromycin’
(ICU medical guideline in a Dutch hospital (internal policy)).

If attribute X has value v , then resource R
must execute the activity. [3, 7, 19, 36, 41,
116, 119]

Loans with value more than 1000000 Euro
must only be approved by CFO.

If activity T1 is done by resource A , then
activity T2 must be done by the same resource [36].

A customer complain must be handled with
the same agent registered the customer request.

Table 3.3: Collection of data-aware and resource-aware compliance rules.
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To enable automated techniques for compliance checking, it is important
that informal text of compliance rules are specified correctly and precisely, describing exactly the behavior intended. Next, we will discuss how we formalize
compliance rules.

3.4.2

Basic Considerations about Formal Compliance Rules

The formalization of compliance rules should enable automated compliance
checking, it should precisely specify what is allowed and what is not allowed
by the compliance rule to be checked, it should allow for all possible compliant
behaviors, and it should enable us to focus only on the specified activities (i.e., it
should be declarative).
As we discussed earlier in this chapter and Chap. 2, we use Petri nets to
formalize compliance rules. The choice of Petri nets meets all the requirements
we listed and allows us to build on past experience and tooling (ProM). Petri
nets allow us to leverage the (data-aware) alignment technique for compliance
checking. Consequently, we are able to check compliance of a process from
different process perspectives including control-flow, time, data and resource
and obtain the detailed diagnostics we need.
Leaving the available machinery for alignment technique aside, the choice
for Petri nets allows us to describe declarative constraints in a precise manner.

Pattern parameter:
 #act (e)  transition label
A
C/D

C/D

A

C/D

B
B

Figure 3.9: A Petri net modeling an exclusive relation between activities A and B.
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For instance, for a process consisting of activities A, B, C, and D we would like
to enforce a mutual exclusive relation between two activities A and B: “Either
activity A or B must happen but not both". The Petri net shown in Fig. 3.9 models
this rule. As specified by the model, any activity may occur at the beginning.
The transition C/D represents occurrences of activities C and D. As soon as A or
B occurs the occurrence of the other one is not allowed. Other activities may
occur an arbitrary number of times within a process.
In our approach, we use Petri nets in a “declarative style”. This allows us
to specify only essential characteristics of process executions that need to be
checked against a compliance rule (e.g. see the C/D transition in Fig. 3.9 representing all activities in a process other than A and B). In this declarative style, we
can abstract information in a process irrelevant to any specific rule. In addition,
we are able to express all possible compliant behaviors (Note how the Petri net
model in Fig. 3.9 captures all possible compliant behaviors and excludes only
the violating behavior). Therefore, we overcome the hurdle of using imperative
models (so called “over specification" [101, 133]) for formalizing compliance
rules. In addition using Petri nets, we are able to capture subtle aspects of compliance rules that are necessary for precise checking of them and usually will be
ignored using declarative techniques. 2

3.4.3

Control-Flow Compliance Rules

In the remainder of this chapter, we explain the basic principles of formalizing
compliance rules using Petri nets in a declarative style.
Suppose that we have a control-flow compliance rule stating: response: “Activity A must be followed directly by activity B”. The Petri net shown in Fig. 3.10,
formalizes this rule. As can be seen, we can replay the sequence of activities
t 1 : 〈A,B〉 over N1 without any problem, hence we say t 1 is compliant with the
rule. Note that by using the Ω-labeled transitions, one can seamlessly navigate
between the open world and closed world assumption.
2 Note that by formalizing compliance rules as Petri nets, we do not face the difficulties of declarative techniques such as Declare [138], DCR Graphs [60], and SCIFF [83] being “too academic
and less intuitive and less convincing for practitioners” [102]. Regardless of the notion, procedural modeling is perceived easier to read [102]. Worth to mention that we encountered the same
observation during the evaluation of our approach in the case study in collaboration with UWV
(presented in Chap. 9). We did not design a specific experiment whether declarative modeling or
procedural modeling is perceived easier among domain experts. However, we received the feedback
from domain experts that “it is easier to read and understand a process modeled in a procedural
notion than declarative notion. We can understand the flow of a process more easily following the
sequence of activities”.
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Pattern parameter:
 #act (e)  transition label

A

B

(N1)

t1 :

t2 :

C

A

B

A

B

D

C and D are not allowed by the Petri net

Figure 3.10: Petri net N1 formalizing the sequence 〈A, B 〉.

Abstract from irrelevant activities.
Compliance rules usually focus on specific activities in a process and specify how
an activity or sequence of activities must be executed. A business process may
include many more activities than the specified ones. Some of these activities
may be irrelevant for a given compliance rule. For example, the Petri net N1
shown in Fig. 3.10 is not a good representative for all possible compliant behaviors w.r.t. activity A and B (recall the open world assumption versusthe closed
world assumption discussed in Sect. 2.6. The sequence of activities t 2 : 〈C,A,B,D〉
(shown in Fig. 3.10) is not violating the stated compliance rule, but is not allowed by the Petri net N1 .
In our “declarative style”, we overcome this problem by using an Ω-labelled
transition in the Petri net specification that represents occurrence of any activity in a process except the activities that are confined by the compliance rule in
question. The Petri net N2 shown in Fig. 3.11, describes how the Ω-labelled transitions adjacent to the Initial and Final places of the net allow for an arbitrary
number of occurrences of other activities (excluding A and B). These activities
may occur before and after the specified sequence 〈A, B 〉. As shown in Fig. 3.11,
N2 allows for the sequence of activities t 2 : 〈C,A,B,D〉 without any problem.
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Pattern parameter:
 #act(e)  transition label
Final

Initial

A

B

(N2)

t2:

C

A

B

D

t3:

C

A

B

D

A

B

A

multiple occurrences of A is
not allowed by the Petri net

Figure 3.11: Declarative style Petri net N2 allowing for sequences where A is directly followed by B including 〈C , A, B, D〉.

Several occurrences of a rule in the same execution.
Activity A may be executed several times throughout the life time of a business
process instance. In principle, the response rule does not restrict the number of
occurrences of activity A. For example, consider the trace t 3 shown in Fig. 3.11.
This trace does not violate the rule. However, the Petri net N2 does not allow for
the second occurrence of A and its following activity B or the third occurrence
of activity A. In addition in case of a violation, we would like to know which
occurrence of activity A violated the rule. In t 3 , the second occurrence of A is
compliant with the response rule whereas the third one violates the rule. The
third occurrence of activity A is not followed by B. Note that each occurrence of
activity A activates the compliance rule (again) because the condition required
for the compliance rule to hold is present.
To check the compliance rule for all occurrences of activity A and capture
each occurrence as a separate activation of the compliance rule, we introduce
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the rule instance concept. A compliance rule instance captures and marks activations of a compliance rule within a business process instance.

Pattern parameter:
 #act(e)  transition label
τ
Start
Ist

Initial

Icmp

Final

B

A
End

(N3)

t3:

A

C

D

B

Ist

Icmp

A
Ist

A

B

Ist, Icmp

B is missing

Figure 3.12: Declarative style Petri net N3 formalizing different instances of the compliance rule.

Figure 3.12 formalizes a version of the response compliance rule which allows us to model different instances of the rule and capture more diagnostic
information about possible violations. This net (N3 ) starts by firing transition
Start . A token in the place Final represents a completed process instance. The
core part of the compliance rule is between transitions I st and I cmp which represents an instance of the compliance rule. When the condition of a compliance
rule is present, an instance of the compliance rule is activated. In this example,
each occurrence of A must be followed by B. Hence, each occurrence of A requires a new completion of the rule, i.e., a new rule instance. Firing transition
I st denotes activation of the rule instance. When the compliance rule is satisfied, i.e., the constraint of the compliance rule holds, I cmp fires which denotes

C

A

B

D

A

B

B

B
is not allowed
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the completion of the rule instance. The solid black transitions Start, Ist , Icmp , τ,
and End are invisible. The Ω-labelled activity after Start represents any other activity in a process apart from A and B that may occur before or after occurrence
of 〈A,B〉. The invisible τ transition allows for occurrence of several instances of
the specified sequence.
By distinguishing different instances of a compliance rule in N3 , we are able
to mark to which rule instance a violation belongs. As can be seen in the trace
t 3 in Fig. 3.12, the third instance of the compliance rule has a violation.
Specifying subtle aspects of a rule as different variants of that rule.
We can create variations of the response rule by adding some more elements to
N3 . Consider for instance, the pink shadowed fragment of the net N4 (Fig. 3.13(a)).
Adding an Ω-labelled transition to the place p, allows for a relaxed version of
the rule, i.e., an indirect sequence of A and B. Likewise, if we add the B-labelled
transition shown in the blue shadowed fragment of the net (Fig. 3.13 (b)), we
allow for occurrence of activity B independent from occurrences of A.
As we discussed above, the core behavior of a compliance rule is captured in
a rule instance: any other elements added to or removed from the core behavior
will change what is allowed or not allowed by the Petri net and it will lead to
different variations of a compliance rule. Therefore, a detailed interpretation

Pattern parameter:
 #act(e)  transition label
(b)

τ

B

Start
Ist

Initial
Final

(a)

A

Icmp

p
B

End

Figure 3.13: N4 formalizes a relaxed version of the response compliance rule by adding
or removing some elements to N3 . N4 also allows for 〈B, A,C , B, A, B, B 〉.
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of a compliance rule is required to choose a Petri net that formalizes a compliance rule precisely for instance by answering following questions: Are multiple
instances of a rule allowed or not? Can activity B occur independently from A or
not? Can other activities occur in between the sequence A and B or not?
Formalizing a compliance rule that specifies precisely the behavior intended
in the rule, can be difficult and time consuming especially if one is less familiar
with different formalisms.
Therefore, we need an approach to let the business user find and formalize
the right variant of a rule. In addition, the approach should allow us to express
all variations of a rule in a concise form. We introduce an approach based
on “disciplined natural language” that enables business users to formalize a
compliance rule without being exposed to the technicalities of modeling in Petri
nets. We will explain the details of this approach in Chap. 4.

3.4.4

Formalizing Temporal Compliance Rules.

Suppose the response compliance rule is extended with a temporal restriction
stating, response with time: “Activity A must be followed by activity B within 2
time units.” To specify that activity B must occur within 2 time units after A, we
first need to specify the occurrence of the sequence 〈 A,B 〉. Hence, we can use
the control-flow pattern we discussed previously and extend it with restrictions
on time. For this, we use data-aware Petri nets (see Chap. 2 for explanations
about data-aware Petri nets). For instance, the DP Ntemporal shown in Fig. 3.14
specifies the response with time compliance rule.
Variable t A captures the time stamp of the events created as a result of firing
transition A and t B captures the time stamp of the events created as a result of
firing transition B. This is specified by the two statements {W : t A }, and {W : t B }
annotating transitions A and B. The B-labelled transition inside the rule instance
is guarded. This guard confines the value of the time attribute for events created
when this transition fires to be at most two time units later than the previous
occurrence of the A-labelled transition.
As discussed in Sect. 3.4.1, we collected temporal compliance rules that we
found in literature and practice in Table 3.2. In Chap. 5 we will introduce a
generic approach to specify all these temporal compliance rules without exposing business users to the technicalities of data-aware Petri nets.
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3.4.5

Formalizing Data-Aware and Resource-Aware Compliance Rules

Similar to temporal compliance rules, we use data-aware Petri nets to formalize
data-aware and resource-aware compliance rules with the difference that instead of constraints on time attribute, constraints will be on data and resource
related attributes. Suppose we extend the restriction on activity A in our example to be executed only by an agent carrying management role when amount
is more than 500. The data-aware Petri net shown in Fig. 3.15 formalizes this
compliance rule. Please note, this rule restricts only executions of activity A.
Hence, an instance of this compliance rule starts and completes with an occurrence of activity A. Two variables a and r capture the values for attributes
amount and role at executions of activity A. This is specified by the statements
W : a, r annotating activity A. In addition, activity A is guarded. This guard has
two parts. the statement (a ≥ 500 & r = management) specifies: if an amount
value at executions of activity A is more than 500, the activity must be executed
by an agent carrying management role. The second part of the guard (a < 500)
does not confine the agents executing activity A when amount value is less than
500.
Data-aware and resource-aware compliance rules fall in two categories. The
first category of these rules assume the underlying control-flow of the compliance rule is correct and the restriction is put on the data or resource attributes
of events. Our example is of this type; this rule does not put any restriction

Pattern parameter:
 #time(e)  tA, tB
 #act(e)  transition label

τ

B

tA

Start
Ist

Initial
Final

{W: tA}

[t B tA+2]
{W: tB}

A

B

tB
Icmp

End

Figure 3.14: A data-aware Petri net formalizing the temporal compliance rule.
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on the occurrence of activity A but on the role of the agent who executes this
activity with a specific amount.
The second category of data-aware and resource-aware compliance rules,
puts restrictions on the occurrences of an activity or sequence of activities when
a resource or data condition holds. Suppose a data-aware compliance rule stating: “Activity A must never be executed for Gold customers”. In this rule, the
customer type triggers the compliance rule and not occurrence of activity A.
Therefore, we need to first capture all situations where the value of attribute
customer type is Gold and then check whether activity A was executed or not in
any of these situations.
We specify compliance rules of the second category with two different Petri
nets: we classify the situations where the data or resource condition of the rule
holds, using a data-aware Petri net and we specify the control-flow condition of
the rule using a classical Petri net. We explain the specification and checking of
these compliance rules in detail in Chap.6.
In this section, we sketched the idea of how we specify a single compliance
rule individually using Petri nets. In the following we discuss the question about
how to handle more complex (sets of) compliance rules.

Pattern parameters:
 #amount(e)  a
 #role(e)  r
 #act(e)  transition label

Start
Ist

Initial
Final
End

τ

[(a 500 & r =management) OR
(a <500)]
a
r
{W: a,r}

Icmp

A

Figure 3.15: A data-aware Petri net confining the execution of activity A w.r.t. role and
amount attributes.
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3.4.6

Atomic Compliance Patterns Vs. a Composite Compliance Model

As we discussed above, a complex compliance constraint can be decomposed
to several compliance rules. A compliance rule is the atomic level of compliance constraints that cannot be decomposed further. Each compliance rule can
be formalized separately. On the other hand, each business process may be
subject of several compliance constraints. Consequently, activities can also be
constrained with multiple compliance rules. The question is: how we handle
multiple compliance rules then?
A set of compliance rules that a business process must adhere to can be captured as a set of individual Petri net models called “atomic compliance patterns”
or they can be specified as one large compliance model that we refer to as “composite compliance model”. Both essentially follow the ideas of Sect. 3.4 but differ
in size and the diagnostics that we can obtain from them.
The choice to formalize a set of compliance rules for a business process as a
set of atomic compliance patterns or as a composite compliance model, depends
mostly on the possible mutual impact the rules may have on each other and on
the process compliance. Consider two compliance rules stating:
• Rule 1: Activity A must be followed directly by activity B.
• Rule 2: Activity D must be preceded directly by activity B or activity A.
In the following, we show how these two rules can be modeled as two separate atomic compliance patterns or as a composite compliance model and discuss the differences in diagnostic information that can be obtained choosing
either approaches.
Modeling compliance rules as atomic versusa composite compliance model.
The atomic Petri net patterns N5 and N6 shown in Fig. 3.16 specify the above
mentioned rules separately. The Petri net pattern N5 describes Rule 1. If there
is no A or just B occurred, any activity may occur. This is shown by activity Ω
that maps to any activity in a trace that is not A or B.
Rule 2 is described by the pattern N6 . This Petri net describes a cycle of
D preceded by A or B. At first, any activity including A or B but D may occur,
because the rule allows for more than one A or B before D. As soon as an activity
A or B occurs, activity D may occur. After that, the cycle may repeat or other
activities but D may occur.
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Pattern parameter:
 #act(e)  transition label

Icm p

Ist
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Ist

B
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A

B
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(N5)

B

(N6)

a1:

A

D

D

B

a4:

D

Occurrences of D are not allowed.
They must not occur in between <A,B>.

a2:

A

D

D

B

A

D

D

D

B

D

Occurrence of A or B is missing.

a5:

D

B is missing.

a3:

A

A

D

D

B

D

B

D

Occurrence of D is not allowed.

D

B

a6:

D

Occurrence of A is not allowed.

A

D

D

Occurrence of D is not allowed.

Figure 3.16: Violations of log trace t:〈 A,D,B,D 〉 against two micro compliance patterns.
(a)

(b)

a1:

A

D

other

D

B

Occurrences
The Petri net N7 (shown in Fig.A 3.17) specifies both rules combined.
If Aof D are not allowed.
They must not occur in between <A,B>
other
A
occurs, it must be followed by B but B may occur an arbitrary number of times
B
A
anywhere in the
process.
By combining two rules, it
D becomes explicit that activB
ity D may only be directly precededB by B. As
illustrated, combining compliance
B
rules in a composite
D B D a model that is more specific
Log Ayields
Log A D B D compliance model
Model A >> B other
A D B D
than modelling
the rules separately. Model
Nevertheless,
no matter if a constraint is
A >> B Datomic patterns or as a composite compliance model, the
modelled as Log
several
Model A B B other
conclusion whether a trace is violating the constraint or not would be the same.

Diagnostics obtained from atomic compliance patterns versusa composite
compliance model.
Atomic compliance patterns and a composite compliance model do not only
differ in size and the behavior they specify but they may differ in the diagnostics
they provide as well. Consider the process instance t : 〈 A,D,D,B,D 〉. This process

D
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Pattern parameter:
 #act(e)  transition label

Start
Log A >> D
Model A B D
D

B

A
End
B

(N7)
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D

D

B

D

Occurrences of D are not allowed.
They must not occur in between <A,B>.

(combined a2 and a4)

a7:

A

D

D

Log A D B
Model A >> B

B

D

B

D

Occurrences of B are missing.

(combined a2,a5, and a4)

a8:

A

D

D

B is missing. D is not allowed

Figure 3.17: Violations of log trace t against the composite compliance model.

instance violates Rule 1 formalized as N5 (shown in Fig. 3.16). Three possible
explanations can be given for the violating process instance t : either a1 ) activity
D should not have occurred between A and B, but occurred twice or a2 ) an
occurrence of B is missing after A, or a3 ) activity A should not have occurred.
As we can see in Fig. 3.16 (bottom right), trace t violates Rule 2 as well. The
diagnostics produced for N6 are a4 ) occurrence of A or B is missing between
two occurrences of D, or in a5 ) and a6 ) one of the occurrences of D is not
allowed. This example shows that each compliance pattern provides diagnostic
information specific for the atomic patterns.
Figure 3.17 combines the two rules together as the composite model N7 .
If we consider the combination of the two rules in N7 , then the diagnostics
we obtain are globally optimized. Trace t is violating the rules specified in
this model as well. However, the composite model N7 returns three different
explanations for the violations as shown in Fig. 3.17: a1 ) the two occurrences
of activity D is not allowed, or a7 ) two occurrences of activity B are missing, or
a 8 ) the occurrence of B directly after A is missing, and one of the occurrences
of D is not allowed. Explanations a7 and a8 cannot be returned as diagnostics

(
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information from N5 and N6 as they combine information about violations from
both rules. Here, the composite rule N7 gives more insights than N5 and N6
together.
Modeling compliance rules as a set of atomic rules or as a composite model
does not change the semantics, i.e., it will not impact whether a rule is violated,
but it may impact the quality of diagnostic information. This statement holds
only if the compliance rules are not conflicting. For example, suppose three
rules given as “A has to be followed by B”, “B has to be followed by C”,
and “C has to be followed by A”. It is possible to pick any of the rules and
satisfy them, but there is no trace that can satisfy all three together. For one of
the rules, the “last activity” will not come in a finite trace, i.e., the finite trace
〈A,B,C,A,B,C,A,B,C〉 violates the third rule. Note that it is not useful to check a
process against conflicting rules, however, when combining such rules we can
set limitations to solve the confliction. For example allowing for termination of
the process after three execution of the sequence 〈A,B,C〉.
Further differences between atomic compliance patterns versusa composite compliance model.
We discussed some of the differences between atomic patterns and a composite
compliance model above. Note that, apart from these differences, the concept of
“compliance rule instance” becomes blurred in a composite compliance model
compared to atomic patterns. When rules are modeled as a composite model,
we cannot assign a violation to a specific rule if rules overlap in activities. We
will elaborate on this using an example. Suppose a trace t 0 : 〈 A,D,B,D 〉 given.
This trace violates the Rule 1 modelled in N5 but is compliant with Rule 2 modeled in N6 and violates the composite model of the two rules as N7 . When we
combine rules together that have common activities, sometimes it is not possible to assign the occurrence of activities to one of the rules. Hence, if we are
interested to know the compliance state of a business process w.r.t. compliance
rules separately, it is better to formalize rules as individual atomic compliance
patterns. If we combine compliance rules together as a composite compliance
model, in many situations when rules overlap, we cannot pinpoint to a specific
rule that is violated.
As we discussed the requirements of diagnostics in Sect. 3.2, detecting exactly the compliance rules that are violated and those that are not can become
important if compliance rules in an organization are prioritized. Violating some
compliance rules may have more severe consequences compared to others.
Formalizing compliance rules together as a composite compliance model
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may lead to a very complex model as well. Especially if process must comply to many rules. Suppose we have the following three compliance rules that
a business process must comply to:
• Activity D must occur at least 2 times.
• Activity A must be followed directly by activity B or activity C .
• Activity G must be preceded by activity E and F .
If the compliance rules are unrelated (i.e., violations of one will not influence the compliance of others), it would be better to consider them separately.
The compliance rules mentioned above do not overlap in any activity or any
condition. Formalizing these rules together will lead to a rather complex composite compliance model. A composite model for above mentioned rules is the
“cartesian product” of their atomic compliance patterns that will be quite complex without adding any value.
Modeling compliance rules that are related, as a composite compliance model,
will enable us to consider the global impact of these rules together on compliance. At the same time when rules are unrelated, we get more precise diagnostics if we formalize and check compliance rules separately.
In Chap. 5 and Chap. 6, we discuss some compliance rules that cannot be
specified by a composite compliance model as precise as is possible by atomic
compliance patterns. Furthermore, we have developed an automated approach
to formalize compliance rules as atomic compliance patterns, whereas composite compliance models are unique in context of each process and there is less
support for the automated elicitation of these models.
Apart from what we discussed above, any of these design choices have some
consequences on detection of compliance violations and later on combining the
results. Formalizing several compliance rules together as a composite compliance model, allows us to check all the rules with only one single check and the
results will already include violations of different rules. Whereas if we formalize
compliance rules as atomic compliance patterns, we need to check each rule in
isolation and then we need to combine the checking results. We will discuss this
further in Chap. 8.
In this section, we sketched the idea of how we specify a set of compliance
rules for a business process. Chapters 4, 5, and 6 will present the details of
control-flow, temporal, and data-aware rules. Next, we will discuss our ideas on
how to check compliance of an event log against the specified compliance rules.

3.5 Compliance Checking
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Figure 3.18: Compliance analysis overview: Compliance checking.

3.5

Compliance Checking

Checking compliance of an event log against a prescribed behavior, modeled
in terms of a Petri net (either as an atomic compliance pattern or a composite
compliance model), includes the three main steps as shown in Fig. 3.18. These
steps may be repeated during the checking. The steps are: log preparation,
detection of compliance violations, and combining violation detection results.
Next, we will discuss different steps in compliance checking.

3.5.1

Log Preparation

Previously in Chap. 2 and Sect. 3.4, we discussed that compliance rules have
underlying conditions that specify when a certain compliance rule must hold
and we use checking attribute to be able to precisely identify the situations
under which the condition of the rule holds. In this section with the help of an
example we will explain how we prepare event logs to capture the condition of
a rule as a checking attribute.
For example, consider the compliance rule taken from a medical guideline
related to Intensive Care Unit (ICU) procedures stating: “If nutrition with multifiber cannot be increased in tube feeding at least by (2 kcal/ml), then Demperidone must be administered to the patient”. According to the rule, it is expected
that execution of activity “tube feeding” increases the “nutrition with multifiber” by 2 kcal/ml. If this increase does not happen, then the rule states that
the medicine “Demperidone” must be administered to the patient. Suppose the
dosage of “nutrition with multifiber” is captured in an attribute X. This attribute
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is accessed by the activity “tube feeding (T)”. Rephrasing the rule with a less
domain specific jargon, it states: “If value of attribute X is not increased by 2
kcal/ml at activity T, then activity A must be executed”.
This compliance rule requires that activity A must be executed when value
of attribute X was not increased by 2 kcal/ml. Therefore, we only should check
the rule for situations that attribute X was not increased or increased but less
than 2 kcal/ml.
Consider the simplified trace related to a patient shown in Fig. 3.19. Three
executions of activity T are shown. At the third execution of T, the expected
increase in the value of attribute X is not observed. According to the rule, the
execution of A after the third T is expected. The log is prepared with a new
attribute as the checking attribute which indicates where the condition of the
rule holds.
In our example, the checking attribute captures the occurrence of activity T
together with the change in the value of attribute X. Later we check whether for
those events that had no increase or an increase of less than 2 kcal/ml, activity
A was executed or not.
The checking attribute captures a specific value at each event when the condition of the rule in question holds. Then we can detect whether the compliance
rule is followed for the events having that specific value at their checking attribute. Values of a checking attribute can be: simply a copy of one of the event
attributes, the combination of several event attribute values, or a calculated

execution of A is
expected after T

p:

T

T

T

X= 10 kcal/ml

X= 15 kcal/ml

X= 16 kcal/ml

Value of X increased
by 5 kcal/ml

Value of X increased by
less than 2 kcal/ml

Figure 3.19: Execution of activity Demperidone administration (A) is required after the
activity tube feeding (T) when the value of nutrition with multifiber (X) was
not increased by 2 kcal/ml.
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value based on one of the event attributes or combination of them.
Choice of checking attribute for checking control-flow compliance rules.
When we check a control-flow compliance rule, the checking attribute is the activity name itself, however the checking attribute gets a different value at events
that are not restricted by the compliance rule. Recall the Ω-labelled transitions
in our “Petri nets in declarative style”, whenever an event is represented with
an Ω-labelled, it gets the value Ω for its checking attribute during log preparation. This allows us to focus only on specific events that are restricted by the
compliance rule and abstract from all other events that are not relevant to the
compliance rule.
Choice of checking attribute for checking temporal compliance rules. Similar to control-flow compliance checking, when we check a temporal compliance
rule, the checking attribute is the activity name of particular activities. We check
whether those activities occurred at a right time. For instance, if a compliance
rule states that “activity A must be followed directly by B not later than 2 time
units”, The checking attribute should capture the executions of A, and the first
B after it but not other occurrences of activity B (B events not following an A).
Choice of checking attribute for checking data-aware and resource-aware
compliance rules. When checking a data-aware or a resource-aware compliance rule, the checking attribute captures the execution of specified activities or
combination of the execution of the specified activity together with the data/resource that they have been executed with. If the rule is of the first category of
data-aware and resource-aware rules, the checking attribute will be the activity
name of the specified activities. For the rules of the second category, the checking attribute captures the combination of activity name and the data/resource
attributes. For instance instance, consider a compliance rule stating: “Activity C
must be executed by a resource carrying a management role ”, here the checking
attribute should capture the execution of activity C. For the rule stating: Loans
with value more than 500 must be approved by management role, the checking
attribute should capture executions of activity approval and value.
We will discuss in chapters 4, 5, and 6 dedicated, yet generic, techniques for
log preparation for checking control-flow, temporal, data-aware, and resourceaware compliance rules. Enriching events in an event log with suitable checking
attributes is essential for correct and precise detection of compliance violations.
Log preparation for checking atomic compliance rules versusa composite
compliance model. When we formalize compliance constraints that a process
must adhere to as a set of atomic compliance patterns, we introduce an ap-
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propriate checking attribute separately for checking each rule. This allows for
a precise detection of compliance violation tailored for each compliance rule.
Introducing a checking attribute for a composite compliance model, is much
more difficult because each rule needs to be checked under its specific condition. Consequently, the checking attribute needs to have many values which is
the result of combining different underlying conditions for different compliance
rules.
Therefore, we use activity names as the checking attribute to basically map
events to transitions and create multiple variables in the composite compliance
model and map other attributes of events to them. Consequently, not all the
compliance rules that can be checked using atomic compliance rules can be
checked in a composite model. We will elaborate on this further in chapters 4, 5,
and 6.
Shortening event logs
Apart from the log abstraction (i.e., enriching events with suitable checking attribute), we have another log preparation step that helps us abstract from information in an event log that are not required for detecting compliance violations.
This log preparation step is not essential for the compliance checking, however,
it optimizes the performance of detecting compliance violations by making the
event log smaller. We will explain the details of this step in Chap. 4.
This step of log preparation is in principle the same in case of both atomic
compliance patterns and a composite compliance model. With the difference
that in case of a composite compliance model, the amount of information that
we can abstract from is less compared to considering the same set of compliance
rules separately as a set of atomic compliance patterns.

3.5.2

Detection of Compliance Violations Using Alignments

As discussed earlier, compliance rules put restrictions on different process perspectives (e.g. control-flow, data, resource, and time). However, regardless of
the compliance rule type, the detection of compliance violations should provide
the diagnostics we listed in Sect. 3.2. The core technique we use for detecting
compliance violations is the conformance checking technique based on alignments explained in Chap. 2. This technique constructs an alignment between
the events in the event log (observed behaviour) and the Petri net model that
specifies the compliance rule to be checked (prescribed behavior). Depending
on the rule to be checked we construct control-flow alignment or data-aware
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alignment. Next, we will explain how we leverage conformance checking for
detecting compliance violations w.r.t. different rules.
We first discuss the detection of control-flow compliance violations and later
we explain the detection of violations for temporal, data-aware, and resourceaware compliance rules.

3.5.3

Detecting Control-Flow Compliance Violations Using Alignments

Recall from Sect. 3.3 that we aim at producing detailed diagnostic information
about which compliance violations happened and which compliant behavior
should have happened instead. In Chap. 2, we discussed how alignments give
detailed diagnostics about differences between specified and observed behavior.
In the following, we show how to aligns an event log to a Petri net model that
formalizes a control-flow compliance rule (as explained in Sec. 3.4) allows us
to detect detailed control-flow violations.
Suppose we have an event log with the events all related to one process
instance P L as shown in Fig. 3.20. We would like to check compliance of this
log against a compliance rule stating: “Activity A must be followed directly by
the sequence of activities 〈B,D〉”. As can be seen in the log, the occurrence of
activity D is missing and log is violating the rule.
By choosing the activity name as the checking attribute, we can restrict the
order of occurrences of activities by a compliance pattern. Next we illustrate
how alignments using the activity name as the checking attribute detect controlflow violations.
We prepare the log by adding to each event the checking attribute with value
A, B, or D if the value of activity name is A, B or D respectively and Ω otherwise.

event ID process instance
eL1
#pi(eL1)=p
eL2
#pi(eL2)=p
eL3
#pi(eL3)=p
L
e4
#pi(eL4)=p

events timestamp
#time(eL1)=1
#time(eL2)=2
#time(eL3)=6
#time(eL4)=7

activity names
#act(eL1)=G
#act(eL2)=A
#act(eL3)=B
#act(eL4)=C

resource
#resource(eL1)=John
#resource(eL2)=Sara
#resource(eL3)=Sara
#resource(eL4)=Sara

amount
#amount(eL1)=100
#amount(eL2)=100
#amount(eL3)=100
#amount(eL4)=100

L=(EL, #, )
EL = {eL1, eL2, eL3, eL4, eL5}

Figure 3.20: Events in the log L .

control-flow checking
attr(e1)(check)=
attr(e2)(check)=
attr(e3)(check)=
attr(e4)(check)=
attr(e5)(check)=
attr(e6)(check)=
attr(e7)(check)=
attr(e8)(check)=
attr(e9)(check)=

ra
ra
ra
hn
ra
ra
ra
hn
hn
ara
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event ID process instance events time stamp
eL1
#pi(eL1)=p
#time(eL1)=1
eL2
#pi(eL2)=p
#time(eL2)=2
L
L
e3
#pi(e 3)=p
#time(eL3)=6
eL4
#pi(eL4)=p
#time(eL4)=7

activity names control-flow checking attribute
#act(eL1)=G
#check(eL1)=Ω
#act(eL2)=A
#check(eL2)=A
L
#act(e 3)=B
#check(eL3)=B
#act(eL4)=C
#check(eL4)=Ω

L=(EL,#, ≤)
EL = {eL1, eL2, eL3, eL4, eL5}

Process instance P:

eL1

eL2

eL3

eL4

Ω

A

B

Ω

1

2

6

7

4

3

5

Figure 3.21: Preprocessed event log after adding control-flow checking attribute and
shortening the event log.

amount
attr(eL1)(am)=100
attr(eL2)(am)=100
attr(eL3)(am)=100
attr(eL4)(am)=100
attr(eL5)(am)=100
attr(eL6)(am)=100
attr(eL7)(am)=100
attr(eL8)(am)=100
attr(eL9)(am)=100
attr(eL10)(am)=100

Note that e 1L and e 4L are now Ω events. Figure 3.21 shows some of the attributes
of the events in L , and checking attribute for the rule in question and its values (Note that activity D is not executed). Using this checking attribute, the
events can be directly mapped to the transitions of the Petri net model shown
in Fig. 3.22 that formalizes the above compliance rule.
Recall the principles of atomic Petri net patterns discussed earlier in Sect. 3.4.3.
An instance of this rule includes the sequence of activities 〈A,B,D〉. In this figure
three process instance runs (P R1 , P R2 , and P R3 ) are shown from the infinite set
of possible process instance runs of this Petri net pattern.
Figures 3.23, 3.24, and 3.25 show three alignments between the events in
process instance P and these process instance runs.
p1
The alignment between P R1 and the net of Fig. 3.22 shows a model-only
move (see Sec. 2.4); the model-only move indicates that activity D was pex2
pected according the compliance rule specified by the net, but did not occur.
The alignment between P R2 and the net of Fig. 3.22 shows a log-only move,
indicating that activity A occurred where it was not allowed. The third align(a)
ment shown in Fig. 3.25 indicates two violations: a model-only move related
A =(L, R, M)move related to execution of activity
to the skipped activity D and one log-only
A that was not allowed. This way, alignments
and their model-only moves and
M={(eL1,eR1), (eL2,eR2), (eL4,eR4), (>>,eR5), (eL3,eR3), (eL5,>>),
L
R
L
R
log-only moves produce exactly the(ediagnostics
about violations and alternative
6,e 6), (e 7,e 7)}
log-onlycompliance
move
compliant behavior we described in Sec. 3.2 for control-flow
rules.
The cost function of an alignment allows us also to fine-tune which speci-

time

eL1

eL2

eL3

eL5

a
a

b
b

d
d

f
>>

eR1

eR2

eR3
eL4

p1
eL6

a
a

>>
b

c
c

eR4

eR5

eR6
eL7

model-only move

d
d

p2

R=(ER, act, a

ER = {eR1, eR
eRR11

eRR22

a

b
eRR44
a

t1

t2
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Pattern parameter:
 #act(e)  transition label
B

τ

D

Start
Ist

Initial

Icmp

Final

D

B

A
End

eR1

process instance run P R1:
eR6

eR3

eR4

A

B

D

eR7

eR8

eR5

B

process instance run P R2:

eR9
process instance run PR3:

eR2

eR10

eR11

D

B

eR12

Figure 3.22: Three process instance runs P R1 , P R2 , and P R3 of the Petri net pattern.

fied behavior is returned as the compliant behavior that should have happened.
Assuming that the cost of compliant moves is zero, and the cost of any violation is one, the total cost of violations for the first second and third alignment
Pk (k=2) D
respectively are one, one, and two. In this case both the first and the second
alignment can be considered as the optimal (best) alignment. However by ask=2
signing a higher cost for skipping activity A we can make sure that the alignment
count
D
technique returns a run in the model that is the closest to the behavior observed
in the log. Therefore, by adjusting the cost function based on the compliance
rule, we can guide the selection of a suitable alignment. In this thesis and all
the experiments we did, we used the cost function implemented in [10, 134].
We will discuss the role of the cost function for producing particular kinds of
diagnostic information in detail in later chapters.

final

p1
p2

(a)
A =(L, R, M)

M={(eL1,eR1), (eL2,eR2), (eL4,eR4), (>>,eR5), (eL3,eR3), (eL5,>>),
(eL6,eR6), (eL7,eR7)}
log-only move
eL1

eL2

eL3

eL5
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Ω

Alignment between events in P and
process instance run PR1

Ω

model move: occurrence of activity D is missing
eL1

eL2

eL3

Ω
Ω

A
A

B
B

>>
D

Ω
Ω

eR1

eR2

eR3

eR4

eR5

eL4

t1

Figure 3.23: An alignment between pre-processed event log of Fig. 3.21 and the process
instance run P R1 (in Fig. 3.22).

3.5.4

Detection of Temporal Compliance Violations Using DataAware Alignments

Temporal compliance rules restrict when activities may occur. Suppose there
is a time restriction on the specified sequence of 〈A,B〉 of our example as well
stating: “The delay between occurrence of A and B must be within 2 time units”.
To check compliance of an event log against a temporal rule, we need to
first check if the activities in question occurred at all. And if they occurred,
whether they occurred at the right time. If it did not occur, depending on the
rule to be checked either it is considered as a control-flow violation or it will
R, M)
be ignored (i.e., the temporal rule is not triggered).A =(L,
The
data-aware Petri net

p1

p

(a)

Ω
M={(eL1,eR1), (eL2,eR2), (eL4,eR4), (>>,eR5), (eL3,eR3), (eL5,>>),
(eL6,eR6), (eL7,eR7)}

Alignment between events in L and process
instance run PR2
eL1
Ω
Ω
eR6

eL2
A
>>

eL3
B
B

eL4

eL1

eL2

eL3

eL5

Ω
Ω

a
a

b
b

d
d

f
>>

eR1

eR2

eR3

R
eR7 time e 8

eL4

log move: occurrence of A is not allowed

p1
eL6

a
a

>>
b

c
c

eR4

eR5

eR6

Figure 3.24: An alignment between between pre-processed eventmodel-only
log of Fig.
3.21 and
move
the run P R2 (in Fig. 3.22).

t1

p2

eL7

d
d
eR7

t1

t2

t3

t4

t4

t5

time

(c)

time

(b)
(a)
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Ω

Alignment between event in L and process instance
run PR3

Ω

model move: occurrence of D is missing
eL1
Ω
Ω

>>
D

eR9

eR10

eL2

eL3

eL4

A
>>

B
B

Ω
Ω

eR11

eR12

t1

t2

log move: occurrence of A is not allowed

Figure 3.25: An alignment between between pre-processed event log of Fig. 3.21 and
the run P R3 (in Fig. 3.22).

pattern formalizing this rule is shown in Fig. 3.26. We discussed the details of
this pattern earlier in Sect. 3.4.2.
To check if a specific event occurred at all, we first align log L with the
compliance pattern DPNtemporal without considering time value of events. Note
that compared to the previous example, in the temporal rule we only restrict the
delay between the two activities A and B. Hence, we will not model activity D
in DPNtemporal . The result of this step is an alignment highlighting control-flow
(a)
deviations of the rule to the log. In our example of Fig 3.27 no control-flow
A =(L, R, M)
deviations are identified.
Next, we enrich the original event log with information
from the controlM={(eL1,eR1), (eL2,eR2), (eL4,eR4), (>>,eR5), (eL3,eR3), (eL5,>>),
L
R
L
flow alignment of Fig. 3.27. This allows us to check
adherence
of temporal
(e 6,e 6), (e 7,eR7)}
constraints for all those events that are relevant to the rule and occurred in the
correct order. The temporal restriction itself is expressed through guards that
L
eL3
eL5
eL2
constrain the time attribute of events in DPNtemporal (aseexplained
in Sec. 3.4.4).
1
f
b
a
We check whether activity B was executed within 2 time
units
after executiondd
>>
b
a
of A. Figure 3.28 shows the resulting data-aware alignment.
The
data-aware
eR1
eR2
eR3
p1
time returns a compliant value for
alignment detects the temporal violations and
p2
violations based on the specification in the data-aware Petri net DPN
eL4 temporal .
eL6
c
a
>>
Since there is no temporal restriction on the first A-labelled transition,
the
c
a
b
S
R
event e 2 that describes the occurrence of A in the run, gets thee 4sameeR5 value
eR6
as its corresponding log event e 2L , i.e., #time (e 2R ) = 2. Consequently variable t A
eL7
will get the same value. Hence, the event e 3R is only allowed
to get
d
model-only
movea value
d
between 2 and 4 as its time value, the guard on the B-labelled transition in N
R
e

t1

t2

t3

t4

t4

t5

7

time

(c)

time

(b)

p1
p2
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Pattern parameter:
 #time(e)  tA, tB
 #act(e)  transition label

τ

B

tA

Start
Ist

Initial
Final

{W:tA}

[t B tA+2]
{W:tB}

A

B

tB
Icmp

End

Figure 3.26: The temporal compliance rule formalized as the data-aware Petri net
DPNtemporal .

specifies that. However, as event e 3L has time value 6, the alignment reports a
temporal violation. The compliant value returned by the data-aware alignment
is a value in the interval [2, 4] which is taken from the time interval allowed by
the prescribed behavior in DPNtemporal . In Sect. 3.5.7, we show how to enrich
the event log with the diagnostics we obtained during checking.

3.5.5

Detection of Data-Aware and Resource-Aware Compliance Violations Using Data-Aware Alignments

Ω

Checking data and resource-aware compliance rules follows the same principle
as temporal compliance checking, i.e., by constructing data-aware alignments,
with the difference that instead of constraints on time attribute, constraints will

eL1

eL2

eL3

eL4

Ω
Ω

A
A

B
B

Ω
Ω

eR1

eR2

eR3

eR4

1

2

6

7

3

4

5

Figure 3.27: The control-flow alignment resulting from the alignment of log L (in
Fig. 3.20) and DPNtemporal (in Fig. 3.26)

p1
p2

(a)

Move with incorrect value
for time attribute
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eL1
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eL3

e2

attr(eL2)(time) = t2

attr(eL3)(time) = t3

eL 4

be on
data
and
However,
as explained
in =Sect.
3.4.5, there
attr(e
= t1 resourcetDattributes.
attr(e 4)(time)
t4
tD=t2
=t2
1)(time)
are two types
of data-aware
that requireΩdifferent approaches.
Ω
D
D compliance rules
Ω both next.
Ω
D
D
We explain
L

L

eS1

eS2
e 2.time = t2

e 1.time = t1

eS4

eS3

S

S

Data on top of control-flow.
tD = t2

S

eS4.time

e 3.time = (tD+3)=t5

= t4

tD = t2

We discussed earlier that the first category of data-aware and resource-aware
compliance rules assumes that the
underlying
control-flow of the compliance
Move
with incorrect value
time on
attribute
rule is correct, and the restriction isforput
the data or resource attributes of
events. Suppose a resource-aware compliance rule stating “Activity C must be
executed by resource John”. This rule does not put any restriction on the oc3
currence of activity C but on the resource whoeLexecuted
this activity. Checking
attr(eL3)(time)
=3
this compliance rule is very similar to temporal
compliance
checking described
in Sect. 3.5.4. We first detect the occurrencestD=2
of activity C and then we check
if this activity Ωwas executed byD resource John or
Petri net
Ω
D not. The data-aware
Ω Fig. 3.29 specifies
Ω
D
D
in DPNresource in
this compliance
rule. An instance
of this rule
eS2
eS3 of attribute resource executed
includes an occurrence of activity
C. The value
S
S
=2
= (tguard
this activity is captured in ethe
variable
re .3.time
The
annotating transition C
2.time
D+3)=5
2
tD = 2
specifies that activity C is onlytD =allowed
to be executed
by “John”.
Move with incorrect value
for time attribute

eL 2

eL3

#time(eL2) = 2

#time(eL3) = 6

tA=2

tB=6

L

e1

L

e2

eL3

eL4

Ω
Ω

A
A

B
B

Ω
Ω

eR1

eR2

eR3

eR4

eR2
#time(eR2)

eR2
R

=2

#time(e 2) ≤ tA+2

tA = 2

tA ≤ 4

Figure 3.28: The data-aware alignment resulting from the alignment of log L and dataaware Petri net DPNtemporal .
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Pattern parameters:
 #resource(e)  r
 #act(e)  transition label
Start
Initial

Ist

[r= John]
{W: r}

Final

r
Icmp

C
End
τ

Figure 3.29: The resource compliance rule formalized as a data-aware Petri net
DPNresource .

eL1

eL2

eL3

eL4

Ω

Ω

Ω

C

Figure 3.30: The event log L of Fig. 3.20 is prepared for checking the resource compliance rule.

We prepare the log L as we did for previous examples with the checking
attribute activity name to check this rule. The prepared log is shown in Fig. 3.30.
In the prepared log, e 4L has for the checking attribute activity name value “C”
whereas all other events have value Ω. According the original event log shown
in Fig. 3.20, event e 4L has “Sara” for its resource attribute. Figure 3.31 shows
the alignment of the log L with DPNresource . As can be seen, the log is violating
the rule and activity C should have been executed by “John”.
Control-flow on top of data.
The second category of data-aware and resource-aware compliance rules restricts the occurrence of an activity or sequence of activities when a resource or
data condition holds. Suppose a data-aware compliance rule stating: “Whenever value of attribute amount is higher than 100, activity C must not be
executed”. In this rule, the value of attribute amount triggers the compliance
rule but not occurrence of activity C . Therefore, we first need to identify all situations where the value of attribute amount is higher than 100 and then check
if in any of these situations activity C was executed or not. For this type of
data-aware and resource-aware compliance rules, we first need to construct a
A =(L, R, M)

M={(eL1,eR1), (eL2,eR2), (eL4,eR4)
(eL6,eR6), (eL7,eR7)}

eL1

eL2

a

b
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Move with incorrect value
for resource attribute

eL4
#resource(eL4) = Sara
r=Sara
L

eL1

eL2

e3

eL4

Ω
Ω

Ω
Ω

Ω
Ω

C
C

eR1

eR2

eR3

eR4
eR4
#resource(eR4) = John
r=John

Figure 3.31: Data-aware alignment resulted from aligning the prepared log of Fig. 3.30
and DPNresource of Fig. 3.30.

data-aware alignment to detect situations where the data condition of the rule
holds and only then construct a control-flow alignment to detect if under the
specified data condition a certain activity was executed or not. We will elaborate more on the details of this approach in Chap. 6.

3.5.6
Ω
Ω

Summary: Detecting Violations in all Dimensions

Figure 3.32 summarizes the steps we take for checking each type of compliance
rule including control-flow, temporal, data-aware, and resource-aware compliance rules. As can be seen, we have dedicated checking techniques for each
type of compliance rule. However, in principle all of these techniques combine
log preparation, control-flow alignment, data-aware alignment, and log enrichment.
The input for control-flow compliance checking is a control-flow compliance
rule formalized as a Petri net and an event log. After log preparation which includes log abstraction and shortening the event log, the prepared log is aligned
with the Petri net pattern using control-flow checking technique. The resulting
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Figure 3.32: Steps taken in each compliance checking techniques. Each dedicated compliance checking technique includes iterations of three main steps: log
preparation, checking and log enrichment.

3.5 Compliance Checking
alignment with diagnostics about violations are used to enrich the original event
log.
Temporal compliance checking follows similar steps as control-flow checking. After enriching the event log with diagnostics obtained from control-flow
checking, the enriched log needs to be prepared for temporal checking. This
preparation also includes log abstraction and shortening of the event log. The
prepared log and a temporal rule are used to build a data-aware alignment indicating all temporal violations. These diagnostics are then used to enrich the
original event log with temporal violations.
Data-aware and resource-aware compliance checking may follow two different procedures according to the type of the rule to be checked. The first
category of data and resource-aware compliance rules follows almost the same
procedure as sketched for temporal compliance checking. In both approaches,
first we check whether the activities in question occurred or not and we build
data-aware alignment to check the temporal or data/resource condition of the
rule. There is a difference, however, in the inputs of the approach. In temporal
compliance checking the temporal rule and its underlying control-flow condition are formalized as two different Petri nets, while in data and resource-aware
checking (first category) both control-flow condition and the data or resource
restriction are modelled as one pattern.
In the second category of data and resource-ware compliance rules, the order of building control-flow alinement and then data-aware alignment is reversed. We first detect the conditions where the rule must hold by building a
data-aware alignment and then we check whether on those situations the underlying control-flow restriction holds or not. Note that in this approach two
separate patterns are used. Details of each technique will be discussed in the
following chapters 4, 5, and 6.
Finally, it is worth noting that the actual checking of a composite compliance
model does not differ from checking an atomic compliance rule. One can simply
apply any of the compliance techniques for control-flow/temporal and dataaware checking also on composite compliance models. The advantages and
disadvantages for using atomic rules or composite models as discussed in detail
in Sect. 3.4.6 are entirely determined by the scope of the specification and not
by the checking technique. Note that one can even specify both data-aware
and temporal constraints in one composite model and check them together as
the underlying checking techniques are identical. One should be aware that
checking composite models of some data-aware constraints and some temporal
constraints requires a more specific approach. The details will be discussed in
chapters 5 and 6.
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Figure 3.33: Generating enriched event log with diagnostics obtained from several alignments.
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Combining Compliance Violation Detection Results

The compliance checking techniques described up to now return diagnostic information as an alignment between a log and a compliance rule. Some of the
paths described in Fig. 3.32 produce multiple alignments (i.e., one for controlflow violations and one for temporal violations). Recall that our aim is to provide integrated insights into compliance violations by answering questions four
and five of Sect. 3.3.1. Thus, we have to integrate the diagnostic information
from different alignments. Technically, we choose to do this integration by enriching the original event log with diagnostic information from the different
alignments. This will allow us to leverage existing process mining techniques
and data mining techniques that operate on event logs to answer questions four
and five of Sect. 3.3.1. We enrich the event log as follows:
We map moves to events. Synchronous moves and log-only moves have
existing events that are enriched with further attributes. Artificial events need
to be created for model-only moves with new attributes containing diagnostic
information. In general enriching the original log with the diagnostics obtained
during checking includes three main steps shown in Fig. 3.33:
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1. Combining detected violations during the checking.
2. Inserting artificial events for missing events, i.e., where a model-only move
was detected during compliance checking.
3. Projecting diagnostics on the original event log with inserted events by
adding a rule attribute for each compliance rule that is checked. This
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3.5 Compliance Checking
attribute is a nested attribute that is added to all the events and captures
the compliance state of every event w.r.t. that rule, the rule instance, and in
case it is a violating event, its violation type, and compliant value of every
event.
Recall that using the approach described in sections 3.5.2 and 3.5.3, we may
check the log L of Fig. 3.20 against three different compliance rules, yielding
three alignments as shown in figures 3.23, 3.28, and 3.31). Applying the above
steps yield the log shown in Fig. 3.34 (using the tree representation explained
in Sect. 2.2); the diagnostic information added to the log is hachured.
As can be seen each event in the original log gets three nested attributes
representing the rules for which its compliance has been checked. Each of these
attributes have child-attributes that store the diagnostics related to that specific
rule. For instance, we can see that the second event e 2L has been compliant to
all the three rules (see the attribute ‘rule1. compliance state’, ‘rule2. compliance state’, and rule3. compliance state of event e 2L ). It has been part of the
first activation of the control-flow rule instance and also the first activation of
the temporal rule instance, therefore it has been outside a rule instance when
checking the resource-aware compliance rule. The resource-aware rule is only
concerned with the executions of activity C.
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EL* (enriched log L with diagnostics)
EP* (enriched process instance P with diagnostics)
L

e1

#act(eL1) = G
#time(eL1)= 1
#amount(eL1)= 100
#resource(eL1)= John
#rule1(eL1)= control-flow-specified sequence

#act(eR4)= D
#rule1(eR4)= control-flow-specified sequence
#rule1.compliance state(eR4)= violating
#rule1.Instance(eR4)= 1st activation-control-flow

#time(eL1)= 1

#rule1.violation type(eR4)= missing event

#rule1.Instance(eL1)= outside rule instance

#rule2.compmpliant value(eR4)= D

#rule2(eL1)= temporal-delay between two activities
#rule2.compliance state(eL1)= compliant
#rule2.Instance(eL1)= outside rule instance
#rule3(eL1)= resource-authorization
#rule3.compliance state(eL1)= compliant
eL2

eR4

#rule3.Instance(eL1)= outside rule instance
#act(eL2) = A
#time(eL2)= 2
#amount(eL2)= 100
#resource(eL2)= Sara
#rule1(eL2)= control-flow-specified sequence
#rule1.compliance state(eL2)= compliant
#rule1.Instance(eL2)= 1st activation-control-flow
#rule2(eL2)= temporal-delay between two activities
#rule2.compliance state(eL2)= compliant
#rule2.Instance(eL2)= 1st activation-temporal

eL 4

#act(eL4) = C
#time(eL4)= 7
#amount(eL1)= 100
#resource(eL1)= Sara
#rule1(eL4)= control-flow-specified sequence
#rule1.compliance state(eL4)= compliant
#rule1.Instance(eL4)= outside rule instance
#rule2(eL4)= temporal-delay between two activities
#rule2.compliance state(eL4)= compliant
#rule2.Instance(eL4)= outside rule instance
#rule3(eL4)= resource-authorization
#rule3.compliance state(eL4)= violating
#rule3.Instance(eL4)= 1st activation-resource-aware
#rule3.violation type(eL4)= resource
#rule3.compliant value(eL4)= John

#rule3(eL2)= resource-authorization
#rule3.compliance state(eL2)= compliant
#rule3.Instance(eL2)= outside rule instance
eL3

#act(eL3) = B
#time(eL3)= 6
#amount(eL1)= 100
#resource(eL1)= Sara
#rule1(eL3)= control-flow-specified sequence
#rule1.compliance state(eL3)= compliant
#rule1.Instance(eL3)= 1st activation-control-flow
#rule2(eL2)= temporal-delay between two activities
#rule2.compliance state(eL3)= violating
#rule2.Instance(eL3)= 1st activation-temporal
#rule2.compmpliant value(eL3)= [2,4]
#rule2.violation type(eL3)= temporal
#rule3(eL3)= resource-authorization
#rule3.compliance state(eL3)= compliant
#rule3.Instance(eL3)= outside rule instance

Figure 3.34: The event log L enriched with compliance diagnostic information on compliance state of each event w.r.t. different rules, rule instances, violation
types, and compliant values.

3.6 Providing an Overview of Diagnostics and Root-Cause Analysis of Violations
Similarly, we can see that the third event e 3L is checked against all the three
compliance rules. This event is compliant with the control-flow and resourceaware compliance rules but it violates the temporal compliance rule. This violation took place in the first activation of the temporal rule “temporal delay
between two activities”. Its violation is of the type temporal violation, and the
violating value is 6 for the time attribute whereas it should have been a value
in [2, 4] interval. Note that the compliant value will always be taken from the
process instance run at the corresponding event.
In this example we have a control-flow violation. This is indicated using the
event e 4R . Note that this event does not exist in the original log, but was inserted
as an artificial event due to a model-only move in the alignment of Fig. 3.23 at
the respective position. The violation type assigned to this event is ‘missing
event’ and the compliant value is activity name D indicating that D should have
occurred at this moment in the execution. Since this event is just checked for
the control-flow compliance rule, we do not add diagnostics attributes for other
rules in the example.
We see one more violation at the event e 4L . As is indicated this event violated
the resource-aware “resource-authorization”. The violation occurred within
the first resource-aware rule instance and it has a violation of type resource.
The compliant value for this violation returned by its corresponding alignment
is ‘John’.

Enriching an event log with results of checking a set of atomic compliance
patterns vs. checking a composite compliance model.

Generating an enriched event log as the result of checking a log against a set
of compliance rules that are formalized as atomic compliance patterns requires
combining the results of several alignments together as is shown in Fig. 3.33.
If we formalize a set of compliance rules as a composite compliance model, it
is only required to project the result of one alignment (usually a data-aware
alignment) on the original log. Figure 3.35 illustrates this difference. We will
discuss this difference and its consequences further in Chap. 8.
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Figure 3.35: Generating enriched event log with diagnostics based on one overall alignment result.
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3.6 Providing an Overview of Diagnostics and Root-Cause Analysis of Violations
the underlying business process. The findings are interpreted typically in an adhoc manner and without leveraging the transparency provided by data analysis
techniques. Consequently this makes it difficult for business analysts to identify
the causes of deviations when it is hidden in large amounts of data. Providing
diagnostics about deviations in a clear and compact way not only helps having an up to date awareness of the compliance state of an organization, it also
provides useful information to take operative decisions on how to deal with
non-compliance and how to improve current operation.
Therefore, in our approach we have a dedicated step (Fig. 3.36 after checking compliance) for providing further diagnostics about the detected violations
during compliance checking. The enriched event log obtained from the previous
step is a collection of events that contain all the information about the process
and its violations. We can provide various statistics about the violations in different abstraction levels. We visualize in a table for each attribute (Fig 3.37
top), in what kind of compliance violations it was involved and to which extent.
The proposed color coding allows a user to quickly spot a particular (group of)
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Figure 3.37: Statistics in different abstraction levels are built over enriched log with diagnostics including frequency of violations in total and per attribute (e.g. per
activity).
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activities or compliance rules involved in many violations. Selecting an individual activity then gives a detailed histogram for all violations of this attribute
(Fig. 3.37 bottom).
Any process mining technique can be used to further investigate this log.
For instance as shown in Fig. 3.38, we can filter the process instances in a log
containing a specific violation and discover a process model that describes them
best and compare it with the model that describes process instances without
that specific violation.
Since we have diagnostics at the level of events and the context that these
events occurred in (i.e., the event attributes and their values), we can also use
other machine learning techniques to uncover causes of a violation. We can use
association rule mining to detect possible meaningful correlations (exemplified
in Fig. 3.39) between certain violations and the context they occurred in. These
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Figure 3.38: Discovering process models that describe the behavior of cases violating
a specific constraint compared to those that are compliant w.r.t. that constraint.
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3.6 Providing an Overview of Diagnostics and Root-Cause Analysis of Violations
correlations can help us to predict future violations.
Using classification techniques, we can compare compliant and violating
events (exemplified in Fig. 3.40) w.r.t. their context and identify the conditions
under which a certain violation holds or does not hold.
We have adapted a combination of these techniques for root-cause analysis
of compliance violations in our compliance analysis approach. We combine
these techniques and present them in such a way that end-users are not exposed
to the underlying technicalities. These techniques and the presentation of the
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results will be discussed in detail in Chap. 7.
Overview of diagnostics and root-cause diagnostics using a set of atomic
compliance patterns vs. a composite compliance model.
The input for providing overview of diagnostics and root-cause analysis of violations is the enriched event log with diagnostics. Whether we get the enriched
event log as the result of checking an event log against a set of atomic compliance patterns or a composite compliance model does not matter in providing
diagnostics. We can apply our root-cause analysis techniques on enriched event
logs obtained in either way.

3.7

Concluding Remarks

In this chapter we discussed all the requirements for compliance analysis. Our
goal is to understand non-compliance and provide diagnostics about violations.
This goal imposes some requirements on how compliance violations are detected, and how compliance rules are formalized. We discussed our choice to
use alignments as the checking technique that provides us with the type of diagnostics that we would like to obtain. We described the checking for different compliance rule types including control-flow, temporal, data-aware, and
resource-aware.
We introduced two main approaches for formalizing compliance rules: (1) as
a set of atomic compliance patterns and (2) as a composite compliance model.
Chapters 4, 5, and 6 discuss how to check atomic compliance patterns and
are also expanded to composite compliance models with the limitations on log
preparations and diagnostics that can be obtained.
We sketched our ideas for combining different compliance checking results
to generate an enriched event log with all process and diagnostic information.
This enriched event log then can be used to uncover causes of violations. Generating an enriched event log with diagnostics using a set of compliance patterns
will be discussed in Chap. 8. The root-cause analysis of violations obtained
using a composite compliance model will be discussed in Chap. 7. The techniques developed and discussed in each chapter are implemented in the Process
Mining Toolkit ProM 6.6 (available from http://www.promtools.org/). The
implementation of the techniques relevant for each chapter is discussed in the
same chapter. Cases to illustrate the applicability of our approach and its impact
in improving business processes are described in Chap. 9.

Chapter 4
Control-Flow Compliance
Checking
In Chap. 3, we showed how one can use alignments for compliance checking
of control-flow compliance rules. In this thesis we chose to formalize compliance rules Petri nets to enable precise detection of compliance violations. This
way we can build on established techniques and tools for Petri nets and alignments. In this chapter, we will discuss in detail how to build and use Petri
net constructs for obtaining precise diagnostics on control-flow compliance violations. Figure 4.1 illustrates how the content of this chapter is organized in
different sections. In Sect. 4.1, we discuss in detail the Petri net constructs and
patterns needed to formalize particular compliance constraints, and how these
constructs then yield particular kinds of diagnostic using alignments. We then
turn to preparing event logs for control-flow compliance checking in Sect. 4.2.
In Sect. 4.3, we discuss results of applying control-flow checking in practice.
In Sect. 4.4, we then explore the problem of actually translating a compliance
constraint given in natural language into a formal model and present a solution
approach in the same section. In Sect. 4.5 we showcase this solution using a
real-life example. In Sect. 4.6, we explain how to build composite compliance
models. We discuss related work in Sect. 4.7 and conclude the main points of
this chapter in Sect. 4.8.
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Figure 4.1: Thesis road map gives the mapping of the sections in Chap. 4 on to our
compliance analysis approach.
INSIGHT

4.1 Checking Control-Flow Compliance Rules

4.1

Checking Control-Flow Compliance Rules

Category (Rules)
Existence (2)
Bounded Existence (6)
Dependent Existence (6)
Bounded Sequence (3)
Parallel (2)
Precedence (10)
Chain Precedence (4)
Response (10)
Chain Response (4)
Between (7)

Description
Limits occurrence or absence of an activity. [142], [14,
38], [55], [117], [118]
Limits the number of times an activity must or must not occur.
[38], [42]
Limits the presence or absence of an activity with respect to
existence or absence of another activity. [42]
Limits the number of times a sequence of activities must or
must not occur. [38], [42]
Limits the occurrence of a specic set of activities in parallel.
[117]
Limits the occurrence of an activity in precedence over another
activity. [42], [38], [117], [118], [14], [49], [55]
Limits the occurrence of a sequence of activities in precedence
over another sequence of activities. [42], [38], [55]
Limits the occurrence of an activity in response to another activity. [117], [42], [55], [38], [119], [14], [49]
Limits the occurrence of a sequence of activities in response to
another sequence of activities. [42]
Limits the occurrence of an activity within (between) a sequence
of activities. [38]

Table 4.1: Categorization of the 54 control-flow compliance rules.

Table 4.1 (also discussed in the previous chapter) provides an overview of
54 control-flow compliance rules. This collection is the result of an extensive
literature study [14, 38, 42, 42, 49, 49, 55, 117–119, 142] including compliance
constraints used in practise. These rules are distributed over ten categories.
Each category includes several compliance rules. Categories are formed based
on the type of constraints they include.
Control-flow compliance rules confine the existence, number of executions,
and sequence of execution of activities in a business process. The specification of the rules should enable us to distinguish the scope of a rule and its
activations throughout a process instance. In addition, the specification should
precisely exclude compliant and violating behavior. These requirements give
rise to a set of principles while formalizing a rule as an atomic Petri net that
allow us to produce particular kind of diagnostics. We approached this prob-
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lem by formalizing all compliance constraints we found in literature. Through
formalizing these constrains, we developed a set of basic principles that help us
to formalize rules as Petri nets. These are related to counting occurrences of
activities, sequencing activities, excluding activities, and isolating different activations of a rule into clearly marked rule instances. Next we will present these
basic principles by showing the formalization of a few selected compliance rules
that use these principles. We will both focus on the formal modelling constructs
and how these yield particular kinds of diagnostics. The complete collection of
compliance rules and their formalization is provided in Appendix A.

4.1.1

Example 1: Precedence

The precedence relation between two or more activities is a typical compliance
constraint. Intuitively, it states that some activity B must have already occurred
prior to an activity A, though B can also occur on its own. Rules in Precedence,
Between, Bounded Sequence, and Chain Precedence categories are variants of this
constraint. Specifying a sequence of activities can be expressed easily in a
Petri net by ordering transitions. Yet, there are subtle aspects about each rule
that should be considered in its formalization.
Atomic pattern
To explain the basic principles of formalization, we choose the rule stating:
“Every time activity A is executed, it must be preceded directly by an occurrence
of activity B". If A occurs without a directly preceding B, this rule is violated. For
instance the sequences of activities 〈B,C,C,B,B,C 〉 and 〈 B,A,C,B,B,A 〉 comply to
the rule, whereas the sequence of activities 〈 B,A,B,C,A 〉 violates the rule. Note
that the stated compliance rule is never activated for the sequence of activities
〈B,C,C,B,B,C 〉 because activity A has actually never happened.
The Petri net pattern shown in Fig. 4.2 formalizes this compliance rule. If B
does not occur before A, the rule is violated. An instance of this compliance rule
includes execution of activity A and its preceding B.
The scope of this compliance rule is modelled with the Start and End of
the pattern. As discussed in Chap. 2, we focus on compliance rules constraining
activities within a case. Thus, Start models the start of the case and End denotes
the end of the case. A token in the Final place indicates the completion of a case.
The core behavior specified by the rule is modelled between Ist (denoting
the activation of the rule) and Icmp (denoting the completion of the rule).
This compliance rule does not limit the number of executions of A but it requires

4.1 Checking Control-Flow Compliance Rules
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Pattern parameters: {A,B}
Pattern parameters:
 #act (e)  transition label
Several instances of
the rule is allowed

B may occur at any
part of the process

τ

B

Start
Ist

Initial
Final

Icmp

P
B

A

End
The rule instance contains the
core behavior of the rule
Arbitrary occurrences of
other activities are allowed

Figure 4.2: Atomic compliance pattern: Direct precedence.

every occurrence to be preceded by B. In essence the compliance rule can be
activated multiple times within the scope of the rule. Hence, the pattern should
allow for multiple occurrences of a B and A, so that A can only occur if B has
directly preceded it. In the pattern, this is realized by a cycle looping from Icmp
back to Ist (through an invisible transition) allowing for another activation of
the rule.
D
Transitions Ist , Ist , PStart,
k (k=2) End, and τ are considered invisible, i.e., they are
used for modeling purposes only, therefore skipping them do not refer to a real
final
violation.
k=2
As soon as a B occurs which is followed by A, the rule instance is triggered.
count
D
In this situation the rule instance
can complete and the pattern may terminate
by firing the transition End.
The pattern also has to allow for all possible compliant behaviors where
other activities than A and B occur, or no A occurs at all. This is achieved by
adding the Ω-labelled transition. In Fig. 4.2, the Ω-labelled transition models
an arbitrary number of occurrences of other activities that are not specified
in the rule. As there is no Ω-labelled transition adjacent to the place P , B directly
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checking methodology.
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Figure 4.4: The example event log.

precedes A (i.e., occurrence of any other activity but A is excluded).
If there is no A or B just occurred, any activity may occur. Since the rule
does not put any restriction on occurrence of activity B, this activity may occur
an arbitrary number of times at any part of the process, also independent of
a rule activation. We realize this in the model of Fig. 4.2, by the B-labelled
transition outside the rule instance.
Checking
Suppose we would like to check the event log presented in Fig. 4.4 against the
precedence compliance rule formalized in Fig. 4.2. In the following we demonstrate step by step how we do the checking.
Figure 4.3 recalls our methodology to check control-flow compliance rules
from Chap. 3. We prepare the event log in two steps and later detect controlflow violations using the alignment technique introduced in Chap. 2.
Step 1: Abstracting the event log. First we prepare the event log by generating
the suitable checking attribute. As the activity name captures the occurrence
of activities, we use the values of this attribute to determine which activity
occurred in which position throughout a business process. Therefore, in this
example we take the values for the checking attribute at each event from its
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The compliance rule specifies occurrences of activities A and B. We set #checking (e) :
#act (e) for any event e where #act (e) is A or B , otherwise we set #checking (e) : Ω to

abstract from all events not relevant to the compliance rule. In Sect. 4.2 we give
the full definition of generating checking attributes for control-flow compliance
checking.
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Figure 4.6: Shortened event log obtained from step 2.

Step 2: Shortening the event log. The checking attribute will be used to map
events in the log to the transitions in the model. As can be seen, the abstracted
event log contains three occurrences of Ω in a sequence. Since the rule only
specifies the relation between activities A and B, we can simply substitute three
occurrences of Ω with one as this does not influence the compliance of the case
or detection of violations. Yet, it will improve performance while checking because it reduces the size of the event log. In essence, we abstract long sequences
of events that are not relevant to the compliance rule to shorter sequences. Note
that the order and relative position of compliance-relevant events are preserved
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while irrelevant details are abstracted from. The position and ordering of events
are used during the projection of diagnostics on the original event log. We will
elaborate on this further in Chap. 8.
Figure 4.6 shows the event log that is obtained from this step. There, it is
indicated that two occurrences of Ω events (e 6 , and e 7 ) are removed.

an event is missing (model-only move)
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Figure 4.7: Control-flow alignment obtained from step 3.

...

4.1 Checking Control-Flow Compliance Rules
Step 3: Control-flow alignment. We use the prepared event log (abstracted
and shortened) and the atomic pattern of the rule (Fig. 4.2) to build a controlflow alignment. Figure 4.7 shows a control-flow alignment for this example.
The alignment indicates three activations of the rule (i.e., three rule instances). It also indicates that the violation was observed in the first rule instance; activity A was executed without a preceding B, i.e., according to the
model, the execution of activity B is skipped (model-only move). This is represented by À value for the log event in the third move. The second and the third
activations of the rule instance are compliant. Note how the definition of rule
instance in the Petri net pattern enables us to locate the violation precisely. In
addition we can determine activities that fall inside the rule instance and those
that fall outside of it (for example two occurrences of B (e 2 , and e 8 ). Finally,
several model moves in the alignment are due to the invisible transitions in the
model (Start, Ist , Icmp , and End). These model-only moves do not refer to any
real violation.

4.1.2

Parameters for Computing Alignments to Influence Diagnostic Information

As we discussed in Chap. 2, infinitely many alignments are possible for a log and
a model. We are interested in alignments which maximize the number of “perfect matches” between log events and model events. Therefore, we typically
define a notion of optimal alignment using a cost function for moves where
model and log deviate including log-only moves, model-only moves, and incorrect
synchronous moves. We assign a cost-function k to each move (e L , e R ). A compliant move has cost 0 and all other types of moves have a cost> 0. The choice
of costs depends on the particular domain and can be set for instance based on
how likely a particular violation is known to happen. By giving frequent violations fewer costs than infrequent violations, the oracle function α (see Chap. 2)
returns the alignment giving the “closest compliant run” as the best alignment.
In case there are several “best alignments” (i.e., alignments with the same cost),
the oracle picks one of these optimal alignments in a deterministic manner.
The oracle function solves a conformance checking problem. Given a log L
and a model Mod, the oracle returns a run R ∈ Mod and constructs the alignment
A = (L, R, M ) with the lowest cost. The A ∗ -based search on the space of (all
prefixes) of all alignments of a log L to a model Mod described in [10, 135] can
be used to find the best alignment considering violations of type log-only move,
and model-only move. This approach is extended in [33, 134] to find violations
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of type incorrect synchronous move; an ILP solver finds among all synchronous
moves values for attributes of R such that the total cost of an alignment related
to violations of type incorrect synchronous move are minimized.
Tuning the cost function influences the quality of diagnostics. Assume for the
previous example we assign the cost 0 to compliant moves, cost 1 to violations
of type log-only moves and cost 10 to violations of type model-only moves. In
this case, the technique would return a different alignment than what is shown
in Fig. 4.7 as the “optimal alignment”. That is, our alignment technique would
consider the first occurrence of activity A as a log-only move. This way, two compliant rule instances will be detected and the occurrence of A will be captured as
a violation outside a rule instance. How to select the appropriate cost function
is a problem that is addressed in [134, 135]. We use the same setting for cost
function in the control-flow compliance checking.

4.1.3

Example 2: Bounded Existence of an Activity

In Sect. 4.1.1, we explained the basic steps of formalizing and checking controlflow compliance rules that constrain the sequencing of activities on the example
of the Precedence rule. In the following, we consider how to constrain the number of occurrences of an activity.
The Bounded Existence and Bounded Sequence categories of compliance rules,
include rules that limit the repetition of activities or sequence of activities within
a chosen scope. To bound the repetition of a structure (either activities or
sequence of activities), we usually limit the number of times that the structure is enabled or insert a counter that counts the number of times that a
certain structure has been executed. We will illustrate compliance checking
for such rules by the bounded existence rule “Activity A must occur k times”. If A
is executed less than or more than k times, the compliance rule is violated. For
instance, for k = 2 the occurrence of the sequence 〈B,C,A,D,B,C,A,D〉 complies
to this rule and occurrence of the sequence 〈B,C,A,D,B,C,A,A,D〉 or the sequence
〈B,C,D,B,C,D〉 violate the rule.
Formalizing as an atomic pattern.
Figure 4.8 shows the atomic pattern that formalizes the bounded existence rule.
Activity A is described by the A-labelled transition. As in Sect. 4.1.1, the pattern
abstracts from all other events in the process that are not specified by the compliance rule through the Ω-labelled transition.

4.1 Checking Control-Flow Compliance Rules
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Pattern parameters:
 #act (e)  transition label
 k
only one instance of the rule is enabled

k tokens in Pk limits
the repetitions
the pattern cannot
terminate unless the rule
instance is completed

Pk (k=2)
Start

Ist

Icm p

Count

Initial

A

k

End
Final

counter observes
the repetitions

Figure 4.8: Atomic compliance pattern: Bounded existence of an activity exactly k times.

An instance of this compliance rule includes all occurrences of activity A
within a case - in a compliant case A occurs exactly k times. This is realized
in the model of Fig. 4.8 by allowing the rule instance (between I st and I cmp )
to be activated only once during a case (no loop back from I cmp to I st ). In
addition, the pattern is designed such that the rule instance must be activated
otherwise the pattern cannot terminate. After the pattern started any activity
may be executed. The first occurrence of A triggers the rule instance. As soon as
activity A occurs k times, this rule is satisfied, i.e., the condition of this rule is
complete.
The pre-place P k of A is initially marked with k tokens. The k tokens in
place P k assure that activity A can occur at most k times, as each occurrence of
D of tokens in P k and increments the number of tokens
A decrements the
number
Pk (k=2)
in place Count. Place Count counts the occurrences of A. After k occurrences
final
k=2
D

count

10
A

9
B
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Figure 4.9: Abstracted event log obtained from step 1.

of A, P k is empty and Count contains k tokens. In this situation transition A is
not enabled anymore. The compliance rule is satisfied and the pattern instance
is completed ( I cmp ). The pattern can terminate only if the pattern instance is
completed implying that the condition of the rule is satisfied. The transition End
models that the end of the process instance has been reached. Please note that
Ω-labeled transition is enabled throughout the whole pattern and may occur at
any point in time.
Checking

p1
e4
4
A
A
A

We check also for this example whether the event log (shown in Fig. 4.4) adheres to the rule (formalized as the pattern shown in Fig. 4.8). Similar to the
previous example we go through the three steps shown in Fig. 4.3 to check this
p1rule.p1
p1
p1
>>

>>

Icmp

τ

e5
e8
e9
e10
the
log.
5Step 81: Abstracting
>>
9
10 event
>>
>> The
>> compliance rule specifies occurrences
Cof activity
B
B
A wherever an event has value A for its activity name we
A, therefore
Ωcopy Bthe same value
B
asA the value for its checking attribute. Otherwise we record
Ωthe generic
B
Ist value
B Ω as
A value
Icmp for τthe End
checking attribute. The abstracted event

log obtained from the first step is shown in Fig. 4.9.
Step 2: Shortening the event log. Similar to the previous example, we shorten
the event log to remove events that are not required for checking. Figure 4.10
illustrates the event log that is obtained from this step.
Note that the position of the removed Ω events is kept (between e 2 and e 4 ,
and between e 5 and e 10 ). We need this information when we enrich the original
event log with the obtained diagnostics. This will be elborated in Chap. 8.
Step 3: Control-flow alignment. We align the shortened event log with the
Petri net pattern of this rule (Fig. 4.8). The resulting alignment is shown in
Fig. 4.11.
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Figure 4.10: Abstracted event log obtained from step 2.
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Figure 4.11: Control-flow alignment obtained from step 3.

The alignment shows one activation of the compliance rule instance. The
first two occurrences of A are compliant but the third A cannot be executed
according to the model. This is denoted (in red) as a log-only move in the
alignment.
The obtained alignment locates a violation in the event log and it also indicates what should change to make the event log compliant. Later during the log
enrichment we project these diagnostics on the events of the original event log.

4.1.4

Example 3: Simultaneous Occurrence of Two Activities

So far we presented rules and their respective Petri net patterns assuming that
occurrences of activities are captured as atomic events in event logs. However,
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Pattern parameters:
 #act (e)  transition label
Bst

Bcmp

Ast

Start

Acmp

Ist

Initial

Icmp

τ

Final
End

Bst

Bcm p

Figure 4.12: Atomic compliance pattern: Simultaneous occurrence of two activities.

Pattern parameters:

some activities may be captured by more than one event. For instance the execution of an activity may be captured by two events denoting the start and
completion of execution of the activity. All the Petri net patterns that are listed
in Table 4.1, based on the setting, can be formalized in these different flavours.
The next example demonstrates a compliance rule in this way. This example
shows how intricate ordering constraints can be formalized using Petri nets in
an intuitive way.
The parallel category of compliance rules include compliance rules that limit
the occurrence of an activity in parallel with or during another activity. In case
of ongoing activities,
Pk (k=2) Dthey may overlap in time. Some compliance constraints
may require simultaneous occurrences of activities. For example the adminisfinal
tration of a specific medicine
to a patient during a surgery. In this section we
k=2
show, by example,
how
count we model and check such a compliance rule.
D
We pick the simultaneous compliance rule from the parallel category stating:
“Activity A must always occur simultaneously with activity B”. In this case we
need to capture and model the start and completion of activities separately.
Therefore, we represent start and completion of activity A with two different
transitions. Similarly activity B should be presented.

p1

Atomic pattern

p2

The Petri net pattern shown in Fig. 4.12 describes this rule. If A starts B should
also start, i.e., activity A cannot complete unless B has already started. Similarly
(a)
A =(L, R, M)
M={(eL1,eR1), (eL2,eR2), (eL4,eR4), (>>,eR5), (eL3,eR3), (eL5,>>),
(eL6,eR6), (eL7,eR7)}
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Figure 4.13: An event log where activities have life-cycle attributes.
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the checking
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with
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event. As can be seen, events in
this log have an extra attribute life cycle which denotes the start, completion
or in general status of activities. For instance we observe that occurrences of
activity A iare presented with three different events scheduled (sched), start (st),
and complete (cmp) and activity B is presented with two events start (st), and
complete (cmp). We would like to check this log against the rule (shown in
Fig. 4.12).
Step 1: Abstracting the eventing log. Similar to previous examples, the first
step in log preparation includes the choice of the checking attribute and abstraction of the event log accordingly. When the execution of activities are captured
by several events, merely the values of attribute activity name do not suffice to
distinguish whether an event is referring to start or completion of that activity. Therefore, we combine values of activity name, and activity life cycle for the
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Figure 4.14: Abstracted event log obtained from step 1. Values of activity name and life
cycle attributes are combined for the checking attribute.

values of the checking attribute.
Figure 4.14 illustrates the abstracted event log obtained form this step. Note
that the checking attribute will get the value Ast when activity name: A, and
activity life cycle: start (st), and it gets the value Acmp when activity name: A,
and activity life cycle: complete (cmp). Similarly values of Bst , and Bcmp for start
and completion of activity B is generated. The remaining events get the value
Ω including the events related to activity A when life cycle: scheduled (sched).
Although this event is related to activity A, it is irrelevant for checking of the
rule, hence we will abstract from it.
Step 2: Shorten the event log. This step can be done as shown in the previous
example. The event log obtained from this step is shown in Fig. 4.15.
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Figure 4.15: Shortened event log obtained from step 2. The event e 12 is deleted during
the shortenning of the event log.

Step 3: Control-flow alignment. Figure 4.16 illustrates an alinement of the log
to the Petri net pattern of this rule. The alignment indicates three activations
of the compliance rule (i.e. three instances of the rule). Two of these instances
are compliant (the first and the second one) and the third instance is violating.
It is indicated in the third instance of the compliance rule that activity A is
completed before activity B starts. Therefore, we observe first a violation of
type log-only move and later a violation of type model-only move (indicating that
Acmp occurred in a wrong position).
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Figure 4.16: Control-flow alignment obtained from step 3.
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4.1 Checking Control-Flow Compliance Rules

4.1.5

Principles of Designing Atomic Compliance Patterns

The compliance patterns we discussed previously merely serve as a few simple examples from our much larger collection of control-flow compliance rules.
Using the Petri net structures we discussed earlier, we can model many more
intricate compliance rules. The complete collection of these rules is presented
in Appendix A. Regardless of the underlying compliance rule, all the atomic patterns in our collection follow some systematics and basic principles that were
partially discussed for the showcased examples. The complete explanation is
available in Appendix A. In the following we briefly list some of the principles
in designing an atomic compliance pattern.
• Each atomic compliance pattern has a dedicated place Initial and a place

Final. See for example Fig. 4.2.
• A token in the final place defines the final marking of the pattern. When

a pattern reaches its final marking, the pattern is properly completed
(i.e., all other places of the net is empty).
• Every compliance pattern models a rule instance. The rule instance starts

as soon as an event occurs which triggers the underlying condition of the
rule. The rule instance completes as soon as its condition is satisfied. See
for example Fig. 4.2.
• The Ist -labeled transition in every atomic pattern indicates the start of a

(rule instance) and the Icmp -labeled indicates the completion of an rule
instance. See for example Fig. 4.2.
• A process instance (case) in a log complies to a (rule of a) pattern if after

executing that case, final transition End is enabled, and its occurrence
leads to the final marking.
• Start-labeled, End-labeled, Ist -labeled, Icmp -labeled, and τ-labeled transi-

tions are silent transitions. In finding an optimal alignment between a
log and a compliance pattern, the ‘alignment based technique’ of Chap. 2,
assigns the cost of zero for deviation of these transitions.
• Σ denotes the set of transition names for each atomic pattern. Depending

on the choice of compliance rules, it may include elements describing start
and completion of activities. See for example Fig. A.32.
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• Occurrences of event(s) specified in the compliance rule are mimicked

by transitions in the pattern having the same label as the values for the
checking attribute.
• Occurrences of any other events than the event(s) specified in the compliance rule are mimicked by the Ω-labeled transition. This way, the patterns

abstract from all other log events that are not described in the compliance
rule. Suppose a compliance rule restricts the occurrences of three specific
events A, B, and C; hence Σ = Ω ∪ {A,B,C} and Ω ∩ {A,B,C} = ;.
• In some patterns we need to exclude the occurrence of one specific event

from the events that may occur in a marking, therefore we subtract that
specific element from Σ. Suppose we need to exclude occurrence of a
compliance-relevant activity A ∈ Σ \ Ω at a marking; this is shown as Σ \
{A}, specifying that any event but A may occur at that marking. See for
example Fig. A.32.
• Typically an occurrence of an activity A is represented as an atomic event

A in the log. In some patterns, the respective compliance rules require to
model the start and completion of activities in the Petri-net patterns. Any
activity, e.g. an activity A can also be represented by two events Ast ar t (Ast )
and Acompl et e (Acmp ) indicating the start and completion of an ongoing
activity. Therefore, all atomic patterns of our collection rules come in
these two flavors and can be picked based on the setting. See for example
Fig. 4.12.
• Arcs in patterns may have weight, the arc weight specifies how many to-

kens are consumed or produced as a result of firing a transition. If the arc
weight is greater than one, the respective arc is annotated with the weight
(i.e., a natural number); otherwise, it is assumed to be one.
• In some patterns a reset arc connects a place with a transition. Usually

we use reset arcs to limit the number of executions of an activity to an
upper boundary. This arc ensures that when the corresponding transition
fires all tokens are consumed from the respective place (even if it contains no token). We usually use reset arcs to consume all tokens from the
net, thereby guaranteeing that after firing End, no transition is enabled
anymore and the net is empty. See for example Fig. A.11
• In some patterns we connect a place to a transition with an inhibitor arc.

Usually we use inhibitor arcs to limit the executions of an activity with

4.2 Generating the Checking Attribute and Its Values
a lower boundary. An inhibitor arc ensures that corresponding transition
can only fire if the place at the other end of the inhibitor arc is empty. See
for example Fig. A.13
• Every compliance pattern must allow for all possible compliant behaviors

and exclude only what is specified as non-compliant by the underlying
rule.

4.2

Generating the Checking Attribute and Its Values

As we described the checking procedure for all the previous examples, the first
step in preparation of an event log comprises the generation of the checking
attribute and its values. We described earlier how this task is done in various
situations. Here, we would like to describe the preparation step in a more
generic way based on the definitions we gave in Chap. 2.
Given Attr as the set of all possible attributes, Val as the set of all possible
attribute values, and E as the set of all events:
• The user picks the single attribute checking ∈ Attr .
• The user picks a set of attributes a 1 , . . . , a k ∈ Attr with k ≥ 1 from which the

value of the checking attribute is generated.
• Vai (E ) = {#ai (e)|e ∈ E }.
• For each attribute a i with 1 ≤ i ≥ k , the user picks a set of values Vi such
that Vi ⊆ V al and Vi ⊆ Vai (E).
• if (#a1 (e), #a2 (e), . . . , #ak (e)) ∈ V1 × . . . × Vk , then
• #checki ng (e) = #a1 (e) + . . . + #ak (e),
• else #checki ng (e) = Ω.

The values of the checking attribute can be mapped to transition names in
the atomic pattern for the checking. For example in Sect. 4.1.4:
• The user picks the set of attributes {activity name, life cycle}, and
• the set of values {A,B,st,cmp}.
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• If #activity

name (e),#life cycle (e)

∈ {A,B,st,cmp}, then

• #checki ng (e) ∈ {A st , A cmp , B st , B cmp }
• else #checki ng (e) = Ω

values for the checking attribute was generated from concatenating values
of attribute activity name and life cycle. The user picks the attributes to

4.3

Applying Control-Flow Compliance Checking Using Real-Life Event Logs

We have evaluated our control-flow compliance checking technique on a reallife log taken from the financial system of a large Dutch hospital. The log contained over 150000 events from over 700 different activities in 1150 cases. Each
case representing a patient. The log was obtained from financial system of the
hospital in the period of 2005 to 2008. Beside anonymizing the log, all other
data in the log is preserved including activity names, involved resources, and
etc. We first describe the implementation used in this evaluation and then report
on some relevant compliance rules and the results we obtained for them.

4.3.1

Implementation in ProM

The presented technique was implemented as part of the Compliance package
of the Process Mining Toolkit ProM 6.6. The Check Compliance Using Conformance Checking plugin takes a log and a rule formalized in terms of a Petri net
pattern as input. For each rule to check, the user then configures its parameters,
mostly by mapping events to transition names of the rule. The log preparation
is done at the back end accordingly. Then the alignment technique (Chap. 2) is
called to align the log to the rule’s Petri net pattern. The resulting alignment is
shown to the user. The alignment for each process instance is shown in a separate row and deviations are highlighted. A log-only move indicates that an event
occurred which did not comply to the rule. A model-only move indicates that
an expected event did not appear in log and therefore the log does not comply
to the rule. Several figures in the next section show these diagnostics. Figures 4.17 and 4.18 show some functionalities of the Check Compliance Using
Conformance Checking plugin.

4.3 Applying Control-Flow Compliance Checking Using Real-Life Event Logs

Check Compliance Using Conformance
Checking plugin takes an event log and a
Petri net pattern as input.

Figure 4.17: Mapping transition in the compliance pattern to events of the log.

Mapping transition in the compliance
pattern to the events in the log.

Figure 4.18: Mapping transition in the compliance pattern to events of the log.
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4.3.2

Case Study Constraints and Results

In the case study we followed the standard use case for compliance checking
(See compliance life cycle in Fig. 1.3): (1) check relevant regulations and elicit
respective compliance constraints, (2) for each constraint, identify the patterns
that precisely express the constraint from the rule collection in Table 4.1, (3)
take the corresponding atomic pattern from our pattern collection in Appendix A
and map its transitions to the events in the given log, and (4) run the compliance
checker.
In the following, we describe our findings for three compliance constraints
that were derived from the financial department’s internal policies and medical
guidelines.
Compliance Constraint 1. “The hospital should register each visiting patient
and prevent duplicate registrations for a patient.” This constraint is formalized
by the compliance rule “Event patient registration should occur exactly once per
case.” from the category ‘Bounded Existence’ of Table 4.1. The pattern shown in
Fig. 4.19 formalizes this rule (the pattern was discussed earlier in this chapter,
see Sect. 4.1.1). To obtain a reliable result, we needed to filter the data for
patients who started their treatment between 2005 and 2008, i.e., to make sure
we do not make any conclusion on partial cases that started sometime before
the analysis period. We checked compliance for 640 of 1150 cases and identified

Pattern parameters:
 #act (e)  transition label
 K=1
Pk
Start
Initial

Ist

Icmp

Count

k
Patient
registration

End

Final

Figure 4.19: Activity X-ray must be executed at least once per case.
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622 compliant and 18 non-compliant cases.
Figure 4.20 shows diagnostic information for a non-compliant case. As described above, ProM maps the log on to the compliance-influencing events: patient registration occurs twice, where the first occurrence is considered as compliant (highlighted green) and the second one should not have been in the case
(highlighted yellow, move on log).
Compliance Constraint 2. The patients are sent to the hospital for specialized
treatment. Therefore a basic X-ray scan has to be performed after a patient
was registered. This constraint is formalized by two rules: “The event ‘patient
registration’ should be followed by the event X-ray.”
The atomic pattern formalizing this rule is shown in Fig. 4.21. The rule
specifies that activity patient registration must be followed eventually by X-ray.
More executions of activity X-ray is also allowed.
Figure 4.22 shows an example of a non-compliant case w.r.t. this rule. It
is indicated that activity X-ray was executed in a wrong position before the
execution of activity first visit registration (first violation), while it was expected
to occur afterwards (this is denoted by the second violation). In total we found
104 out of 640 cases compliant with this rule.
Compliance Constraint 3. “For safety reasons, either a CT-Scan or a MRI-test
of an organ should be taken from a patient but not both.” The corresponding
compliance rule from the Exclusive category has the atomic pattern of Fig. 4.23.
We checked this rule and identified 1092 compliant cases out of 1150. Fig. 4.24
shows diagnostic information for one non-compliant case. The relevant sequence of events for this case is 〈. . . MRI-test, CT-scan . . .〉. The occurrence of

Patient registration
Start Ist Icmp
others

Patient registration
End

others

Case ID:5390221
Figure 4.20: A non-compliant case: activity patient registration should have occurred
exactly once.
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Pattern parameters:
 #act (e)  transition label
Start

X-ray

Ist

Icmp

End

Initial
Patient
registration

X-ray

Final

Figure 4.21: Activity patient registration must be followed by activity X-ray.

MRI together with CT-scan is a violation.
Although the health care process analyzed was quite complex and diverse,
using our technique we could abstract from the complexity and focus on the
specific rules. Altogether, we could identify all deviating cases from the given
compliance rules in the real-life log. Furthermore, we could precisely locate
the violations in the process and demonstrate what should have happened to
compensate the observed violation.

4.4

Elicitation of Formal Compliance Rules

Earlier in this chapter and in Chap. 3, we discussed the necessity of specifying
compliance constraints precisely. In practise, compliance constraints are often
D
k (k=2)
described in Pnatural
language which makes automated compliance checking a
difficult task. In addition, the descriptions of these constraints incorporate dofinal
main specific terminology,
k=2as well as structure and definitions. With the goal
to facilitate the automated
compliance checking, we already collected a comcount
D
prehensive collection
of control flow compliance rules which allows to formally
capture a large set of compliance constraints (these rules are listed in Table 4.1
and their formalization can be found in Appendix A). Yet when instantiating any
of these rules in context of a specific business process, many details and subtle
aspects should be considered such that the rule exactly specifies the behavior
intended by domain experts.

4.4 Elicitation of Formal Compliance Rules
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X-ray
p

others
Case ID:743415

Icm

Ist

Start

X-ray
End

other
Patient registration

Figure 4.22: An example of a non-compliant case. Activity X-ray is executed in a wrong
position.

In the following, we first illustrate the problem on a concert example and
then present an approach to help domain experts elicit compliance rules.

4.4.1

The Gap Between Informal Compliance Rules and Formal Specification

Consider the compliance constraint that we discussed in Sect. 4.3.2. This constraint is obtained from internal policies of a specialized hospital stating: “For
every patient registered in the hospital an X-ray must be taken”.
Our interpretation of this constraint led to the formalized form of this rule
shown in Fig. 4.21. This pattern enforces that patient registration must be followed eventually by activity X-ray. Other activities may occur an arbitrary number of times during the case. Activity patient registration may occur only once.
Activity X-ray may be repeated several times.
However, the rule given above could also be interpreted slightly differently.
For example, Fig. 4.21 allows other activities to occur before patient registration
but one could also have interpreted the rule differently and require that patient
registration is the first activity in the case. This alternative interpretation is
be formalized by the model in Fig, 4.25. There is yet another interpretation
possible: activities other than patient registration and X-Ray are only allowed to
occur outside the rule instance as formalized in Fig. 4.26. As a side-effect, it
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Pattern parameters:
 #act (e)  transition label

MRI

MRI
Start

Icm p

Ist

End

Initial

Icmp

Final

CT-Scan
CT-Scan

Figure 4.23: Either CT-scan or MRI test must be taken for a patient.

also enforces that activity X-ray to be executed directly after patient registration.
Although the constraint seems very straightforward, it is important to decide about some details during the formalization, independent of the chosen
formalization: e.g. , (1) whether patient registration should be directly followed
by X-ray or other activities may occur in between the specified sequence; (2)
whether it is allowed that other activities occur before patient registration or a
patient cannot receive any treatment without registration; (3) whether a patient
can be registered several times and if yes; (4) should the specified sequence be
followed every time; (5) whether it is allowed that the specified sequence never
occurs, i.e., if it is allowed
Pk (k=2) Dthat a patient is never registered. Note that deciding about any of this details may change the result of checking and some cases
evaluated initially as compliant, may
finalbecome non-compliant or vice versa.
k=2
Consequently technical experts may need to invest considerable effort choosing a rule description Dand count
its formalization and check whether the recorded process executions conform with it, only to later determine that the property has
been specified incorrectly, because in the step from natural language to precise
formalization many subtle aspects of the constraint have to be considered.

4.4 Elicitation of Formal Compliance Rules
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MRI
CT-Scan
IcmpEnd
Start Ist
others others
Case ID:9597401

Patient
X-ray
Figure 4.24: An example of a non-compliant case. Activitiesregistration
MRI and CT-scan both are

executed within a case.
Start

Ist

Icmp

End

Initial
Final
Interpreting an informal
all its details can be surprisingly
difficult
Patientrule withX-ray
and must be done byregistration
domain experts who are usually less familiar with the
different formalisms. Therefore, an approach is required to hide the complexity
of the formalization from business user and at the same time support automated
compliance checking.

Pattern parameters:
 #act (e)  transition label
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X-ray
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Figure 4.25: The pattern enforces that a patient must be registered before receiving any
treatment.

Start
Initial
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4.4.2

A Methodology for Eliciting and Configuring Formal Compliance Rules

Numerous researchers have developed specification patterns to facilitate construction of formal specification of compliance constraints. Feedback indicates [66]
that these patterns are considered helpful but they fail to capture subtle aspects
of a specific constraint. In addition, adaption and application of these patterns
are not trivial for many practitioners as they are less familiar with the underlying formalization.
To address the gap between informal constraints and formal compliance
specifications, we propose an interactive approach for using tacit knowledge
of domain experts to specify compliance constraints. Our approach aims at
(1) enabling business users and compliance experts to specify compliance constraints as atomic Petri net patterns and (2) encouraging them to think about the
subtle aspects of their intended behavior when specifying a constraint. We develop a ‘question and answer’ approach based on “disciplined" natural language.
Such an approach is also used in property specification for software development in [26, 96, 123] and is a suitable candidate for compliance specification.
The key components of our approach are question trees, and generic configurable
compliance patterns.
The atomic compliance patterns we discussed earlier in this chapter and
in the previous chapter describe a specific compliance rule precisely and in a
compact way. Various atomic patterns may have common constraints but dif-

Patient
X-ray registration

Pattern parameters:
 #act (e)  transition label

Start

Ist

Icmp

End

Initial
Patient
registration

Final

X-ray

Ini

Figure 4.26: The pattern enforces multiple registration of a patient and direct sequence
of patient registration followed by X-ray.
Pattern parameters:
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fer in subtle aspects. Configurable compliance patterns are pre-formalized in
configurable Petri nets and capture common compliance constraints. As mentioned, we have developed a repository of configurable compliance patterns
that is listed in Appendix A. Every of such pattern allows for alternative variations of a compliant behavior. Selecting an appropriate configurable pattern
and configuring it for its configuration options are done interactively with users
and will result in a specific atomic compliance pattern that can be used then for
compliance checking.
In this section, we explain how our approach can help practitioners elicit
a control-flow compliance rule by making informed choices between different
variations of a rule and formalize it as an atomic compliance pattern. Fig. 4.27
gives an overview of our approach for compliance specification. This approach
is built upon a repository of configurable compliance patterns.

Questions for Selecting
a Configurable
Compliance Pattern

Configurable
Compliance Pattern
Configurable Compliance
Pattern Repository

Questions for
Configuring a Pattern

Atomic Compliance
Pattern

A

Figure 4.27: Control-flow compliance rule elicitation and formalization overview.
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4.4.3

Configurable Compliance Pattern Repository

The collection of control-flow compliance rules that is listed in Table 4.1 contains over 50 rules. Considering subtle variations of each of these rule, the
number of rules will increase rapidly. To help the user selecting the right rule
and a precise variation of a rule, we consolidated the compliance rules by merging similar rules (that differ in variations of subtle semantic aspects) into one
configurable compliance pattern that is easier to describe in general terms. Consolidating similar rules into a configurable pattern is done manually following
a generic approach. We first define a core behavior for the configurable pattern and then extend the core behavior with all possible configuration options.
These configuration options allow us to define different variations of a compliance constraint. The idea is that a user first picks a general configurable pattern
with all its configuration options and then configures it w.r.t. various subtle aspects.
Consolidating and organizing compliance rules in a repository.
The configurable compliance pattern repository is built upon the collection of
control-flow compliance rules listed in 4.1.1 We consolidated these rules by
merging similar rules into a configurable pattern to eliminate redundancies and
allow for specifying different variations of a rule. A configurable compliance
pattern is a configurable Petri net which describes a group of compliance rules in
a concise way. Originally configurable process models [108,137] were proposed
to describe variants of a reference process. Here, we are applying the concept
to describe variants of compliance constraints.
Every configurable compliance pattern is parameterized and formalized in
terms of Petri nets with a core component. This core structure enforces a core
behavior (e.g. a sequence). In addition a pattern has several other components
which determine variations of the core behavior. The core behavior enables a
clear distinction between commonalities shared among compliance rules in one
category and variability.
To consolidate the rules in Appendix A, we studied rules which share a common behavior. We kept the core component in a configurable pattern and added
all possible configuration options to it. The resulting configurable pattern can
describe all the original rules it is derived from, and many more because of the
1 The formalizations of these rules in terms of atomic Petri net patterns are available in Ap-

pendix A.
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Pattern parameters:
 #act (e)  transition label
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Final

Patient
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Figure 4.28: Sequence of patient registration and X-ray.
Start

Ist

Icmp

End

new possible combination of different configuration options. The configurable
patterns are
sound by design.
Initial
Final
X-ray
Patient
Please recall the example given
earlier in Sect. 4.3.2. The Petri net pattern
registration
shown in Fig. 4.28 formalizes the core behavior of the requirement of this example.
Patient
registration,
X-ray
The core of the rule is formalized in the hachured
part
between
transitions Ist
and Icmp which represents an instance of the compliance rule. The rule becomes
active when Ist fires and it is satisfied when Icmp fires. The core structure of the
Endfollowed by X-ray.
patternStart
enforces:Istif patient registration occurs thenIcm
itpmust be
If we want to add other options to the behavior specified in the this pattern, we
Initial
X-ray
Patient
need to add some more components
to the pattern and buildFinal
a configurable
registration
pattern out of it.
The configurable pattern shown in Fig. 4.29 is parameterized over the activity names such that activity A is Patient registration and activity B is X-ray. The
P-Reg
Ist
configurable pattern allows for defining variations
of the
core behaviorX-ray
and by
blocking or activating a component we can extend or limit admissible behavior.
In the following we will explain the components of the configurable pattern in
Start
Fig. 4.29 and explain how blocking
or activating a component can change the
behavior of the pattern.
Initial
• Comp.1 (Ω): Activating this component allows for occurrences of other

activities after the specified sequence.
• Comp.2 (Ω): Activating this component allows for occurrence of arbitrary
other activities in between the sequence 〈 Patient registration, X-ray 〉 and

D
blocking Pthis
component
enforces that activity patient registration must be
k (k=2)
followed directly by X-ray.
final
k=2
D

count

Icmp
End
Final
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Pattern parameters:
 #act (e)  transition label
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Comp.4
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Comp.2
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Initial
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Comp.5

Final
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A

Final

End1
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Comp.6

A
Comp.7
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Comp.8

Figure 4.29: Configurable sequence of Patient registration and X-ray.

• Comp.3 (Ω): Activating or blocking this component, enforces that other

activities may occur before patient registration or not.
• Comp.4 (τ): Activating or blocking this component allows that the sequence 〈 Patient registration, X-ray 〉 occurs multiple times in a case or

not.
• Comp.5 (End2 ): Activating this component allows that the specified sequence 〈 Patient registration, X-ray 〉 never happens for a patient and block-

ing it enforces at least one occurrence of the specified sequence.
• Comp.6 (A): Activating or blocking this component allows that several
D

registrations of a patient can be followed by one execution of activity Xray or not.
• Comp.7 (A): Activating or blocking this component allows that after occurrence of the sequence 〈 Patient registration, X-ray 〉 a patient gets registered

without a following X-ray or not.

4.4 Elicitation of Formal Compliance Rules
• Comp.8 (B): Activating or blocking this component allows that activity
X-ray occurs independently from the specified sequence of 〈 Patient Registration, X-ray 〉 or not.

When designing a configurable compliance pattern, we abstract from concrete examples and consider all possible configuration options. The configuration options we address in our approach include: activating, blocking a transition, an arc or a group of transitions and arcs. In addition, we consider configuring arc weights.
By developing configurable patterns, we could eliminate redundancies in a
compliance rule family and reuse the commonalities, thus decreasing the number of patterns to 22 configurable compliance patterns having 0-38 configuration options each. This way, over 1000 different compliance patterns can be
derived (including the original 50 patterns) through picking different configuration options. The 22 configurable patterns are shown in Appendix C. The
configuration will result in an atomic compliance pattern that can be used for
compliance checking using the technique described in Sect. 4.1.

4.4.4

Question Tree

In order to enable domain experts to specify the intended behavior of a compliance constraint, we apply an interactive question and answer based approach.
We aim to guide users to select an appropriate configurable compliance pattern
and elaborate on how to configure its configuration options such that it represents the intended behavior. Thus we apply a Question Tree (QT) representation
which is basically a decision tree and its content is based on disciplined natural
language.
We apply two distinct question trees (see Fig. 4.27); a set of questions which
guide the user to select a specific configurable compliance pattern and a set of
questions which are asked to resolve different configuration options of it in
order to specify details of intended admissible behavior.
Questions to Select a Configurable Compliance Pattern.
The QT of the first phase breaks the problem of deciding which configurable
pattern is most appropriate by asking users to consider only one differentiating
criteria at a time which finally leads to choice of a configurable pattern. In this
phase, QT has a hierarchical structure and this structure supports the separation
of concerns, only presenting a question to the user that is relevant in context of
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Which activities are constrained by the rule?

Activity patient_registration must be followed by activity X_ray.
Is it allowed that the sequence <(patient_registration) (X-ray)>
occurs more than once in a trace?

Two activities: patient_registration and X-ray

Yes. The sequence <(patient_registration) (X-ray) > may occur
several times in a trace.

Choose the type of limitation you would like to exert.
Dependent existence
Bounded existence
Sequence of occurrence
Are the activities you would like to restrict structured or atomic?
The activities are structured (start and completion of activities
are represented with two different events)
The activities are atomic (only one event represents
occurrence of every activity)
Please specify the limitation you would like to exert.
Activity patient_registration must be followed by
activity X_ray.
Activity X_ray must be preceded by activity
patient_registration.

Questions for Configuring a Selected Pattern

Questions for Selecting a Configurable Compliance Pattern

One activity

No. The sequence <(patient_registration) (X-ray)> must not
occur several times in a trace.
Is it allowed that other activities occur in between
sequence <(patient_registration) (X-ray)>?

Is it allowed that a trace starts with activity X_ray?
Yes. A trace may start with activity X-ray.
No. Traces must not start with activity X_ray.
Is it allowed that after sequence <(patient_registration) (X-ray)>,
activity X_ray occurs independently from patient_registration ?
Yes. After occurrence of sequence <(patient_registration)
(X-ray)> activity X_ray may occur independently from
patient_registration.
No. Activity patient_registration must never occur without
a following X_ray.

Figure 4.30: QT-phase1 (left), QT-phase2 (right).

their previous answer. A new question that can be revealed after answering a
given question is a child question of that previous answer; the previous question
is the parent question of that child question. By selecting a different answer to a
parent question, the user will explore a different set of child questions that are
relevant to that answer and will arrive at a different configurable pattern. Figure 4.30 QT-phase1 (left) presents the question tree for selecting a configurable
pattern in the example discussed earlier in the previous section.
Questions to Configure a Configurable Compliance Pattern.
Questions in the second phase concern configuring subtle behavioral aspects of
a specific pattern. Not all questions in this phase have a hierarchical structure.
That is, many questions in this phase can be asked in any order, since there are
configuration options in each of configurable patterns which are conceptually
orthogonal to each other. See for example choices related to Comp.4 (τ) and
Comp.2 (Ω) in Fig. 4.29. These questions will be presented to the user together
and s/he may answer them in any order based on personal preferences and
understanding.
However, some options are not orthogonal. For example, choices related to
Comp.4 (τ) and two components Comp.7 (A), and Comp.8 (B) are orthogonal
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in Fig, 4.29. If we do not allow for repetitive occurrences of the sequence 〈 A,
B〉, we cannot allow for activation of both components Comp.7 (A), and Comp.8
(B) (note that still activation of one maybe allowed). In such cases, the former
question is only asked if a certain pre-configuration holds for it.
Note that the configurable pattern, i.e., the underlying Petri net and its configuration options are not shown to the end user and the user only deals with
textual descriptions of rules in terms of questions and answers. In the back-end,
every answer node of QT in the second phase is mapped to a configuration option in a configurable pattern and configures the pattern based on choices user
makes. The configuration process is continued until all details of a compliant
behavior is decided. Fig. 4.30 QT-phase2 (right) presents partially the question
tree of the second phase for the example of the previous section.

4.4.5

Illustrating a Compliance Rule to a Domain Expert.

The configurable compliance pattern is hidden from user and s/he is only represented with questions and answers which are designed in a simple structured
and clear text. In order to remove any ambiguity for the user while answering
questions regarding subtle behavioral aspects, there are several compliant and
non-compliant sample traces given for every answer. That is, a user can easily
see how a certain choice can impact (i.e., limit or extend) admissible behavior.
The configured compliance pattern determined in the second phase is a Petri
net that can be used for automated compliance checking using the alignment
technique we discussed earlier in this chapter in Sect. 4.1.
In the following we show a walk-though example illustrating how a user
selects and configures a compliance rule using the two question trees.

4.5

Supporting Domain Experts to Specify Compliance Constraints

In this section we will elaborate our methodology (Sect 4.4.2) and its implementation by going through a real life example step by step and showcase how
a user who is not familiar with any formalism specifies his/her admissible behavior considering its detailed aspects.
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4.5.1

Implementation in ProM

The technique is implemented in the Compliance package of the Process Mining
Toolkit ProM 6.6, available from http://www.processmining.org. The package contains the repository of all configurable compliance patterns. The Elicit
Compliance Rule plug-in takes a log as input and returns a compliance rule
using the approach of Sect. 4.4.2. The returned rule can be used for compliance
checking using the Check Compliance of a Log plug-in. In the following we show
how a user can use this implementation to select and configure a compliance
rule.

4.5.2

Elicitation of the Case Study Compliance Pattern

We chose the event log taken from BPI Challenge 2011 available from [1]. The
log is taken from a Dutch Academic Hospital. This log contains some 150.000
events in over 1100 cases. Apart from some anonymization, the log contains
data required to check the rule as it came from the hospital’s systems. Each case
refers to a patient of the hospital’s Gynaecology department. The log contains
information about when certain activities took place, which group performed
the activity and so on. Many attributes have been recorded that are relevant to
the process.
To demonstrate the approach, we chose to formalize a rule that captures
the following behavior observed on the event log [18]: Glucose level must be
estimated 4 times repetitively if a patient diagnosed for cervical cancer of uterus
(diagnosis code M13) and classified as an urgent case2 . We have preprocessed
this log for patients who are suffering from cervical cancer of uterus. Urgent patients are those cases where at least one activity of type urgent is manifested. A
very common activity representing an urgent case is ‘haemoglobin photoelectricurgent’. If we rephrase the constraint and substitute the activity names with
corresponding event names in the log, the rule states: In case of patients diagnosed for code M13, activity ‘haemoglobin-photoelectric-urgent’ must be followed
4 times by activity ‘glucose-urgent’.
We take this log as input and run the Elicit Compliance Rule plug-in that
implements the approach of Sect. 4.4.2. The very first question of the questionnaire always asks the user to specify the number of activities of primary
interest. For this a list of available activities in log is shown to user and the
user can choose the activities s/he wants to restrict from this list. Depending on
2 Please note that the observed behavior does not indicate a medical rule but we chose this

observation to show how we can specify a behavior using Elicit Compliance Rule plug-in
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the number of activities chosen different sets of questions will be triggered. For
instance if the user chooses one activity of primary interest, the next question
will ask about the number of times a specified activity is allowed to occur. If
more than one activity (e.g. in case of our example two activities) is chosen, the
questions related to relationships between chosen activities will be asked. In
our example:
• Which type of limitation you would like to exert?
– Dependent Existence: define whether the occurrence or non-occurrence
of an activity imposes an obligation on occurrence or non-occurrence
of another activity, e.g. define an inclusive relation between two activities.
– Bounded Existence: define whether number of occurrences of one
activity is dependent on number of occurrences of the other activity.
– Sequence of Occurrence: define whether there should be a sequential relation between occurrence of two activities, e.g. define a precedence or simultaneous relation between two activities.
– Bounded Sequence of Occurrence: define whether a specified sequence must be repeated.
We choose Bounded Sequence of Occurrence from the list of alternative answers. As the result of this choice, a configurable pattern is selected in the
back-end and questions to configure the selected pattern are presented.
The first question from the second phase will ask whether the user wants
to limit the repetition of activity ‘glucose-urgent’ after activity ‘haemoglobinphotoelectric-urgent’ and if yes how many times ‘glucose-urgent’ must occur after ‘haemoglobin-photoelectric-urgent’. Figure 4.31 illustrates this step using the
‘Elicit Compliance Rule’ plug-in in ProM where we chose: 4 times repetition of
‘glucose-urgent’ after ‘haemoglobin-photoelectric-urgent’. In order to support the
user to make informed choices, for every answer a sample compliant trace and
non-compliant trace are given as shown in Fig. 4.31. Additionally, the outcome
of the currently chosen configuration is visualized to the user: the selected and
partially configured rule is used to check compliance of the log w.r.t. this preliminary rule using the compliance checking technique presented in Sect. 4.1. The
screen in Fig. 4.31 shows several compliant and non-compliant traces by which
the user can use her domain knowledge to assess which answer translates her
intention best. Subsequent questions assist the user in deciding about details
of the intended behavior. These questions concern configuration options which
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are orthogonal to each other, hence they can be resolved in any order. These
questions include:
• Is it allowed that other activities occur between occurrences of activity
‘haemoglobin-photoelectric-urgent’ and ‘glucose-urgent’?
• Is it allowed that other activities occur between occurrences of activity
‘glucose-urgent’?
• Is it allowed that several occurrences of activity ‘haemoglobin-photoelectricurgent’ are followed by specified repetitions of activity ‘glucose-urgent’?
• Is it allowed that activity ‘glucose-urgent’ occurs before activity ‘haemoglobinphotoelectric-urgent’ independently from the defined sequence?
• Is it allowed that the specified sequence of 〈haemoglobin-photoelectric-urgent,
g l ucose − ur g ent , . . . , g l ucose − ur g ent 〉 occurs multiple times?
|

{z
4

}

• Is it allowed that the specified sequence of 〈haemoglobin-photoelectric-urgent,
g l ucose − ur g ent , . . . , g l ucose − ur g ent 〉 never occurs?
|

{z
4

}

Figure 4.31: Elicit Compliance Rule plugin: Example compliant and violating cases when
a specific choice is made by the user.
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• Is it allowed that after the specified sequence 〈haemoglobin-photoelectric-urgent,
g l ucose − ur g ent , . . . , g l ucose − ur g ent 〉, activity ‘haemoglobin-photoelectric|

{z
4

}

urgent’ occurs without being followed by repetitions of ‘glucose-urgent’?
Resolving these questions yields a configured atomic pattern which describes
precisely the intended behavior. This atomic Petri net pattern can be used further for automated compliance checking.

4.6

Control-Flow Compliance Rule Elicitation and
Checking of a Composite Compliance Model
Versus a Set of Atomic Compliance Patterns

We have described in Sect. 4.4 how to elicit an atomic compliance pattern from
a set of configurable compliance patterns. The collection of configurable compliance patterns allows for specifying various compliance rules constraining up
to four activities and their relations as an atomic compliance pattern. However, in case we would like to specify more activities in one model or combining
various rules we need to design the pattern manually.
The atomic patterns, derived automatically using our methodology, can be
combined using the synchronous product of the atomic patterns [143,150]. The
synchronous product matches activities by name and then merges their dependencies and relations. However building a composite compliance model as the
synchronous product of a set of atomic patterns will usually result in a complex
and large model. Therefore we usually develop a composite compliance model
manually following the principles listed in Sect. 4.1.5. Earlier in Sect. 3.4.6, we
discussed composite compliance models. An example of a composite model is
shown in Fig. 7.4 and will be discussed later in Chap. 7.3
We have discussed the checking procedure for atomic compliance patterns in
Sect. 4.1. Checking an event log against a set of atomic compliance patterns or
a composite compliance model does not differ in terms of the steps that should
be taken to actually prepare the event log and detect control-flow violations.
The choice of the checking attribute is the same for checking a composite model
or a set of atomic patterns. Note that since in a composite compliance model
usually more activities are specified, the number of the activities that during the
abstraction and shortening of the event log will be mapped to Ω events or will
be removed from the event log are less.
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As we discussed in detail in the previous chapter (see Sect. 3.4.6), when we
check an event log against a composite compliance model, the alignment technique returns an alignment which is globally optimized for the combination of
the compliance constraints enforced in the respective composite model. Whilst
on the contrary, when we check an event log against a set of atomic patterns,
the alignment technique for each rule returns an alignment that is optimized
local to that rule. This difference has impact on the diagnostics that we obtain
(for details see Sect. 3.4.6).
In general when compliance rules overlap, we will receive more precise diagnostics if the rules are modelled combined as a composite compliance model.
On the contrary when rules do not overlap, it is better to formalize them as a
set of atomic compliance patterns because the diagnostics will be more precise,
and the Petri net patterns are smaller. In the context of control-flow compliance
rule, rules overlap when they put constraints on common activities.

4.7

Related Work

Our review of related work in control-flow compliance checking has two main
components: (1) the elicitation and formalization of control-flow compliance
constraints and (2) compliance checking and diagnostics obtained as the result
of checking. We will discuss related work along these two lines.
Elicitation and formalization of compliance constraints
The informal description of compliance constraints can be interpreted differently in context of different business operations. Therefore, precise specification
of them is necessary [65, 84].
Various approaches and formalizations are proposed for formulating compliance constraints. Some approaches, such as [113], support the modeling of
control-objectives within business process structures using a modal logic based
approach called FCL (Formal Contract Language). The formalization believed
to offer the right trade off between expressive power and computational complexity. However, applying the technique still requires a solid knowledge of the
underlying formalization. In this approach process models are annotated by
“control tags”; where tags are identified affecting control-flow, data, resource
and time. The authors of [52], also adopt FCL as formalism to model control
objectives.

4.7 Related Work
Several works such as [48, 81, 85, 136] model compliance concerns in LTL
(Linear Temporal Logic). Many constraints formalized in LTL are supported by
Declarative templates, which makes using LTL-based checking techniques easier.
However, to use these templates one should have a thorough understanding of
Declare and the behavior specified by each template. In addition one should
be aware that capturing all subtle aspects of a compliance constraint may lead
to many Declare rules. It is worth mentioning that declarative modelling is not
necessary perceived easier and more intuitive for business users than procedural
modelling of processes [102].
The authors of [79] specify compliance rules in Compliance Rule Graphs
(CRG) which is a graph-based rule modelling language. They choose graphs
as a suitable representation for expressing occurrence and ordering relation between activities, and general structure of rules (i.e., if some conditions apply,
then some consequences must also apply). The problem with above mentioned
approach is again the task of formalizing constraints. It requires knowledge
about the formalization language, a knowledge that business users who are
typically in charge of compliance may be less familiar with. In addition the type
of rules that are covered by this approach is less compared to our repository of
rules and their variants.
To facilitate the task of formalization, many approaches use pre-formulated
templates and specification patterns for formulating compliance constraints [42,
46, 119, 132]. Specification patterns are extensively used in software development [4, 26, 37, 66, 123]. In [42, 132], Elgammal et al. introduce a patternbased approach for capturing compliance constraints. Their patterns are parameterized and formalized in LTL. Most of these approaches use some type of
structured natural language and pre-formulated templates to construct formal
specifications that can then be analyzed. Often, these informal specifications
are initially mapped to an intermediate representation (e.g. model-driven patterns), at which point context dependencies and ambiguities are resolved. In
order to make the approach usable for business users, authors developed a toolset where the user can define compliance constraints using a specialized version
of declare modeling notation.
A common problem in most of above mentioned works is that pre-formulated
patterns are limited and hard coded; hence they fail to capture subtle aspects of
different compliance constraints. In addition in most of the approaches, mapping and adapting patterns in a specific context requires extensive knowledge in
specification languages. Our approach aims to allow compliance specification
for end users without such an extensive knowledge.
Our compliance elicitation approach [98] is also based on pre-formulated
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patterns. Yet it enables end users to specify precisely the compliance rules without being exposed to technicalities of any formalization. Our repository of configurable compliance patterns include a comprehensive collection of compliance
rules that can be configured to capture details and various aspects of compliance
constraints.
Compliance checking and diagnostics
The core challenge in addressing compliance on event behavior is to compare
the prescribed behavior (e.g., a process model or a set of rules) to an observed
behavior (e.g., audit trails, work-flow logs, transaction logs, message logs, and
databases). For this various approaches have been developed. In [136], it is
shown how constraints expressed in terms of Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) can
be checked with respect to an event log. This verification technique checks
whether each trace in an observed behavior complies to a LTL formula and the
result is shown as violating or compliant. Another logic-based checking approach is presented in [84]. In this approach compliance rules are formalized
using Event Calculus (EC). This formalization supports the constraint activation
(similar to our concept of rule instance). The verification technique tracks a running case and indicates the activation and evolution of compliance constraints,
then it reports on the compliance status of each activation. In [80] the authors
even present ways to quantify the degree of compliance.
Another group of compliance checking techniques are automaton-based checking. For instance in [81], an automaton describes a compliance rule. Usually the
automaton is not directly generated from a compliance rule, but rules are modelled using a formalism such as linear temporal logic (LTL) and the automaton
is generated from the formalization. Then a trace from the observed behavior
is replayed on the automaton. If the automaton reaches an accepting state, the
rule is satisfied otherwise it is violating.
In [85] both LTL-based and SCIFF-based (i.e., abductive logic programming)
approaches are used to check compliance with respect to a declarative process
model and an event log.
The authors of [79] model compliance constraints as Compliance Rule Graph
and check observed behavior directly on graphs. Their approach does not require any transformations into other representations (for instance to an automaton). They also enable the concept of rule activation.
The authors in [147] leverage complex event processing for monitoring process conformance. They create behavioral profiles from process models (can be
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considered as compliance constraints). The technique generates and run complex event queries accordingly. Then the detected violations are aggregated.
The above mentioned approaches are compliance monitoring techniques.
That is, they check during the execution of a business processes whether it is
compliant or not. Our approach is categorized as backward compliance checking, i.e., our technique identifies compliance violations after completion of execution of a process. In that sense, backward checking techniques should provide
diagnostics about violations related in a case globally (not per activation of a
rule). These diagnostics clarify how the violations in a case must be compensated globally to make the case compliant. Using this setting, we can leverage
extensive root-cause diagnostics over all compliance results. In Chap. 7.3, we
explain how our root-cause analysis approach is built upon the diagnostics provided by our compliance checking technique.
Several conformance checking approaches are developed for backward compliance checking. In [27], authors present an approach to measure discrepancies between a process and a model. Event streams (sequence of events) are
built from process models and are compared with the execution event streams
(observed sequence of events). Then the distance between the two event streams
are measured. Another conformance checking approach is presented in [111].
In this approach compliance constraints can be formalized as a Petri net model.
The technique replays the observed behavior on Petri net model while counting
“missing” and “remaining” tokens. This approach does not provide precise and
detailed diagnostics about each violation.
State-of-the-art techniques in conformance checking retrieve this information by computing optimal alignments [10,134,135] between traces in the event
log and “best fitting” paths in the model. The authors of [31] adapted the
alignment-based approaches defined for procedural models and present a conformance checking approach for declarative constraints. Existing approaches to
backwards compliance checking have two main problems. First of all, the elicitation of compliance rules is not supported well. End users need to map compliance
rules onto Declare models (or expressions in temporal logic) or encode the rules
into a Petri-net-like process model. Second, many of the existing checking techniques can discover violations but do not provide useful diagnostics [27, 111].
Those that provide detailed diagnostics [10, 31, 135] are not tailored for compliance checking.
Our compliance checking approach [97] builds upon cost-based conformance
checking [10, 135] and detects all activations of a compliance rule and can locate compliance violations. It also indicates the compensation for detected violations (i.e., what should have happened instead the detected violation).
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4.8

Concluding Remarks

In this chapter we discussed control-flow compliance analysis from various angles including the formalization of compliance rules, checking rules and offering
precise diagnostics about violations.
We developed a set of principles that can be used to formalize compliance
rules. Various control-flow compliance constraints were discussed. We proposed
a question and answer approach to improve formalization of compliance rules
by enabling business users to precisely elicit and formalize these rules. The
question and answer approach presented is based on configurable templates.
We have developed a comprehensive repository of configurable compliance patterns that allows for specifying different types of compliance constraints we
found in literature and many more. By selecting a configurable compliance
pattern and configuring its options we can bridge the gap between informal
descriptions of compliance constraints and automated compliance checking for
commonly-required compliance constraints. The configurable compliance pattern is selected and configured for its options, interactively with end-users and
will result in an atomic compliance pattern. The elicited compliance pattern
can be used further for compliance checking. Our elicitation approach was implemented as a ProM plug-in. In addition, we developed some principles that
guide the user to build composite compliance models.
We presented a robust technique for backwards compliance checking which
enables us to provide diagnostic information in case of violations. Our approach
takes an event log and a compliance pattern and computes an alignment between between the model and the log. The alignment then indicates where the
event log deviated from the model. It also indicates how the violation could
be compensated. This approach is also supported by a ProM plugin. We have
tested our techniques using real-life logs and compliance constraints.
We will extensively rely on control-flow checking for checking temporal,
data-aware and resource-aware compliance rules in chapters 5 and 6.

Chapter 5
Temporal Compliance Checking
This chapter focuses on elicitation and checking of temporal compliance constraints in a systematic way. Temporal compliance rules constrain when activities may occur. Our temporal compliance analysis approach is built upon the
control-flow compliance checking (presented in the previous chapter). To check
whether an activity occurred at the right time, we need to first check whether it
occurred at all.
In Chap. 2, we illustrated our ideas for formalizing temporal constraints as
data-aware Petri nets and in Chap. 3 and 4 we discussed the problem of translating informal compliance constraints to formal models. In this chapter, we go
more in-depth showing how to formalize various kinds of temporal constraints
using a single generic temporal pattern. The generic pattern should capture all
possible temporal rules and instances of these rules. We will discuss in this chapter, how the combination of two techniques, control-flow checking and temporal
checking, achieves this goal. We explain why the concept of rule instance discussed in previous chapters plays an essential role in our temporal compliance
checking approach. Only activities within a rule instance are governed by temporal constraints. During the control-flow checking, we make sure specified
activities fall inside an instance of a rule. A clear boundary on activities which
are inside rule instances and the ones that are not, together with the generic
temporal pattern are inputs for our temporal compliance checking technique.
We listed the type of diagnostics we would like to obtain in Chap. 3. We
explained in Chap. 2, depending on how rules are formalized (atomic rules
versusa composite model) and how alignments are configured (cost of moves),
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diagnostic information can differ. In this chapter, we investigate this matter for
temporal constraints. Next to the detection of temporal violations, the temporal checking approach provides explanations about the violations, i.e., how the
violations can be compensated to make a case compliant. These compensation
solutions are not built locally per violation but they consider the global impact
of the proposed compensation values in a case. This feature of our approach
leaves a quality on the diagnostics that one should be aware of it when interpreting the results.
Figure 5.1 illustrates how the content of this chapter is organized in different
sections. In the remainder of this chapter, we first consider an extensive collection of temporal compliance constraints identified in literature in Sect. 5.1. We
discuss different categories of rules in the collection and provide examples for
each category. In Sect. 5.2, we explain in detail our approach for temporal compliance checking that was outlined in Chap. 2. We will show how to integrate
control-flow and data-aware checking on a technical level to achieve detailed
diagnostic information about violations of temporal compliance constraints. In
Sect. 5.3, we introduce a generic pattern for formalizing various temporal compliance constraints and show how to instantiate it for concrete examples.
In Sect. 5.4, we discuss the differences between checking atomic rules versuscomposite models that also cover temporal constraints. We show that the
generic pattern of Sect. 5.3 can cover some cases of composite rules but we also
discuss which set of temporal rules cannot be checked in a composite model.
In Sect. 5.5, we return to the problem of preparing event logs for compliance checking. We adopt the log preparation techniques discussed in Chap. 3
and Chap. 4, such that the temporal compliance checking technique works for
all temporal compliance rules. Finally, we discuss which factors influence the
quality of diagnostic information in temporal compliance checking in Sect. 5.6.
We will showcase the applicability of our temporal compliance checking
technique on real-life data with the help of a case study in Sect. 5.7. Further,
we discuss the diagnostics obtained in this project. The related work will be
discussed in Sect. 5.8 and Sect. 5.9 will conclude this chapter.
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Figure 5.1: Thesis road map gives the mapping of the sections in Chap. 5 on to our
compliance analysis approach.
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Category (Rules)
Instance Duration (2)
Delay Between Instances (1)
Validity (3)
Time Restricted Existence (2)
Repetition (2)
Time Dependent variability(1)
Overlap (4)

Description
Limits the time period in which a control-ow rule instance
must hold. [149]
Limits the delay between two subsequent instances of a
control-ow rule [5, 68, 69, 88]
Limits the time period in which an activity can be executed.
[68, 69, 88, 149]
Limits the execution time of an activity in calendar. [68, 69,
88]
Limits the delay between execution of two subsequent activities. [68, 69, 73, 88, 149, 153]
Limits choice of a process path among several ones with respect to temporal aspects. [68, 69, 88, 149]
Limits start and completion of an activity to start and completion of another activity. [68, 69, 88, 149]

Table 5.1: Categorization of the 15 temporal compliance rules.

5.1

Temporal Compliance Rules

Similar to control-flow compliance rules, we surveyed existing literature on [5,
68, 69, 73, 88, 149, 153] and collected and classified temporal compliance rules
into a repository. Table 5.1 (also discussed in Chap. 3) gives an overview of
these rules. In total, we collected 15 compliance rules distributed over seven
categories. As we discussed in Chap. 2, we use data-aware Petri nets to formalize these rules. The complete list of the temporal rules and their formalization
can be found in Appendix B.
From this repository (Table 5.1), the Instance Duration category of rules constrains the time period in which an instance of a control-flow rule must be executed. An example of this rule can be: “activity A must occur k times within
[α, β] time units since time t ”.
This rule already illustrates that each temporal rule has a control-flow aspect
(“k occurrences of activity A”) and a temporal aspect (“within [α, β] time unit
since time t ”). Even if the ordering of activities is not restricted in a temporal
rule, at least the existence of some activities is specified.
The second category of temporal rules, Delay Between Instances, limits the
time gap between two instances of a control-flow rule, e.g. the previous rule
can be extended as: “activity A must occur in n cycles of k occurrences, and
between subsequent cycles there must be [α, β] time units delay”.
In the general case, the control-flow rule constrains more than just the existence of activities. For instance in the following rule taken from the Repetition
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Figure 5.2: Executions of activities may overlap in different ways.

category of temporal rules: “the delay between the execution of two subsequent
activities A and B must be within [α, β] time units”, the underlying control-flow
does not specify only the existence of activities A and B but also their sequence.
Form the remaining categories of temporal rules, the Validity category limits
the time length in which an activity must or must not be executed. An example
rule from this category can be: “activity A must be completed within [α, β] time
units since it starts”, or “ no activity A may be executed within [α, β] time units
since time t ”.
The Restricted Existence limits the absolute execution time of activities. An
example rule from this category is: “activity A may only be executed (or may not
be executed) at times t 1 , . . . t n ”. Temporal rules may also constrain the execution
time of one activity depending on the execution time of another activity. Rules in
the category Time Dependent Variability are of this type. An example of such rule
is: “activity A must be executed within [α, β] time units since time t 1 if activity B
is executed within [γ, ζ] time units since time t 2 ”. Similarly, the Overlap category
of temporal rules also limits the start and completion of one activity A to start
and completion of another activity B, and it gives rise to four different rules
visualized in Fig. 5.2.
Reviewing different types of temporal compliance rules leads to the following working assumption: Any temporal compliance rule can be separated
into a control-flow aspect and a temporal aspect. The control-flow aspect
can be formalized as a control-flow compliance rule explained in Chap. 4. In
the following, we focus on how to formalize the temporal aspect (in a dataaware Petri net) and how to combine two separate checks into one coherent
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Figure 5.3: Overview of the temporal compliance checking methodology.

diagnostic.

5.2

Technicalities of Temporal Compliance Checking

As we discussed earlier, temporal compliance rules are built over control-flow
restrictions. The dependency between control-flow rules and temporal rules
raises a challenge for temporal compliance checking: we first have to identify
the different occurrences of a control-flow rule, for which then the temporal
rule can be checked. This gives rise to our approach for temporal compliance
checking shown in Fig. 5.3. We decompose a temporal constraint into a controlflow and a temporal rule. The event log is first aligned to the control-flow rule
Second category of data-aware and resource-aware compliance checking
using the control-flow checking technique described in Chap. 4. As a result, we
obtain a control-flow alignment that indicates possible control-flow violations
Prepared
Enricheddistinguishes Prepared
in terms of missing events orevent
inserted
events. This alignment also
log
event log
event log
Data-aware alignment
Log
with diagnostics
several Event
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· Abstract event log
· Abstract event log
We Data-aware
model the temporal rule in terms of a data-aware Petri net. The temporal
· Shorten event log
rule and rule
the prepared
log are used to build a data-aware alignment. The dataCF
aware alignment then shows the temporal violations. To allow for root cause
analysis on all violations of the rule, we again enrich the log, now with the
diagnostics from the temporal checking step. In the following, we will go though
the temporal compliance checking approach step by step by example.
1

c

A

A

Example temporal constraint. Suppose a compliance constraint TR 1 stating:
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· Control-flo
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“The treatment with antibiotics must be administered for three days with a delay
of one day between each administration. After each cycle of three treatments,
in case of necessity, the treatment can be extended for other cycles”.

L

time
activity name
process instance

1
B
p1

2
A
p1

30 54 100 123 162 173
A A A C A D
p1 p1 p1 p1 p1 p1

event ID

e1

e2

e3

e4

e5

e6

e7

e8

Figure 5.4: Example 1: Event log.

Assume we would like to check a given event log, partially shown in Fig. 5.4,
against this constraint. This event log has eight events, all belong to the case
p1 . The event with “activity name=A” denotes the execution of activity “antibiotic administration”. Other values of activity name represent execution of other
activities in this case. According to TR 1, each cycle of treatment should contain
three antibiotic administration. However, as shown in Fig. 5.4, two cycles of
treatment is observed. One cycle contains only two antibiotic administration. In
addition, we expect between two occurrence of antibiotic administration within
a cycle to be 24 hours delay, however, some violations from this rule is observed.
For example, the delay between the first two occurrences of A is more than 24
hours.
Step 1 and 2: Log preparation and control-flow checking.
The atomic pattern shown in Fig. 5.5 models the underlying control-flow
restriction of TR 1.
The rule instance of TR 1 includes a cycle of three occurrences of activity
‘antibiotic adminstration’ (denoted as A in the pattern). The rule may occur
several times (i.e., multiple occurrences of the cycle is possible). This pattern
can be elicited using our elicitation technique discussed in Chap. 4 (see the
corresponding configurable pattern shown in Fig. C.1).
Figure 5.6 shows the alignment of the example event log of Fig. 5.4 to the
control-flow rule of Fig. 5.5. The alignment shows one instance of the rule with
three occurrences of A, and one instance of the rule with two occurrences of
activity A. The alignment denotes a missing event (model-only move) in the
second instance of the rule. Note, how the structure of the atomic pattern in
Fig. 5.5 enables us to explicitly mark two activations of the rule instance.
Steps 3, and 4: Enrich log with control-flow violations, and prepare it for
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temporal checking. At this point, we enrich the event log with diagnostics
obtained during the control-flow checking. The log enrichment differs from the
enrichment for pure control-flow checking presented in Sect. 4.1. We have to
provide some additional information for temporal checking. The enriched event
log is shown in Fig. 5.7.
During the log enrichment 1) we translate each move in the control-flow
alignment to an event, 2) we insert missing events in positions indicated by the
control-flow alignment. In our example, event A was missing in the second instance of the TR 1 rule. Similarly, we insert the missing events Start, Ist , Icmp ,
and End. 3) We introduce a new attribute named CF condition, this attribute
records whether the control-flow condition holds at each event or not. Every
event originating in a non-synchronous move is marked False (F) for its CF condition otherwise it gets the value True (T). 4) Finally, events inserted into the log
in steps 1 and 2, due to model-only move violations, do not have a timestamp.
To enable temporal checking, we generate time attribute values for each such
event. In particular, an event with a missing time attribute gets the time value
of the directly preceding event except Start, and Ist which get the time value of
the succeeding event. The enriched event log now contains enough information
ay(A,24hrs,24hrs)) or tA=undef.]
{t A = e.time}
to check the temporal constraint.
}
The example log dose not need further preparation (i.e., abstraction and
shortening).
However, in some cases we require another round of log preparaA
tion. We will discuss this situation later in Sect. 5.5.

Pattern parameter:
 #act (e)  transition label
 K=3

{t A = un
Start
Ist

Initial

k

A
k

Icmp

Counter

Final

End

Figure 5.5: Example 1: Control-flow rule modeling cycles of three occurrences of activity
antibiotic administration.
{t

R=(ER, act, attr, pi
ER = {eR1, eR2, eR3,
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173
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Ω
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Figure 5.6: Alignment of the log of Fig. 5.4 to the control-flow rule of Fig. 5.5 showing a
model-only move between e 6 and e 7 , i.e., once occurrence of A was missing
in the second rule instance.

As explained, a “real” missing event 1 (e.g. the missing activity A in our
example) inherits the time stamp of its direct preceding event. However, we can
think of other ways to infer a time stamp for such an event. For instance, Rogge
Solti et al. in [107] and [105] enrich a business process with performance
information. To this end, they align an event log to a model. Each event in
the event log is mapped to a transition. They use observed values extracted
from the event log and infer the most likely stochastic model that explains the
1 By the “real” missing events we mean violations that reflect the absence of a real activity within
a process not Ist , Icmp , Start, End or τ-labeled) events.

Project temporal information on missing events.
time
activity name
EL*

process instance
event ID
CF condition
checking

1
p1

1
B
p1

2
p1

2
A
p1

eR1 e1 eR2 e2
F
T F T
Start Ω Ist A

This attribute records
whether the control-ﬂow
condition holds or not.
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T F T F T
F
Ω A A Icmp Ω End

Missing events are inserted.

Figure 5.7: Example 1, event log enriched with control-flow violations and temporal information.
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observation best. We could adopt such an approach to build a stochastic model
for the timestamp of each activity in the process to assign the most probable
timestamp for a missing event when we observe that an activity is skipped in a
case. However, the approach in [105,107] is currently limited to acyclic models
whereas our control-flow rules often contain cycles.
Several imputation methods are proposed in literature to insert artificial
values for missing data [75]. A basic imputation method is mean substitution, i.e., replacing missing values of a variable with the sample mean of the
observed values. More sophisticated imputation methods are maximum likelihood estimation, and Bayesian multiple imputation. These models make use of
all observed data to increase confidence in the estimation. The technical details
of these techniques are not in the focus of this thesis. The interested reader is
referred to [75] for this topic.
Step 5: Eliciting the temporal rule.
The atomic pattern in Fig. 5.5 was used to specify the control-flow condition
of TR 1 rule. Now, we need to model the temporal dimension of the constraint:
“delay between two occurrences of A must be one day (24hrs)”. We model this
rule as a data-aware Petri net. Figure 5.8 models the temporal dimension of the
rule.
{W:tI-st}
{W:tStart}
We abstract the temporal rule to: “the delay between two subsequent executions of A in an instance of the control-flow rule, must be within [α, β] time

Pattern parameters:
 #time(e)  tStart, tI-st, tI-cm p, tEnd, tA, tB
 #act (e)  transition label
tI-st

tStart

{Set:tStart, tI-st, tEnd = undefined} {w: t }
{w: tStart}
Start
Initial

tA
{Set: tI-cmp, tA,t = undefined}

[delay(A,24hrs,24hrs)]

{w: tI-st}
Ist

{w: tA}
A

{w: tI-cmp}

{w: t }

tEnd
{w: tEnd}
Final

tI-cm p

End

Icmp

t

Figure 5.8: Example 1, the temporal dimension of the rule TR 1 modeled as a data-aware
Petri net.

Pk (k=2)

D
final
k=2
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units.”. The atomic pattern of this rule (Fig. 5.8) has a very simple controlflow structure that just distinguishes whether the events are within an instance
of a control-flow rule (i.e., after Ist occurred) or outside of it (i.e., after Icmp
occurred). Note that the transitions Start, Ist , Icmp , and End are no longer modelled as invisible because they represent events in the enriched event log.
The temporal pattern shown in Fig. 5.8 has six variables t A , t I−st , t I−cmp , t Start , t End ,
and t Ω that capture the values for attribute time at events A, Ist , Icmp , Start, End,
and Ω respectively. For ease of representation, we only show the ellipse related
to variable t A in Fig. 5.8. Dashed arcs indicate that every occurrence of the
transition A and Ist can update the value of variable t A . Note that variables
t A , t I−st , t I−cmp , t Start , t End , and t Ω are all properties of the net that store the value
for attribute timestamp of respective run events.
The actual temporal aspect is described by the data annotations at transition
A and Ist . Annotation {W : t A } ensures that t A stores the timestamp of the run
event A. The most important annotation is the guard [delay(A, α, β)] defined
by delay(A, α, β) ≡ t A0 ∈ [t A + α, t A + β] ∨ t A = undefined. The guard states that
the updated value of the variable t A ( shown as t A0 ) has to be in the interval
[t A + α, t A + β], where t A is the read value of variable t A .
As the rule only ranges over occurrences of A within the same instance of
the control-flow rule, we have to take special care for the first A in an instance.
Therefore, the second statement of the guard (t A0 = undefined) ensures that the
guard holds for first occurrences of A in each rule instance. The guard at I st
initializes t A0 = undefined so that the guard of A also holds for the first A in every
instance.
By setting parameters A=antibiotic administration and α = β = 24 hours, the
pattern of Fig. 5.8 formalizes the temporal rule.
Step 6: Temporal checking. We check compliance of the enriched log (shown
in Fig. 5.7) against the temporal pattern. The data-aware alignment technique
explained in Chap. 2 compares the time stamp of the events in the enriched
log with admissible time stamps specified in the temporal pattern. Note that
the enriched event log fits perfectly the control-flow structure of the temporal
pattern. Hence, the data-aware alignment will not detect any control-flow violation. However, it detects deviations of observed attribute values, e.g. time,
from specified values as incorrect synchronous moves. The data-aware alignment obtained from aligning the enriched event log and the temporal pattern
is shown in Fig. 5.9, revealing three incorrect synchronous moves where the
events occurred not at the specified time.
As is shown in the alignment the second A in the first instance occurred
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Figure 5.9: Example 1: Data-aware alignment of the enriched event log of Fig. 5.7 to the
temporal compliance pattern of Fig. 5.8.
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Figure 5.10: Projection of diagnostics on a timeline.

28 time units after its proceeding A; violating the TR 1 rule. The data-aware
alignment returns the time at which the event should have occurred at the bottom row of the alignment. In the same way, two deviations in the second rule
instance are highlighted. However, the “correct” time stamps 124, and 148 suggested by the alignment have to be inspected carefully. Note that in the second
instance, the second A is missing in the log (a control-flow violation indicated
by the value False for attribute CF condition). In Sect. 5.6, we investigate further
how to interpret and fine tune these diagnostics. Next, we will explain how we
enrich the event log with the obtained diagnostics.

Step 7: Enrich log with temporal violations. Finally, we enrich the original
event log with all diagnostics we obtained including control-flow and temporal
violations and other diagnostics such as: the type of each violation, the violating
instance of a rule, and the values that would have led to a compliant execution.
Figure 5.10 visualizes the diagnostics obtained on a timeline and Fig. 5.11 illus-

5.2 Technicalities of Temporal Compliance Checking
trates the enriched event log. Each event is annotated with two new attributes
for the two rules (one on control-flow compliance and one on temporal compliance). In Fig. 5.11, these attributes are hachured. For instance, it is shown
in Fig. 5.11 that the first event (e 1L ) was evaluated against two rules: a controlflow rule (5 iterations of A) and a temporal rule (delay between two A). This
event occurred outside of a rule instance for both rules and it was evaluated to
compliant with both rules.
The third event (e 3L ), however, is compliant w.r.t. the control-flow rule but it
violated the temporal rule. It occurred inside the first activation of the temporal
rule and it should have occurred at time =26 to be compliant. Event e 7S violates
both rules and has violations of type: missing event, and temporal. Note, the
event e 7S is inserted in the position where an execution of activity A was missing,
all the other events originate from the log.
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EL (Enriched log with control-flow and temporal violations)
P1
eL 1

#act(eL1) = B
#time(eL1)= 1
#rule1(eL1)(rule1)= control-flow-3 iterations of A

eL 6

#(eL6) = C
#time(eL6)= 123
#rule1(eL6)(rule1)= control-flow-3 iterations of A
#rule1.compliance state(eL6)= compliant
#rule1.Instance(eL6)= 2nd activation

#rule1.compliance state(eL1)= compliant
#rule1.Instance(eL1)= outside rule instance
#rule2(eL1)= temporal-delay between two A

#rule2(eL6)= temporal-delay between two A

#rule2.compliance state(eL1)= compliant
#rule2.Instance(eL1)= outside rule instance
#(eL2) = A

eL2

#rule2.compliance state(eL6)= compliant
#rule2.Instance(eL6)= 2nd activation
eS7

#time(eL2)= 2
#rule1(eL2)= control-flow-3 iterations of A

#(eS7) = A
#time(eS7)= 123
#rule1(eS7)(rule1)= control-flow-3 iterations of A

#rule1.compliance state(eL2)= compliant
#rule1.Instance(eL2)= 1st activation

#rule1.compliance state(eS7)= violating
#rule1.Instance(eS7)= 2nd activation
#rule1.Compliant value(eS7)= A

#rule2(eL2)= temporal-delay between two A

#rule1.Violation type(eS7)= missing event

#rule2.compliance state(eL2)= compliant
#rule2.Instance(eL2)= 1st activation
eL3

#rule2(eS7)= temporal-delay between two A
#rule2.compliance state(eS7)= violating
#rule2.Instance(eS7)= 2nd activation
#rule2.Compliant value(eS7)= 124

#(eL3) = A
#time(eL3)= 30
#rule1(eL3)(rule1)= control-flow-3 iterations of A
#rule1.compliance state(eL3)= compliant
#rule1.Instance(eL3)= 1st activation

#rule2.Violation type(eS7)= temporal
L

e7

#(e 7) = A
#time(eL7)= 162
#rule1(eL7)(rule1)= control-flow-3 iterations of A

#rule2(eL3)= temporal-delay between two A
#rule2.compliance state(eL3)= violating
#rule2.Instance(eL3)= 1st activation
#rule2.Compliant value(eL3)= 26

#rule1.compliance state(eL7)= compliant
#rule1.Instance(eL7)= 2nd activation
#rule2(eL7)= temporal-delay between two A

#rule2.Violation type(eL3)= temporal
eL4

L

#rule2.compliance state(eL7)= violating
#rule2.Instance(eL7)= 2nd activation
#rule2.Compliant value(eL7)= 148

#(eL4) = A
#time(eL4)= 54
#rule1(eL4)(rule1)= control-flow-3 iterations of A
#rule1.compliance state(eL4)= compliant
#rule1.Instance(eL4)= 1st activation
L

#rule2(e 4)= temporal-delay between two A
#rule2.compliance state(eL4)= compliant
#rule2.Instance(eL4)= 1st activation
eL5

#act(eL5) = A
#time(eL5)= 100
#rule1(eL5)(rule1)= control-flow-3 iterations of A

#rule2.Violation type(eL7)= temporal
L

e8

L

#(e 8) = D
#time(eL8)= 173
#rule1(eL8)(rule1)= control-flow-3 iterations of A
#rule1.compliance state(eL8)= compliant
#rule1.Instance(eL8)= outside rule instance
#rule2(eL8)= temporal-delay between two A
#rule2.compliance state(eL8)= compliant
#rule2.Instance(eL8)= outside rule instance

#rule1.compliance state(eL5)= compliant
#rule1.Instance(eL5)= 2nd activation
#rule2(eL5)= temporal-delay between two A
#rule2.compliance state(eL5)= compliant
#rule2.Instance(eL5)= 2nd activation

Figure 5.11: Enriched event log with control-flow and temporal diagnostics.
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Pattern parameters:
 #time(e)  tA, tStart, tI-st, tI-cmp, tEnd, tX1, , tXn
 #act (e)  transition label
 X 1 , , Xn
tI-st
tStart

{W:tStart}
{Set:tStart, tI-st, tEnd = undefined}

tX1

{W:tI-st}
{Set: tI-cmp, tX1, , tXn = undefined}

{W:tX1}
X1

Initial
tEnd

Ist

Start

{W:tI-cmp}

{W:tEnd}
Final

tI-cmp
End

{W:tXn }
Icmp

tXn
Xn

Figure 5.12: The generic temporal pattern.

5.3

A Generic Temporal Pattern

In Chap. 3 and in Sect. 5.2, we sketched the basic principles for formalizing
temporal compliance rules in data-aware Petri nets. There, we showed that
the temporal constraints can be expressed as guards on transitions that distinguish whether an activity occurs within an instance of the rule or outside a rule
instance. We now use this insight and present a generic temporal compliance
pattern that can be instantiated to formalize each of the 15 temporal compliance
rules that we collected in Sect. 5.1.
The generic pattern is shown in Fig. 5.12. It permits to constrain occurrences
of n activities X 1 , . . . , X n , as well as the Start and End of a process instance and
start and end of each rule instance (by I st and I cmp ). For each activity X i , the
net has a variable t X i that gets updated with the value of the time attribute of
any event of X i , therefore, t X i always holds that last moment X 1 was executed.
Similarly the variables t St ar t , t End , t I st , and t I cmp get updated by firing any of
the transitions Start, End, Ist , and Icmp . The transition Start initializes the value
for t I st , and t I cmp and the transition Ist initializes the value for t X i . Each formalization of a compliance rule assigns a guard to one or more transitions of the
pattern. Recall from previous section that all artificial events related to Start,

A =(L, R, M)

M={(eL1,eR1), (eL2,eR2), (eL4,eR4),
(eL6,eR6), (eL7,eR7)}

Pattern parameters:
 A: antibiotic administration
 tStart,tEnd,tI-st,tI-cm p, tA: #time(e)

{Set: tI-cmp, tA,t = undefined}
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Pattern parameters:
 #time(e)  tStart, tI-st, tI-cmp, tEnd, tA, t
 #act (e)  transition label
[delay-instance (Ist,Icmp,168hrs, )]
{Set: tI-cmp, tA, t = undefined}
{w: tI-st}
Ist

{Set: tI-st = undefined}
Start
Initial

A
{w: tI-cmp}

Final

= undefined]

End

Icmp

Figure 5.13: The generic temporal pattern specifying delay between rule instances.

Ist , Icmp , and End get valid timestamps.
In the following , we show how to instantiate this generic pattern for several
rules. The complete list of rules and the instantiation of the generic temporal
compliance pattern for each rule are explained in Appendix B.

Delay between instances. Consider the following variant of the compliance
constraint TR 1 from Sect. 5.2, “The treatment with antibiotics must be administered for three days with a delay of one day between each administration.
After each cycle of three treatments, in case of necessity, the treatment can be
extended for other cycles. The delay between cycles of treatment must be at
least one week.”
R
, act, attr, pi, )
This constraint has two parts R1 ) between two administration ofR=(E
antibiotics
there should be a one day delay R2 ) between two cycles of treatment with anER = {eR1, eR2, eR3, eR4, eR5, eR6,
tibiotic there should be a delay of at least one week.
p1
The instantiated generic temporal pattern for the second
temporalR rule (R
)
e1
eR3
eR 2
is given in Fig. 5.13. The overall structure is similar to the first pattern given2 in
b
d
Fig. 5.8 as it distinguishes occurrences of A inside and poutside
of a rulea instance.
2
The actual temporal logic is specified in the guards.
In this pattern n = 1 and the variables t I st , and t I cmp record the time values
eR6
eR4 eR5
for I st , and I cmp . For ease of representation, we do not show the ellipses related
a
b
c
to different variables and the write statements(a)
for each transition.
R2 specifies a delay of at least one week (168 hours) between two occureR
of the control-flow rule instance (two treatments with three antibiotic
Arences
=(L, R, M)
d
adminstration). Therefore, the guard [delay-instance (I st , I cmp , α, β)] annotat-

final
k=2
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ing the transition Ist specifies the gap between the two cycles of treatment. The
guard is defined by delay-instance (I st , I cmp , α, β) ≡ t I0 st ∈ [t I cmp +α, t I cmp +β]∨t I st =
undefined. This guard states that the time t I st of the current occurrence of Ist
has to be in the interval [t I c mp +α, t I c mp +β], where t I c mp is the time stamp of the
most recent occurrence of Icmp . For the first instance of the rule (i.e., first occurrence of the Ist ), the annotation at the transition Start initializes t I st = undefined
so that the guard at transition Ist holds.
By setting parameters A=antibiotic administration and α = 168 hours, and
β = ∞, the pattern of Fig. 5.13 formalizes the second temporal rule R2 . Note
that R2 states that the delay between two cycles must be at least 168 hours.
Hence, the interval [α, β] = [168, ∞] does not have an upper bound.
Delay between activities of different kind. First temporal rule (R1 ) constrains
delays between repeated occurrences of the same activity; Fig. 5.8 shows how
to formalize such delays. Next, we show how to instantiate the generic pattern
to constrain delays between different activities e.g. two given activities A and B.
In this case, the generic temporal pattern will be instantiated for n = 2.
Therefore, the corresponding events having the value A, and B for their checking
attribute will be mapped respectively to the X 1 -labelled and X 2 -labelled transitions in the temporal pattern. The guard delay-diff-activities 1 (A, B, t , α, β) ≡ t A0 ∈
M ∧ M = [t + α, t + β] ∧ t ∈ {t B } ∧ t B 6= undefined, is assigned to the X 1 -labeled
transition in Figure 5.12 to which A is mapped. Similarly the guard delay-diffactivities 2 (A, B, t , α, β) ≡ t B0 ∈ M ∧ M = [t + α, t + β] ∧ t ∈ {t A } ∧ t A 6= undefined, is
assigned to the X 2 -labelled transition to which B is mapped.
Overlap. We can extend the temporal rules that specify the delay between two
activities to rules that limit start and completion of one activity A to start or
completion of another activity B. For these temporal rules, the generic temporal
pattern (Fig. 5.12), has (n = 4) transitions. Therefore events A st , A cmp , B st and
B cmp would be mapped respectively into X 1 , ..., X 4 -labeled transitions in the
pattern. Suppose a rule states: “activity B must start within [α, β] time units
after activity A starts and activity B must complete within [γ, ζ] time units before
activity A completes.” In this case, the rule has two guards: start-after-completebefore 11 (A st , B st , t , α, β) ≡ t B0 st ∈ M ∧ M = [t + α, t + β] ∧ t ∈ {t A st } ∧ {t A st } 6=
undefined. The first guard is assigned to transition X 3 in the generic temporal
pattern which is mapped to B st .
The guard start-after-complete-before 2 (A cmp , B cmp , t , γ, ζ) ≡ t A0 cmp ∈ M ∧ M =
[t + γ, t + ζ] ∧ t ∈ {t B cmp } ∧ {t B cmp } 6= undefined is assigned to the X 2 -labeled transition in the generic temporal pattern to which A cmp is mapped. Similarly other
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rules in this category will be specified by assigning the guards to respective
transitions.
The first guard and the second guard ensures that the execution of activity
B overlaps with execution of activity A, i.e., B is executed during execution of
A. See Fig. 5.2 (top-left) for this situation. The first guard ensure that activity
B is allowed to start after A already started and B should complete before A
completes.
Pattern duration. Some compliance rules may limit the time length in which
a control-flow rule instance may be executed. For instance, the temporal rule
negation pattern duration states: “no instance of a control-flow rule must be
executed within [α, β] time units since time t ”. To specify these type of rules,
we instantiate the generic temporal rule similar to previous examples and we
annotate I cmp to specify the duration of an instance. For example, in case of the
negation pattern duration, the guard negation-pattern-duration (t , α, β) will be
assigned to I cmp . This guard is defined by negation-pattern-duration (t , α, β) ≡
t I0cmp ∈ M ∧M = [0, ∞)\[t +α, t +β] where t can be chosen by the user from t ∈ {t I st ,
t I cmp , t case , t calendar , t X i st , t X i cmp }.
This guard ensures that I cmp occurs [α, β] after time t as a reference. This
reference time can be start of the rule instance (t I st ), start of the case (t case ),
a specific time in calendar (t calendar ) or start/completion of an activity in the
process (t X i st , t X i cmp ).
Validity. These group of rules limits the time during which an activity execution
must complete. To specify these type of rules, the generic temporal pattern
is instantiated for n = 1 or n = 2 depending on whether the activity execution
is recorded as an atomic event or by events with start and complete life-cycle
events. For instance, for the rule activity duration, we map an event A st (start
of activity A) to X 1 -labelled transition and A cmp (completion of activity A) to
X 2 -labelled transition. The guard activity duration then is defined by activityduration (A st , A cmp , t A st , α, β) ≡ t A0 cmp ∈ M ∧ M = [t A st + α, t A st + β] and is assigned
to the X 2 -labelled transition where A cmp is mapped.
For the rules that specify execution time of an atomic activity A, we instantiate the pattern for n = 1 and map the X 1 -labelled transition to the event A.
We assign to the X 1 -labelled transition the guard activity-execution, defined by
activity-execution (A, t , α, β) ≡ t A0 ∈ M ∧ M = [t + α, t + β]. The reference time t
can be chosen by the user from t ∈ {t I st , t I cmp , t c ase , t c al end ar , t X i }. Note that if
t = t X i , then the generic temporal pattern has to be instantiated with a second
transition X 2 (n = 2) to allow tracking the occurrence times t X 2 of X 2 .
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Time Dependent Variability. Some temporal rules specify the execution of an
activity or in general the control-flow of the process depending to the execution
of another activity. For example “a given activity B must be executed within
[α, β] time units since time t 1 if A has occurred within [γ, ζ] time units since
time t 2 ”.
For this temporal rule, the generic temporal pattern has n = 2 transitions.
Therefore the events A and B are respectively mapped to the X 1 -labeled and
X 2 -labeled transitions in the pattern.
The guard, time-dependent-variability (A, B, t 1 , t 2 , α, β, γ, ζ) ≡ t B0 ∈ M ∧ M =
1
[t + α, t 1 + β] ∧ t A0 ∈ [t 2 + γ, t 2 + ζ], is assigned to the X 2 -labeled transition in
the generic temporal pattern to which B is mapped. The user chooses t 1 and
t 2 from t 1 ∈ {t I st , t I cmp , t St ar t , tC al end ar , t X i } and t 2 ∈ {t I st , t I cmp , t St ar t , tC al end ar , t X i }.
Note that if t 1 ∈ {t X i }, or t 2 ∈ {t X i } then the generic temporal pattern in Fig. 5.12
will have more than 1 transitions, where X i transition is mapped to the additional transition.
Similar to the examples we mentioned above, all other temporal compliance constraints identified in literature can be formalized by instantiating the
generic temporal pattern of Fig. 5.12, see Appendix B for details. Each formalization is then eligible for temporal compliance checking using data-aware
alignments. Our temporal compliance checking technique is not limited to predefined control-flow rules and temporal rules, but is extendible. Next, we show
how we can adapt a generic temporal compliance rule for compound and complex temporal restrictions.

5.4

Specifying a Set of Temporal Rules as Atomic
Temporal Patterns or A Composite Compliance
Model

As is discussed by the examples above, the concept of rule instance is essential
in formalizing temporal rules. If we can specify the boundaries of a compliance rule, then we can specify any constraint on temporal dimension, even a
combination of temporal rules.
Recall the example of ‘antibiotic administration’. The constraint has two
temporal rules: R1 ) Between two antibiotic administration there must be 24
hours delay, and R2 ) between two cycles of antibiotic treatment there must be
168 hours delay. The underlying control-flow condition of both of these temporal rules is specified in the atomic pattern shown in Fig. 5.5 which explicitly
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defines the rule instance through the Ist and Icmp transitions. As both temporal
rules use the same notion of rule instance, we can combine both rules together
and instantiate the generic temporal pattern so that it specifies the temporal
aspect of both rules together; the resulting pattern is shown in Fig. 5.14. For
ease of presentation, we do not show the ellipses related to different variables
and the write statements at each transition. As can be seen, we can constrain
the delay between the two cycles of treatment by the guard delay-instance for
transition Ist , and we constrain the delay between two administrations of anabiotic inside a cycle by the guard delay for transition A. By combining the two
rules in one composite model, we can get diagnostics about compliance of the
two rules combined in one data-aware alignment.
We may only express two temporal rules in the same temporal pattern if
both rules have the same notion of rule instance. Suppose two temporal rules
stating: rule 1)“activity D must be followed directly by activity A within two
time units”, and rule 2) “activity B may only occur if activity A has occurred
one time unit before it”. In this case we cannot define a single rule instance.
Suppose the sequence of activities 〈D, A, A, A, B 〉 (as is shown in Fig. 5.15 have
been executed. As can be seen the first A is part of the rule instance of the
[t I-st ,t I-cm p= undefined]

Pattern parameters:
 #time(e)  tStart, tI-st, tI-cm p, tEnd, tA, t
 #act (e)  transition label

[delay-instance (Ist,Icmp,168hrs, )]

{Set: tI-st = undefined}
Start
Initial
Final

{Set: tI-cmp, tA= undefined}
{w: tI-st}
Ist

[delay(A,24hrs,24hrs)]
{w: tA}

{w: tI-cm p}

A

End
Icm p

Figure 5.14: Both R1 and R1 modelled together as a composite model by instantiating
the generic temporal pattern.
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first rule, and the third A is part of the rule instance of the second rule. We
cannot simply use the generic temporal pattern 5.12 to specify both temporal
rules together in one pattern.
Assume we define a rule instance such that it contains all the three activities A, B, and D. The instantiated generic temporal pattern for this setting is
shown in Fig. 5.16. The pattern for n = 3 has three transitions inside the rule
instance that will be mapped to events A, B, and D. The guard of transition A
specifies the delay between D and A, and the guard at transition B specifies the

only this
execution of A is
violating
D
0

1

2

3

A

A

A

B

4

5

6

7

Instance of the
first rule

[

Instance of the
{t A = #time(e)}
second rule

Figure 5.15: Sequence of activities 〈D, A, A, A, B 〉.
Ast

Bst

Pattern parameters:
 #time(e)  tStart, tI-st, tI-cmp, tEnd, t , tA,tB, tD
 #act (e)  transition label

{Set: tI-st = undefined}
Start

{Set: tI-cmp, tA, tB, tD, t = undefined}
{w: tD}

Initial
Ist

D
{w: tA}
Final

[delay(D,A,0,2)]

{w: tB}
End

A
[delay(A,B,0,1)]

Icmp
B

Figure 5.16: A composite model for specifying rules rule 1 and rule 2 together.

Bcmp Acmp
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delay between A and B. With this formalization, all three occurrences of A will
be evaluated with the guard annotating this transition and consequently all the
three occurrences of A in our example sequence (Fig. 5.15) will be detected as
violating whereas only the first A is violating the first temporal rule. That is,
because we could not differentiate between the rule instances, all executions of
A are evaluated with the same guard. Therefore, the generic temporal pattern
must be changed to better reflect the underlying control-flow structure. Nevertheless, although it is possible to express some temporal rules together by the
generic temporal pattern, there is no generic way for all possible combination
of temporal rules.
Section 5.1 to Sect. 5.4 were mainly about understanding temporal compliance rules and their formalization. We showed how we can formalize various
atomic temporal rules using the generic temporal pattern. We explained our
temporal checking approach step by step using several examples. Next, we
will discuss the checking approach further by explaining log abstraction as a
preparation step for checking. In addition, we will investigate the quality of
diagnostics obtained using temporal compliance checking.

5.5

Log Abstraction for Temporal Checking

In Sect. 5.2, we introduced the log abstraction and log enrichment steps to
enable temporal compliance checking. While this technique works in general,
it makes the assumption that no instance of a specified activity occurs outside
rule instances. In this section, we discuss a case that violates this assumption
and show how to generalize log abstraction for all cases.
Suppose a compliance rule stating, rule 3: “every activity A must be followed
by activity B within two time units.” We would like to check whether the given
log shown in Fig. 5.17 adheres to this rule or not.
Steps 1, 2, and 3: Log preparation, control-flow checking, and log enrich-

L

time
activity name
process instance

1
B
p1

2
B
p1

4
A
p1

7
B
p1

8
B
p1

9
C
p1

10 11
A B
p1 p1

event ID

e1

e2

e3

e4

e5

e6

e7

Figure 5.17: Rule 3, Event log.
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ment. The atomic pattern that describes the control-flow condition of the rule

Pattern parameter:
 #act (e)  transition label

Start
Initial

Ist

Icmp

Final

B

A

End
B

Figure 5.18: Rule 3- Atomic pattern describing the control-flow rule instance.
first visit registration, X-ray

time
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1
B
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>>
e1
event ID
checking
B
M transition name Start B

2
B
p1
e2
B
B

>>

4
A
p1

Ist

e3
A
A

7
B
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8
B
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>>
e4
e5
B
B
B Icmp B

9
C
p1
e6
Ω
Ω

10 11
A B
>> p1 p1 >> >>
e7 e8
A B
Ist A B Icmp End

occurrences of activity B outside rule instances

Figure 5.19: Rule 3- Control-flow alignment of the log of Fig. 5.17 to the control-flow
rule of Fig. 5.18.
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count
Figure 5.20: Rule 3- Enriched
event log with diagnostics obtained from control-flow
D
alignment in Fig. 5.19.
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is shown in Fig. 5.18. After abstracting the event log, we check it against the
control-flow rule and obtain the control-flow alignment shown in Fig. 5.19. The
log fits the pattern and therefore no control-flow violation is detected. Note
that in this alignment, some occurrences of activity B fall outside rule instances.
The enriched event log with diagnostics are shown in Fig. 5.20. Note that in
the previous example discussed in Sect. 5.2, all instances of specified activities
were inside rule instances.
Step 4: Preparing enriched event log for temporal checking. We discussed
previously that the generic temporal pattern is used to specify the temporal
aspect of a compliance rule, i.e., it only allows to detect temporal violations.
Therefore, any log used for temporal checking should fit the control-flow structure of the temporal pattern. Hence, we should prepare the event log enriched
with control-flow diagnostics to fit perfectly the control-flow structure of the
temporal pattern, i.e., the alignment shall only show temporal violations, but
no control-flow violations.
To this end, we abstract from any activity outside rule instances and mark
them as Ω at their checking attribute. As a result we will obtain the prepared
log shown in Fig. 5.21. The two executions of activity B that are outside rule
instances are abstracted and get value Ω for their consistency attribute checking.
This discussion emphasizes once more the importance of the rule instance
concept in our approach for temporal compliance checking. That is, in temporal
checking we only focus on activities that occurred inside a rule instance.

time
activity name
EL

process instance
event ID
CF condition
checking

1
p1

1
B
p1

R
e 1 e1
F
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Start Ω
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B
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4
p1
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e2 eR2 e3
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Ω Ist A

7
B
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7
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8
B
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e4 eR3 e5
T F T
B Icmp Ω
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C
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10 10 11 11
A B
p1 p1 p1 p1

e6 eR4 e7
T F T
Ω Ist A

11
p1

e8 eR5 eR6
T F
F
B Icmp End

occurrences of activity B outside rule instances get
the value Ω for their checking attribute

Figure 5.21: Rule 3- Preparing the event log of Fig. 5.20 for temporal compliance checking by abstracting from activities outside rule instances.
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Steps 6: Instantiating the generic temporal pattern. The temporal rule of
this example specifies the delay between two activities of different kind and
was discussed in Sect. 5.3. The instantiated temporal pattern for this rule is
shown in Fig. 5.22. The guard [delay(A,B,0,2)] at the transition B limits the
execution time of this activity to be at most two time units after the execution

Pattern parameters:
 #time(e)  tA, tStart, tI-st, tI-cm p, tEnd, tA, tB, t

{Set: tA, tB, t = undefined}
Ist

Start

{W:tA}
A
{W:t }

Initial
Final
End

{W:tB}
[delay(A,B,0,2)]

Icm p

B

Figure 5.22: Rule 3- Temporal pattern instantiated to specify the delay between activities
A and B.
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B Icmp End
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of the temporal pattern perfectly

Figure 5.23: Rule 3- Data-aware alignment of prepared log of Fig. 5.21 with the temporal
pattern of Fig. 5.22 indicates a temporal violation.
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of activity A.
Step 7: Temporal checking. Aligning the prepared log and the temporal pattern, we obtain the data-aware alignment shown in Fig. 5.23. The alignment
indicates that the activity B in the first instance of the rule occurred later than
it should. As the next step, we can enrich this event log with the temporal
diagnostics obtained.
Step 8: Log enrichment with temporal violations. This step is done as similar
as for the previous examples. The result of log enrichment is shown in Fig. 5.24.

EL (Enriched log with control-flow and temporal violations)
P1
eL1

#act(eL1) = B
#time(eL1)= 1
#rule1(eL1)(rule1)= delay between A and B

eL 5

#rule1.compliance state(eL1)= compliant
#rule1.Instance(eL1)= outside rule instance
eL2

#rule1.compliance state(eL5)= compliant
#rule1.Instance(eL5)= outside rule instance

#(eL2) = B
#time(eL2)= 2
#rule1(eL1)(rule1)= delay between A and B

eL 6

#rule1.compliance state(eL2)= compliant
#rule1.Instance(eL2)= outside rule instance
eL3

#(eL3) = A
#time(eL3)= 4
#rule1(eL3)(rule1)= delay between A and B

#(eL4) = B
#time(eL4)= 7
#rule1(eL4)(rule1)= delay between A and B
#rule1.compliance state(eL4)= violating
#rule1.Instance(eL4)= 1st activation
#rule2.Compliant value(eL7)= 6
L

#rule2.Violation type(e 7)= temporal

#(eL6) = C
#time(eL6)= 9
#rule1(eL6)(rule1)= delay between A and B
#rule1.compliance state(eL6)= compliant
#rule1.Instance(eL6)= outside rule instance

eL7

#rule1.compliance state(eL3)= compliant
#rule1.Instance(eL3)= 1st activation
eL4

#act(eL5) = B
#time(eL5)= 8
#rule1(eL5)(rule1)= delay between A and B

#(eL7) = A
#time(eL7)= 10
#rule1(eL7)(rule1)= delay between A and B
#rule1.compliance state(eL7)= compliant
#rule1.Instance(eL7)= 2nd activation

eL8

#(eL8) = B
#time(eL8)= 11
#rule1(eL8)(rule1)= delay between A and B
#rule1.compliance state(eL8)= compliant
#rule1.Instance(eL8)= 2nd activation

Figure 5.24: Rule 3- Enriched event log with complete diagnostics obtained from dataaware alignment of Fig. 5.23.
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So far, we assumed an oracle that will produce the data-aware alignment to
provide us with diagnostic information. In the following, we discuss the parameters of a specific technique, a multi-perspective conformance checking approach [33], and how these influence the diagnostic information.
Minimizing the total cost of violations globally
The technique of [33] builds a suitable Integer Linear Programme (ILP) to
minimize the total cost of deviations between an observed process instance and
a possible process instance by a model. Using this approach we are able to provide diagnostics that consider the global impact of the proposed compensation
in the process rather than compensate the deviation locally. We will elaborate
on this by an example.
Suppose a temporal constraint stating: “activity a must be followed within
two time units by activity B and activity C must occur later than one time unit
after B”, i.e., t B0 ≤ t A + 2 and tC0 > t B + 1. The constraints are visualized in the top
part of Fig. 5.25. Assume activities A,B, and C occurred as given in the bottom
part of Fig. 5.25.
As can be seen, activity B is violating the constraint at transition B; it occurred later than specified. The technique of [33] (which our temporal compliance checking is based on) will indicate the execution of activity B as violating.
In addition it suggests that activity B must occur at time 2 to compensate the
violation. Time 2 is the value that satisfies both constraints together. When

A

1

firs

No

Pattern parameters:
 #time(e)  tA, tB, tC
 #act (e)  transition label

[t B tA +2]
{W:tB}
B

{W:tA}
A

[t C > tB +1]
{W:tA}
C

Prescribed behavior

Figure 5.25: The data-aware alignment will suggest that activity B must occur at time 2.

Prescribed behavior

B
Observed behavior
Observed behavior

A

C

time

0
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the constraint t B ≤ t A + 2 is considered in isolation, then t B may occur in the
interval [1, 3] to be compliant. However, value 3 violates the second constraint
tC > t B +1. By considering all constraints together when searching for compliant
values, the approach of [33] returns a value that satisfies all constraints (unless
no such solution exists).
If we merely compare the execution time of activity B with the time that is
specified in the prescribed behavior, the activity B may occur sometime in the
[1, 3] interval. However, if B occurs at time 3, which is correct considering merely
the constraint at transition B, then execution of activity C will be violating.
Our temporal compliance checking technique considers the impact of suggested
compliant value for activity B globally and will limit the compliant value to be
only 2. Thereby, minimizing the number of violations.
Minimizing the total value of deviation
In addition to minimizing the number of violations, the compliant value suggested by temporal checking minimizes the total value of deviation as well. We
will also elaborate this point with the help of an example. Suppose a temporal
constraint says that there should be a delay of three hours between executions
of activities A, B, and C. Assume the sequence of activities 〈A,B,C〉 are executed
as shown in the top part of Fig. 5.26. Apparently, this sequence is violating the
constraint as there is not three hours delay between execution of these activities.
Among the many alignments that can be built, there are three compensation
explanations shown in Fig 5.26 that are correct according to the constraint and
will minimize the total number of violations. That is, if we assign a cost of one
to each violation, these solutions all have the same total cost of two. The first
explanation, suggests that activity B and C are violating and they should have
been executed respectively at 15 : 00, and 18 : 00. If we take this explanation,
then the total deviation of observed behavior from the prescribed behavior is
five hours. The second explanation indicates that executions of activities A and
C are violating and they should have happened respectively at 10 : 00, and 16 : 00.
If this explanation is chosen, then the total deviation of the observed behavior
from the prescribed behavior is three hours. Similarly the third explanation
detects activities A, and B as violating and suggests they should have happened
respectively at 09 : 00, and 12 : 00. This explanation has the total violation of
four hours. In this situation, the technique of [33] will suggest the second
explanation as the compliant values for activities A and B.
Choice of the best control-flow alignment for temporal checking As our approach uses control-flow checking to identify rule instances and control-flow
violations prior to temporal analysis, we now discuss how the quality of the
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Figure 5.26: The temporal compliance checking minimizes the total deviation of observed behavior from prescribed behavior.
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These events will be detected as
violating in temporal checking.
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Figure 5.27: The ‘Not-preferred’ control-flow alignment will lead to more temporal violations.

R1 and R2 . In this case, the ‘not-preferred alignment’ will lead to higher total
cost of control-flow and temporal violations together. As indicated in Fig. 5.27,
more events will be detected as violating (having temporal violations). Apart
from the missing activity A, the event e 4 will be violating because it should have
happened at least 168 hours after the previous A. The events e 3 , e 4 , e 5 , and e 7
will be detected as violating because according to the rule there should be a delay of 24 hours between these events and their proceeding execution of activity
A.
To overcome this problem, our technique first computes all variants of a
control-flow alignment having the lowest control-flow cost. Then we create for
each control-flow alinement a new enriched log. We then compute a temporal
alignment for each of these logs and then choose the temporal alignment with
the lowest cost. All other temporal alignments are discarded.
Balanced consideration of control-flow and temporal violations
By building temporal checking upon control-flow checking, we are giving a
priority to the control-flow perspective of a process. Therefore, the diagnostics
we receive highly depends on the sequence of first control-flow alignment followed by data-aware alignment. Recall the example of activities A, B, and C in
Fig. 5.26. The constraint states that there must be a delay of three hours between execution of these activities. All the three compliant solutions shown are
based on a control-flow alignment with cost 0, i.e., no control-flow violation.
However, another way to explain the violation in the observed behavior would
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be that activity B should have not occurred. In this case, the delay between
two activities A, and C is three hours, i.e., no temporal violation happened but
activity B should have not occurred.
If cost of any violation (control-flow and temporal) is 1 or temporal violations
have a higher cost than control-flow violations, then the explanation (activity B
should have not occurred) will have a lower total cost compared to the previous
three explanations shown in Fig. 5.26.
The technique in [44] balances violations w.r.t. all process perspectives including control-flow and time based on a customizable cost function. However,
using this technique we will loose the generality of our temporal checking approach that is based on the generic temporal pattern and is tailored for temporal checking. Recall from Sect. 5.2 that we combine control-flow checking and
data-aware checking in two steps: the control-flow checking for clearly defining
the boundary of rule instances and the data-aware checking for detecting temporal violations. The clear boundary of rule instances allows us to prepare the
log such that it fits perfectly the control-flow of the generic temporal pattern
and focus only on temporal violations. However, using the technique in [44],
we will loose the clear distinction between the two steps and hence, we will
not be able to use the generic temporal pattern. Consequently, the user should
prepare a data-aware Petri net for each rule to be checked. In addition, domain
knowledge is required to adjust the cost function.

5.7

Applying Temporal Compliance Checking on RealLife Event Logs

Our temporal compliance checking technique has been implemented in ProM,
available from www.promtools.org, and was applied in a case study on real-life
logs. We briefly discuss the implementation in ProM and then provide details
on the case study.

5.7.1

Implementation in ProM

The temporal compliance checker is available in the package Compliance that
provides two user-friendly plugins for temporal compliance checking. The first
plugin provides control-flow compliance checking as described in the previous
chapter. The control-flow compliance checking plugin takes as input a log and
an atomic pattern and returns compliance diagnostics in form of a control-
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Check Temporal Compliance plugin
takes a control-ﬂow alignment
as input

Figure 5.28: Temporal compliance checking using data-aware alignment plugin takes a
control-flow alignment as input.

flow alignment. The control-flow atomic pattern can be built using the elicitation technique described in the previous chapter. The second plugin takes
the control-flow alignment (See Fig. 5.28), produces an enriched log and then
checks temporal compliance of the log to a temporal rule that can be specified
by the user through a wizard. The resulting alignment then provides diagnostic
information by showing control-flow compliance violations and temporal violations projected into the events of the original log. Figures 5.29, 5.30, 5.31, 5.32
, 5.33, 5.34 show several screenshots of different wizards in temporal compliance
checking using data-aware alignment plugin.
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Instantiating the
generic temporal pattern

Deﬁnition of
temporal guards

Figure 5.29: Instantiating the generic temporal pattern and definition of guards.

Repairing missing timestamps
using neighboring events

Figure 5.30: During temporal compliance checking, we allow the user to specify how the
missing temporal values should be repaired.
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Mapping transitions of the
temporal pattern to events
of the log

Figure 5.31: Mapping transitions of the generic temporal pattern to events of the log.

Mapping variables in the
temporal pattern to
attributes in the event log

Figure 5.32: Mapping variables in the temporal pattern to attributes in the log.
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Setting costs for
temporal violations

Figure 5.33: Setting costs for different temporal violations.

Combined diagnostics
(control-ﬂow and temporal violations)

Example of a control-ﬂow violation
Example of a temporal violation

Figure 5.34: Temporal compliance checking provides combined diagnostics including
control-flow and temporal violations.
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5.7.2

Case Study Compliance Constraints and Results

We applied this implementation of the compliance checker in a case study for
checking compliance of the building permit process of five Dutch municipalities
(M1 , . . . , M5 ) . The municipalities may carry out the building permit process in
different ways, as long as it is compliant to the regulations issued by the Dutch
legislative.
To test the feasibility of our temporal compliance checking technique, we
selected a rather involved temporal compliance constraint that combines static
and dynamic temporal aspects.
The compliance constraint was given informally: “Every application must
be processed within at most 8 weeks from the date of a submitted request. If
during the processing of the request, the organization requires additional information from the applicant, the time interval between asking for additional
information and providing the information by the client must be added to the
8 weeks.” This requirement is decomposed into two control-flow compliance
rules and one temporal compliance rule:
Control-Flow Compliance Rule 1: “Every time activity submit request (submit)
is executed, it must be followed eventually by activity publish result (publish).”
Control-Flow Compliance Rule 2: “The sequence of activities ask for additional
information (ask) and receive additional information (receive) may only be executed after the execution of activity submit and before the execution of activity
publish.”
Temporal Compliance Rule: “The delay between execution of two subsequent
activities submit and publish in all instances of a control-flow pattern, must be
[α, β + β2 ] time units since time t , where β2 is the time between executing ask
and receive.”
We formalized the two control-flow compliance rules using the elicitation
technique described in the previous chapter. The formalization of the temporal compliance rule was derived by instantiating the generic temporal pattern of Fig. 5.12 as follows. The temporal rule requires four activities submit,
ask, receive, and publish and a variation of the guard delay-diff-activities in0
troduced earlier. The guard delay-3 (submit,ask,receive,publish, α, β) ≡ t publ
∈
i sh
[t submi t + α, t submi t + β + (t r ecei ve − t ask )] ∨ t submi t = undefined is assigned to transition publish with α = 0 and β = 8 weeks. As activities ask and receive are optional, we have to provide valid time stamps in variables t ask and t r ecei ve in
each iteration. Therefore, the instance start transition I st of the temporal pat0
tern (Fig. 5.12) initializes both variables to 0, i.e., {t ask
= 0, t r0 ecei ve = 0}, making
their difference 0 if ask and receive are absent.
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% violated
100%

Municip.
M1
M2
M3
M4
M5

Cases
257
166
353
269
319

#
51
37
54
38
53

Violations
delay (months)
avg.
max.
3
8
4
15
3
10
3
11
4
9

Table 5.2: Temporal compliance violations.
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Figure 5.35: Violations versushandover of
work.

In order to check compliance of the building permit process to these requirements, we obtained five event logs, each coming from a different municipality.
Each log was extracted from the municipality’s case handling system and contained all activities performed for a case together with time stamps and resource
information. In total we obtained 1408 cases as shown in Table 5.2 together
containing 35352 events. Cases had 37 events on average and 97 events at
most, distributed over 178 different event classes.
We first checked for compliance violations of the control-flow rules, followed
by temporal compliance checking. In our analysis of the control-flow violations,
we found 4 real violations and 40 false positives out of total number of 1408 cases
in all municipalities. Most of the false positives occurred due to inaccurate time
stamps and mistakes in data entries by a human user. The remaining real violations were mostly caused by the publication of the result before the municipality
processed the additional information provided by the applicants. In general, the
control-flow violations have not been severe because the process under analysis
is quite standardized in all 5 municipalities. However, the temporal violations in
all municipalities seem to be significant. Table 5.2 shows the result of temporal
compliance checking in different municipalities.
Based on the diagnostic information we got from the temporal compliance
checking, we investigated the cause of the high number of temporal violations.
We found that in compliant cases requests for additional information were issued no later than 2 months after receiving the application. In all violating
cases, requests for additional information were made only later than 2 months
after receiving the application, i.e., when compliance was violated already. This
suggests that the process primarily needs to be improved in the initial phase
when employees gather and assess information about a particular application.
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Another influential factor in increasing the violations, is the number of handovers among employees working on a case. The diagram of Fig. 5.35 shows
the distribution of cases and the percentage of violating cases over the number of resource handovers happening in a case, for M1. The x-axis of Fig. 5.35
ranges over the number of hand-overs of work; the majority of cases had around
30-50 handovers, though there are several cases with up to 66 handovers. The
y coordinate of a blue diamond gives the percentage of cases with x handovers
of work that faces a compliance violation. The share of violations increases as
handovers increase. This observation suggests that less compliance violations
occur when an employee handles several subsequent activities of a case.
Figure 5.36 visualizes the data set of the municipality M 1. Each colored dot
represents an event, the color of the dot indicates the resource involved in the
event. All events of a case are arranged in one line, and we ordered cases based
on their duration
In total 16 different resources worked on this process. The zoomed-in part
of the figure shows the activities executed for one of the violating cases on
9t h Oc t .2012. We chose this case based on the diagnostics we obtained during
the temporal checking. This case is violating the temporal constraint and has a
delay of nearly 5 months. As can be seen only on this day several hand-overs
between four resources are detected. Similarly many other violating cases have
a large number of handovers. On the contrary Fig. 5.37 shows a case that was
processed by only one resource.
Based on our analysis, we suggest to make further analysis on organizational
structure and division of work in M 1. A process oriented division of work
could decrease the number of handovers. In addition, a job rotation programme
could enrich the skill set of employees to be able to execute more activities with
respect to one case, hence decreasing the number of handovers and improve
compliance.
Applying the technique presented in this paper, we were able to check compliance of all the cases in the event logs rather than being limited to sample
based compliance checking. The technique is fast and works on large event logs
because we can focus on events relevant to a specific compliance rule and abstract from all other events. The remaining effort for a human user is in formalizing the compliance constraints and analyzing results. The effort in formalizing
constraints was kept low in our case study. We could elicit the control-flow rule
using the elicitation techniques described in the previous chapter. The main
effort was in expressing the temporal compliance constraint as the guard delay3 (submit,ask,receive,publish, α, β) presented earlier; once the guard was identified, the constraint could quickly be formalized by instantiating the generic
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pattern through a wizard. Note that this formalization need to be done once.
Checking could then be continued for all cases automatically.
The technique could identify, locate, and determine the extent of deviations.
Such diagnostic information can be used by the business analyst to analyze the
cause of the deviations.

5.8

Related Work

The work presented in this chapter is mainly based on [130]

Case #

Case #: 4770968
with several handovers
between 4 different recources
only in a short period (a day)

Duration
243 days
Figure 5.36: Several hand-overs observed for a violating case within a short period of
time.
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Existing work in temporal compliance checking primarily focuses on verification at design time or at run time.
It is possible to derive temporal properties of acyclic process models by annotating tasks with intervals of execution and waiting times; execution times and
waiting times of the entire process can then be derived by interval computations
and compared against predefined constraints of total execution times [39]. In
addition, the time-critical paths of a process model can be computed [93]. In a
similar fashion, the approach in [74] formulates temporal constraints in terms
of deadlines for completing an activity (relative to another activity). Reasoning
on time intervals is used to verify whether a constraint is violated.

Case #

Case #: 278345
The case is handeled
with only one resource.

Duration
243 days
Figure 5.37: Example of a compliant case processed by a single resource.

5.8 Related Work
For verifying that a process with loops satisfies a general time-related constraint, typically temporal model checking techniques are applied. The properties of interest are metric temporal constraints, e.g. deadline on execution of
activities in a business process. Metric temporal logic (MTL), a temporal logic
with metric temporal constraints, can express typical compliance requirements
as presented in this paper. Unfortunately, the model checking problem for MTL
is undecidable over models with infinite traces [67]. By introducing so called
observers on atomic propositions, the problem whether a process model, given
as a timed transition system (TTS), satisfies an MTL formula becomes decidable
by a reduction to LTL model checking [5]. This approach allows to check temporal compliance of a real-time extension of Dwyer’s specification patterns [38].
A similar approach is followed in [47] for checking whether an extended CCSL
(Clock Constraint Specification Language) specification holds in a timed Petri
net; CCSL is less expressive than the constraints that can be expressed and
checked with our technique.
An alternative approach to describe temporal constraints is timed Declare [149]
in which LTL-like constraints are extended with the notion of time. By a translation to timed automata, such constraints can be monitored at runtime to evaluate whether a process instance might or will violate a temporal constraint. A
similar approach is proposed in [83].
In comparison, the technique presented in this paper focuses on backwards
checking of temporal constraints in execution logs. The generic Petri net pattern proposed in Sect. 5.3 is capable to express all temporal constraints that we
encountered in the works discussed above, and other temporal constraints such
as cyclic temporal constraints not discussed elsewhere. Our technique detects
all temporal violations in a trace, not just the first temporal violation encountered as it happens in model checking approaches. In case of violations also
the compliant behavior (when a non-compliant event should have happened) is
returned as diagnostic information.
The work presented in [106] focus on detecting temporal anomalies of an
event log. The inputs of this approach is a Petri net representation of a process
and an event log. The historical executions of activities in the log is used then to
build a stochastic Petri net. A Bayesian network is inferred from an instantiation
of the Petri nets mode during the replay of each case in the event log. Finally
the likelihood whether an observation is drawn from the model distribution
is computed. This approach cannot be used in context of temporal compliance
checking because first of all the event log itself is used to generate the stochastic
Petri net from the Petri net model of the process. Hence, the model reflects the
log rather than compliance rules. That is, it is not clear how we can specify the
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temporal rules with this approach, especially in case of intricate temporal rules.
Next, one cannot get the precise diagnostics our technique provides e.g. location
of violations, the deviation distance and compensation values.

5.9

Concluding Remarks

In this chapter we showed a complete set of temporal compliance rules. We
discussed how we can specify all the rules listed in this repository by a single
pattern that can be instantiated for each temporal compliance rule. The instantiated temporal pattern and an event log are the inputs for our temporal
checking approach. We presented a robust technique for temporal compliance
checking. For this, we first check whether the activities specified by a temporal
rule occurred or not and then we check whether they occurred at the right time.
By leveraging an existing data-aware conformance checking technique [33], we
obtain detailed diagnostic information for both control-flow and temporal violations by computing an optimal data-aware alignment between an event log
and the instantiated temporal pattern. The alignment then indicates where the
event log deviated from the temporal rule. It also indicates how the violation
could be compensated. We discussed the quality of diagnostics obtained using
the temporal compliance checking technique. This approach is also supported
by a ProM plugin. We have tested our techniques using real-life logs and compliance constraints.

Chapter 6
Data-Aware and
Resource-Aware Compliance
Checking
This chapter focuses on elicitation and checking of data-aware and resourceaware compliance constraints in a systematic way. Similar to temporal compliance checking (discussed in chap. 5), data-aware and resource-aware compliance checking build upon control-flow compliance checking (discussed in
chap. 4).
In Chap. 5, we explained in detail how we formalize a temporal compliance rule as a data-aware Petri net and how to combine two techniques of
control-flow checking and temporal checking to obtain the diagnostics we listed
in Chap. 3. Data-aware Petri nets are used for formalizing data-aware and
resource-aware compliance rules as well. However, these rules can be categorized in two main groups. The rules that restrict the data-flow of a process
and rules that restrict control-flow of a process when a given data condition
holds. In this chapter we will explain how to check compliance of each group
of rules. The selected approach influences the diagnostics obtained. Hence, we
will discuss how diagnostics obtained from both checking approaches need to
be interpreted.
We discussed in Chap. 3 that depending on how rules are formalized (atomic
versusa composite model) and how alignments are configured (cost of moves),
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diagnostic information can differ. We investigated this matter for temporal constraints in Chap. 5. We will briefly discuss this matter in context of data-aware
and resource-aware rules.
Figure 6.1 illustrates how the content of this chapter is organized in different
sections. Section 6.1 presents a collection of data-aware and resource-aware
compliance rules and the categorization of these rules into two main groups
mentioned before. Section 6.2 sketches the two approaches for checking rules.
The details of each approach are discussed by the help of examples in Sect. 6.3,
and Sect. 6.4. We will discuss the quality of diagnostics obtained using these
approaches in Sect. 6.5. Section 6.6 will briefly explain the differences of specifying a set of data and resource-aware compliance rules individually or together
as a composite compliance model. We will show the feasibility and applicability
of the checking techniques on real-life event logs in two different case studies.
Section 6.7 explains the implementation of the techniques and then the details
of the constraints in each case study and the results obtained, will be discussed.
We will review related work in Sect. 6.8 and conclude with Sect 6.9.
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constraint
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Composite
rule
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Figure 6.1: Thesis road map gives the mapping of the sections in Chap. 6 on to our
compliance analysis approach.
INSIGHT
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Rule Description

Example

Four-eye principle: A security principle that.
requires segregating the execution of critical tasks and associated privileges among
multiple users [3,7,19,36,41,116,119,132]

The person requesting purchase of goods
should not be the one who approves it.
A purchase order approval requires two signatures from different agents.

Authorization (Access control): A security principle that limits execution of activities or accessing a data object to authorized individuals [3, 7, 19, 36, 41, 116, 119, 132].

Only a financial manager can approve a
loan.

Two (three) (four)-way match: An accounting
rule that requires the value of two or more different data objects to match [3].

All vendor invoices that are based on purchase orders should be matched with purchase orders (two-way matching).

Activity T may/must (not) be executed if attribute X has the value v in a given range;
( X may be local to the activity T or may appear anywhere in a case) [3, 41, 119].

An account must not be opened in case risk
is high.
During ventilation, patient must receive
“propofol" with dosage of (5mg).

Activity T1 may/must (not) be executed if attribute X has value v in a given range at activity T2 (attribute X is local to activity T2 ) [3, 41,
119].

In case the respondent bank rating review is
rejected during evaluation, an account must
never be opened.

Activity T must not change the value of attribute X [3].

Bank account data must not change during
payment.

The value of attribute X must not change after
activity T is executed [3].

All invoices must be archived and no
changes must be made to the document.

Activity T1 may occur only if the value of attribute X is increased/decreased by activity T2
with d (ICU medical guideline in a Dutch hospital (internal policy)).

If gastric tube feeding cannot be increased
by (1,20 kcal/ml), then use ‘Erythromycin’.

If attribute X has value v in a given range, then
resource R must execute the activity [3, 7, 19,
36, 41, 116, 119, 132].

Loans with value more than 1000000 Euro
must only be approved by CFO.

If activity T1 is done by agent A , then activity
T2 must be done by the same agent [36].

A customer complain must be handled with
the same agent registered the customer request.

Table 6.1: Collection of data-aware and resource-aware compliance rules.

6.1 Data-Aware and Resource-Aware Compliance Rules

6.1

Data-Aware and Resource-Aware Compliance
Rules

Like for control-flow and temporal compliance rules, our extensive literature
study in compliance checking [3, 7, 19, 36, 41, 116, 119, 132] resulted in a collection of rules confining process data and process resource. Table 6.1 also
shown in Chap. 3 presents our collection of compliance rules taken from these
sources and some more taken from practise e.g. medical guidelines. We found
some typical restrictions on process data and resources such as four-eye principle (separation of duties), authorization level or three-way match and some
domain specific compliance rules.
In addition to the classification presented in Table 6.1, all different types of
data-aware and resource-aware constraints fall into two main categories: (1)
constraints that enforce a restriction on data attributes, and (2) constraints that
restrict activities when a certain data condition holds. For example a compliance rule such as the four-eye principle is of the first category. This rule specifies
that two activities A and B must be executed by two different resources. The
rule assumes that the underlying control-flow sequence is correct, i.e., no matter in which order two activities A or B are executed, the restriction is on the
corresponding data attribute (resource). In case A is executed first by resource
R 1 , the rule will urge that B must not be executed by R 1 . Whereas, if B was
executed first, the restriction would be on the resource executing activity A.
These rules are very similar to the temporal rules, i.e., we assume the underlying control-flow is correct and then we check whether it occurred with the
correct resource or data. The checking procedure of these rules is also very
similar to the temporal checking.
In contrary with rules like four-eye principle, a rule stating “activity B must
not be executed for gold customers” belongs to the second category. This rule
restricts the execution of activity B when a certain value (gold) for data attribute
customer type holds. That is, based on a certain data condition, the constraint
restricts the control-flow, i.e., restricting execution of activity B.
Next section will discuss our methodology for checking data-aware and resourceaware compliance rules of each category.
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Figure 6.2: Methodology for checking the first category of data-aware and resourceaware compliance rules.

6.2

Methodology of Data-Aware and Resource-Aware
Compliance Checking

This section presents our main contribution in the context of data-aware and
resource-aware compliance checking as two dedicated approaches for checking
the two categories of rules on past executions recorded in event logs.
Figure 6.2 depicts the approach we use for checking the compliance rules
of the first category. For these rules, we need to check if a specified activity
was executed with a correct data or resource. Hence, the restriction on data
attributes must be checked and the underlying control-flow is assumed to be
correct. To check every compliance rule, we need to detect its instances, i.e., we
identify whenever the rule is triggered. We capture boundaries of a compliance
rule by formalizing it as a data-aware Petri net.
An instance of a rule from the first category is defined based on the occurrence of an activity or sequence of activities. We use the elicitation technique
described in Chap. 4 to specify an instance of a rule. The obtained atomic pattern is then augmented with guards to restrict data or resource. Accordingly,
we prepare the event log and abstract from irrelevant information. Similar to
temporal compliance checking, we first check whether the specified activities
occurred or not by aligning the event log and the elicited atomic pattern. Afterwards we use the control-flow alignment to enrich the event log with controlflow diagnostics. The enriched event log and the atomic pattern augmented
with guards are then used to build a data-aware alignment. After detecting
data or resource violations, we enrich the event log with these diagnostics.

6.3 Compliance Checking of Rules Restricting Data Attributes
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Figure 6.3: Methodology for checking data-aware and resource-aware compliance rules
of the second category.

The compliance rules of the second category confine the execution of activities when a certain data or resource condition holds. These rules assume the
data-flow is correct and the control-flow, i.e., the execution of activities under
that data or resource condition, must be checked. Figure 6.3 describes the approach we employ for checking compliance rules of the second category. We
specify the data or resource condition of a rule in terms of a data-aware Petri
net with a generic and simple structure. The event log is prepared accordingly.
After log preparation, we align the log and the data-aware Petri net to capture
the situations where the condition of the rule holds. We use the obtained dataaware alignment to specify where in a log an instance of a rule is triggered.
The the event log is enriched with this information. The next step is the elicitation of the control-flow condition of the rule as a Petri net. For this we use the
rule elicitation technique described in Chap. 4. The elicited control-flow rule
and the prepared log are then used for detecting control-flow violations. In the
following we will elaborate on both approaches by example.

6.3

Compliance Checking of Rules Restricting Data
Attributes

Consider the four-eyes principle in the context of a procurement process stating,
rule 1): “purchase orders must be created and approved by different resources.”
Suppose we would like to check the given event log L partially shown for a
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resource
role

Chloe
clerk

time
L activity name
process instance
event ID

Luis
expert

Luis
expert

Clara
manager

Luis
expert

Chloe
clerk

3
4
5
6
2
1
receive PR evaluate PR create PO approve PO send to supplier receive goods
p1
p1
p1
p1
p1
p1
e5
e4
e6
e2
e3
e1

Amir
director

7
pay
p1
e7

Figure 6.4: An example event log partially shown for process instance p 1 .

single process instance in Fig. 6.4 1 against this rule.
This rule falls in the first category of compliance rules. For checking such
rules we employ the approach shown in Fig. 6.2. In the following we will explain the checking procedure step by step for this example.
resource
role

time
PL activity name
process instance
event ID
checking

Luis
expert

Luis
expert

Clara
manager

Luis
expert

2
3
4
5
evaluate PR create PO approve PO send to supplier
p1
p1
p1
p1
e2
Ω

e3
e4
create PO approve PO

e5
Ω

Figure 6.5: The event log, built upon original log of Fig. 6.4, is abstracted and shortened
from irrelevant information.

1 In the event log partially shown in Fig. 6.4, PR stands for purchase request and PO stands for

purchase order.
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Step 1: Log preparation (Abstracting and shortening the event log). Log
preparation has been extensively discussed in Sect. 3.5.1, Sect. 4.1.1, and Sect. 5.2.
In this step, we first select the attributes that are required for checking, i.e., activity name, and resource. Then we introduce the consistency attribute checking.
The checking attribute gets value create PO when ‘activity name =create PO’ and
it gets the value approve PO when ‘activity name = approve PO’, else it will get
the generic value Ω. We also shorten the event log by removing the extra Ω
events. Consequently we obtain prepared log PL shown in Fig. 6.5.
Pattern parameter:
 #act (e)  transition label

create PO

Start

Initial

approve PO

Ist

Icmp

Final
End

FigurePattern
6.6: An
atomic pattern specifying the control-flow condition of rule 1.
parameters:
 r=#resource(e)
 create PO
 approve PO
resource

[(r =undef.) Or (r r)]
{W: r}

Start

Initial

{r = undef.}

Ist

create PO
[(r =undef.) Or (r r)]
{W: r}

Final
End
approve PO

Icmp
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resource
role

time
PL activity name
process instance

Luis
expert
>>

event ID
checking
M transition name

Start

Luis
expert

Clara
manager

2
3
4
evaluate PR >> create PO approve PO >>
p1
p1
p1
e2
Ω
Ω

Ist

e3
e4
create PO approve PO
create PO approve PO Icmp

Luis
expert

5
send to supplier
p1
e5
Ω
Ω

Figure 6.7: The control-flow alignment obtained from aligning PL of Fig. 6.5 and the
atomic pattern of Fig. 6.6.

Step 2: Control-flow checking. Similar to temporal compliance checking, we
first need to detect the control-flow condition of the rule, i.e., whether the two
activities create PO and approve PO occurred or not. The atomic pattern shown
in Fig. 6.6 captures the occurrences of the two activities. We can use the elicitation technique described in Chap. 4. The pattern in Fig. 6.6 is a configuration
of the pattern in Fig. C.16 from the configurable rule repository which is instantiated for two activities create PO and approve PO. Note that the sequence
of occurrence of these activities is not important for the underlying resourceaware rule (rule 1). Therefore as long as the control-flow pattern captures the
occurrences of the specified activities, we can use it. An instance of this rule
is triggered as soon as one of the two activities is executed. We align the prepared log PL with this pattern. The resulting control-flow alignment is shown in
Fig. 6.7 indicating one instance for this rule.
Step 3: Log enrichment with control-flow diagnostics. The control-flow
alignment obtained in the previous step does not indicate any violation. Therefore, the log enrichment step is straight-forward by adding the attribute CF condition which states whether the event in the log was compliant to the controlflow aspect of the rule. Value F for attribute CF condition in Fig. 6.8 indicates a
control-flow violation and value T indicates that the event has been compliant
with the control-flow aspect of rule 1. As can be seen in Fig. 6.8, the start and
completion of the rule instance is marked.

>>

End
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Luis
expert
time Pattern parameter:
2
 #act (e)  transition label
activity name
- evaluate PR
EL* process instance
p1
e2
eS1
event ID
F
CF condition
T
Ω
StartStart
checking
resource
role
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Luis
Clara
Luis
expert
manager
expert
3
4
5
- create PO approve PO - send to supplier p1
p1
p1
e3
e4
e5
eS2
eS3
eS4
F
F
F
T
T
T
POPO approve PO I
Ist create
create
Ω
End
cmp

Initial

Figure 6.8: The enriched log, built from control-flow alignment of Fig. 6.7, contains
`
control-flow diagnostics.
approve PO

Ist

Icmp

Final
End

Pattern parameters:
 #act (e)  transition label
 #resource(e)  r
r

[(r =undefined) Or (r r)]
{W: r}

Start

Initial

{Set: r= undefined}

Ist
Final

create PO
[(r =undefined) Or (r r)]
{W: r}

Icmp

End
approve PO

Figure 6.9: The atomic pattern of Fig. 6.6 augmented with resource condition of rule 1.

[(r =undef.) Or (r r)]
{r = #resource(e)}

A =(L, R, M)

App-I

[(r =undef.) Or (r r)]
{r = #resource(e)}
App-II

Icmp

M={(eL1,eR1), (eL2,eR2), (eL4,eR4), (>>,eR5), (e
(eL6,eR6), (eL7,eR7)}
log-only m
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Step 4: Data-aware alignment. To detect violations on resource attribute, we
first need to specify the data dimension of rule 1 to constrain values for the
resource attribute. For this, we will augment the atomic control-flow pattern
(Fig. 6.6) with an appropriate guard. The data-aware pattern shown in Fig. 6.9
illustrates the control-flow pattern with required annotations. The attribute
resource is shown as the ellipse in this pattern. The connections between transitions and resource attribute indicate the transitions that write or read a value
from attribute resource.
The write statements {W : r } at create PO, and approve PO specify that r
records the resource value at transitions create PO, and approve PO. We annotate
the transition Ist with [r 0 = undefined] to express that the moment an instance of
the rule is activated the value of variable r is set to undefined. The guard [(r =
undefined) Or (r 0 6= r )] annotated at transition create PO and approve PO specifies
that r is allowed to get a new value if its previous value is undefined, i.e., (r =
undefined) or in case it has already a value, the new value must be different with
current value, i.e., (r 0 6= r ). The latter statement implies that activities create PO
and approve PO must be executed with different resources.
We use the enriched log and the augmented atomic pattern with the resource condition to build a data-aware alignment. The data-aware alignment
in Fig. 6.10 illustrates that both guards evaluated to true. Hence the log is
compliant with the resource-aware rule.
Activities were executed with diﬀerent agents.

resource
role

EL*

time
activity name
process instance
event ID
CF condition
checking

M

transition name
admissible resource

-

Luis
expert

-

Luis
expert

Clara
manager

-

Luis
expert

2
3
4
5
evaluate PR
create PO approve PO
send to supplier
p1
p1
p1
p1
S
S
S
e2
e3
e4
e5
e1
e2
e3
F
F
F
T
T
T
T
Ist create PO approve PO Icmp
Ω
Start
Ω
Ist create PO approve PO Icmp
Start
Ω
Ω
Luis
Luis
Clara
Luis

Figure 6.10: The data-aware alignment of the enriched log of Fig. 6.8 to pattern of
Fig. 6.9, indicates that the two activities were executed by different resources.

6.3 Compliance Checking of Rules Restricting Data Attributes
Step 5:Enrich log with diagnostics. In this step, we enrich the event log with
the diagnostics obtained. Figure 6.11 illustrates the enriched log. The diagnostics are marked with a hachured background.

EL (Enriched log with control-flow and resource diagnostics)
P1
e1

e2

e3

#act(e1) = receive PR
#time(e1)= 1
#resource(e1)= Chloe
#role(e1)= clerk
#rule1(e1)(rule1)= four-eyes principle

#act(e5) = send to supplier
#time(e5)= 5
#resource(e5)= Luis
#role(e5)= expert
#rule1(e5)(rule1)= four-eyes principle

#rule1.compliance state(e1)= compliant

#rule1.compliance state(e5)= compliant

#rule1.Instance(e1)= outside rule instance

#rule1.Instance(e5)= outside rule instance

#act(e2) = evaluate PR
#time(e2)= 2
#resource(e2)= Luis
#role(e2)= expert
#rule1(e2)(rule1)= four-eyes principle

e6

#act(e6) = receive goods
#time(e6)= 6
#resource(e6)= Chloe
#role(e6)= clerk
#rule1(e6)(rule1)= four-eyes principle

#rule1.compliance state(e2)= compliant

#rule1.compliance state(e6)= compliant

#rule1.Instance(e2)= outside rule instance

#rule1.Instance(e6)= outside rule instance

#act(e3) = create PO
#time(e3)= 3
#resource(e3)= Luis
#role(e3)= expert
#rule1(e3)(rule1)= four-eyes principle
#rule1.compliance state(e3)= compliant
#rule1.Instance(e3)= 1st activation

e4

e5

#act(e7) = pay
#time(e7)= 7
#resource(e7)= Chloe
#role(e7)= clerk
#rule1(e7)(rule1)= four-eyes principle
#rule1.compliance state(e7)= compliant
#rule1.Instance(e7)= outside rule instance

#act(e4) = approve PO
#time(e4)= 4
#resource(e4)= Clara
#role(e4)= manager
#rule1(e4)(rule1)= four-eyes principle
#rule1.compliance state(e4)= compliant
#rule1.Instance(e4)= 1st activation

Figure 6.11: The enriched log obtained from data-aware alignment of Fig. 6.10 contains
diagnostics about compliance of rule 1.

#rule1(e5)(rule1)= four-eyes principle
#act(eL5) = A
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nutrition (multi-fiber)
medication dosage
diagnostis

L

time
activity name
process instance
event ID

10 kcal/ml

-

11 kcal/ml

C12

C12

C12

5 mg
C12

1
tube
feeding
p1
e1

2

3
tube
feeding
p1
e3

4
Demp.
Administration
p1
e4

ventilation
p1
e2

13 kcal/ml 14 kcal/ml

-

C12

C12

C12

5
tube
feeding
p1
e5

6
tube
feeding
p1
e6

7
X-ray
p1
e7

Figure 6.12: Part of an example event log of a patient in ICU.

6.4

Compliance Checking of Rules Restricting Activities When a Certain Data Condition Holds

As was discussed previously, the second category of data-aware and resourceaware compliance rules assume the data-flow of a process is correct and one
needs to confine the execution of activities under certain data condition. Consider a compliance rule taken from a medical guideline used in ICU department
of a Dutch hospital stating rule 2):“If nutrition with multi-fiber cannot be increased via tube feeding by 2 (kcal/ml), then medication Demperidone must be
administered to the patient”. This rule does not constrain the increase or decrease in multi-fiber nutrition but it requires the medication ‘Demperidone to be
administered to patients in case the nutrition is not increased. Hence, we need
to capture the situation the rule must hold, i.e., where nutrition is not increased
by the specified amount.
Suppose the event log in Fig. 6.12 is given: it shows events related to a
process instance p1 . We would like to check whether this event log is compliant
with the rule or not. To do so, we follow the approach visualized in Fig. 6.3. We
will go through this approach step by step.
Step 1: Log preparation. At first, we select the attributes that are relevant for
the rule, i.e., activity name, and nutrition. Next the consistency attribute checking is introduced. However, in this case the checking attribute does not reflect
the values of the activity name but the data attribute to be checked (i.e., nutrition). For each event, we assign to the checking attribute the value data write
wherever the attribute nutrition has a value, else the checking attribute will get
the generic value Ω. The prepared log is shown in Fig. 6.13.
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nutrition (multi-ﬁber)
medication dosage
diagnostis

10 kcal/ml
C12

time

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
tube
tube
Demp.
tube
tube
ventilation
X-ray
feeding
feeding Administration feeding
feeding
p1
p1
p1
p1
p1
p1
p1
e1
e2
e3
e4
e5
e6
e7
data write
Ω
data write
Ω
data write data write Ω

PL activity name
process instance
event ID
checking

-

11 kcal/ml

C12

C12

5 mg
C12

13 kcal/ml

14 kcal/ml

-

C12

C12

C12

checking attribute captures the situations where a value for nutrition is recorded

Figure 6.13: The prepared log, built upon original log of Fig. 6.12, obtained from the
first step.

Step 2: Capturing the data condition. The checking attribute in the prepared
log indicates wherever an event has a value for its attribute nutrition. The
next step would be to detect the situations that the data condition of the rule
holds, i.e., (whenever nutrition has not increased by 2 kcal/ml). To do so we
align the prepared log with the data-aware Petri net shown in Fig. 6.14. This
net has a simple structure with only two transitions Ω, and data write and two
attributes modelled as the two ellipses. The write statement {W:x} captures the
value of attribute nutrition at each event that is mapped to data write and the
guard [x 0 = x + 2k/cal] checks whether the new values of x are 2k/cal more than
its current value.
We map respectively the values of the checking attribute in the log to the corresponding transitions in the net. Therefore events with ‘checking= data write’
are mapped to the transition data write in the net and similarly the events with
‘checking=Ω’ will be mapped to the Ω-labelled transition. The event attribute
nutrition will be mapped to the modelled attribute nutrition in the net.

t I-cm p=undef.}
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Pattern parameter:
 #checking(e)  transition label
 #nutrition(e)  x

[x =x+2 kcal/ml]
{W: x}

x
data write

Figure 6.14: The data-aware Petri net is modelled to capture the situation where the
data condition of rule 2 holds.

nutrition (multi-ﬁber)
medication dosage
diagnostis

time
PL activity name
process instance
event ID
checking
transition name
M
admissible nutrition
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C12
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1
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a of Fig.b6.13
Figure 6.15: The data aware alignment, obtained from aligning prepared log
and pattern in Fig. 6.14,
(a) indicates situations where nutrition is not increased by 2 kcal/ml.
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We align the prepared log to this net and obtain the data-aware alignment
shown in Fig. 6.15. As is indicated, the data-aware alignment detects two situations where the value of nutrition is not increased sufficiently(present at events
e 3 and e 6 ). Recall from rule 2 that these are exactly the situations where Demperidone must be administered. In the next step, we will check whether this indeed happened or not. Note that the data-aware Petri net described in Fig. 6.14
is generic and in essence can capture any type of data condition, we only require
to adjust the guards and its parameters according to the rule.
nutrition (multi-ﬁber)
medication dosage
diagnostis

time
EL activity name
process instance
event ID
data condition

10 kcal/ml

-

11 kcal/ml

C12

C12

C12

5 mg
C12

1
tube
feeding
p1
e1
T

2

3
tube
feeding
p1
e3
F

4
Demp.
Administration
p1
e4
NA

ventilation
p1
e2
NA

13 kcal/ml 14 kcal/ml

-

C12

C12

C12

5
tube
feeding
p1
e5
T

6
tube
feeding
p1
e6
F

7
X-ray
p1
e7
NA

Figure 6.16: The enriched event log with data condition obtained from the data-aware
alignment of Fig. 6.15.

Step 3: Enrich the event log with data condition obtained from data-aware
alignment. We enrich the event log with the data diagnostics obtained from the
the data-aware alignment of Fig. 6.15. The enriched log is shown in Fig. 6.16.
By introducing the attribute data condition we mark the situations where the
data condition of rule 2 holds or not. The value T (true) for the attribute data
condition indicates that the nutrition was increased according to the rule, F
(false) indicates that the nutrition was not increased according to the rule, and
NA (not applicable) indicates that the event was irrelevant for the rule.
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Figure 6.17: The checking attribute combines the values of data condition and activity
name at each event in the enriched log of Fig. 6.16.
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Step 4: Log preparation for control-flow checking. At this phase we need to
prepare the event log for detecting control-flow violations. Similar to the log
preparation step that was described in Chap. 4, log preparation at this phase
has three parts: introducing the checking attribute, log abstraction, and log
shortening. Figure 6.17 illustrates how we perform the first two parts.
The second checking step shall test whether “tube feeding” with less than a
2 kcal/ml increase was always followed by “Demperidone” as this would not be
necessary when there was a proper 2 kcal/ml increase in nutrition. Rather,
we have to select only those “tube feeding” events without a 2 kcal/ml increase, i.e., where the data-aware alignment of Step 2 returned False. To achieve
this, we introduce as checking attribute the combination of activity name and
data condition. On this checking attribute, an event “tube feeding-F” has to be
followed by a “Demperidone-x” event; all other events are irrelevant for the rule
and can be abstracted.
The ‘checking attribute before abstraction’ in Fig. 6.17 illustrates how we combine the values of activity name, and data condition at each event and abstract
the values that are not relevant for control-flow checking and store it in the
attribute checking.
nutrition (multi-ﬁber)
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-
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C12

C12

5 mg
C12

2

3
tube
feeding
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e2
NA
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Ω

e3
e4
F
NA
tube
Demp.
feeding-F Administration-NA

13 kcal/ml 14 kcal/ml

-

C12

C12

C12

5
tube
feeding
p1

6
tube
feeding
p1

X-ray

e5
T

e6
F
tube
feeding-F

Ω

7

p1
e7
NA
Ω

sequence of Ω events are shortenned

Figure 6.18: The prepared log has a reduced size by shortening sequence of Ω events.

The shortening of the event log is shown in Fig. 6.18 where we reduce the
sized of the log by shortening sequences of Ω events (in this case only one event
is discarded).
Step 5: Detecting control-flow violations. The atomic pattern shown in
Fig. 6.19 models the rule in a way that matches our chosen checking attribute of
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Pattern parameter:
 #act (e)  transition label
Start
Initial
Tube feeding-F
Ist

Demperidone
administration
Icmp

Final

End

Figure 6.19: The atomic pattern specifying the control-flow condition of the rule.

the log in Fig. 6.18. An instance of this rule starts as soon an activity tube feeding
occurs that did not increase nutrition by the specified amount. If such an activity occurs, then the rule requires that Demperidone needs to be administered to
the patient.
We align the prepared log with this pattern and obtain the control-flow alignment shown in Fig. 6.20. The alignment detects two instances of the rule. The
first instance is compliant and the second instance is violating. Occurrence of
activity Demperidone administration is missing after a situation where tube feeding did not increase the nutrition by 2 kcal/ml.
Step 6: Enrich the event log with control-flow violations. At this phase,
we enrich the event log with the diagnostics obtained from the control-flow
alignment. The enriched event log is shown in Fig. 6.21. As is shown the
artificial event e 6S is added where the activity Demp. administration was skipped.
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Figure 6.20: The control-flow alignment indicates that in the second instance of the rule,
activity Demperidone administration is skipped.
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EL (Enriched log with control-flow and violations and resource diagnostics)
P1
e1

#act(e1) = tube feeding

e5

#time(e1)= 1
#nutrition(e1)= 10 kcal/ml
#diagnosis(e1)= C12

#nutrition(e5)= 15 kcal/ml
#diagnosis(e5)= C12
#rule1(e5)(rule1)= nutrition increase

#rule1(e1)(rule1)= nutrition increase

e2

#rule1.compliance state(e1)= compliant

#rule1.compliance state(e5)= compliant

#rule1.Instance(e1)= outside rule instance

#rule1.Instance(e5)= outside rule instance

#act(e2) = ventilation
#time(e2)= 2

e6

#rule1.compliance state(e2)= compliant

#rule1.compliance state(e6)= compliant

#rule1.Instance(e2)= outside rule instance
#act(e3) = tube feeding
#time(e3)= 3
#nutrition(e3)= 11 kcal/ml

#rule1.Instance(e6)= 2nd activation
eS6

#rule1.compliance state(eS6)= violating

#rule1.Instance(eS6)= 2nd activation

#rule1.compliance state(e3)= compliant
#rule1.Instance(e3)= 1st activation
e4

#diagnosis(e4)= C12
#rule1(e4)(rule1)= nutrition increase

#rule1.compliance state(e4)= compliant
#rule1.Instance(e4)= 1st activation

#act(eS6) = Demperidone administration

#rule1(eS6)(rule1)= nutrition increase

#diagnosis(e3)= C12
#rule1(e3)(rule1)= nutrition increase

#act(e4) = Demperidone administration
#time(e4)= 4
#medicine dosage(e4)= 5 mg

#act(e6) = tube feeding
#time(e6)= 6
#nutrition(e6)= 14 kcal/ml
#diagnosis(e6)= C12
#rule1(e6)(rule1)= nutrition increase

#diagnosis(e2)= C12
#rule1(e2)(rule1)= nutrition increase

e3

#act(e5) = tube feeding
#time(e5)= 5

#rule1.compliant value(eS6)= Demp. administration
#rule1.violation type(eS6)= control-flow
e7

#act(e7) = X-ray
#time(e7)= 7
#diagnosis(e7)= C12

#rule1(e7)(rule1)= nutrition increase
#rule1.compliance state(e7)= compliant
#rule1.Instance(e7)= outside rule instance

Figure 6.21: The enriched event log with diagnostics obtained from the control-flow
alignment.

#rule1(e5)(rule1)= four-eyes principle
#act(eL5) = A

#time(eL5)= 100
#rule1(eL5)(rule1)= control-flow-3 iterations of A
#rule1.compliance state(eL5)= compliant
#rule1.Instance(eL5)= 2nd activation

6.5 Diagnostics in Data and Resource-Aware Compliance Checking

6.5

Diagnostics in Data and Resource-Aware Compliance Checking

So far, we discussed different groups of data-aware and resource-aware compliance rules and the appropriate checking procedure for each group. For the
first group of rule, the checking attribute was simply a copy of the activity name.
However, for the second group of rules, a checking attribute was created such
that it refines the control-flow perspective based on data attributes. Deciding
whether a data-aware rule is of the first category or of the second category of
rules will lead to a specific choice of the checking technique and consequently
on the diagnostics we obtain.
X>10

B

X<10
A

C

C

X=10

Figure 6.22: A process model in BPMN describing correct occurrences of activities A,B,C,
and D.

Suppose a process model describes the execution of activities A, B, C, and
D as is shown in Fig. 6.22 and a sequence of activities is given as: σ = 〈(A, x =
10), (B, x = 10), (D, x = 10)〉. According to the model of Fig. 6.22, activity B may
occur with a value for attribute x to be greater than 10. Hence, the sequence
of activities σ violates the behavior specified in Fig. 6.22. In this case two explanations may be provided about this violation: 1) activity B should not have
been executed or 2) the value of attribute x should have been greater than 10.
Picking any of these explanations as the more “precise explanation” imposes an
assumption on the rule that is checked. The first explanation assumes that the
priority is with the data-flow, i.e., value of attribute x , while the latter explanation assumes that the control-flow is correct (i.e., execution of activity B).
This brings us back to the definition of the rules in two different categories of
data-aware and resource-aware rules. By choosing one or the other we follow
a different checking procedure and finally we may end up with different diagnostics. In this example, if we define the rule as: “the value of attribute x must
be greater than 10 at activity B”, then the second explanation is more precise.
However, if the rule is defined as ;“activity B may only be executed if attribute
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x is greater than 10”, then the first explanation is more precise. Note that in
either way a violation is detected. Therefore, it is very important to precisely
define a rule and pick the checking approach accordingly.
Alternatively one can use the balanced conformance checking [44] approach
and consider data-alow and control-flow together. However, then the cost function in computing an alignment between a log and a data-aware behavior plays
an essential role. That is, by adjusting the cost function we can prioritize the
data-flow or control-flow. Balanced conformance checking is computationally
expensive, because the search space for computing an alignment with the least
cost between a log and data-aware Petri net grows exponentially in the length of
process instances and number of variables. Besides performance issues, this approach has some drawbacks in case it is used in context of compliance checking
as follows:

• Adjusting the cost function requires domain knowledge and technical knowledge to balance the two so that one gets the desired diagnostics.
• In case of considering rules separately as individual atomic patterns, this
approach may give imprecise diagnostics. If the cost function is not chosen
precisely then the condition of the rule may be ignored. For example for a
rule of the second type -where the data-flow assumed to be correct- based
on the cost of violations, the technique in [44] may detect a violation on
data-flow rather than the control-flow. That is, for this technique both
control-flow and data-flow have equal priority and only the total cost of
violations is the influential factor on the diagnostics produced not the rule
definition.
Note that we assume each compliance rule has a precise condition to
be checked. A violation from a compliance rule can have severe consequences (e.g. legal consequences), therefore, a violation is only meaningful if we precisely define the condition of the rule. In case, we consider
multiple rules together using balanced conformance checking, the alignment obtained from balanced conformance checking leaves interpretation
of the results open to the user. Whether a detected violation is false positive or a real violation should be decided by the domain expert per violation.
The diagnostics obtained using data-aware and resource-aware compliance
checking are influenced by the qualities described in Sect. 5.6 for diagnostics
obtained from temporal compliance checking as well. These qualities include:

6.6 Specifying a Set of Data and Resource-Aware Compliance Rules as Atomic Patterns
or as a Composite Compliance Model
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minimizing the total cost of violations globally, minimizing the total value of deviation, and choice of the ‘best’ control-flow or data-aware alignment.

6.6

Specifying a Set of Data and Resource-Aware
Compliance Rules as Atomic Patterns or as a
Composite Compliance Model

We discussed various compliance rules and the approaches for checking each
group of rules. We have discussed the quality of diagnostics obtained using each
approach. Next, we will briefly explain, depending on how rules are formalized
(atomic versusa composite model), diagnostic information can differ.
As with other types of compliance rules (control-flow and temporal), it is
possible to model a set of compliance rules as a composite model. However,
there are some limitations that one should be aware of. If compliance rules to
be combined are of the same category, and overlap in activities or underlying
conditions of rules to be combined, it is better to specify them as a composite
compliance model. However, if rules are of different categories, it is not always
possible or easy to specify them as a composite model. As described in Sect. 6.4,
the second category of rules are always formalized as two different patterns;
one capturing the data condition that triggered the rule and one specifies the
control-flow condition of the rule. Accordingly in the checking procedure for the
rules of the second category, we first build the data-aware alignment and then
control-flow alignment. Whereas the first category of rules are formalized as
one pattern and the during the checking, we first build control-flow alignment
and then data-aware alignment (these approaches are visualized in Fig.6.2, and
Fig. 6.3). Therefore it is not possible to combine rules from the two categories
in one composite model.

6.7

Case Study Constraints and Results

Our data-aware and resource-aware compliance checking techniques have been
implemented in ProM, available from www.promtools.org, and was applied in
two different case studies on real-life logs. We briefly discuss the implementation in ProM and then provide details on the case studies.
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6.7.1

Implementation

The presented technique is supported by two plugins in the ComplianceFramework package of ProM. The Data and Resource Compliance Checking-Rules Restricting Attributes plug-in (see Fig. 6.23) checks the compliance of event logs
against rules of the first category and takes an event log and a data-aware Petri
net as input. The Data and Resource Compliance Checking-Rules Restricting Activities plugin (see Fig. 6.24) checks the compliance of event logs against rules
of the second category and takes an event log, a data-aware Petri net, and a
classical Petri net as input. Both return diagnostics about deviations in the from
of an alignment. The resulting alignments provide diagnostics by showing data
and resource violations and control-flow violations projected over the original
log. Figures 6.25, 6.26, 6.27 show different functionalities of the two plugins.

Data and Resource Compliance Checking-Rules Restricting Attributes
takes a compliance pattern and an event log as input. The control-flow
condition and the data condition of these rules (first category) are
formalized together as a data-aware Petri net.
Figure 6.23: The Data and Resource Compliance Checking-Rules Restricting Attributes
plug-in checks the compliance of an event log against the first category
of compliance rules.

6.7 Case Study Constraints and Results

The Data and Resource Compliance Checking-Rules Restricting Activities
takes two compliance patterns and an event log as input. The data
condition of the rule (second category of rules) is captured as a data-aware
Petri net and the control-flow condition of the rule is formalized as a
classical Petri net.
Figure 6.24: The Data and Resource Compliance Checking-Rules Restricting Activities plugin checks the compliance of an event log against the second category of
compliance rules.

Selecting activities that can
read and write an attribute
value.

Figure 6.25: During the log preparation step, the activities that can read and write an
attribute value are selected.
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Figure 6.26: Mapping attributes of the compliance pattern to event log attributes.

Transition
labels in the
compliance
pattern

Checking
attributes in the
event log.

Figure 6.27: Mapping transition labels of the compliance pattern to the values of the
checking attribute in the event log.
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We applied our approach and toolset in two case studies: one for checking
compliance of a personal loan process within a global financial organization and
one for analyzing the process of patient treatment in ICU department of a Dutch
hospital against a medical guideline.

6.7.2

Case Study 1: Constraint and Results

The event log related to the first case study is taken from the BPI challenge of
2012 and it has 13,087 traces and 262,200 events distributed over 36 activities2 .
The events have timestamps in the period from 1-Oct-2011 to 14-Mar-2012.
The overall process can be summarized as follows: a submitted loan application
is subject to some automatic check. The application can be declined if it does
not pass any checks. If the automated checks passed, then applications are
approved and activated (the activation of an application implies the payment
of the loan value to the applicant). The applications may also be cancelled and
some applications do not have a decision yet.
Financial Log
13087
Not activated
10841

Activated
2246
Non-violating
2129

Not checked
2101

Checked
28

Violating
117

Not checked
115

Checked
2

Figure 6.28: Classification of applications based on their compliance result.

A compliance rule restricting this process states: “loan applications with requested amount less than 5000 (< 5000) or 50,000 and more (≥ 50, 000) must
not be approved/activated”. This compliance rule is of the second type of dataaware compliance rules. We found 117 deviations from this compliance rule
2 This event log is publicly available at:

dx.doi:10.4121/uuid:3926db30-f712-4394-aebc-75976070e91f
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for the 13,087 traces executed. Figure 6.28 illustrates the violating applications. Out of 13,087 applications, 2246 cases were approved and activated
while 10,841 were either declined, cancelled or undecided.
Furthermore some cases are considered suspicious and apart from regular
checks, a special check for fraud was performed. It is interesting to observe that
for two of the violating cases also the fraud check is performed.
Using the technique of this chapter, we were able to check a data-aware
rule in a real operation setting. We detected all violations and got diagnostics
about the violating activities. Further analysis can be done on detecting possible
common characteristics in violating cases that can differentiate them from compliant ones. We will discuss our approach for this type of analysis in Chap. 7.3
and will apply it on a real-life example in Chap. 9.

6.7.3

Case Study 2: Constraints and Results

In this case study we investigated the compliance of an event log taken from ICU
department of a Dutch hospital with a medical guideline restricting tube feeding
nutrition of patients. The event log has 1207 traces; each trace recorded the
treatment that a patient received in ICU department. The compliance constraint
states: “If gastric tube feeding cannot be increased then use Demperidone or
Metoclopramide. The starting dosage is usually (12·50ml ) and it is recommended
that the increase follows the pattern (12 · 50ml , 12 · 100ml , 12 · 120ml )”.
tube feeding
Case ID: 51774

Start

tube feeding
with increase
in nutrition

End

Figure 6.29: An example of a compliant case where nutrition was increased via tube
feeding.

The guideline is not precise here, hence we check two different data-aware
rules: (1) The nutrition must increase, else Demperidone or Metoclopramide
must be administered to the patient (the running example presented in this
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chapter is a modified version of this rule). (2) the increase must follow the
pattern (12 · 50ml , 12 · 100ml , 12 · 120ml ).
tube feeding with
increase in nutrition

Demperidone
administration

Case ID: 53480

Start

Ist

Icmp

End

tube feeding without
increase in nutrition

Figure 6.30: An example of a compliant case where Demperidone is administered to the
patient when nutrition was not increased via tube feeding.

First results: We first checked if the nutrition has been increased for the respective patients and if not, we checked whether they received either Demperidone
or Metoclopramide. We observed that from 1207 patients treated in ICU, 209
received tube feeding nutrition. In addition we found that Metoclopramide has
not been administered for these patients; only one patient has received this
medicine and it has been independent from tube feeding nutrition. For 72
patients, the tube feeding nutrition had increased without any problems. An
example case is shown in Fig 6.29: patient 51774 received tube feeding while
nutrition was increased.
56 patients received Demperidone when nutrition was not increased. Case
53480 shown in Fig. 6.30 is of this group. As can be seen, an instance of this
rule is activated when nutrition did not increase the tube feeding, and this event
is followed by a Demperidone administration.
We observed in total 81 violating cases. We identified several patterns for
these violations. In some of the violating traces, we observed that although
nutrition has increased, patients received Demperidone (an example is shown
in Fig 6.31). It could be that Demperidone was administered to these patients
independent from nutrition and for other purposes.
Another group of violations is related to patients that did not receive Demperidone although nutrition was not increased for them. An example of these
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tube feeding with
increase in nutrition
tube feeding

Demperidone
administration

Case ID: 52324

tube feeding without
nutrition increase is missing

Figure 6.31: An example of a case where Demperidone is administered although nutrition
was increased via tube feeding.

cases is illustrated in Fig. 6.32.
Detailed analysis of violations: We checked these traces further and found
that this violation occurs in two situations. In one of these two situations, there
were real violations because patients never received Demperidone despite the
nutrition was not increased. However, for another group of patients we observed several iterations of tube feeding nutrition with an increase inside every
iteration. For example a patient has received nutrition following two times the
pattern (12 · 50ml , 12 · 100ml , 12 · 120ml ). That is we see the increase in every
occurrence of the pattern, yet the second occurrence of the pattern starts again
from (12 · 50ml ).
Analysis of the second part of the rule: We also investigated if the recommended pattern of increase has been followed or not. We found out that for
less than 20% of patients the recommended pattern of the guideline is followed.
From the remaining patients, we identified 3 groups of patients. One group of
course were the 56 patients for whom the nutrition has not been increased.
For the second group of patients, the nutrition was increased with the pattern
(12 · 50ml , 12 · 100ml , 12 · 140ml ). The third group mostly followed the pattern
(500ml , 1000ml , 1500ml , 1700ml ). These patients received Demperidone once in
every 24 hours, unlike the other groups that received Demperidone every two
hours a day.
Applying the technique presented in this chapter, we were able to automatically check compliance for all the cases in the event logs. The technique works

6.8 Related Work
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tube feeding without
increase in nutrition
Case ID: 53231

Demperidone administration
is skipped

Figure 6.32: An example of a violating case where Demperidone is not administered to
the patient although nutrition was not increased via tube feeding.

on large event logs because we can focus on events relevant to a specific compliance rule and abstract from all other events. Our technique identified and
located the deviations by visualizing for each trace the difference between admissible and observed behavior in the alignment. The extent of the deviation
is reported in two ways: (1) The alignment visualizes observed and expected
values of deviating events. (2) We compute statically information about the
number of deviations per case, in total, etc.

6.8

Related Work

This chapter is based on the paper [131].
Existing work in data and resource compliance checking mainly focuses on
design time verification. In [15], authors incorporate data in specification of
compliance rules. These rules are expressed using a query language which is an
extended version of BPMN-Q and they are formalized by mapping them onto
PLTL. The approach is used to visualize violations by indicating execution paths
in a process model causing them.
In [112] the control-flow is modeled and for any other process perspective
a data object is defined. Later an object state change becomes explicit in the
process model and then the process model is used to generate life-cycles for
each object type used in the process. The consistency between business process
models and life-cycles of business objects is checked. Apart from the fact that
this approach focuses on verification of models, it is not discussed how violations are represented to the user and if further diagnostics about violations are
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provided.
Other approaches such as [42,119,132] enforce compliance of business processes through the use of compliance patterns. These patterns include some of
the data and resource-aware compliance constraints such as four-eyes principle. However, specific checking techniques are not discussed. Further on, the
work in [64] addresses the verification of process models for data-aware compliance constraints. The authors do not apply a particular modeling language
for specifying compliance rules, but introduce a general notion for data-aware
conditions. For checking data-aware constraints, abstraction strategies are introduced to reduce the complexity of data-aware compliance checking and to
deal with state explosion issues. This is achieved by abstracting from concrete
state of data objects. The approach automatically derives an abstract process
model and an abstract compliance rule.
Process mining techniques [134] offer a means to more rigorously check
compliance and ascertain the validity of information about an organization’s
core processes.
The classical data-aware conformance checking [33] that we have applied
in our approach, allow for aligning event logs and process models for multiperspective conformance checking but it has some limitations. It can only check
the compliance rules of the first category we discussed earlier. In addition if a
deviation is observed for an activity that is restricted with several data attributes
at the same time, the classical data-aware conformance checking can only indicate the deviation but not the specific data attribute(s) causing the deviation;
resulting in less precise diagnostics. Moreover, using classical data-aware conformance checking, we cannot focus only on specific rules and abstract from
other activities that are not restricted by respective compliance rule. That is, we
need to provide a data-aware Petri net that captures the behavior of the whole
process. Consequently, we need to know exactly how a process must be executed and we need to model all possible compliant process paths (i.e., sequence
of activities and the values for data attributes they may have) that can be observed in a process. This task is not trivial, especially in some domains such
as health care where the processes are very flexible. In this case we loose the
flexibility offered by our compliance checking approaches. In our work we have
tried to address the limitations mentioned by extending the classical data-aware
conformance checking.

6.9 Concluding Remarks

6.9

Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, we provided an approach for data and resource-aware compliance checking of behavior recorded in execution logs. We showed a collection
of different compliance rules involving data and resource constraints and we
discussed how to formalize them using data-aware Pteri nets. In addition, we
provided two generic techniques to check rules involving multiple perspectives.
Our technique separates control-flow, data and resource compliance checking
as much as possible. It produced integrated diagnostics about both control-flow
and data or resource related violations by enriching the log with diagnostic information between checking steps. In particular, our technique is capable of
showing combined diagnostic information about violations of a compliance rule
in a process instance. We showed this technique to be feasible for compliance
rules on data dependencies between two or three data attributes. More complex rules are possible but require additional pre-processing and data-aware
alignment steps. A more scalable technique is subject of further research.
We provided an implementation of our techniques in the ComplianceFarmework package of ProM. The software has been tested on synthetic logs and two
case studies involving real-life logs from a financial institute and an ICU department of a hospital. The results are encouraging: we were able to uncover
various violations and no performance issues were encountered.
In the next chapter we explore violations that can be detected using various
compliance checking techniques including: control-flow checking (Chap. 4),
temporal checking (Chap. 5), and data-aware and resource-aware compliance
checking (presented in this chapter). We will use the context of violations to
analyze whether we can detect the cause of violations and whether we can
differentiate compliance activities versusviolating ones using the information
available in a dataset.
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Chapter 7
Compliance Diagnostics
In Chapters 4, 5, and 6 we presented techniques to detect compliance violations
from different process perspectives. We demonstrated by the help of several case
studies that the techniques presented are able to provide diagnostics about the
rules that are violated, the violating activities, violating cases and the frequency
of violations. We could also locate exactly where in a process a violation has
occurred and which rule instances are violating. Moreover, in case of a violation,
we could specify how an activity should have been executed to make the process
compliant. This information helps us detect all violations in a precise manner.
However, understanding the compliance level of a process and why a violation
occurs and under which circumstances remain unclear. To be able to improve
compliance, it is important to understand non-compliance and to understand
non-compliance, it is necessary to have an overview of the compliance level of a
process, prioritize violations based on their severity, and finally provide means
to investigate the causes of violations.
This chapter focuses on understanding non-compliance. In this chapter, we
give an overview of the compliance of a process. We present an approach for reporting compliance violations on different abstraction levels. At first, we aggregate violation data from different process perspectives and present a complete
picture about all the deviations that occurred in a process. Then we rank deviations based on their business impact and frequency and suggest where a deeper
analysis is recommended. In order to give more insights into the root-cause(s)
of violations, we use data analysis techniques and identify relations between violations and their context information available in the event log. We would like
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to investigate a specific problem to get in depth insight and develop hypotheses about why it happened. We present the obtained diagnostics in two ways:
(1) by showing interactive tables and diagrams presenting process data and (2)
by presenting a list of violations that are ranked based on their importance in
non-technical terms such that these can be easier understood by business users.
Figure 7.1 illustrates how the content of this chapter is organized in different
sections. In Sect. 7.1, we provide a motivating example to elaborate on problems we are addressing. In the motivating example, we analyze the compliance
of a business process against several compliance rules. We model these rules
combined as a composite model. We introduce a synthetic event data for this
process. This chapter builds on the result of compliance checking techniques
that were discussed in previous chapters. Using data-aware alignments, we detect all violation combined and use these diagnostics for analyzing violations
and understanding them. This example is used throughout the chapter to introduce and discuss the details of our techniques. A general overview about
the approach is introduced in Sect. 7.2. The checking procedure and the inputs
are discussed in Sect. 7.3. In Sect. 7.4 and Sect. 7.5 we discuss how we obtain statistics about deviations and sort them. Our solution for investigating the
root-cause(s) of deviations is presented in Sect. 7.6. The implementation of our
technique and results of a case study are presented and discussed in Sect. 7.7.
We conducted a survey to evaluate the understandability of the results generated with our technique by business users. The outcome of this survey is
presented in Sec. 7.8. We discuss related work in Sect. 7.9 and conclude this
chapter in Sect. 7.10.
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Figure 7.1: Thesis road map gives the mapping of the sections in Chap. 7 on to our
compliance analysis approach.
INSIGHT

Compliance elicitor
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Figure 7.2: A process model for procurement.1

7.1

Motivating Example

In this section we introduce a motivating example which we use throughout this
chapter to explain the problems we are addressing and our solutions to them.
The example is built based on a real purchase process in a manufacturing company. Throughout the paper we will present synthetic executions of this process
that illustrate compliance violations of a realistic business case. The process
model, expressed in BPMN in Fig. 7.2 describes the procurement process in our
example.
This process starts with activity receive request for purchasing goods (RecReq.). This happens whenever the warehouse department realizes that the inventory level of a material falls below a certain limit. Afterwards availability
of the goods on demand is checked in off-site warehouses (Che.); if the goods
are available they get delivered (Del.), otherwise the activity choosing supplier
(Cho.) is triggered. After formulating the initial purchase requisition (For.),
1 The acronyms, that are used to shorten the activity names are shown within‘ brackets, there are

acronyms that are used to shorten the activity names.

7.1 Motivating Example
the standard procedure requires the evaluation of the requisition (Eva.) by an
expert. This is in case the inventory level of the good on demand is not in an
urgent state.
The choice of the supplier always carries a risk which is calculated based on
a set of factors such as the past performance of the supplier, legal background,
capital structure, and etc. Consequently the risk is classified as high or low. If
risk is high and not acceptable (N-OK), the procurement expert follows some
risk reduction measures (Red.). These measures may lead to a low risk or the
risk may remain high. The procurement expert must decide based on the new
information to continue with the risk reduction measures (Red.) or accept the
risk. Once risk is accepted, a purchase requisition document can be prepared
(Pre.).
If the purchase requisition value exceeds the threshold of 100,000 euros,
then two approvals (App.I) and (App.II) are required by two different agents
having directorate role. Otherwise, if the value is 100,000 euros or less one
approval (App.I) is sufficient. Based on an approved purchase requisition, a
purchase order is created (Cre.), and it is sent to the supplier (Sen.). The process
continues with receiving invoice (Rec-Inv.). After receiving goods (Rec-G.) by the
warehouse, the payment (Pay.) is done and the process ends. In exceptional
cases when the inventory level drops to an even lower level (urgent), standard
checks for the purchase requisition document may be omitted and the urgent
approval (App-Urg.) will be executed. Urgent approval is usually followed by
cash withdrawal (C-W.). In this case, the payment (Pay.) activity is limited to
updating books and recording journal entries.
In addition to the general procedure of the procurement process, to comply
with regulations and prevent fraud, the company must abide some compliance
rules as well. Here we list six of the compliance rules2 that the procurement
process must comply to:
• Rule 1: Payment must always be done after receiving goods.
• Rule 2: If during the choice of a supplier risk is classified as high, at least
once activity risk reduction measures must be executed.
• Rule 3 (Four-eyes principle): Purchase requisitions having a value of more
than 100,000 euros must be approved by two signatures.
2 Generic form of these rules can be found in the rule repositories discussed in Chap. 4, Chap. 5,

and 6.
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• Rule 4: Urgent approval may only be executed in critical situations when
the inventory level is urgent.
• Rule 5 (Authorization level): Purchase requisitions may only be approved
by agents carrying directorate role.
• Rule 6: Goods on demand must be supplied from company warehouses
(off-site) unless the inventory level is urgent or there are no goods available in any of the company warehouses.
• ...
These compliance rules are just a subset of typical rules such a procurement
processes has to comply to. Executions of processes are recorded in the form of
event logs. For example assume that the procurement process has been executed
3714 times and a particular type of fraud has occurred. The problem relevant
for the process owner is to know whether in the past each of the 3714 cases
satisfied all of the above rules or not, and more specifically, when a case did
not satisfy one or more of the rules, to provide detailed diagnostics about the
deviations.
The diagnostic information needed to assist practitioners extends beyond the
detection of deviations. Recall from Chap. 3, practitioners want to understand
deviations from different angles, asking questions such as:
• How many times each of the compliance rules listed above are violated in
total?
• What type of violations occurred more than others?
• Can we relate a certain type of violation for instance violations related to
four-eyes principle or authorization level to specific contextual information
(e.g. to a specific supplier or material)?
• Can we find out based on the information available in the event log, who
were the main human actors when a violation takes place?
• Is there an indicator available in the event log that can be used to predict
future violations?

7.2 Overview of the Approach

7.2

Overview of the Approach

Figure 7.3 presents our proposed approach for helping organizations analyze
the compliance of a process from different perspectives, report on compliance
violations, and investigate reasons for compliance violations in order to answer
the questions presented in Sect. 7.1.
This approach has three main components: Compliance Checking checks
compliance of a process from different perspectives. The compliance checking component of the approach has been discussed intensively in the previous
chapters. Note that so far we mainly discussed compliance checking of individual atomic patterns. In this chapter we specify a set of compliance rules as a
composite compliance model. Using data-aware alignment, we check whether
an event log adheres to the constraints of the composite compliance model or
not and detect the violations and their type.
Violation data are aggregated to provide different statistics in the Compliance
Dashboard component (Fig. 7.3-bottom left). The statistics are summarized at
different abstraction levels enabling users to obtain detailed data and vice versa.
It is important for business analysts to identify key insights in large amounts of
event data. Hence, we present a sorted list of violations based on their importance. In this list, we also point out for every type of violation, the context
information available in the event log that has a meaningful relation with that
violation. We use association rule mining to quantify the relevance between a
specific violation and its contextual information.
The “Get Problem Insight” component of the approach (Fig. 7.3-bottom right)
allows us to study specific violations and investigate the conditions that lead to
that violation; for this we use decision tree learning techniques. We will discuss root-cause analysis components (Compliance Dashboard, and Get Problem
Insight) of the approach in detail using the procurement process example. However, first, we briefly discuss compliance checking for the example.

7.3

Compliance Checking

In this section we explain the composite compliance model that specifies the
procurement process of the motivating example (Sect. 7.1) combined with all
the compliance rules from different perspectives. Then, we illustrate how alignments reveal compliance deviations on this example.
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Figure 7.3: Overview of the approach.

7.3.1

Prescribed Behavior as a Composite Compliance Model

The data-aware Petri net DPN-procurement shown in Fig. 7.4 models the procurement process as that modeled in Fig. 7.2. Note that in this example we
do not specify compliance rules separately. DPNprocurement is a composite compliance model that specifies the presence of events and their ordering together
with event attributes and their admissible values. Table 7.1 gives an overview
of the attributes used in this process. In addition, due to readability reasons,
we are not showing the variables and set statements. We only show write statements and guards.
Among others, the model specifies the compliance rules of the procurement
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process discussed in Sect. 7.1 as indicated by the shaded parts in Fig. 7.4. All
firing sequences of DPNprocurement correspond to process executions that comply with these compliance rules. Next, we choose two process fragments in
DPNprocurement to elaborate on how this net describes a compliance rule.
Rule 1 is a typical control-flow rule specifying that payment (Pay.) must
be preceded by receive goods (Rec-G.). This behavior is formally expressed in
Fig. 7.4 in the shaded part labeled (C). Rule 3 and Rule 5 are focused on attributes: Rule 3 states that the four-eyes principle has to be applied on the

Pattern parameters:
 #Inventory Le vel (e)  IL
 #Resource(e)  Rs
 #Role(e)  Ro
 #Risk(e)  Ri
 #Amount(e)  A
 #act (e)  transition label
(G):
Rule 6
RecReq.

Che.

(A):
Rule 2

Red.
[Ri= High]

Red.

t

Form.

Pre.

[Ro = Dir.]&
(B):
[A > 100,000]&
Rules 3,5
[(Rs Rs)Or(Rs=undefined)]

{W:Ri}
Cho.

Del.

Eva.

{W: Ri, Ro, A}

(C):
Rule 1
Pay.

App.I
[Ro = Dir.]&
[A > 100,000]&
[(Rs Rs)Or(Rs=undefined)]

(E):
Rule 2

AppUrg.

C-W

[IL= Urgent]

[Ri = Low]

(D):
Rule 4

Pre.

(F):
Rules 3,5

[Ro = Dir.]&
[A 100,000]

{W: Ri, Ro, A}

t

App-I

{W: Ri, Ro, A}
App.II

Cre.

Sen.

RecG.
t

RecInv.

Figure 7.4: The data-aware Petri net DPNprocurement specifying admissible executions of
procurement process example.
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Attribute Name

Inventory Level (IL)
Resource (Rs)
Role (Ro)
Risk (Ri)
Amount (A)
Material (Mt)
Supplier (S)
Date (D)

Description

Describes the state of the inventory level of the material in request
that is available in the warehouse.
Describes the name of the agent that executed an activity.
Describes the organizational responsibility of the resource that executed an activity.
Describes the risk calculated for a supplier.
Describes the amount value of a purchase requisition (PR).
Describes the material which is being purchased.
Describes the supplier.
Describes the date an activity was executed.

Table 7.1: Event attributes of the synthetic log obtained for the procurement process.

Approval if the amount is above 100,000 euros, and Rule 5 demands that the
approval has to be carried out by agents having directorate role in the company.
This is expressed in the shaded part (B) where transitions have additional annotations that specify attribute values of events. Labeled transitions App.I and
App.II represent respectively events with activity names purchase requisition approval (I) and purchase requisition approval (II). The statement [Ro 0 = Dir.] in
the guard of transition App − I and App.II specifies that these events must be
executed with value director of their attribute role; expressing the restriction in
Rule 5. Similarly the statement [A 0 > 100, 000] in the guard of transitions App.I
and App.II , specifies that both of these activities must be executed for cases with
value more than 100, 000 of their amount attribute; enforcing a part of Rule 3.
Rule 3 limits the execution of the two approvals such that execution of one will
limit the resources that are allowed to execute the next one. To express this
condition, we use variable Rs. The statement [Rs0 6= Rs)Or(Rs = undefined)] in the
guard of both transitions then expresses that events with activity names App.I
and App.II must be executed with different resources. This statement evaluates
to true if Rs = undefined implying the corresponding event is the first one that
writes in Rs, or if Rs0 6= Rs indicating that the value for resource attribute of the
latter event must be different from its previous one.

7.3.2

Compliance Checking Based on Alignments

Table 7.1 shows (a part of) a possible event log for the procurement process. Violations are detected by aligning the event log and the data-aware model shown
in Fig. 7.4 (see Chap. 2 for detailed explanation on data-aware alignment).
Figure 7.6 shows a part of the alignment obtained by aligning the log behav-
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ior of Fig. 7.5 to the process instance runs described by the model of Fig. 7.4.
For simplicity we only show parts of the alignment that are related to the
subnet (B) that captures Rule 2, Rule 3 and Rule 5. The model-only move indicated in red, refers to the skipped event prepare purchase requisition document
(Pre.). The next violation indicates an incorrect synchronous move. The log
event e 8L has resource Shiva whereas the process instance run event e 8R requires
resource Arash.
This violation can be detected based on the statement [Rs0 6= Rs)Or(Rs =
undefined)] annotated at App.I and App.II which together express that the two
approvals must be executed with different agents in one process instance. This
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Figure 7.5: Parts of the event log L showing four events from process instance p 1 .
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Figure 7.6: Alignment A resulted from aligning event log L and process instance run R
of process model DPNprocurement .
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statement is evaluated to true for execution of the first activity (App.I ), but it
is evaluated to false for App.II since both log events are executed by the same
agent Shiva; violating the four-eyes principle.

7.4

Violation Statistics

In the previous chapters, we presented individual alignments and discussed the
diagnostic information about compliance and non-compliance at the event level
and at the process instance level. In order to get insights regarding the compliance status of the entire process, we will aggregate the diagnostic information
from the event level to activity level. In the following, we present several statistics and a dashboard view to explore these statistics interactively.
Figure 7.7 shows part of the Compliance Dashboard with statistics for the
activities in the procurement process. The table shown in this figure contains
the list of activities and statistics of different violation types for every activity. As is shown in this table, activity check off-site warehouses (Che.) was
skipped 1447 times. Based on the company internal policies, this activity may
be skipped in urgent situations (although not modelled, as it is not the standard
procedure). In this case the procurement department proceeds with buying
the requested goods directly without following the standard procedure. This
could be an explanation for occurrences of this deviation. Note that activity urgent approval (App-Urg.) has indeed been executed many times (1136 times).
However, the “accepted” deviation (i.e., skipping check off-site warehouses followed by the urgent approval) can be costly because the standard approvals are
skipped. Hence, there is a room to investigate about the high number of urgent
cases.
Another deviation observed refers to the activity purchase requisition approvalI (App.I). This activity was executed 314 times with incorrect value for attributes
role and amount which indicates frequent deviations from one or more compliance rules including authorization level and four-eyes principle. Similarly activity
purchase requisition approval-II (App.II) was executed 499 times with an incorrect value for attributes resource, role and amount; referring to violations from
one or more rules. In addition, we can observe that activity payment (Pay.) is
executed twice where it was not allowed and two times it was skipped, suggesting that activity payment (Pay.) was executed in a wrong situation. The other
deviation observed refers to three instances where activity prepare purchase
requisition document (Pre.) is executed with a wrong value for risk.

7.4 Violation Statistics
Attributes with Incorrect Value
Unwanted Events Skipped Events
Risk Resource Amount Supplier Role Material Inventory (log-only move) (model-only move)
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Figure 7.7: Deviation statistics for procurement process example.

Obtaining statistics of high-level compliance analysis.
To provide a highly aggregated view on the violations as those shown in Fig. 7.7
for the procurement process, we first divide an alignment into its elements, i.e., alignment moves. With M being the collection of all alignment moves, we can filter
M to build different sets of alignment moves, each characterized by a specific
deviation type.
The input to computing the statistics is the alignment A = α(L, Mod) = (L, R, M , ≤M
) that relates log L = (E L , #, ≤) ∈ BH to a run R = (E R , #, ≤) from a given model
R ∈ Mod. For this alignment we can define various sets of basic move types as
listed in Table 7.2.
In addition to classifying moves in general, a business user may want to
aggregate results for a specific activity to show how many deviations in total
and from each type were observed for that activity. Hence, we filter M for
moves referring to a specific activity and different deviations of the activity in
question. Such filters and statistics are not restricted to activities but can be
defined for arbitrary attributes.
For instance, we would like to know how many times a specific attribute
had an incorrect value. Table 7.3 shows some examples of statistics that can be
obtained for a given attribute.
These filters on activities and attributes can be combined as the following
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Name
M log−only.move
M model−only.move
M syn
M cor.syn

M incor.syn
M violating

Description and Definition
set of all log-only moves in the alignment.
M log−only.move = {(e L , e R ) ∈ M | (e R = À) ∧ (e L 6= À)}.

set of all model-only moves in the alignment.
M model−only.move = {(e L , e R ) ∈ M | (e L = À) ∧ (e R 6= À)}.

set of all synchronous moves in the alignment.
M syn = M ∩ (E L × E R ).
set of all correct synchronous moves in the alignment.
M cor.syn = {(e L , e R ) ∈ M syn | #(e L ) = #(e R )  (dom(#(e R )) \ {tID})
(See Sect. 2.4).
set of all incorrect synchronous moves in the alignment.
M incor.syn = M syn \ M cor.syn .
set of all moves having at least one type of violation.
M violating = M log−only.move ∪ M model−only.move ∪ M incor.syn .
Table 7.2: Sets of different basic move types.

examples show.
a
• Mact
∩ M log−only.move are all log-only moves involving activity a ∈ Val,
a
• Mact
∩ M model−only.move are all model-only moves involving activity a ∈ Val,
a
• Mact
∩ M violating are all moves involving activity a ∈ Val and having at least
one type of violation,
a
x
• Msyn ∩ Mact
∩ M attr.incorrect.value
are all synchronous moves involving activity
a ∈ Val while disagreeing on attribute x ∈ Attr ,
a
x
• Msyn ∩ Mact
∩ M attr.missing.in.log
are all synchronous moves involving activity
a ∈ Val where attribute x ∈ Attr is missing in the event log,

• {#act (e R ) | (e L , e R ) ∈ Mmodel−only.move } is the set of all activities involved in a
model-only move,
a
• {a ∈ Val | |Mact
∩ M log−only.move | ≥ 5} is the set of all activities executed at
least 5 times while model did not allow for it, and

• etc.

7.4 Violation Statistics

Name

Description and Definition
set of all moves involving activity a ∈ Val.

a
M act

x
M attr
v,x
M attr
x
M attr.missing.in.log

a
M act
= {(e L , e R ) ∈ M | ((e L 6=À) ∧ (#ac t (e L ) = a)) ∨ ((e R 6=À
) ∧ (#ac t (e R ) = a))}.
set of all moves involving attribute x ∈ Attr .
x
M attr
= {(e L , e R ) ∈ M | x ∈ dom(#(e R )) ∪ dom(#(e L ))}.
set of all moves having value v for their attribute x ∈ Attr .
v,x
M attr
= {(e L , e R ) ∈ M | x ∈ dom(#(e L )) ∧ #x (e L ) = v}.
set of all synchronous moves where attribute x ∈ Attr is

missing in the event log.
x
M attr.missing.in.log
= {(e L , e R ) ∈ M incor.syn | x ∈ dom(#(e R )) \

dom(#(e L ))}.
x
M attr.missing.in.model

set of all synchronous moves where attribute x ∈ Attr is
missing in the run.
x
M attr.missing.in.model
= {(e L , e R ) ∈ M incor.syn | x ∈ dom(#(e L )) \

dom(#(e R ))}.
x
M attr.incorrect.value

x
M attr.violating

set of all synchronous moves where log and model disagree on the value of attribute x ∈ Attr .
x
M attr.incorrect.value
= {(e L , e R ) ∈ M incor.syn | x ∈ (dom(#(e L )) ∩
dom(#(e R ))) ∧ #x (e L ) 6= #x (e R )}.
set of all moves involving a violating attribute x ∈ Attr .
x
x
x
M attr.violating
= M attr.incorrect.value
∪ M attr.missing.in.model
∪
x
M attr.missing.in.log .

Table 7.3: Different sets of moves related to a specific attribute.
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The above expressions are only examples. The cardinality of these sets gives
the frequency of the various deviation types in the entire event log.
Referring back to the high-level statistics of the procurement example shown
in Fig. 7.7, for instance the number ‘1447’ for activity check off-site warehouses
(Che.) is the cardinality of the set of all alignment moves with the activity name
C he.
check off-site warehouse that were skipped (Mact
∩ M model−only.move ).
Fig. 7.7 shows aggregated results for deviations at the activity instance level
in the entire event log. In addition to individual activities, a user may want to
know how many process instances satisfy a compliance rule or violate it. Therefore, we give statistics on process instance level as well using the type of expressions listed earlier:
• {#pi (e L ) | (e L , e R ) ∈ Mlog−only.move } are all process instances having a log-only
move,
• {#pi (e R ) | (e L , e R ) ∈ (Ma,act ∩ Mmodel−only.move )} are all process instances having a model-only move involving activity a ∈ Val, and
• etc.
For example, we can give statistics about all process instances having at
least one move with activity App.I executed with incorrect value for attribute resource. Hence, we can see in total what percentage of cases contain at least one
occurrence of such violation. In our example, statistics at the process instance
level are the same as those at the activity instance level since we do not have
duplicate executions of one activity in a process instance.
By creating different sets of alignment moves related to any of the attributes
in the event log, we can provide above mentioned statistics not only for activities
but for attributes as well. For instance Fig. 7.8 (top) shows statistics related to
the attribute material of the example. On the left side of the table, all the
materials observed in the log are listed. The column # Moves in Total shows
the number of moves that have a specific material. The columns in the middle
indicate the number of moves that have an incorrect value for one of the listed
attributes: Risk, Resource, Amount, Supplier, Role, Material, and Inventory that
co-occur with a value in the column Material. The columns Unwanted Events
and Skipped Events show the number of moves that have a violation of type
log-only move or model-only move with the respective material. In this table, for
example the value 86 in the column Skipped Events, is derived from the following
expression:
aluminium,material
• Mattr
∩ M model−only.move .

7.5 Identifying and Ranking Problems
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Attributes with Incorrect Value
Unwanted Events
Risk Resource Amount Supplier Role Material Inventory (log-only moves)
7077
0
123
135
0 135
0
0
0
6487
0
116
128
0 128
0
0
1
12964
3
196
215
0 215
0
0
0
7188
0
128
145
0 145
0
0
0
11308
0
177
190
0 190
0
0
1
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Cooper

Skipped Events
(model-only
137
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489
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0

Figure 7.8: Statistics for attribute material(top) and detailed statistics for material =
glass.

In another view in compliance dashboard, we can get detailed data about
a specific attribute value. For instance, Fig. 7.8 (down) shows the statistics
calculated for attribute material having the value glass. This bar chart shows
that in 5% of the cases that the material requested is glass, we observe violations
of type model-only move. In 2% of the cases, value glass of attribute material
coincides with incorrect values for attributes role, amount, and resource.

7.5

Identifying and Ranking Problems

When the number of attributes and activities grows, focusing on important deviations by solely reading statistic tables and corresponding bar charts introduced
in Sect. 7.4 will not be easy. Moreover, if there exists a meaningful relation
between a deviation and its context information available in the event log, this
relation cannot be highlighted using the aggregated statistics presented in the
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Figure 7.9: The structure of problem lists.
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event and trace-level attributes which describe the information of the entire process instance in which the violation was observed. Technically, we make all
trace-level attributes event-level attributes by copying them to each event.
Figure 7.9 shows how we structure the problem list hierarchically. In the
problem list, deviations that are related to a specific activity or attribute value
or combination of both will be grouped and listed as two categories of problem
statements. Every problem statement in this list refers to a set of deviations that
have some characteristics in common. For instance all the deviations of type
‘log-only moves’ for ‘activity a ’. The sets of deviations are built using the expressions discussed in Sect. 7.4. We use these sets then to generate the problem
statements in the problem list.
Since one of the main goals of compliance checking is to enable practitioners
and business users to get insight and understand the compliance of their processes, the problem list is presented in a textual format. As is shown in Fig. 7.9,
the problem list is presented as text. Thereby the text should avoid technical
terms where possible.
The problem list is ranked based on the severity of the deviations and the
strength of the relation found between the deviations and their contextual information. We will discuss ranking of problem statements in detail in Sect. 7.5.2
and Sect. 7.5.3.
Next we will explain how we build different sets of deviations and their
corresponding problem statement in a problem list.
Problem statements related to a specific activity. As is shown in the problem
list structure in Fig. 7.9, first-level problem statements in this category report
the total number of violations observed for each activity. Second-level problem
statements specify the type of violation, and a third-level problem statement
reveals an association between the observed violation and its contextual data.
Figure 7.10 illustrates a Venn diagram based representation showing sets of
deviations. These sets show how different levels of problem statements related
to a specific activity are built. As is indicated both in Fig. 7.10 and Fig. 7.9,
first-level problem statements in this category are generated as the intersection
of moves involving activity a , and set of all violating moves. To compute the
list of all first-level violations, we compute this intersection for each activity a
in the log.
The second-level problem statements of this category are intersections of
moves involving activity a and moves having a specific violation type (for instance model-only moves). The third level-problem statements are built as the
intersection of moves involving activity a , moves having a specific violation type
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and moves having a specific (attribute, value) combination (for instance all the
moves where attribute x = v ). That is, the third level problem statements indicate how often a second level problem occurred together with a particular
(attribute,value) combination. We generate the complete list of all third level
problem statements of a particular violation of activity a (model-only move, logonly move, and incorrect synchronous move by computing the intersection for
each attribute/value combination occurring in a violating move of activity a .
For numeric attributes, value intervals instead of single values are used to
build sets. In case of a model-only move, where no context information of a
log event is available (because the event is missing), the attributes of the directly proceeding events are considered. We will further elaborate on this in
Sect. 7.5.3.
The following list shows problem statements related to activity check off-site
warehouses in our example:
• First-level: 1447 violations were observed when activity check off-site warea

First level

Mact

Mviolating

a
Mact

(Mattr.violating OR

a

Second level

Mact

z

OR Mattr.violating )

Mlog-only.move

a
act

Mmodel-only.move

a
act

Mattr (Mmodel-only.move OR Mlog-only.move OR Mattr.violating OR

M

Third level

y

M

v,x

v,x

a

Mact

Mviolating

z

OR Mattr.violating )

z

v,x
Mattr

...

...

Mattr.violating

Mincor.sync

y

Mattr.violating

Mlog-only.move
Mmodel-only.move

Figure 7.10: A Venn diagram representation of how activity specific sets of deviations
referring to different problem statement levels are built.
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houses was executed.
– Second-level: Activity check off-site warehouses was skipped 1447 times.
* Third-level: Activity check off-site warehouses was skipped 1288
times when amount was more than 100000.
* Third-level: Activity check off-site warehouses was skipped 1412
times when inventory level was above threshold.
* Third-level: Activity check off-site warehouses was skipped 600
times when material was glass.
* Third-level: Activity check off-site warehouses was skipped 488
times when material was copper.
Third-level:
Activity check off-site warehouses was skipped 573
*
times when resource was Sara.
* Third-level: Activity check off-site warehouses was skipped 476
times when resource was Chloe.
* Third-level: Activity check off-site warehouses was skipped 398
times when resource was Anna.
* ....
• First-level: . . .
As is shown in the above problem list, the first-level problem statement related to check off-site warehouses activity reports in total 1447 number of violations for this activity. The second-level problem statement specifies the type of
the violation observed for this activity together with its frequency; and the thirdlevel problem statements reveal the associations between the observed violation
and its contextual data. As activity check off-site warehouse is constrained only
with one compliance rule (Rule 6), we see only one type of violation for this
activity in the problem list, hence, only one second-level problem statement is
reported for this activity. From the third-level problem statements of this activity, we only show problems statements related to four attributes amount, inventory level, and resource. Similarly, the problems statements of different levels for
every violating activity is prepared.
The textual format of the problem list facilitates focusing on important problems and finding relations between deviations and the contextual information
available in the log. For instance from the third-level statements listed in the
example problem list, the second sentence reveals an unexpected association
between the inventory level being above threshold and skipping check off-site
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warehouses. We previously discussed that ‘skipped check off-site warehouses’
may only be justified if inventory level is urgent. We also observe that, three
resources Sara, Chloe, and Anna are often being in charge when the violations
of this type occurred. Similarly the coexistence of the described violation with
the values more than 100, 000 for attribute amount and values glass, and copper
for attribute material is highlighted.
Problem statements related to a specific (attribute,value) assignment. In
addition to describing compliance problems in terms of violating activities and
their context, we propose to also group problems by their context to get an
overview of problematic contexts. This gives rise to the second category of
problem statements as is shown in the lower part of Fig. 7.9. These categories
are based on a specific (attribute,value) assignment rather than activities.
These problem statements are built based on the intersection between set of
all moves having v ∈ Val for their attribute x ∈ Attr and different sets of violating moves. Figure 7.11 illustrates how sets of deviations referring to different
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Figure 7.11: Venn diagram representation of how attribute specific sets of deviations referring to different problem statement levels are built.

7.5 Identifying and Ranking Problems
problem statement levels in this category are built. The first-level problem statements of this category indicates the total number of violations observed when
attribute x has value v . The sets, related to these problem statements, are generated as the intersection between all the moves having value v for their attribute
x , and set of all violating moves. The second-level problem statements specify
the type of violations observed and their frequency. Therefore, a second-level
problem statement is generated as the intersection of all the moves having value
v for their attribute x and moves with a specific violation either: log-only move,
model-only move, or moves with an incorrect attribute.
Third-level problem statements of the first category and the second category
are the same, they are built as the intersection of all moves having value v for
their attribute x with all the moves involving activity a and having a specific
violation type either.
The following list of problem statements shows all violations and their type
that were observed when material was glass in our example:
• First level: When material was glass, 1229 violations were observed.
– Second level: When material was glass, 600 times activities were
skipped.
* Third level: When material was glass, 600 times activity check
off-site warehouses was skipped.
– Second level: When material was glass, 196 times activities were executed with an incorrect resource.
* Third level: When material was glass, 150 times activity purchase
requisition approval-II was executed with an incorrect resource.
* Third level: When material was glass, 65 times activity purchase
requisition approval-I was executed with an incorrect resource.
– Second level: When material was glass, 215 times activities were executed with an incorrect amount.
* Third level: When material was glass, 65 times activity purchase
requisition approval-I was executed with an incorrect amount.
* Third level: When material was glass, 150 times activity purchase
requisition approval-II was executed with an incorrect amount.
– Second level: When material was glass, 215 times activities were executed with incorrect role.
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* Third level: When material was glass, 65 times activity purchase
requisition approval-I was executed with an incorrect role.
* Third level: When material was glass, 150 times activity purchase
requisition approval-II was executed with an incorrect role.
– Second level: When material was glass, 3 times activities were executed with an incorrect risk.
* Third level: When material was glass, 3 times activity prepare purchase requisition document was executed with an incorrect risk.
• First level: . . .
The problem list at this stage can become very long specially if there are
many activities and attributes present in the log. To improve its comprehensibility, all the statements in the list that refer to an empty set of moves will be
removed. Moreover we rank the problem statements to make the more important problems appear earlier in the list. Next, we will explain the two ways that
we rank the problem list.

7.5.2

Ranking Problem Statements by Domain Knowledge

We use domain knowledge to rank problem statements in the list. For this, we
propose to use a user-configurable severity score. The score is calculated for
each activity or attribute based on the importance given to a certain attribute
or activity by the user multiplied with the frequency of the observed deviation
for that activity or attribute. For instance if deviations about activity payment or
attribute amount are of more importance, the severity metric for payment will
increase and the deviations related to payment and attribute amount may end
up in an earlier position in the problem list. For example for the list:
• Activity check off-site warehouses was skipped 1412 times when inventory level was above threshold.
• Activity check off-site warehouses was skipped 1288 times when amount
was more than 10,000.
If the user chooses severity weight of attribute inventory level as 1 and
amount as 4, then the entry with attribute amount will be shown at an earlier
position than the entry with attribute inventory level.

7.5 Identifying and Ranking Problems

7.5.3

Ranking Problem Statements by Context Relevance

The type of problem statements explained previously may reveal important information about the coexistence of a deviation and a particular attribute value.
For instance, the statement ‘When material is glass, 600 times activity check offsite warehouses was skipped’ indicates that the deviation ‘skipped check off-site
warehouses’ and the (attribute,value) assignment ‘material is glass’ coincide 600
times; hypothesizing a relation between them.
We can consider such a relation as an association rule of the form X ⇒
Y , with X being the antecedent of the rule and Y being the consequent of the
rule. The antecedent or consequent of the rule can be a violation e.g. ‘activity
check off-site is skipped’, or an (attribute,value) assignment e.g. ‘material is glass’.
Many of such rules can be found after checking compliance of a dataset. We
can leverage various metrics proposed in association rule mining literature to
evaluate the relevance of a rule and thereby the relevance between a violation
and an (attribute,value) assignment.
To evaluate an association rule from business perspective, it is important to
understand (1) the direction of the association and (2) how much more often,
the antecedent and consequent of the rule co-occur than expected if they were
statistically independent. The (1) is important if we want to use association
rules for predicting possible violations in the future. For instance, if a specific
(attribute,value) assignment implies a violation, we can predict that future executions of activities with that (attribute,value) assignment are probably violating. The latter is important because it help us detect infrequent but important
associations.
As mentioned before, several interest measures are defined in literature. In
the following we compare some of them w.r.t. the two requirements we have.
We will discuss support [12], confidence [12], Lift (interest) [22], and we finally choose the Conditional Probability Increment Ratio (CPIR) metric defined
in [152] to quantify the relevance between violations and their contextual information available in the event log. First we establish some notation.
Let I = {i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i n } be a set of distinct elements called compliance elements.
An example of a compliance element could be (check off-site warehouses,skipped).
A compliance element i ∈ I is a pair (x, v) with x ∈ Attr , and v ∈ Val ∪ {skipped, not
allowed, executed, violating attribute}.
In the following, we will discuss finite (sub)sets A, B ⊆ I of compliance elements; |A| is the size of A (i.e., the number of elements in A ). Further, we call a
set C = {A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A k } ⊆ 2I of sets of compliance elements, a compliance element
collection of size k .
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Intuitively, C corresponds to a, say, second-level problem statement p and
each A i ∈ C corresponds to the (attribute,value) pairs of third-level problem
statements under p . We define
ce : M → {(x, v)} is a function that maps a move m ∈ M to its compliance
elements.
• For m = (e L , À) ∈ Mlog−only.move :
ce(m) = {(#act (e L ), not allowed)} ∪ {(x, #x (e L ))|x ∈ dom(#(e L )) \ {act}}.

• For m = (À, e R ) ∈ Mmodel−only.move :
ce(m) = {(#act (e R ), skipped)} ∪ {(x, #x (e 0L ))| ∃m 0 = (e 0L , e 0R ) ∈ M ∧
e 0L 6=À ∧m 0 ≤M m ∧ #pi (e 0L ) = #pi (e R ) : ∀x ∈ dom(#(e 0L )) \ {act}}

That is, if an event is skipped, ce(m) maps move m = (À, e R ) to the (attribute,value) pairs of an event (e 0L ) that precedes move m 0 . In our implementation we pick the e 0L that occurred last before the model-only move
m , and
• For m ∈ My,attr.violating , let A attr.violating = {y ∈ Attr \ {act}|(y ∈ dom(#(e L )) ∧ y ∉

dom(#(e R ))) ∨(y ∈ dom(#(e R ))∧y ∉ dom(#(e L )))∨(y ∈ (dom(#(e L ))∩dom(#(e R )))∧
(# y (e L ) 6= # y (e R ))}, be the attributes of move m where e L , and e R differ in

some form. Then:
ce(m) = {(#act (e L ), executed)} ∪ {(y ∈ A attr.violating , violating)}∪
{(x, #x (e L ))|x ∈ dom(#(e L )) \ {act}}.

The choice of the compliance elements ce(m) of a model-only move may
require adjustments or careful log preparation to deliver meaningful results.
When an event is missing, there is no event-level attribute for the skipped event
to be considered as context of the violation. The challenges and possible solutions for dealing with missing events were discussed already in Sec. 5.2. We
can use trace-level attributes and contextual data available for other events in
the same process instance (for instance neighbouring events) as a context of the
skipped event. In order to do so, we have two decisions to make: (1) we need
to choose the event(s) that can be considered as context of the missing event,
and (2) we need to choose attributes that need to be considered relevant for
analyzing the skipped event. Domain knowledge is required to make aforementioned choices. However, next we elaborate on consequences of the choices we
make in these two decisions.

7.5 Identifying and Ranking Problems
• Choice of events. Neighbour events (predecessor and/or successor) of
an skipped event, are the closest context to be considered. Yet, domain
knowledge and definition of the compliance rule can help us choose different relevant event(s) as a context for an skipped event. As mentioned
earlier, use attributes of the direct proceeding event of a skipped event
as its context. However, our approach can be extended to allow users to
choose the relevant event(s) as the context of a skipped event. In case a
number of events are chosen, we should make sure that they do not have
common event-level attributes with different values.
• Choice of attributes. Suppose we have chosen the relevant event(s) to be
considered as the context of a skipped event. We also need to choose the
attributes of these events that should be considered as a context for the
skipped event. Trace attributes can easily be included as the context of a
skipped event since they have a fixed value throughout a process instance.
If event-level attributes hold a fixed value for a sequence of events, they
should be included in context of a skipped event. For instance attributes
such as amount or resource are as such. There are some attributes which
are very local to a specific event, for instance dose of a medicine that is
administered to a patient, or characteristics of the machine that produced
an event. In case of such attributes, it is better not to include them in
the context because they are irrelevant for the skipped event and most
probably they will not add much information. Yet, domain knowledge can
also be very useful in choosing relevant attributes.
No matter which event(s) and which of their attributes are included in context
of a skipped event, we should be aware that the possible associations we find
between these context data and the the specific violation are actually between
the violation and attributes of the relevant event(s).
Computing relevance of an association rule.
An alignment A = (L, R, M , ≤M ) yields the compliance element collection C (M ) =
{ce(m)|m ∈ M }. We take the intersection of move sets used for the problem lists,
and then compute compliance elements of these moves. Each third-level problem statement, such as “activity a was skipped n times when x = v ”, gives rise to a
possible association rule over compliance elements, such as R ≡ (a, not allowed) →
(x, v) or (x, v) → (a, not allowed). To test whether a rule X → Y holds over alignment A , we check different measures.
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A 1 ={a,b,d}
A 2 ={a,b,c,d}
A 3 ={b,d,f}
A 4 ={b,c,d,f}
A 5 ={a,f}
A 6 ={d,f}
A 7 ={a,b,e}
A 8 ={c,f}
A 9 ={e,f}
A 10 ={a,b,c,d,e}
Table 7.4: Sets of compliance elements in compliance element collection C .

Support.
For a compliance element collection C ⊆ 2I and a set of compliance elements A ⊆ I ,
the support of a ∈ I is the fraction of sets in C containing a : supp(a) = |{A∈C|C|a∈A}|
.
|
For instance if I = {a, b, c, d , e, f } and C = {A 1 , A 2 , A 3 , A 4 , A 5 , A 6 , A 7 , A 8 , A 9 , A 10 },
with Table 7.4 showing compliance elements in different sets in C , then supp(a) =
5
6
10 , and supp(b) = 10 .
Similarly the support of a rule of the form a → b is the fraction of sets in the
compliance element collection C containing both a and b , i.e., supp(a → b) =
|{A∈C |a∈A,b∈A}|
. In the example of Table 7.4: supp(a → b) = 0.4.
|C |
As support counts the occurrences of an association rule, it is often called
a frequency constraint. We can say a rule with a support greater than a specified minimum support threshold is a frequent rule, hence can be considered
important. The disadvantage of support is the so called rare item problem. If the
antecedent and the consequent of a rule are infrequent, they will be pruned,
although they may produce potentially valuable rules. In addition, support is
not directed, i.e., supp(a → b)= supp(b → a).
Confidence.
Confidence is defined as the probability of seeing a rule’s consequent under
the condition that the dataset (C ) also contains the antecedent. For instance,
supp(a→b)
conf (a → b) = supp(b) = 0.4
0.5 = 0.8.
Association rules need to satisfy a minimum confidence constraint to be considered important. Unlike support, confidence is directed and gives different
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values for the rules a → b and b → a . Confidence is sensitive to the frequency
of the consequent in C . In particular consequents with higher support will
automatically produce higher confidence as well. For instance a resource that
executed most of the activities will be found guilty for violating ones as well.
Lift.
Lift of an association rule is the ratio between the confidence of the rule and
the support of its consequent. For instance, in Table 7.4 lift(a → b) = 0.8
0.6 = 1.3.
Lift measures how many times more often antecedent, and consequent occur
together than expected if they were statistically independent. Lift is not directed, i.e., lift(a → b) =lift(b → a).
Conditional probability increment ratio.
Wu et al. have proposed the conditional probability increment ratio (CPIR) [152]
that assesses whether two entities (in our case two compliance elements) are
positively or negatively related.
supp(a→b)−supp(a)supp(b)
For instance, in Table 7.4 CPIR(a → b) =
= 0.4−(0.5∗0.6)
supp(a)(1−supp(b))
0.5∗(1−0.6) =
0.5.
If supp(rule)> supp(consequent)supp(antecedent), then consequent and antecedent are positively dependent and they occur more often than expected if
they were statistically independent and in case CPIR is larger than a user set
threshold the relation is considered important.
If supp(rule)< supp(consequent)supp(antecedent), then the consequent and
the antecedent are negatively dependent. Negative associations may be interesting, for instance if we find out that a certain violation seldom occurs for a
specific material or absence of a specific resource usually implies that a particular violation does not hold.
In our example of Table 7.4, CPIR(a → f ) = 0.1−(0.5∗0.6)
0.5∗(1−0.6) = −1. In this case a
and f are negatively dependent, or a and ¬ f are positively dependent, then
a → ¬ f indicates that whenever a is present we expect f to be absent.
Although negative associations can reveal important information, the interpretation of negative associations are more difficult than positive associations
domain and conclude whether they convey a meaningful business insight (event
for domain experts). Hence, we are more interested in finding association rules
with positive CPIR.
Positive associations with a CPIR more than a fixed upper threshold, and
negative associations smaller than a fixed lower threshold are kept to guide
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users to focus on more important violations.
Unlike lift, CPIR is a directed measure, since it also uses the information of
the absence of the consequent. As we mentioned earlier, this is important if
we want to use association rules with higher CPIR value for predicting possible
violations in the future.
In essence we can use any of the interest measures discussed above such
as support , confidence, Lift, and many more including all-confidence [89],
collective strength [11], or conviction [22], however we utilized CPIR in our
approach. In addition to the direction of an association, utilizing CPIR, we can
also find infrequent and unexpected rules.
We use alignment moves to build compliance element collections. Given an
alignment A = (L, R, M , ÀM ) and the compliance element collection C (M ), we
test the relevance of a rule of the form a → b over C (M ) using its CPIR value:

CPIR(a → b, C (M )) =

supp(a → b, C (M )) − supp(a, C (M ))supp(b, C (M ))
supp(a, C (M ))(1 − supp(b, C (M )))

Filtering Association Rules
Recall that we aim at presenting the user a list of relevant compliance violations.
In Sect 7.5.1, we produced lists of hierarchical problem statements, where the
third level problem statements combine a particular kind of violation with a
context attribute. To give the user only relevant problem statements, we prioritize and filter this list as follows. For each third level problem statement
“violation V occurred K times when C ” we generate rules “context → violation”
(in short C → V ) and “violation → context” (in short V → C ) and compute their
CPIR values over all compliance elements of the alignment. If the CPIR value
is below a user-chosen threshold, we remove the problem statement in the list.
The remaining problem statements can further be ordered by their CPIR value
to show stronger rules more prominently.
Table 7.5 shows the associations we found between violation activity check
off-site was skipped and attribute inventory level together with their computed
CPIR value and direction. As can be seen each of the problem statements have
two CPIR values depending on the direction of the association.
In the problem list we obtained for our procurement example, in total we
found 380 positive associations. If we increase the minimum CPIR for positive
associations from 0 to 0.5, then we will obtain about 45 associations. In our
example we found several negative associations. However, we could not give
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Violation

Frequency

CPIR

Direction

Activity Che. was skipped when IL is above threshold
Activity Che. was skipped when IL is above threshold

1412
1412

0.962
0.048

V→C
C→V

Activity Che. was skipped when IL is threshold
Activity Che. was skipped when IL is threshold

5
5

0.423
0.029

V→C
C→V

Activity Che. was skipped when IL is Urgent
Activity Che. was skipped when IL is Urgent

30
30

0.242
0.026

V→C
C→V

Table 7.5: CPIR value and direction of some of the associations between ‘activity check
off-site was skipped’ and its context.

a meaningful business interpretation for them. Therefore, we only considered
positive associations and discarded the negative ones.

7.6

Investigating Specific Problems

In Sect. 7.5, we used the CPIR values of association rules “context → violation”
or “violation → context” to rank problems in their importance. The context information was limited to concrete (attribute,value) pairs. However, the context
of a violation may be larger and include multiple values for the same attribute
(e.g. price or age) and also comprise multiple attributes (e.g. product and resource). To identify such richer context of violations, we translate the problem
of root-cause analysis of a specific deviation to the problem of building a decision tree [134] to find out how compliant and non-compliant events differ from
each other w.r.t. the information available in the event log.

7.6.1

Decision Trees for Compliance Violations

In decision tree learning [134], we choose one response variable and some predictor variables and classify instances of data to possible values of the response
variable. In our example, we choose the deviation skipped check off-site warehouses as the response variable and some other attributes available in the event
log such as material and inventory level as predictor variables. Figure 7.12 illustrates a possible decision tree. The tree describes under which values for
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material and inventory level, the activity check off-site warehouses faces a violation.
Each non-leaf value (also the root value) is labeled with a predictor variable.
The outgoing arcs are labeled with values (singleton values or intervals) of the
predictor variable. Each path from the root node to a leaf node describes a complete assignment of values to all predictor variables. Each leaf node describes
the value of the response variable under the chosen assignment of the predictor.
In Fig. 7.12, activity check off-site warehouses is skipped when inventory level =
above threshold and material = copper or material = glass; activity check off-site
warehouses is not skipped for all other assignments to the predictor variables.
In the context of classifying moves of an assignment, the tree can also be
read differently. The root node of the tree of Fig. 7.12 represents all the 3714
moves involving activity check off-site warehouses. The outgoing arcs of any
non-leaf node partition this set of moves based on the value of the predictor

Predictor variable
Inventory level, material
Values:
 Inventory level: urgent, threshold, above threshold
 material: aluminum, glass, copper, steel

Inventory
level

Response variable
Execution of activity check off off-site warehouses .
Values:
 Activity check off-site warehouses is skipped.
 Activity check off-site warehouses is not skipped.
Inventory level
= above threshold
Activity
check off-site warehouses
is skipped.
Non-compliant: 482
Confidence: 66.1% (482/729)

material

material
= copper

Inventory level
= urgent

Activity
Activity
check off-site warehouses
check off-site warehouses
is not skipped.
is not skipped.
Compliant: 860
Compliant: 246
Confidence= 99.4% (860/865) Confidence=89% (246/276)

Material
= steel plate

material
= glass

Activity
check off-site warehouses
is skipped.
Non-compliant: 583
Confidence: 70.3% (583/829)

Inventory level
= threshold

Material
= rubber

Activity
check off-site warehouses
is not skipped.
Compliant: 233
Confidence: 63.7% (233/366)

material
= aluminum

Activity
check off-site warehouses
is not skipped.
Compliant: 213
Confidence: 72.4% (213/294)

Activity
check off-site warehouses
is not skipped.
Compliant: 222
Confidence: 62.5% (222/355)

Figure 7.12: A decision tree classifying moves to those skipped check off-site warehouses
and those did not, considering inventory level and material as predictor
variables.
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variable of the non-leaf node. For instance in Fig. 7.12, the edges leaving the
node “inventory level” partition the 3714 moves into 276 moves where inventory level was urgent, 865 moves where the inventory level was threshold, and
2573 moves with inventory level above threshold that are further partitioned by
the material variable.

7.6.2

Building Decision Trees from a Problem Statement

The decision tree explained in Sect. 7.6.1 provides context conditions that distinguish whether moves that involve activity check off-site warehouses have been
skipped or not. Next, we discuss how to build such a decision tree for any of
the problem statements in the problem list of Sect. 7.5.
Each problem statement refers to violations in a particular class Mcl of moves
characterized by either (1) a particular activity Ma,act , (2) a particular attributevalue combination Mv,x,attr , or (3) both Ma,act ∩ Mv,x,attr . Where the problem
statement identifies only the violating moves in Mcl , the decision tree shall consider and distinguish all compliance statuses (executed, skipped, not allowed,
violating attribute) of all moves in Mcl .
Thus, we build the decision tree learning problem as follows. The compliance
status is the response variable x 0 , the user chooses the predictor variable(s)
x 1 , . . . , x k from the available attributes in the log. Each move m ∈ M cl defines an
observation instance oi (m) = (v 1 , . . . , v k , c) where (x i , v i ) ∈ ce(m), i = 1, . . . , k are the
values of the context attributes of move m , and c the compliance status of m
derived as follows:
v,x
a
a
• c = skipped if (a, skipped) ∈ ce(m) and Mcl = Mact
or Mcl = Mact
∩ M attr
a
a
• c = not allowed if (a, not allowed) ∈ ce(m) and Mcl = Mact
or Mcl = Mact
∩
x,v
M attr

v,x
v,x
a
• c = violating if (x, violating) ∈ ce(m) and Mcl = Mattr
or Mcl = Mact
∩ M attr

• c = executed otherwise.
The set oi (M ) = {oi (m)|m ∈ M } of all observation instances can be encoded
as a table and given as input to a decision tree learning algorithm. Various
algorithms exist to build a decision tree that best describes the values of response variables (compliance of a move) based on values of predictor variables
(context attributes). The most popular listed also in [151] include CHAID [62],
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ID3 [94], CART [21], and C4.5 [95]. In our approach, we use C4.5 [95] to
build decision trees but this could be replaced by any other method.
This way, the user can simply click on a problem statement in the list and
learn a decision tree for a chosen set of context variables. The choice of variables
for building a decision tree is discussed in the next section. In case the problem
statement refers to both an activity and an attribute-value combination, we auv,x
a
a
tomatically compute decision trees for all three move classes Mact
∩ M attr
, Mact
,
v,x
v,x
a
and Mattr as the tree for most restrictive class only Mact ∩ Mattr may not give
enough insights.
In case the user chooses a timestamped attribute z as context attribute, the
absolute time value v z of z might not produce enough discriminative power. In
these cases, we allow to pick an anchor activity a in the log whose timestamp
value v a is then used to produce the relative timestamp v z − v a as value for z in
the observation instance, see [54] and [130].
The learned decision tree usually gives an approximation of the classification as the predictor variables typically do not capture the complete context of
the response variable in the given data. The reliability of the classification is indicated by confidence values in each leaf node and is computed as follows. For
classifying moves to a value of response variable (i.e., violating or compliant),
the classification technique employed divides the data into a training set and a
test set. The decision tree is learned using the training dataset. Then, the data
in the test set is used to check how precise the trained tree can predict to which
value of response variable, an observation is assigned based on the values of
its predictor variables. The ratio between the correctly classified moves and the
moves that are wrongly classified represents how precise a trained decision tree
is. For example, in Fig. 7.12, from the 276 moves with inventory level being
urgent, 246 were classified correctly as compliant and (276-246) were wrongly
classified. Consequently the confidence measure is 89% for this leaf node. Similarly, the confidence measure for other leaf nodes is computed.

7.6.3

Using Decision Trees to Analyze the Cause of a Violation

The resulting decision tree reveals patterns (i.e., combination of values of predictor variables) under which a particular violation holds or does not hold.
These patterns not only can be used for predicting future violations but we
can use them to understand violations better. Next, we showcase the steps that
can be taken to first of all detect possible compliant and violating patterns and
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also to analyze them further to better understand cause(s) of violations.

Choosing variables
The choice of predictor variables influences whether one is able to get insights
about violations. In practise we may have many context attributes for a violation
and consequently many combination of attributes can be chosen to learn a decision tree. An option would be to use a feature selection technique [45, 90, 154]
to choose groups of attributes which are dependent. However, domain knowledge should also be considered as an important source of information for choosing interesting combination of predictor variables.
Even in absence of domain knowledge we can use the important and unexpected associations identified in the problem list (see Sect. 7.5) for choosing
a set of predictor variables. For instance in the problem statements listed for
activity check off-site warehouses (shown in Sect. 7.5), we found interesting associations between activity check off-site warehouses is skipped and attributes
inventory level, and material. Therefore, we used these two attributes as predictor variables in the decision tree shown in Fig. 7.12. As is shown in this figure,
activity check off-site warehouses is skipped when inventory level is above threshold and material is glass or copper and this activity is not skipped for other
values of material and inventory level. Such violating and compliant patterns
can be used for predicting possible future violations and the conditions that a
particular violation most probably will hold or not.

Use insights and combine it with other knowledge.
The insights obtained from this decision tree could then be used for further
analysis. Suppose the analyst knows that the company always orders copper and
glass from the same supplier. Given that variables primarily coincide with these
two materials, one could investigate the relation of the supplier with violations
in another decision tree analysis.
In general, results of one analysis may trigger a “creative process” for doing further analyses. The follow-up step can be another decision tree analysis
with choice of new predictor variables or other types analysis. For instance,
another way to help collecting/gaining insights is to compare compliant and
non-compliant behavior.
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Figure 7.13: Part of the process model discovered from violating cases with inventory
level above threshold.

Comparing compliant and violating patterns.
After detecting the violating and compliant patterns (learned by a decision tree),
we can filter them and analyze them further. For instance we can filter out all
the cases that contain a violating pattern and discover the process model that
describes their behavior best using any of the process mining algorithms [23,56,
70, 148]. Similarly we can mine the process model that describes the compliant
pattern. Comparing the two models helps us understand how violating and
compliant patterns differ in behavior.
Based on the decision tree shown in Fig. 7.12 of our example, we can filter
out cases that have a violation of type “skipped check off-site warehouses” and
have an “inventory level=above threshold”. This allows to discover the process
model that describes these cases for example using the Inductive visual Miner
technique [70]. Suppose the resulting model (partially shown in Fig. 7.13)
shows us that activity urgent approval has been executed in 901 cases of the
1412 violating cases with ‘inventory level=above threshold’.
In contrast to the case attribute “inventory level = above threshold”, execution
of activity urgent approval implies that ‘inventory level’ has the value urgent at
the time this activity is executed (assuming all of these cases are compliant with
compliance rule 4). This observation would suggest that the value of attribute
‘inventory level’ changed in each of those cases and dropped to urgent level
somewhere between check off-site warehouses and formulate purchase requisition
(illustrated in Fig. 7.13), where the decision for following an urgent approval
procedure is taken. Knowing that urgent approval procedure is risky and it
must be followed only in critical situations, this observation gives us a concrete
point in the process that needs to be improved to make it compliant.
‘Get Problem Insight’ component of the Compliance Framework (Fig. 7.3),
enables us to do the type of analysis we showcased above for the procurement
example. The results of this type of analysis in our approach are presented as

7.7 Implementation and Case Study Results
a decision tree or a Venn diagram. Providing these diagnostics help auditors
to hypothesize about deviations. Note that obtaining these diagnostics is not
possible by solely using current techniques in compliance checking [24, 33, 85,
97, 109, 111, 130, 135].

7.7

Implementation and Case Study Results

The presented technique has been implemented in the form of two plugins of
the ComplianceFramework package in ProM 6.6. The “Compliance Dashboard”
plugin (see Fig.7.15 for a screenshot) takes a log and a process model as input,
it checks compliance of the event log w.r.t. the model, and it returns statistics
tables, bar charts and the problem list. The statistics tables provide the possibility
to get information about deviations from different perspectives and as a whole.
The bar charts gives a detailed view on deviations and the problem list highlights
important deviations and their relation with the context information.
By running the second plugin “Get problem insight”, the user can pick a specific violation for a deeper analysis by choosing the respective problem statement
from the problem list. Based on the selected problem statement, the user needs
to choose different attributes available in the event log for further analysis. The
result of this analysis is a decision tree as described in Sect. 7.6.1 together with
a Venn diagram elaborating on the conditions that lead to a specific deviation.
Several figures in this section illustrate the output of each plugin.

7.7.1

Setup of the Experiment

We have applied our technique and its implementation to several real life event
logs with the goal to test its functionality in detecting dependencies between
contextual information of a violation and the violation and its usability for business users. Here, we focus on a case study we did in collaboration with PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) for checking compliance of a purchase process in a
manufacturing company. Our results shows that we are able to detect violations of different types and find several associations between these violations
and their contextual information. Our analysis also reveals patterns that differentiate violating activities and compliant ones w.r.t. different violations. In
addition our analysis shows that business users are able to read and interpret
the root-cause analysis results as intended.
We collected an event log of 77004 cases containing 1036865 events for this
process. Each case contains the events related to a purchase entry. In this event
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Figure 7.14: The compliant procurement process analyzed for experimental results.

log, executions of this process between Jan. 2012 to Jan. 2013 are recorded. We
modelled this process and relevant compliance rules in terms of a data-aware
Petri net. To ease the presentation, a simplified model (in BPMN) describing
this process is shown in Fig. 7.14.
The process starts with a purchase requisition entry, which may be updated
several times. After the purchase requisition entry, a purchase order is created
based on it. A purchase order can be updated multiple times as well. When a
purchase order is released, it is considered to be approved. Goods receipt and
invoice receipt may be executed in parallel. Each purchase order must have at
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Figure 7.15: Activity deviations statistics table of experimental result.
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7.7.2

Obtained Diagnostics

After checking compliance of the event log w.r.t. the model of Fig. 7.14. We visualized the resulting alignment in the compliance dashboard. Figure 7.15 shows
the statistics overview showing activity deviations and details of the statistics
related to activity outgoing payment.
The combo box in Fig. 7.15 (indicated with red rectangle 1) shows the attribute for which the statistics are presented. We have chosen attribute Activity,
hence the statistics table is computed for every activity. If the user chooses a
different attribute X, the table will show statistics related to attribute X. We can
choose the violating and non-violating attributes (in red rectangle 2) that we
would like to see in the statistics table (rectangle 3). Several attributes are
selected including: correct material, correct user ID, correct entry amount, correct PO (purchase order), and amount (See Fig. 7.15 rectangle 2) . In addition
we chose to see some move types. Here, we selected violation types unwanted
moves, and skipped moves to be shown in the table. With this configuration
of the dashboard shown in Fig. 7.15, the activity names are shown in the left
side of the statistics table and every row contains numbers of different violation
types related to each activity.
Observations related to activity outgoing payment. The statistics table in
Fig. 7.15 (rectangle 3), shows that activity outgoing payment (marked with yellow arrows)3 , was executed 1069 times where it was not allowed and it was
skipped 17,756 times. The lower part of Fig 7.15 (rectangle 4) shows detailed
statistics for activity outgoing payment. Some of the skipped payments are due
to unfinished cases and some because they occurred earlier in the process than
they were supposed to.
The compliance dashboard allows us to filter cases having a specific violation. We filtered cases containing both type of violations (unallowed outgoing payments and skipped outgoing payments). The filtered cases can be exported into an event log and then be analyzed on their own. For instance using
ProM Fuzzy Miner [56], we obtain a model containing the fragment shown in
Fig. 7.16. As can be seen, outgoing payment has occurred before activities purchase order change, goods receipt, and invoice change (indicated by numbered
red edges). These sequences (i.e., occurrence of outgoing payment before these
activities) are not allowed based on the specified behavior.
Observations related to activity goods receipt. Activity goods receipt (marked
with white arrows in Fig 7.15 rectangle 3) was executed 2188 times where it
3 executions of activity outgoing payment is divided into two parts
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Figure 7.16: Parts of the model describing cases containing violating activity outgoing
payment.

was not allowed and the activity was skipped 10,609 times4 . If we filter traces
containing unallowed executions of goods receipt, then we see the violating pattern shown in Fig. 7.17. This pattern reveals the occurrence of activity credit
note before goods receipt (the edges lead to execution of activity goods receipt
are numbered and colored in red). However, activity credit note should be executed to correct the purchase order after some parts of the purchased good are
returned to supplier due to quality reasons. This is an interesting violation to
look into, because it shows that the purchase order value changed before goods
receipt.
Observations related to activities clearing credit and clearing debit. Another observation from the statistics table in Fig.7.15 is related to the activities
clearing debit and clearing credit (marked with blue arrows). They were executed respectively 12,602, and 12,473 times while not allowed and they were
skipped 902, and 984 times. When we filtered violating cases with skipped
clearing credit, we observed that this activity was never executed for these cases
whereas clearing debit was executed for some of them. Clearing credit and clearing debit are executed to balance accounts receivables and accounts payable
after activity invoice receipt. These two activities must occur together. Therefore, the occurrence of one without the other one is not allowed and requires
4 Executions of activity goods receipt is shown in two parts in the table.
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Figure 7.17: Part of the model describing cases containing unallowed executions of activity goods receipt.

further investigation.
For those cases that contained unallowed occurrences of clearing credit and
clearing debit, we observed that these activities have occurred before invoice
receipt (sequences that were not allowed). This pattern can be seen in Fig 7.18
(numbered red edges show the incorrect sequence of activities in the detected
pattern).
Observations related to resources using problem list. This analysis also resulted in a long problem list of violations shown partially in Fig. 7.19. The list
shows that in total 13,457 violations were observed for activity clearing credit.
Out of all violations observed for this activity, 984 times activity clearing credit
was skipped. The problem list raises the hypothesis that purchase order amount
may be related to the observed violation; because we can see that most of the
violations of this type occurred for values less than 120,000.
We know from the process that 552 different resources participated in executing the process under analysis. According to the problem list shown partially
in Fig. 7.20, it seems that from the total number of resources (552), some specific resources are frequently linked to violations.
Focused analysis on resources using Get Problem Insight. We continued our
analysis by investigating the resources that were involved in violations related
to activities clearing debit, clearing credit, and outgoing payment. The results
of the decision tree learning are shown shown in Fig. 7.21 (left). We found
with a relatively good confidence that Resource 14 and Resource 37 have been
present in considerable number of violations where execution of activity clearing
debit was not allowed. In this analysis we classified violating and compliant
executions of activity clearing debit based on attribute resource. That is, the
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Figure 7.18: Part of the model describing violating cases where activities clearing credit
and clearing debit occurred before invoice receipt.

chosen response variable is the execution of activity clearing debit, the target
classes are execution of clearing debit was not allowed, and execution of clearing
debit is allowed, and the predictor variable is resource.
The same analysis for unallowed executions of activity clearing credit shown
in Fig. 7.21 (right), reveals that resource 37 is present in large number of violations of this type as well. Furthermore we can see that many compliant
executions of both activities are done by Resource 6. Our root-cause analysis
for activity outgoing payment did not show meaningful connections between
violating executions of this activity and a specific resource.

7.8

Improving the Compliance Framework Based
on User feedback

We have tested the functionality of Compliance Framework several times and
improved it based on the results of these tests using both real-life logs and
artificial event logs where we had a priori knowledge about violations and correlations between violations and contextual information available in the logs.
For details of these evaluations, see [54]. The functionalities of the Framework
include finding violations of different types, providing statistics about them,
and enabling root-cause analysis on violations. Besides the functionalities of
the Framework, one of the main goals in this chapter is addressing the needs of
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Figure 7.19: Part of the problem list obtained for the example log in our case study.

business analysts and auditors. Therefore, together with four of the compliance
experts from PwC working in assurance and forensic sections, we did a survey to
check if the output visualization of plugins was understandable and clear. This
study consisted of several workshops in participation with compliance experts
from PwC, and process mining researchers at TU/e.
In these workshops we first provided a business process model together with
several compliance rules specified in that model that we wanted to analyze. Furthermore, we gave a short (about 15 minutes) introduction to the plugins and
our approach. The participants were provided with an event log related to the
process, the model, and a set of questions about the details of the diagnostics
that can be obtained after applying the two plugins. These diagnostics were
related to details of the compliance status of the process that could not be answered simple inspection of the log, but could be answered using the techniques
presented in this chapter. Participants were unfamiliar with the event log and
the technique prior to the workshop and no further details about the log or the
process were provided.

7.8 Improving the Compliance Framework Based on User feedback

Figure 7.20: Resources frequently linked to violations.

We prepared a questionnaire with 10 questions. Each question was asking
about a specific piece of diagnostics generated by the tools. In the following we
present some of the questions listed in the questionnaire:
• List the violating activities.
• Which material is likely to have connection with the identified violations?
• What are the common attributes and their values present in violations
related to both Rule 1 and Rule 2?
• List the resources that executed activities with a violating amount attribute.
• In your opinion which of the attributes purchase order amount and entry
amount has a stronger relation to violations of Rule 3?
We asked the participants to do the analysis and answer the above questionnaire based on their findings. The event log contained three fraud scenarios and
the questions were designed to test if the diagnostics offered by the techniques
is clear enough to be understood by our participants. Participants needed to run
both “Get Compliance Dashboard” and “Get Problem Insight” plug-ins to answer
the questions.
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Answers
correct

Q2
100%

Q3
82%

Q4
73%

Q6
54.5%

Questions
Q5
100%

27.3%

Q1
100%

9%

18%

18%

incorrect

18%

partly correct

no answer

Q7
100%

Q8
100%

36.4%

Q9
64%

27.3%

Q10
73%

Table 7.6: Result of the survey on the visualization of the results in the Compliance Framework.

7.8 Improving the Compliance Framework Based on User feedback
Table 7.6 shows how participants answered each question. The full report
of the survey and its results are available in [54].
All participants answered 5 out of 10 questions correctly. For the third question, 9 out of 11 participants provided correct answer. 18% of the participants
did not answer questions four and six. 3 out of 11 gave an incorrect answer
to questions ten and six. 18% participants gave answers to the question three
which were partially correct.
In addition to the questionnaire, we asked the participants to give us suggestions for improving the presentation of the results. Some of the participants
criticized the data representation. This included the way numerical ranges were
expressed and the color scheme used for their representation. Another observation in the feedback was related to the interface. It was claimed that there

Figure 7.21: Root-cause analysis of unallowed executions of activities clearing debit and
clearing credit wrt attribute resource.
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was too much information on each screen and that it was difficult to choose the
correct attributes for the ’Get problem insight’ plugin. The feedback was used to
improve the data representation and the interface. Such improvements include
changing the way to express numerical ranges or showing IDs of the cases for
each item in the problem list. Another improvement was to extend the user’s
capabilities in refining the list by adding a filter that allows them to keep only
assignments of the selected attribute. The revised version of the plugins are
available now in ProM 6.5.1.

7.9

Related Work

Our approach is based on a joint effort with PwC [54] and has three main components: (1) compliance checking and analysis, (2) providing statistics about
deviations in different abstraction levels and from different process perspectives, and (3) guiding users in reasoning about the deviations by identifying
relations between violations and their underlying context information.
Related work on compliance checking and analysis has been discussed intensively in Chapters 4, 5, and 6.
Regarding the second component of this paper, i.e., providing diagnostics for
compliance checking, fewer works are available [104,122]; mostly in the area of
Service Oriented Architecture (SOA). They introduce Key Compliance Indicators
(KCI) and report about compliance status of business services computing these
indicators.
In order to enable root-cause analysis of deviations (third component), we
advocate the idea of discovering relations between violations and their underlying context. This creates the need (1) to measure the strength of the relationship between a violation and the underlying context, and (2) to find a way
to discover what distinguishes violating events from non-violating ones. Both
problems are solved using data-mining approaches. The approach proposed
in [104] also uses decision trees to identify the root cause of problems, but
it classifies process instances, while the approach in this paper classifies alignment moves. Also [104] does not employ any way of discovering association
rules to measure the strength of the relationship between a violation and the
underlying context; to this end we leveraged the approach in [152]. Regarding
reporting on diagnostics, [104] displays list of activities for each compliance
rule that can be drilled further down to the context level. At the bottom level,
a user can observe various context data regarding the violation. Our approach
allows the user to explore not only violations related to a specific activity, but
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also violations related to specific values of context attributes. This allows a user
to discover common context patterns across different violations and hence get
better understanding of the observed problems.
In [59] a technique to get insights into context-related information of event
logs is proposed. Although, the proposed approach allows a user to get useful
context information, it does not focus on violations. Instead it aims to present
the context data of an event log in general. There are more papers on the
visualization of process related information. For example, [32, 58] focus on
visualizing the execution of event logs but providing few diagnostics.

7.10

Concluding Remarks

In this chapter we provided an approach to quantify compliance levels of a business process recorded in execution logs, provide diagnostics about violations
and guide users to reason about the root-cause(s) of deviations.
The technique in this chapter is based on the assumption that the enriched
event log contains diagnostic information about all compliance rules of interest
that should be considered together by creating a composite compliance model.
We checked the compliance of an event log against the composite model using data-aware alignments. The violation data were aggregated from different
process perspectives to give an overview about the process compliance. A set
of statistic tables, bar charts, and a problem list were used to report on violations in different abstraction levels. The problem list provided a means for
non-technical users to focus on important violations. We discussed how to rank
violations based on their negative impact and based on their context relevance.
We discussed several metrics for quantifying the relation between a violation
and its contextual information using CPIR metric. To analyze a specific violation, we used decision learning techniques and classify violating and compliant
patterns w.r.t. a particular violation.
We have implemented our approach using ProM. The software has been
tested and applied on real-life data. Moreover, we studied the understandability of the diagnostics. The results are encouraging. We were able to uncover
various deviations and reason over the root-cause(s) of the deviations.
The next chapter addresses the situation where compliance constraints are
formalized as several atomic compliance rules into one enriched event log which
then can be analyzed with the techniques of this chapter.
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Chapter 8
Integrating Compliance Results
for a Precise Analysis
As is shown in our compliance analysis approach in Fig. 8.1, the last step in
compliance checking is enriching the original event log with the diagnostics
obtained during compliance checking. The enriched event log then can be used
to analyze the root-causes of violations and obtain deep diagnostics about noncompliance. This information can be used for compliance improvement and
taking corrective measures to reduce the negative impact of non-compliance.
Chapters 4, 5, and 6 discussed various approaches for checking compliance
rules from different perspectives. When modelling a set of compliance con-
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bining alignments during the log enrichment when a set of compliance rules
are modelled as a set of atomic patterns. We discussed in Chapters 4, 5 and 6,
how to generate an enriched log from the result of checking an atomic rule individually. In this chapter we discuss how to combine several checking results
in one single enriched log. The reasoning over when a set of rules should be
modelled as a composite model or as a set of atomic patterns has been discussed
in chapters 3, 4, 5, and 6.
To combine the diagnostics obtained from different checking results, we collect all the obtained diagnostics in a database called compliance database (compliance DB). This chapter discusses how we collect and combine compliance data
in the compliance database. This database not only provides us with a platform
for collecting and combining compliance data: it also enhances the flexibility to
explore and query data to build various (even complex) filters based on multiple
criteria. In addition, we have the possibility to view data from different dimensions such as compliance rules, violations, processes, process instances, events,
and attributes. These various subsets of data then can be used for analyzing the
root-causes of violations, detecting violating and compliant patterns, comparing
different patterns, and produce various statistical reports on compliance data.
Figure 8.4 illustrates how the content of this chapter is organized in different
sections. Various sources of compliance data that must be integrated, and the
compliance database structure and its components are discussed in Sect. 8.1.
Exploring compliance data from various perspectives and some sample queries
are explained in Sect. 8.2. Section 8.3 describes our approach for combining
compliance diagnostics into an enriched event log. In Sect. 8.4, we propose a
framework of tools to populate the compliance database and export data from
it. Section 8.6 concludes this chapter.
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Figure 8.4: Thesis road map gives the mapping of the sections in Chap. 8 on to our
compliance analysis approach.
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8.1 Integrating Compliance Data Using Compliance Database

8.1

Integrating Compliance Data Using Compliance
Database

The compliance DB should provide a platform to integrate all compliance related data. Furthermore, the data model of compliance DB should connect different sources of compliance data so that we can explore data from different
angles. Figure 8.5 visualizes different sources of compliance data. Compliance
rules and event data are the inputs of our compliance analysis approach and
the result of checking is stored in alignments. Recall from previous chapters
that during compliance checking, the event log usually goes through a lot of
preparation steps depending on the rule and the particular checking technique
employed (details of log preparation steps are explained in chapters 4, 5, and 6).
Hence, the prepared event log is also another source of compliance data. The
compliance database collects and combines all these data sources and defines
the connections between them. The information stored in this database is the
input for generating an enriched log with combined diagnostics. We can query
the information we need to be shown in the enriched log from the database and
start the log enrichment process.
Next, we first describe compliance data sources. Later we explain the data
model of compliance database and discuss its components by example.

8.1.1

Sources of Compliance Data

As is shown in Fig. 8.5, compliance rules profile, event log, prepared log1 , and
results of compliance checking of different rules (enriched log) are integrated in
the compliance database. A compliance rule profile contains information about
a rule that is checked. This information includes the compliance constraint that
a rule originates from, rule name, rule description and its type. Each of these
data sources gives rise to several entities in the relational model of the database
structure. Before we go into details of the relational data model, we first discuss the entities of each data source and how they are related to each other.
Figure 8.6 shows all entities in our data model grouped by the different data
1 Note that we include prepared log into compliance DB as one of the sources because such logs
may contain information that is not present in alignments or original logs. Recall from Chapters. 4, 5, and 6 that during preparation of event logs, we may shorten original logs. In this case,
the positions of abstracted events are kept in the prepared log. We may even insert artificial events
during log preparation (e.g. when aligning of enriched event log obtained from control-flow alignment with the generic temporal pattern). Such events can have attributes that are not present in
the original log.
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Figure 8.5: Sources of compliance data.
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sources. Each cluster in this graph holds data of one of the four data sources.
The nodes corresponds to data entities in the data model of the compliance
database
and the
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Data-aware
Combine Compliance
Detect temporal
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Detection Results
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First, we givealignment
an overview
on the general structure of the data model and
its elements. In Sect. 8.1.2, we will describe the entities and relations in more
detail and reason how this structure allows us to integrate all data in a way that
allows for meaningful queries supporting root-cause analysis.
The main data entities in the ‘event data’ cluster includes log, trace, and
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event. Note, attribute node is in between ‘prepared log’, and ‘event data’ clusters and involves both. This entity contains all different attributes used in an
event log or prepared log. The attribute values in log and prepared log are
stored in separate entities including: log-attribute value, trace-attribute value,
event-attribute value, prepared log-attribute value, prepared trace-attribute value,
and prepared event-attribute value. 2 The attribute node also connects compliance rule profile cluster to other clusters. The compliance rule profile cluster
includes all entities related to rules including: the compliance rule and the compliance constraint that a compliance rule originates from. Every compliance rule
measures the compliance of some process property. For example a rule may confine attribute time, resource, etc. The rule may be related to different attributes
in different processes. Therefore, the entity rule-attribute relates the compliance
rule profile to the attribute in the log that is confined by the rule.
The ‘compliance checking result’ cluster, consists of the entities alignment,
move, and violation. This cluster is connected to other clusters via move node.
The compliance checking result cluster is connected to the compliance rule profile via the relation between move node and compliance rule instance, and between move, and compliance rule.

2 Note, attributes usually do not overlap between the aforementioned entities. For example trace
level attributes are different than log level attributes. Therefore separate their values in different
entities but the attribute entity which contains only attribute IDs stays the same.
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Figure 8.6: Different clusters of compliance data.
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Compliance Database and Its Components

Figure 8.7 shows a simplified relational data model for the compliance DB. In
this section, we explain the important entities and their relations. The model is
based on the clusters introduced in Fig. 8.6. Figures 8.8, 8.10, 8.12, and 8.14
that follows throughout next chapters, zoom into different parts of Fig. 8.6.
classifier

trace

extension

log

classifier_attribute

event

prepared_log

log_attribute_value

trace_attribute_value
prepared_log_attribute_value

prepared_trace_attribute_value

alignment

compliance_rule

prepared_trace

event_attribute_value

attribute

rule_type

prepared_event_attribute_value
compliance_rule_instance

compliance_constraint

rule_attribute

move

prepared_event

violation

Figure 8.7: Relational data model of the compliance database.

Compliance rule profile. Figure 8.8 shows the data entities related to compliance rule profile and their relations. Compliance_rule, rule_type and compliance_constraint (marked in red) are the three entities in the compliance rule
profile cluster, other entities shown are part of other clusters that are related to
the compliance rule profile. As is shown in Fig. 8.8, a compliance constraint can
have one-to-many compliance rules.
Assume the accounting rule two-way match. 3 This rule originates from
Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX 2002) (as its respective compliance constraint) and
confines process data and is of type data-aware. Note that a process may be
3 See Chap. 6 Table 6.1.
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checked against many of such rules. Therefore, when integrating and combining different compliance sources, it is necessary to be able to track back to
understand the rule that has been checked.

Figure 8.8: Parts of Fig. 8.7 are chsen that show data entities and their relations related
to compliance rule profile.

Suppose, there are two compliance constraints that a process must comply
to. Each of these constraints is divided into two compliance rules. As we discussed in Chap. 4 and Chap. 3, compliance constraints may be decomposed to
several compliance rules. The tables shown in Fig. 8.9 store the information
related to these constraints according to the data model of compliance DB.
As can be seen, a compliance constraint may have one or more rules (see
the multiplicity one-to-many shown in Fig. 8.9 on the association between compliance_constraint and the compliance_rule). Each rule has a type, a description,
and refers to the constraint that it originates from. Rule types are recorded in
another table (rule_type). There are six different rule types. As mentioned earlier, each rule has exactly one rule type. This is indicated by the multiplicity on
association between compliance_rule and rule_type. Each rule confines a process
property. The relation between a rule and the attribute describing that process
property is captured in a separate table called rule_attribute. For example, rule_1 is confining the control-flow of the process. Hence, this rule is paired with the
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id
ruleType_1
ruleType_2
ruleType_3
ruleType_4
ruleType_5
ruleType_6

rule_type
rule type description
combined data and control-flow
data-aware
control-flow
temporal
resource-aware
combined resource and control-flow

compliance_rule
rule_type rule description
rule_1 ruleType_3 activity A must be followed by B
rule_2 ruleType_2 activity C must not be excuted for gold customers
id

rule_3 ruleType_5 only resource 'Amir' is allowed to executed activity B
rule_4 ruleType_4 activity D can only be executed on beginning of each month

rule_attribute
compliance rule_id attribute_id
rule_1
attr_01
rule_2
attr_04
rule_3
attr_03
rule_4
attr_02
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compliance_constraint
id
constraint source
cons_01 guideline-I
cons_02 internal policy

constraint_id
cons_01
cons_01
cons_02
cons_02

one-to-one
one-to-many
zero/one-to-many

Figure 8.9: An example compliance profile populated with two constraints and their
rules.

attr_01 which records the activity names. Figure 8.11 indicates that in table attribute, attribute attr_01 is the activity name). Similarly, rule_2 reasons on client
category, rule_3 confines resource, and rule_4 constrains date.

Figure 8.10: Data entities and their relations related to event data.
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Event data. As mentioned before, the event log (as the input of compliance
checking) and related entities form another cluster in the data model of the
compliance DB. We may record several event logs from the same business process but each event appears in just one trace and log. For example, event logs
referring to executions of a business process in different periods of time, or different regions. When analyzing violations, it is necessary to be able to track
back to the event log (e.g. the period of time or region) a violation is referring
to. Log attributes and their values are stored in event_attribute_value entity. We
can track back from traces to the log they belong and from there query logs
with specific attribute values. The data entities and their relations related to the
event data cluster in the data structure of the compliance database are shown
in Fig. 8.10.
Suppose we checked an event log against the compliance rule profile shown
in Fig. 8.11. The log table records information about the log. Each log has one
or more traces. The association between the two tables log and trace allows
to track back each trace to the log it originates from. Similarly, the relation
between the trace table and event allows to track back events to their traces. In
our example, we have populated the tables with seven events distributed over
two traces. trace_1 has four events, i.e., trace_1: 〈 event_1, event_2, event_3,
event_4〉 and trace_2: 〈 event_5, event_6, event_7 〉.
Client category (attr_4) is a trace level attribute and its value is gold at trace_1. This attribute has value silver at trace_2. The events also have several attributes: activity name, date (attr_1), and resource (attr_3). All these attributes
are stored in the attribute table. The value of attributes at each trace or event
are stored in separate tables trace-attribute value, and event-attribute value. For
instance, from table event-attribute value, we can see that event_1 indicates the
execution of activity A on 15-Jan-11 by Amir. Similarly, the information related
to other events are recorded in this table.
Prepared log. When we check different compliance rules individually, the log
preparation is also done for each rule individually. Figure 8.12 shows the data
entities and their relations of the prepared log cluster in the data model of compliance DB. Each prepared log refers to exactly one log, but a log may have
zero or more prepared logs (see the multiplicity on the association connection
between log, and prepared log tables). Each prepared log has one or more prepared traces and similarly each prepared trace has one or more prepared events.
Prepared trace, and prepared event are related to trace, and event tables. For
instance every trace has zero or more prepared traces and every prepared trace
refers to exactly one trace. Similarly an event has zero or more prepared events.
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trace_attribute_value
trace_id attribute_id value
trace_1 attr_4
gold
trace_2 attr_4
silver
trace
id
log_id
trace_1 log_1
trace_2 log_1

id
event_1
event_2
event_3
event_4
event_5
event_6
event_7

log
id
system process name
log_1 System_1 sales process

event
order trace_id
1 trace_1
2 trace_1
3 trace_1
4 trace_1
1 trace_2
2 trace_2
3 trace_2

one-to-one
one-to-many
zero/one-to-many

id
attr_1
attr_2
attr_3
attr_4
attr_5

attribute
name
activity name
date
resource
client category
checking

event-attribute value
event_id attribute_id
event_1 attr_1
event_1 attr_2
event_1 attr_3
event_2 attr_1
event_2 attr_2
event_2 attr_3
event_3 attr_1
event_3 attr_2
event_3 attr_3
event_4 attr_1
event_4 attr_2
event_4 attr_3
event_5 attr_1
event_5 attr_2
event_5 attr_3
event_6 attr_1
event_6 attr_2
event_6 attr_3
event_7 attr_1
event_6 attr_2
event_7 attr_3

value
A
15-Jan-11
Amir
B
18-Jan-11
Sara
C
20-Jan-11
Sara
D
2-Feb-11
Sara
A
1-Feb-11
Amir
C
20-Feb-11
Chloe
D
1-Mar-11
Chloe

Figure 8.11: Event data tables populated with an example log, two traces, and their
events.

However, a prepared event does not necessarily refer to an event. An example of
such a prepared event can be the artificial events created for model-only moves
during log preparations of temporal compliance checking to mark rule instances
(for details on log preparation in temporal compliance checking, see Chap. 5.1).
Figure 8.13 shows parts of the information related to prepared log of our
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Figure 8.12: Data entities and their relations related to prepared log.

example. As it is indicated in the prepared log table, four instances of prepared
log are stored for the four rules that ‘log_1’ is checked against. The foreign
key log_id in prepared log table shows that all the instances of prepared log
originate from ‘log_1’. In total eight instances of prepared trace are stored in
table prepared trace. The foreign key ‘trace_id’ in table prepared trace indicates
to which trace each instance of prepared trace is referring to. For example
‘prepared trace_11’ and ‘prepared trace_12’ are the result of the log preparation
for ‘rule_1’. ‘Prepared trace_21’, and ‘prepared trace_22’ are the result of the log
preparation w.r.t. ‘rule_2’. Note, in Fig 8.7 each move is related to a compliance
rule and at the same time to a prepared event. Hence, we can trace back to the
rule that a prepared log is built for.
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prepared_event_attribute_value
prepared event_id
attribute_id
prepEvent_11
attr_5
prepEvent_22
attr_5
prepEvent_33
attr_5
prepEvent_45
attr_5
prepEvent_56
attr_5
prepEvent_60
attr_5
prepEvent_71
attr_5
prepEvent_80
attr_5
prepEvent_93
attr_5
prepEvent_93
attr_4
prepEvent_100
attr_5
prepEvent_114
attr_5
prepEvent_120
attr_5
prepEvent_130
attr_5
prepEvent_145
attr_5
prepEvent_150
attr_5
prepEvent_166
attr_5
prepEvent_166
attr_4
prepEvent_170
attr_5
prepEvent_187
attr_5
prepEvent_190
attr_5
…
…

one-to-one
one-to-many

zero/one-to-many

value

prepared_log
id
log_id
prepLog_1
log_1
prepLog_2
log_1
prepLog_3
log_1
prepLog_4
log_1

A
B
Ω
A
Ω
Start
Ω
Ist
C
gold
Icmp
Ω
End
Start
Ω
Ist
C
silver
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id
prepTrace_11
prepTrace_12
prepTrace_21
prepTrace_22
prepTrace_31
prepTrace_32
prepTrace_41
prepTrace_42

prepared_trace
prepared log_id
prepLog_1
prepLog_1
prepLog_2
prepLog_2
prepLog_3
prepLog_3
prepLog_4
prepLog_4

trace_id
trace_1
trace_2
trace_1
trace_2
trace_1
trace_2
trace_1
trace_2

Icmp
Ω
End
…

id
prepEvent_11
prepEvent_22
prepEvent_33
prepEvent_45
prepEvent_56
prepEvent_60
prepEvent_71
prepEvent_80
prepEvent_93
prepEvent_100
prepEvent_114
prepEvent_120
prepEvent_130
prepEvent_145
prepEvent_150
prepEvent_166
prepEvent_170
prepEvent_187
prepEvent_190
…

order
1
2
3
1
2
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

prepared_event
prepared trace_id
prepTrace_11
prepTrace_11
prepTrace_11
prepTrace_12
prepTrace_12
prepTrace_21
prepTrace_21
prepTrace_21
prepTrace_21
prepTrace_21
prepTrace_21
prepTrace_21
prepTrace_22
prepTrace_22
prepTrace_22
prepTrace_22
prepTrace_22
prepTrace_22
prepTrace_22

event_id
event_1
event_2
event_3
event_5
event_6
event_1
event_3
event_4
event_5
event_6
event_7
…

Figure 8.13: Entities and their relations of an example prepared log cluster populated
with four prepared logs, eight prepared traces, and their prepared events.
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Similarly the prepared event table contains the instances of prepared events.
For example, ‘prepTrace_11’ has three prepared events: ‘prepEvent_11, prepEvent_22’, and ‘prepEvent_33’. Note that this trace has one event less compared to
original trace ‘trace_1’, because during the log preparation, the trace is shortened. However sometimes a prepared trace has more events compared to
the original trace it is derived from. For example ‘prepTrace_21’ has seven
prepared events: prepTrace_21: 〈 prepEvent_60, prepEvent_71, prepEvent_80,
prepEvent_93, prepEvent_100, prepEvent_114, prepEvent_120〉. From these prepared events, prepEvent_60, prepEvent_80, prepEvent_100, prepEvent_120 do
not refer to an original event (the ‘event_id’ in the table prepared event is empty
for these prepared events). During the log preparation for checking ‘rule_2’, the
original log is enriched with some artificial events to mark the rule instances
(see Sect. 6.3 and Sect. 6.4 for how to mark rule instances in a log).
Similar to original traces and events, prepared traces and prepared events
have attributes. The value of these attributes at each prepared trace and each
prepared event is captured in tables prepared trace-attribute value and prepared
event-attribute value. For example all the prepared events have a value for attribute attr_5 (checking) and values of this attribute at each prepared event are
shown in table prepared event-attribute value.
Compliance checking result. As explained before, the compliance checking
result cluster in the data model has entities that store diagnostic information in
alignments. The execution of an event in an event log may be checked against
different rules. Therefore, to get a complete picture about the compliance of
this activity we need to combine the individual diagnostics obtained in each
checking procedure. For example, we would like to be able to query against

Figure 8.14: Data entities and their relations related to compliance checking result cluster.
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how many rules the execution of an activity has been checked, and how many
violations of which type and from which rules are observed for that specific
activity. Therefore, it is necessary to be able to track back to the exact checking
result that each diagnostic is produced from. Our data model realizes this as
follows.
Figure 8.14 shows the entities and their relations of this cluster. Each alignment indicates the result of checking a log against a rule. Hence, the ‘log_id’,
and ‘rule_id’ (as foreign keys) record this information for each alignment. Each
alignment has one or more moves and each move refers to exactly one alignment.
A move has an attribute order that reflects the order of moves in an alignment.
It is indicated in each move whether it is inside a rule instance or not. The ‘rule
instance_id’ refers to various activations of a rule. A move therefore refers to
zero or one rule instance, however, a rule instance has one or more moves. It
is also indicated in each move whether it is violating or not. This information
is recorded for each move in ‘violation_id’ column. Each move refers to exactly
one violation type, including “no violation (compliant)” and each violation may
be connected to zero or more moves. Furthermore, each move may refer to a
prepared event or not. Synchronous moves and log-only moves refer to exactly
one prepared event and model moves have no prepared event. Hence, each
prepared event is connected to exactly one move.
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violation
id
violation type
violation_1
skipped event
violation_2
unallowed event
violation_3
skipped event (false postive)
violation_4
unallowed event (false positive)
violation_5
incorrect time
violation_6
incorrect data
violation_7
incorrect resource
violation_8
incorrect activity and data combination
violation_9 incorrect activity and resource combination
violation_10
no violation (compliant)

id
m_01
m_02
m_03
m_04
m_05
m_06
m_07
m_08
m_09
m_10
m_11
m_12
m_13
m_14
…

move
order compliant value rule instance_id violation_id compliance rule_id alignment_id prepared event_id prepared trace_id
1
Start
rule_1
alignment_1
violation_3
prepTrace_11
2
Ist
ruleInstance_1 violation_3
rule_1
alignment_1
prepTrace_11
3
A
ruleInstance_1 violation_10
rule_1
alignment_1
prepEvent_11
prepTrace_11
4
B
ruleInstance_1 violation_10
rule_1
alignment_1
prepEvent_22
prepTrace_11
5
Icmp
ruleInstance_1 violation_3
rule_1
alignment_1
prepTrace_11
6
Ω
rule_1
alignment_1
violation_10
prepEvent_33
prepTrace_11
7
End
rule_1
alignment_1
violation_3
prepTrace_11
1
Start
rule_1
alignment_1
violation_3
prepTrace_12
2
Ist
ruleInstance_2 violation_3
rule_1
alignment_1
prepTrace_12
3
A
ruleInstance_2 violation_10
rule_1
alignment_1
prepEvent_45
prepTrace_12
4
B
ruleInstance_2 violation_1
rule_1
alignment_1
prepTrace_12
5
Icmp
ruleInstance_2 violation_3
rule_1
alignment_1
prepTrace_12
6
Ω
rule_1
alignment_1
violation_10
prepEvent_56
prepTrace_12
7
End
rule_1
alignment_1
violation_3
prepTrace_12
…

…

…

rule_instance
compliance rule_id
ruleInstance_1
rule_1
ruleInstance_2
rule_1
ruleInstance_3
rule_2
ruleInstance_4
rule_2
…
…
…
…
id

one-to-one
one-to-many

zero/one-to-many

…

…

…

alignment
id
rule_id
alignment_1 rule_1
alignment_2 rule_2
alignment_3 rule_3
alignment_4 rule_4

…

…

log_id
log_1
log_1
log_1
log_1

Figure 8.15: Example entities and their relations related to a compliance checking result.
Figure above shows four alignments, ten types of violations, parts of move
table, and parts of rule_instance table.

8.2 Querying Information from the Compliance Database
Figure 8.15 shows the entities of compliance checking result cluster populated with our example. Suppose we checked the event log against the example
compliance rule profile, the alignment table records four different alignments,
each as a result of one checking procedure. As explained before, each alignment is referring to a rule, and a log. For example ‘alignment_1’ is the result of
checking log_1 against rule_1. The moves related to this alignment are shown
partially in table move. The sequence of moves 〈 m_01, m_02, m_03, m_04,
m_05, m_06, m_07 〉 refers to checking ‘prepTrace_11’ against ‘rule_1’ and the
moves are ordered accordingly. The first move ‘m_01’ denotes the start of the
trace and ‘m_07’ denotes the end of the trace. Similarly ‘m_02’ and ‘m_05’ denote the start and completion of ‘rule instance_1’. ‘Rule_1’ checks whether the
execution of activity A is followed by B and therefore moves ‘m_03’, and ‘m_04’ have ‘no violation’. Note, the moves m_01, m_02, m_05, and m_07 have
violations of type skipped event because these moves are not referring to any
prepared event. However, these violations are no violations but only technical
steps introduced by the compliance patterns, since the moves are not referring
to real business activities. The compliant value column records the compliant
value of the attribute that was expected to occur according to the rule. Therefore, in our example for the moves m_01, m_02, m_05, and m_07, referring
to violation of type skipped event, the compliant (compensation) value refers to
values Start, Ist , Icmp , and End.
Table rule instance shows that ‘rule_1’ has been activated twice, therefore we
have ‘rule instance_1’, and ‘rule instance_2’ both pointing to ‘rule_1’. Similarly
other rule instances are listed.
In this section, we discussed in detail the structure of the compliance data
model. This data model allows us to integrate all compliance data. In addition,
it gives us the flexibility to explore and query data for various reporting purposes
and follow up root-cause analysis.

8.2

Querying Information from the Compliance Database

The design of the data model of compliance DB allows us to query and view
compliance data from different perspectives including compliance rule profiles,
event logs, and compliance checking results. The relations between different
data clusters give us the flexibility to query and analyze data regarding complex
criteria. Furthermore, this analysis can be done on different levels such as:
compliant versusviolating, move or alignment level, event and process instance
level, constraint, compliance rule and rule instance level.
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Figure 8.16: An example query in SQL requesting all the compliance rule that a process
p is checked against.

8.2.1

Exploring Compliance Data

In the following we list some example queries in textual form (and two example
in SQL) to elaborate on the different dimensions of the analysis that is possible
to do using compliance database:
• What are the compliance rules that a process p is checked against?
– Tables involved: compliance_rule (number and description of rules),
alignment (to choose a log and link the log to the rule that is checked),
and log (for the choice of an analyzed process). Figure 8.16 visualizes this query in SQL.
• How is the compliance of process p in the time period [t 1 , t 2 ] with respect to
all the compliance rules that it has been checked against?
– Tables involved: compliance_rule (for the choice of rules and their
description), alignment (to choose a log and link the log to the rules),
move (violating versuscompliant moves), prepared_event, event and
event_attribute_value (to select events that occurred during a specific
period of time), and log (choice of a specific process). Figure 8.17
visualizes this query in SQL.
• How is the compliance of process p w.r.t. to rule r in different months of
year y ?
– Tables involved: compliance_rule (for the choice of a rule), alignment
(for the choice of checking results), move (violating versuscompli-

8.2 Querying Information from the Compliance Database
ant moves), event and event_attribute_value (for the choice of a time
period), and log (for the choice of a specific process).
• How do violating and non-violating events w.r.t. rule r differ in values of
attribute x ?
– Tables involved: compliance_rule (for the choice of a rule), align-

Figure 8.17: An example query in SQL requesting all the moves within time period [t 1 , t 2 ]
w.r.t. all relevant compliance rules that a process p is checked against.
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ment the (choice of a checking result), move (violating versuscompliant moves), prepared_event, event, and event_attribute_value (for the
choice of events having attribute x ).
• How many violations and non-violations are observed w.r.t. rule r ?
– Tables involved: compliance_rule (for the choice of a rule), alignment
(for the choice of a checking result), and move (violating versuscompliant moves).
• Query all the events having a violation of type “incorrect activity and data
combination” in process p ?
– Tables involved: log (for the choice of a process and a log), alignment
(for the choice of a checking result), move (violating versuscompliant
moves), violation (for the choice of violation type), prepared_event
and event (for the choice of events).
• Query all the events related to log l while specifying their violations type.
– Tables involved: log (for the choice of log), alignment (for the choice
of a checking result), move (violating versuscompliant moves), violation (for the choice of a violation type), prepared_event, and event
(for the choice of events).
• Query all the events related to log l while specifying their violations type and
the compliance rule they violate.
– Tables involved: log (for the choice of a log), compliance_rule (for
the choice of a rule), alignment (for the choice of a checking result),
move (violating versuscompliant moves), violation (for the choice of
a violation type), prepared_event and event (for the choice of events).
• Query all violating and non-violating moves related to compliance rule r .
– Tables involved: compliance_rule (choice of rule), alignment (choice
of checking results), move (violating versuscompliant moves).
• Query all violations of rule r 1 that are violating rule r 2 as well.
– Tables involved: compliance_rule (choice of rules), alignment (choice
of checking results), move (violating versuscompliant moves).

8.2 Querying Information from the Compliance Database
• Query all the violations w.r.t. rule r that occurred in month m of year y .
– Tables involved: compliance_rule (for the choice of a rule), alignment
(for the choice of a checking result), move (violating versuscompliant
moves), prepared_event, and event, and event_attribute_value (for the
choice of events).
• Query all violating and compliant process instances of process p that are
violating rule r while marking the violating vs. non-violating.
– Tables involved: log (choice of process and log), trace (choice of
traces), compliance rule (choice of rule), alignment (choice of checking result), move (violating versuscompliant moves), prepared events,
and events (choice of events).
• Query all process instances of process p that share the trace attribute x = val
while specifying the rules they violate.
– Tables involved: log (for the choice of a process), trace, and trace_attribute_value (for the choice of traces), alignment (for the choice of
checking results), move (violating versuscompliant moves).
• etc.
As implied by the above mentioned queries, we can report on compliance
data from different views and different abstraction levels. The result of these
queries is usually a set of events or moves. We can compute various statistics
over these subsets of data. The events or moves chosen can refer to a group
of dependent events (i.e., all the events related to a process can be chosen) or
they may be independent (events can be distributed over various processes and
logs). We can conduct various analysis depending on the data subsets that is
queried.

8.2.2

Analyzing Sets of Independent Events/Moves

The event/moves in the independent data subsets are typically selected because
they have common characteristics e.g. they all have a common violation type,
they all violate a specific rule or group of rules, they all share a common attribute value, etc. That is regardless of the traces and logs they originate from.
For example a query stating: “all events and their attribute values that are
violating both rule x and y”. In this case only events are chosen that are violating the two rule. Such group of events/moves can be used for various statistical
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analyses e.g. calculating distribution of violations in different periods, calculating percentages of violations among different groups of interest, etc In addition
these groups of moves or events can be input for several data analysis techniques such as correlation analysis, or classification (such analyses have been
discussed extensively in Sect. 7.5).

8.2.3

Analyzing Sets of Dependent Events/Moves

The events/moves in the dependent subsets of data are typically used to build
sub-logs. Therefore, we do not only choose events but a complete trace that
contains an event with characteristics of interest. Consequently, it is possible to
create a sub-log from dependent subsets. Such sub-logs can be used for detecting behavioral patterns using various process mining techniques e.g. mining the
behavior of traces violating a rule versusthe compliant ones. The detected patterns can be compared for differences. In addition, we can enrich these sub-logs
with diagnostics obtained and analyze the enriched logs further. The log enrichment is very similar to the log enrichment step we explained in Chapters 4, 5,
and 6. However, at this phase the moves used for building an enriched event log
are not derived from a single alignment but from multiple alignments. The challenge then is to combine all the diagnostics obtained from different alignments
in one enriched event log. In the next section, we will explain our approach for
extracting an enriched event log by integrating moves from several alignments.

8.3

Generating Enriched Event Logs

In this section, we first briefly review the extraction of an enriched event log
built as a result checking one atomic compliance rule (discussed in chapters 4, 5,
and 6). Next, we explain how we build and enriched event log by integrating
results of checking several atomic rules (the case visualized in Fig. 8.3).
Figure 8.18 illustrates an example enriched event log that was discussed in
Sect. 5.2. The original log has been checked against a control-flow rule and a
temporal rule. The log shown in Fig. 8.18 is enriched with diagnostics about
both of the rules (the diagnostics related to control-flow rule are hachured in
pink and the diagnostics related to temporal rule checking are shaded in blue).
As can be seen, new attributes are added to the enriched event log that store
the diagnostics including the compliance rule checked, the rule instance that an
event refers to, whether the event is violating or not, in case of violation the
type of violation and the compliant value are recorded. In addition, we also

8.3 Generating Enriched Event Logs
add artificial events related to model-only moves (see event e 7S ). This event
is added in between the events e 6L , and e 7L and indicates that occurrence of e 7S
was expected at that position but it was skipped. Note, all this information was
obtained from one alignment. Therefore, we exactly know where the modelonly move is located and we can say exactly where the artificial event related to
this ’missing event’ must be added.
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EL (Enriched log with control-flow and temporal violations)
P1
eL 1

#act(eL1) = B
#time(eL1)= 1
#rule1(eL1)(rule1)= control-flow-3 iterations of A

eL 6

#(eL6) = C
#time(eL6)= 123
#rule1(eL6)(rule1)= control-flow-3 iterations of A
#rule1.compliance state(eL6)= compliant
#rule1.Instance(eL6)= 2nd activation

#rule1.compliance state(eL1)= compliant
#rule1.Instance(eL1)= outside rule instance
#rule2(eL1)= temporal-delay between two A

#rule2(eL6)= temporal-delay between two A

L

#rule2.compliance state(eL6)= compliant
#rule2.Instance(eL6)= 2nd activation

#rule2.compliance state(e 1)= compliant
#rule2.Instance(eL1)= outside rule instance
eL2

#(eL2) = A

eS7

#time(eL2)= 2
#rule1(eL2)= control-flow-3 iterations of A

#(eS7) = A
#time(eS7)= 123
#rule1(eS7)(rule1)= control-flow-3 iterations of A

#rule1.compliance state(eL2)= compliant
#rule1.Instance(eL2)= 1st activation

#rule1.compliance state(eS7)= violating
#rule1.Instance(eS7)= 2nd activation
#rule1.Compliant value(eS7)= A

#rule2(eL2)= temporal-delay between two A

#rule1.Violation type(eS7)= missing event

#rule2.compliance state(eL2)= compliant
#rule2.Instance(eL2)= 1st activation
L

e3

#rule2(eS7)= temporal-delay between two A
#rule2.compliance state(eS7)= violating
#rule2.Instance(eS7)= 2nd activation
#rule2.Compliant value(eS7)= 124

#(eL3) = A
#time(eL3)= 30
#rule1(eL3)(rule1)= control-flow-3 iterations of A
#rule1.compliance state(eL3)= compliant
#rule1.Instance(eL3)= 1st activation

#rule2.Violation type(eS7)= temporal
eL7

#rule2(e 3)= temporal-delay between two A
#rule2.compliance state(eL3)= violating
#rule2.Instance(eL3)= 1st activation
#rule2.Compliant value(eL3)= 26

#rule1.compliance state(eL7)= compliant
#rule1.Instance(eL7)= 2nd activation
#rule2(eL7)= temporal-delay between two A

#rule2.Violation type(eL3)= temporal
eL4

#rule2.compliance state(eL7)= violating
#rule2.Instance(eL7)= 2nd activation
#rule2.Compliant value(eL7)= 148

#(eL4) = A
#time(eL4)= 54
#rule1(eL4)(rule1)= control-flow-3 iterations of A
#rule1.compliance state(eL4)= compliant
#rule1.Instance(eL4)= 1st activation
#rule2(eL4)= temporal-delay between two A
#rule2.compliance state(eL4)= compliant
#rule2.Instance(eL4)= 1st activation

eL5

#(eL7) = A
#time(eL7)= 162
#rule1(eL7)(rule1)= control-flow-3 iterations of A

L

#act(eL5) = A
#time(eL5)= 100
#rule1(eL5)(rule1)= control-flow-3 iterations of A

#rule2.Violation type(eL7)= temporal
L

e8

L

#(e 8) = D
#time(eL8)= 173
#rule1(eL8)(rule1)= control-flow-3 iterations of A
#rule1.compliance state(eL8)= compliant
#rule1.Instance(eL8)= outside rule instance
#rule2(eL8)= temporal-delay between two A
#rule2.compliance state(eL8)= compliant
#rule2.Instance(eL8)= outside rule instance

#rule1.compliance state(eL5)= compliant
#rule1.Instance(eL5)= 2nd activation
#rule2(eL5)= temporal-delay between two A
#rule2.compliance state(eL5)= compliant
#rule2.Instance(eL5)= 2nd activation

Figure 8.18: The enriched event log with control-flow and temporal diagnostics.

8.3 Generating Enriched Event Logs
When we check a log against several individual compliance rules (shown in
Fig. 8.3), the diagnostics are distributed over several alignments. To build an
enriched event log in this case, we need to perform the following steps:
1. Query the rules that a log has been checked against.
2. Query all the alignments that involve the specified log and the chosen
rules.
3. Query moves related selected to the alignments.
4. Retrieve all the original events related to the selected moves.
5. Introduce artificial events related to model-only moves (i.e., moves that
do not have a corresponding original event).
6. Assign all the moves referring to an event to that event.
7. Enriching events by translating each move to a new attribute of the retrieved/artificial event containing the diagnostics recorded in that move.
For example if a move is referring to a control-flow rule r , we create a
new attribute named rule r where we store the rule type, the rule instance,
and whether it was violating or not and in case of violation, the compliant
value.
8. Group enriched events in each trace.
9. Sort enriched events according to the order of the retrieved event in its
trace.
10. Insert enriched events that are artificial in each trace according to the
location of model-only moves.
Sorting enriched events that are artificial (i.e., artificial events related to
model-only moves) however is not straightforward. Suppose three different
model moves m 1 , m2 , m3 are detected in three different alignments. All these
moves are detected to be in between event e 1 , and e 2 of the original event log.
The detected moves need to be translated into three artificial events e m1 ,e m2 ,
and e m3 . In this case in the enriched event log, the events e m1 ,e m2 , and e m3 are
partially ordered between events e 1 , and e 2 . By partially ordering these events
we make explicit that no ordering exist between these events.
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Figure 8.19: Proposed framework for populating compliance database.
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8.4

Populating the Compliance Database with Relevant Data

In this section we discuss the machinery that is required for populating the
compliance DB with different sources of compliance data. Figure 8.19 sketches
a framework of tools required for populating the compliance DB.
The first step in populating the compliance DB is (1) the insertion of compliance rule profile. For this, the component compliance rule profile creator is
required to fill in relevant tables in compliance DB with information about the
rules to be checked, their type and description and the constraints they originate
from.
Next, (2) the log importer component load an event log in XES format into
the log related tables within the compliance DB. The component compliance
info object builder takes an event log and the rule information to be checked
from the compliance DB. In this component the connection between the chosen
compliance rule to be checked and the event log is created. The output of this
component is the event log that contains a “special” attribute that should be
checked for the chosen compliance rule. The event log with special attribute together with the formalized compliance rule are inputs of the compliance checker
component. The compliance checker then writes the result of checking in an
alignment and produces the prepared log. The compliance checking result exporter component then (3) loads the alignment and the prepared log back to
the compliance DB. This process can be repeated for each checking procedure.
Note that compliance pattern is separate from the compliance DB, because the
information about the pattern is irrelevant for the analyses we would like to
do afterwards with the data queried from compliance DB. Hence, we do not
include information related to the pattern in the database.

8.5

Proof of Concept

As a proof of concept, we have realized all the components of the framework
shown in Fig. 8.19 by implementing over 30 separate scripts in SQL, Java and
R. In this proof of concept, the process of invoking the different scripts is not
automated, though invoking these scripts in the right order demonstrates the
feasibility of our approach. Table 8.1 gives a summary about number of scripts
per component.
In addition, we have populated the compliance DB with a small artificial
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Component

# of scripts

Event log importer
Compliance rule profile builder
Compliance info object builder
Compliance checking result exporter
Building enriched log

10
3
4
14
4

Table 8.1: Number of scripts developed per component.

dataset. We recorded two event logs and five compliance rules of different types
in the compliance DB. These rules are derived from two compliance constraints.
Each of the event logs have two traces, so in total four traces. These traces have
together 35 events. We have recorded in total 293 attribute values and 49 distinct
attribute values including all the event attributes values, and trace attribute values for this log. One of the logs was checked against the five compliance rules
and resulted in five alignments and 19 compliance rule instances. The alignments
have in total 202 number of moves. Table 8.2 summarizes the dataset used as
proof of concept.
# of logs
# of traces
# of events
# of attributes
# of attribute values
# of distinct attribute values
# of alignments
# of rule instances
# of moves

2
4
35
12
293
49
5
19
202

Table 8.2: Summary of the dataset used as proof of concept.

Twelve queries were generated to extract subsets of events and moves from
the compliance DB. In addition we created an enriched event log with all the
diagnostics obtained from checking the five rules.
The dataset was quite small, but allowed us to check whether it is possible
to seamlessly integrate data and extract diagnostics. We could integrate data
generated from different components of the framework and derive detailed di-

8.6 Concluding Remarks
agnostics and explore data from different perspectives. The complete implementation of the framework and an evaluation using bigger datasets and real
life logs is a topic of future research.

8.6

Concluding Remarks

In this chapter we discussed the necessity for integrating various checking results to obtain a complete picture about the compliance status of a process and
enable the root-cause analysis of violations. We detected three clusters of compliance data including compliance rule profile, event log, and compliance checking
result. The compliance DB collects and integrates various sources of compliance
data. The compliance DB is designed such that we can analyze violations from
different dimensions and abstraction levels. In addition, we can track back each
violation to the rule and the event log that is checked.
We can query the compliance data based on even complex criteria. The
result of these queries are subset of moves or events. These subsets of data can
be used to build different reports and statistics, for root-cause analysis, and to
build sub-logs.
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Chapter 9
Case Study within UWV

In this chapter we present the results of a case study where the concepts and
techniques developed in this thesis have been applied.
This case study demonstrates the feasibility of our compliance analysis approach and applicability of its techniques and findings for improving compliance
in a real business case. Furthermore, it has been chosen to illustrate some of
the challenges in analyzing compliance for large scale event logs.
The case study involves the processing applications for unemployment benefits received in Dutch national Employee Insurance Agency (UWV) 1 that is
part of the Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment to implement employee
insurances and provide labor market and data services. We conducted this analysis in three business units located in different regions in the Netherlands and
compared the results. Later, we informed one of the units about the results of
our analysis and did the analysis in all three units again to check how diagnostics results we offered improved the process compliance of the office that was
informed about the results.
1 In Dutch “Uitvoeringsinstituut Werknemersverzekeringen (UWV)”.
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As described above, the case study was conducted using A/B testing. Together with UWV, we chose a set of compliance rules and checked them in all
the three business units. One of the business units (A group) was informed about
the results of our analysis and we did not distribute the results to the other two
units (B group). The case study continued with a follow-up study. We monitored
and compared the changes in compliance level of different business units. The
results of the analysis show that using our approach, we can provide detailed
diagnostics and enable root-cause analysis to improve compliance. The compliance level w.r.t. some of the compliance rules showed up to 23% improvement in
A group, the same effect was not observed in other business units. We received
positive feedback from domain experts about the applicability of the approach
and UWV is planning to incorporate our approach of compliance analysis in its
daily operations.
The process that we analyzed in this case study is explained in Sect. 9.1.
The design and scope of the case study will be discussed in Sect. 9.2. The pilot
analysis including definition of the compliance rules, the techniques we used
for our analysis, data collection and data preparation steps are elaborated in
Sect. 9.3. We show the results of the first study and the feedback we received
about the results in Sect. 9.4. In Sect. 9.5, we discuss the details of our rootcause analysis. The results and the improvements we obtained in the follow-up
study are discussed in Sect. 9.6. We conclude our report with lessens learned
in Sect. 9.8. In Sect. 9.7, we review some relevant case studies reported in the
literature.

9.1

Process Description

In this case study, we aim at analyzing the compliance of the “handling unemployment benefits” process in UWV. If an employee looses his/her job and
working is not possible or not immediately possible for him/her, UWV arranges
a temporary income for the person. People place applications in UWV for unemployment benefits and annually on average 1.4 million Dutch citizens and
their families depend on UWV for their income. Unemployment benefits is a
rule-driven process and it is important for UWV to monitor if its operations
adhere to relevant compliance rules or not. In addition UWV set several internal policies to keep its clients satisfied with the service they receive from UWV
especially because of the impact this process has on people’s lives. Each application for unemployment benefits received by UWV goes though several phases
as shown in Fig. 9.1.
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Figure 9.1: Life cycle of an unemployment application in UWV.

Usually before applicants place an unemployment benefits application, UWV
supports them by providing precise information regarding their eligibility for
unemployment benefits and the procedure they need to follow. Therefore, a
client case starts in UWV roughly two months before the placement of an application where UWV sends different forms and information to its clients (orientation phase). After submission of an application, the claim phase starts where
UWV officially announces its decision to clients whether they are eligible to receive unemployment benefit or not and if they are eligible what the amount of
the benefits will be. This phase may take at most one month. If the application
is accepted, the continuation phase will start, during which the applicant will
receive unemployment benefits. In this phase, UWV supports its clients to find a
new job or go back to work. This phase usually takes about one to three months.
When unemployment benefits end, still the client case will be open in UWV for
another two months, while the case is in after closure phase. In this period, UWV
monitors cases for possible follow-ups. If an application gets rejected during the
claim phase, after rejection phase starts, where UWV monitors rejected cases for
possible objections and follow-ups.
Next we will discuss several compliance constraints and specific rules we
derived from each constraint that unemployment process must adhere to. For
this, we employed the Compliance Constraint Framework discussed in Sect. 3.1
to decompose the compliance constraints to specific rules each restricting one
perspective of the unemployment process.
Call clients before high impact decisions requirement.
The first compliance constraint is taken from internal policies of UWV. This
requirement aims at improving customer satisfaction. Based on a customer
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satisfaction survey, UWV decided to inform its clients via the phone about its
decisions. This is highly appreciated by clients. Especially clients whose applications were rejected for some reason and the rejection decision had been
communicated with them before its official announcement, accepted the rejection decision better than those who had not been informed via phone about the
decision prior to its official announcement. Even for accepted applications, applicants did object more often when the decision had not been communicated
in advance via phone.
Furthermore UWV has asked explicitly its clients in the same survey if they
would like to be contacted via phone about the decisions made for their applications. The answers have been mostly positive. Hence, UWV has set the policy
to inform clients about the decisions that have high impact on their applications before the official announcement of the decisions via mail. In short,
a decision is considered high impact when it influences the payment of benefits,
the amount and the procedure of payment. This policy requires employees to
call clients at most one day before the official announcement of a high impact
decision. Together with domain experts in UWV, we decomposed this constraint
to four specific compliance rules:
• Rule (1): There must be a call before a high impact decision is announced
to a client.
• Rule (2): The time between the call, and the announcement of a high
impact decision must not exceed one day.
• Rule (3): The calls given to clients before high-impact decisions must be
registered as high impact in the UWV system.
• Rule (4): Every call registered as high impact must be followed by a high
impact decision. That is, regular calls to clients must not be registered as
high impact.
Violations of the first two rules (Rules (1), and (2)) may lead to unsatisfied
clients. Violations of the third and fourth rules (Rules (3), and (4)) make it
difficult for UWV to monitor its operation and will lead to an inefficient process.
Decisions must be taken in correct application phase and must be announced correctly.
The second compliance requirement focuses on the decisions made for an application in different phases. As mentioned earlier, each application will go
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through different phases.
The Dutch national law requires that in each of these phases, certain decisions are allowed to be taken about the application of a client. In addition it
is required that letters sent to clients to announce the decisions taken in each
phase match the content of the decision. This seems to be trivial at the first
glance, but this requirement is very important because it enforces that decisions to be made in the correct phase. Moreover, decisions must be announced
correctly to the clients to avoid possible confusion.
Although this requirement seems straightforward, nevertheless complying
to this requirement is not always easy. Correct phrasing of a decision to be
announced to a client such that it prevents any possible confusion for an applicant and considers all the legal consequences may be difficult in some cases.
Therefore, to avoid confusion for clients, legal experts in UWV have prepared
standard letters for each type of decisions to phrase the decision as precise and
clear as possible. These letters are predefined and categorized based on the type
of decision message that they contain.
We decompose this compliance requirement to two specific compliance rules
as following:
• Rule (5): Every letter announcing a decision that is taken about an application must match the application phase.
• Rule (6): Every letter announcing a decision must be sent corresponding
to the decision category it belongs to.
Apart from legal consequences, violation of this rule can lead to extra work
in UWV and consequently higher costs.
Ending of “weekly benefits” on Mondays.
This compliance requirement restricts the closure of some benefits to be done
only on Mondays. UWV pays unemployment benefits every four weeks to its
clients. However, some benefits (for simplicity here we call them “weekly benefits”) are calculated on a weekly basis. These benefit may only end on Mondays.
We derive one compliance rule from this requirement stating:
• Rule (7): Every closure of “weekly benefits” may only occur on a Monday.
This compliance rule is enforced in the business operation by the underlying
information systems. That is, the underlying information systems do not allow
for ending of “weekly benefits” on any day rather than Mondays. Violations of
this rule may have legal consequences.
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Unemployment applications of clients with multiple applications in UWV
must be handled by a specific team.
Sometimes clients of UWV apply for different kinds of benefits including unemployment benefits. These cases can be subject of different regulations and they
need a careful processing. Hence UWV assigns these cases to a specific team (in
this paper we call it team T) to process them. Employees in this team have the
expertise to process these applications. We derived the following compliance
rule from this requirement, stating:
• Rule (8): Client cases with multiple applications must be processed by team
T.

Summary of rules.
Table 9.1 lists the compliance rule types that we derived from the constraints.
These rules confine different perspectives of a business process including controlflow, process data, process resource and process time. This impacts the specification of these constraints together with the technique we use to check them.
As can be seen in this table Rule (1) specifies the sequence of activities.
Rules (2), and (7) specify when certain activities must be executed. Rules (3),
(4) , (5), and (6) put constraints on data attributes of unemployment benefits
process, and Rule (8) specifies the resource (team) that is allowed to process
specific cases.
Compliance Rule

Rule Type

Rule (1)
Rule (2)
Rule (3)
Rule (4)
Rule (5)
Rule (6)
Rule (7)
Rule (8)

Control-flow
Temporal
Data-aware
Data-aware
Data-aware
Data-aware
Temporal
Resource-aware

Table 9.1: Compliance rule types to be checked.

Data
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Data
Collection
Data
Collection
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Figure 9.2: Split testing (A versusB) design of the case study including three business
units and steps taken for each business unit.

9.2

Design of the Case Study

UWV has several business units in the Netherlands. We chose three business
units to run our case study. We conducted the case study using split (A/B)
testing. These units were divided into two groups with Business Unit 1 being in
the A group and Business Unit 2, and 3 in the B group. We did two rounds of
analysis including first study, and follow-up study for both A and B groups.
For this, we first conducted a pilot analysis to refine the compliance rules
and define our data requirements for the analysis. During the first analysis we
collected a data set for the three business units and checked the compliance of
the unemployment benefit process against the specified rules in the three business units. Further on we did a root-cause analysis for all the units as well. We
disseminated the results and findings of our analysis only to Business Unit 1 (A
group) to measure the impact of the diagnostics provided using our techniques.
These results include overall statistics on violation of different compliance rules,
detailed diagnostics about violations of each compliance rule, example of violating and non-violating cases. In addition, we share our root-cause analysis
results including patterns that differentiate violations from compliant cases. After about two months, we repeated the analysis for the three business units in
the follow-up study and monitored the changes in both groups. Figure 9.2 illustrates different steps we took in each study. In the following sections, we will
discuss these steps in detail.
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9.2.1

Setup

Here we discuss the techniques that we used in different steps of our case study
including compliance rule elicitation, compliance checking and root-cause analysis.
Compliance rule elicitation and specification.
We used the elicitation technique presented in Chap. 4 for formalizing the
control-flow of the rules listed in Table 9.1. We modelled the first four rules
together as a composite compliance model because they were overlapping in
activities. Although the elicitation technique presented in Chap. 4 focus on formalizing compliance rules in separate patterns, we could also use it for formalizing the control-flow perspective of the composite model. From configurable
rule repository presented in Appendix C, we configured the pattern shown in
Fig. C.6 for the control-flow of the composite compliance model.
We could use the pattern shown in Fig. C.1 for formalizing the control-flow
of Rule (5) and Rule (6) if we would check different category of letters separately. However, we did the checking combined and built two Petri net models
for Rule (5) and Rule (6). However, the pattern shown in Fig. C.1 was configured and used as the control-flow of the Rule (7) and Rule (8).
The data-aware Petri nets related to data-aware and resource-aware rule
were built manually and for the temporal rules we used the technique in Chap. 5.
Compliance Checking.
We used compliance checking techniques presented in chapters 4, 5, and 6 for
different rule types including control-flow, temporal, data-aware, and resourceaware compliance rules. By employing these techniques, we detected violations
w.r.t. executions of activities and their sequence, the time they were executed,
the data related to executions of these activities (e.g. application type, application phase, etc. ) and the resources (team, business unit, etc. ) that executed
them.
Root-cause analysis.
We used the techniques presented in Chap. 7 to analyze the root-causes of identified violations and detect patterns that differentiated violations from compliant executions of activities.

9.3 Pilot Study
Note that the technique presented in Chap. 7 is based on the result of checking a composite compliance model. However, we can use the same techniques
for analyzing the result of checking atomic rules as well. As mentioned before
we combined the first four rules in one composite model and the other four as
separate atomic rules. For all of them, we use the techniques of Chap. 7 to do
root-cause analysis.

9.2.2

Case Study Scope

As we discussed earlier, the case study was conducted for three business units.
The compliance Rules (1) to (7) were analyzed for all the three business units
and Rule (8) was specific for Business Unit 1 and therefore was analyzed only in
this unit.
From the eight compliance rules considered in this case study, the first three
rules were of utmost importance for UWV because they were connected to the
improving customer satisfaction project they have started earlier in the organization. Therefore, throughout the whole project more emphasis was put on these
rules.
We did the pilot and the first study over the data taken from a two-month
period including November and December 2014. The follow-up study is done
over the data of June and July 2015. Figure 9.3 illustrates roughly the timing
we spent on each project phase.
We disseminated results of our first study in two parts. First during a meeting
where we discussed our results with the management team and domain experts
in Business Unit 1. We discussed the various statistics we obtained about the
violations during this meeting and discussed each in detail. Accordingly, we
wanted to refine the compliance rules and our dataset. Consequently, we repeated the analysis. We continued with the root-cause analysis. We distributed
the results of root-cause analysis with management team and domain experts
in Business Unit 1 in form of a workshop where we analyzed the results and
received feedback about them.
Later we did the follow-up study with a new dataset and monitored the
changes in each business unit w.r.t. different compliance rules.

9.3

Pilot Study

Pilot analysis of our project included the precise elicitation of the compliance
rules, definition of data requirements, collection of pilot data set and transforming
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the data set to the format of an event log in XES structure, and compliance checking
analysis. Figure 9.4 shows different steps we went through during the pilot
study.
Compliance rules elicitation and specification.
The first, and the most challenging part of the pilot study was the elicitation
of the compliance rules. The elicitation of the rules was not straight forward.
Due to the abstract definition of the rules in company guidelines, there was
room for various interpretations about them. For instance, regarding the first
two compliance rules stating: there must be a call at most one day before a high
impact decision is announced to a client, the guideline did not specify what sort
of decisions considered being high impact. Consequently together with domain
experts in Business Unit 1 we iterated over the specification of compliance rules.
Even after showing the first analysis results, where we shared our results with a
larger group than in the pilot study, we needed to change the definition of some
compliance rules and repeat the first analysis.

Rep
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Defining data requirements, data collection and preparation.
Corresponding to the compliance rules we defined our data requirements. The
required data included all the client cases that were relevant for the analysis, i.e., all the clients whose their unemployment benefits applications were
received and processed during November and December 2014 in all the three
business units. We included all the events that were relevant for the compliance rules in question including the calls given to clients, all the letters that
were sent to clients, start of the benefits, closure of benefits, and other relevant
events. However, we did not include events that would not be needed to check
the compliance of one of the eight chosen compliance rules. In addition, together with experts from UWV, we chose all the attributes of the process and
clients that we thought could be relevant for our analysis. Table 9.2 shows the
list of process and client related attributes that we included in our dataset.
Client related attributes

Process related attributes

Age
Average working ours per week
Entitled for additional allowance
Number of contracts from previous jobs
Type of contract from the previous job
Business sector of the previous job
Reasons of unemployment
daily wages of the previous job
Living area

Type of submission
Application phase
Call registration
Department contacted the client
Letter title
Decision category
Day when a benefit was ended
Team
Business unit
Time
Simultaneous multiple applications

Table 9.2: Two groups of data attributes (process and client related) that we included in
case study dataset.

The process related attributes include information about how an unemployment application is processed in UWV such as the business unit and the team
that processed each application, the title of different letters that were sent to
each client and the respective decision category, phase of an application, the
office that contacted each client, and some more. The client related data attributes contain information about each application from the client perspective
such as the age of the client, the business sector the client was working before
unemployment, the number of hours per week the client used to work before,
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the type of previous working contract, the previous salary, and some more. The
client related attributes are defined on the process instance level, therefore they
are global for a case and their values do not change. In contrast, most of the
process related attributes are event specific and may change during the lifetime
of a case. That is, they may be present in some events but not in others and
their value may differ from one event to another within a case. We later used
this information for root-cause analysis of violations. We would like to check
if possible violations are related to client attributes or process attributes. This
categorization is important. In case we would find process related attributes to
be connected to a specific violation, the focus in compliance improvement will
be on changing the process such that it supports the employees to be compliant
in their operation. Whereas if we would find client related attributes to be connected to a specific violation, the focus in compliance improvement would be
on changing the work culture in UWV.
Based on defined data requirements we chose the data sources that store
our required data. We collected data from various systems including:
• WWO as the primary system for unemployment benefits. It includes event
tables (activity executions in the unemployment process), event dimension tables, session table, and population table.
• GCU as the UWV standardized letters system. For the official announcements of decisions, there are templates available in this system that can
be adjusted according to the message sent to clients.
• K3CR as the call center registration system. The date, and details of all
the incoming calls from clients and all the outgoing calls from employees
to clients are registered in this system.
Next to data from these systems, several other data sources were combined
to derive whether a client receives other benefits than unemployment benefits
or not. Figure 9.5 illustrates a simplified overview of our data collection process. In total we collected data from 6 different information systems and dozens
of tables were used. The data from different source systems of UWV were extracted and stored in a Microsoft SQL Server database environment. The raw
data, that is supplied monthly, goes through an ETL (Extract Transfer Load)
process and ends up in data marts. After choosing the data sources we built the
required data marts from the data warehouse. In total we connected 12 data
marts and 5 tables containing master data. The data marts contain event data
(e.g. decisions taken for clients in each phase, start of benefits, and closure of
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benefits), the application phase of clients, detailed information about different
unemployment benefits, the unemployment benefits each client are entitled to
receive and many more process specific information.
Finally, we queried our analysis sets first for Business Unit 1 during the data
collection step of the pilot study and later for the three business units during the
data collection step of the first study. We used the technique in [43] to prepare
and transfer the data set to the format of an event log compatible with XES
structure [57].

Compliance checking.
After data preparation, we checked the compliance of the data set against all
the eight compliance rules in question. We checked compliance in the pilot
analysis only for Business Unit 1. We used the technique presented in 4 for
checking the control-flow compliance rule (Rule (1)), the technique presented
in 5 for compliance checking of the temporal rules (Rule (2), and (7)), and the
technique presented in 6 for data-aware and resource-aware compliance rules
(Rules (3), (4), (5), (6), and (8)).
After we obtained the results we discussed them in form of some presentations and using the Compliance Dashboard (see Sect. 7.5) with the management
team of Business Unit 1 and iterated over the process several times until we
refined the compliance rules to an acceptable extent and prepared data accordingly. We still observed some disagreement among the management team of
Business Unit 1 regarding the boundaries of what is considered to be compliant
or violating for some compliance rules, yet the specification was good enough
to continue the analysis with them.

Source Systems

Data Warehouse

Data Marts

Business Access Layer

Analysis
Sets

Figure 9.5: Collecting data from different data sources.
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9.4

Results and Observations of the First Study

After establishing the correct compliance patterns for the eight rules and defining the correct data extraction, we conducted the first analysis. We extracted
data from period of two months for each of the three business units (see Fig. 9.3).
Table 9.3 shows the number of cases together with the number of events
that we analyzed in the first study for each business unit. Please note that we
only included events in our data set that were relevant for the compliance rules.
Hence, the number of events are not that large compared to the number of cases
we analyzed.
Business Units

# Cases

# Events

BU 1
BU 2
BU 3

24077
32269
35182

91602
113565
136461

Table 9.3: The volume of cases and events in datasets for each business unit.

Next we will discuss our findings for each business Unit separately. We will
also discuss the feedback we received from domain experts after sharing our
results in Business Unit 1.

9.4.1

Results of the First Study: Business Unit 1

Table 9.4 contains the total number of rule instances and the violation frequency
of each rule that are observed during the months of November and December
for the three business units. In this section we focus on the results of Business
Unit 1.
Violations of compliance Rule (1). In 58% of all 3527 situations where it was
required that UWV calls a client in Business Unit 1, there was no call. Hence,
there were (0.58 ∗ 3527 = 2046) violations of Rule (1). For this rule, we checked
whether activity send letter for letters that contain a high impact decision were
proceeded by activity call or not. The (100% − 58% = 42%) compliant executions
of the sequence 〈 call,...,send letter 〉, do not reveal much information because
activity call could have been executed long before activity send letter for other
reasons rather than informing the client about the high impact decision, but
the violation percentage (i.e., 58%) reveals important information about the
number of missing calls.

32%
4281
54%
8040

Violation
Total

Violation
Total

BU 2

BU 3

66%
8040

43%
4281

66%
3527

Rule(2)

38%
8040

22%
4281

23%
3527

Rule(3)

2%
16365

23%
8756

10%
6861

Rule(4)

18%
11606

15%
8120

15%
6476

Rule(5)

10%
3379

8%
3779

8%
2930

Rule(6)

3%
93014

2%
3485

2%
2751

Rule(7)

32%
1218

Rule(8)

Table 9.4: Total number of rule instances and the violation frequency per compliance rule for each business unit.

58%
3527

Violation
Total

BU 1

Rule(1)
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Violations of compliance Rule (2). The violation percentage of the second rule
shows that 66% of the calls were given to clients longer than one day before
a high impact decision was officially announced to them. Since we checked
the delay between the occurrence of activity call and activity send letter that
contained a high impact decision, we were able to compute the distribution of
violations for different category of letters that were sent. Table 9.5 shows for
all the three business units the absolute number of letters sent to clients in each
letter category and the violation frequency per letter category. The letters of
categories (A), (B), (C), and (D) are sent to clients to announce different high
impact decisions. The results suggest that by improving compliance especially
in the second category (letter B), the overall compliance w.r.t. Rule (2) will
improve dramatically.
BU 1

BU 2

BU 3

Activity

Total

Violations

Total

Violations

Total

Violations

Send letter category (A)
Send letter category (B)
Send letter category (C)
Send letter category (D)

1441
2029
15
42

40%
84%
93%
85%

1658
2529
30
64

22%
54%
80%
78%

2845
5121
11
63

29%
86%
100%
86%

Table 9.5: Total number of letters per category and distribution of violations w.r.t. compliance Rule 2 over letter categories.

The first column shows the distribution of violations of Rule (2) in Business
Unit 1 over the four different letter categories. For instance, in total 1441 letters of category (A) were sent to clients in Business Unit 1, of which 40% were
violating Rule (2).
Violations of compliance Rules (3), and (4). Table 9.4 shows that the fraction
of violations for Rule (3) in Business Unit 1 is 23%. In these cases the calls given
to clients prior to a high impact decision were not registered as high impact.
Moreover, we observe that 10% of regular calls given to clients (i.e., the calls
that were not followed by a high impact decision) were registered as high impact
(violations of Rule (4)).
The first four compliance rules are derived from the same constraint and
they are related. As we discussed earlier, compliance or violations of these
rules (especially the first two rules) are perceived to influence the customer
satisfaction in UWV. Therefore, improving the compliance of these rules has a
high priority for UWV.
We discussed these results intensively with the management team in Business
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Unit 1 and they speculated upon various reasons that could explain the high
number of violations for these rules. These reasons were as following:
• Although the guideline on calling a client prior to a high impact decision is
not new in UWV, it is only recently that its influence on customer satisfaction has been revealed and hence got priority in the organization. Therefore, this guideline is not yet fully incorporated in the daily operations of
UWV.
• Unfortunately the guideline is not clear enough and does not concretely
specify what is considered to be a high impact decision. Hence, the employees themselves should judge whether they need to call clients or not.
• The underlying information systems used for instance for registering calls
is not very intuitive. Consequently some employees do not exactly know
how they should register calls properly (subject of Rule (3), and (4)).
Violations of compliance Rule (5). In Table 9.4, we observe 15% violations
for compliance Rule (5) in Business Unit 1. This value shows that 15% of the
letters that were sent to clients to announce a decision, were not sent in the
correct application phase. As we discussed earlier, different categories of letters
are sent to clients. Table 9.6 shows the absolute number and the distribution of
violation frequency per letter category.
BU 1

BU 2

BU 3

Activity

Total

Violations

Total

Violations

Total

Violations

Send letter category (A)
Send letter category (A-2)
Send letter category (B)
Send letter category (B-2)
Send letter category (C)
Send letter category (D)
Send letter category (E)
Send letter category (E-2)

1441
9
2029
67
15
42
2794
79

20%
33%
23%
45%
7%
26%
5%
35%

1658
13
2529
141
30
64
3577
108

18%
54%
24%
52%
17%
19%
5%
39%

2845
19
5121
242
11
63
3165
140

41%
63%
11%
35%
9%
5%
7%
36%

Table 9.6: The total number of letters per category and distribution of violations
w.r.t. compliance Rule 5 over letter categories.

We discussed these violations with domain experts in Business Unit 1. They
believe a portion of these violations could be related to the fact that it is not
always easy to draw a line between different phases that an application goes
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through. Consequently, sometimes an application has moved to the next phase,
yet some steps needed to be taken that corresponds to the previous phase.
Therefore, although it is good to decrease the number of violations for this
rule, domain experts did not find the 15% violations a high number or severe
and they believe a large portion of these violations are false positives.
BU 1

BU 2

BU 3

Activity

Total

Violations

Total

Violations

Total

Violations

Send letter category (C)
Send letter category (D)
Send letter category (E)
Send letter category (E-2)

15
42
2794
79

20%
12%
8%
15%

30
64
3577
108

13%
16%
7%
15%

11
63
3165
140

27%
11%
10%
11%

Table 9.7: The total number of letters per category and distribution of violations frequency w.r.t. compliance Rule 6 per letter category.

Violations of compliance Rule (6). The 8% of violations shown in Table 9.4 for
the compliance Rule (6) in Business Unit 1 are related to letters that contain a
decision announcement but they were not sent according to an appropriate decision category. Similar to previous rules, Table 9.7 shows the absolute number
and the distribution of violations for the compliance Rule (6) per letter category.
Violations of compliance Rule (7). The 2% violations for the compliance
Rule (7) in Business Unit 1 (Table 9.4), although is not high, were perceived
to be interesting by the management team in this unit. For checking this compliance rule, we analyzed activity benefit closure for all “weekly benefits” and
checked if they occurred on a Monday or not. Note that, this compliance rule is
enforced by the system, i.e., the underlying information system should not allow to end “weekly benefit" on days other than Mondays. Hence, “no violations”
were expected for this rule.
Violations of compliance Rule (8). The 32% violations observed for compliance Rule (8) shown in Table 9.4 in Business Unit 1 are related to clients that
have multiple applications running simultaneously in different departments of
UWV. We discussed this result with domain experts in Business Unit 1. They believe to reduce violations of this rule, more system support is required. Several
systems have been developed within UWV to handle different types of applications. These systems are not always well integrated. Hence, sometimes it is not
easy for employees in one department to be aware of other applications of the
same client being processed simultaneously in other systems.
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Results of the First Study for Business Unit 2 and Business Unit 3

Percentages of violations

During the first analysis, we also checked compliance Rules (1) to (7) in Business Unit 2 and Business Unit 3. Table 9.4 shows the violation frequencies and
the absolute number of rule instances observed for these units. Note that we
checked the compliance Rule (8) only for Business Unit 1 because we did not
have the required data for checking this rule in other business units.
Figure 9.6 compares the share of violations of business units per compliance
rule. As can be seen, the different business units widely vary w.r.t. the compliance of Rules (1), (2), (3), and (4) but the difference gets lower for the last
three compliance rules.
Our results show that less violations are observed for Business Unit 2 especially for the first three compliance rules which are the focus of UWV in this
case study. As explained previously in Sect.9.2, we did not distribute the results
of the analysis within the group B (Business Unit 2 and 3). However, we discussed the results with the management team and domain experts of Business
Unit 1. They believe that the differences relate to the initiatives that Business
Unit 2 took earlier than all other units to execute the guideline about ‘call clients
before high impact decisions’. Therefore, employees in this unit had more time to
get acquainted with this compliance requirement and its execution within their
operations.
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Rule (2)
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Rule (3)

Rule (4)
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Figure 9.6: Comparing compliance results obtained during the first study for different
business units.
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Another interesting observation in Fig. 9.6 refers to the compliance Rules (3),
and (4) that are both about the registration of calls. One rule (Rule (3)) specifies
that important calls must be registered as such and the other rule (Rule (4))
specifies that regular calls should not be registered as high impact. It seems
that Business Unit 2 put too much emphasis on compliance Rule (3). Hence,
although they show the lowest number of violations for other rules compared
to other units (the yellow bar in Fig. 9.6 has the lowest percentage in all rules
except Rule 4), they tend to register most of the calls given to clients as high
impact which led to higher number of violations for Rule (4).

9.5

Root-Cause Analysis and Dissemination of Results

In Sect. 9.4, we discussed the violations detected by the compliance checking
approach described. We did a general root-cause analysis for all the rules and violations detected independent from specific observations explained in Sect. 9.4.

# Association rules
# Filtered association rules-Process related
# Filtered association rules-Client related

BU 1

BU 2

BU 3

7254
54
30

7103
45
31

6801
88
37

Table 9.8: Association rules mined for different business units between violations and
their contextual data.

As we explained earlier in Sect. 9.2, we enriched our dataset with two
groups of data attributes including process related attributes and client related
attributes. We used this contextual data to analyze the detected compliance violations further. For this we mined all the association rules between values for
these two groups of data attributes and different types of violations using the
technique presented in Chap. 7. Table 9.8 shows the large number of association rules we obtained for each business unit. In total we found 7254 association
rules in Business Unit 1 distributed over different violations. We filtered these
rules based on their frequency and significance. We evaluated the significance of
an association rule using a strength metric accepting a value between [0−1] (for
details about this metric (CPIR) please read Sect. 7.5.2). We filtered the association rules and kept only those that have a frequency higher than 40, and strength
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metric more than 0.3. After trying several filtering configurations together with
a domain expert, we found this balance between the frequency, and strength
metric most suitable. We found out that a frequency higher than 40, is high
enough to filter out less important association rules and low enough to contain
the interesting ones. Similarly we also found that 0.3 for strength metric filters
out many less important association rules and keeps the interesting ones. We
divided the filtered association rule into two groups of client related attributes
and process related attributes. For instance Table 9.8, shows 54 association rules
in Business Unit 1 indicating a correlation between different violation types and
process related attributes that remained after filtering.
Next we will discuss our observations related to two groups of associations.
The detailed analysis of the remaining association rules can be found in Appendix D.

9.5.1

Analyzing Process Related Information

Figure 9.7 depicts the association rules (after filtering) that we mined between
different violations and process related attributes in Business Unit 1. The brown
ellipses in the middle, titled with the compliance rule numbers, show the violations of respective compliance rules. The other nodes refer to values of different
attributes and they are grouped based on their attribute.
The association rules that we have found are directed. The direction of rules
are specified by their color. The blue dashed lines show an association rule of
submission type attribute

IB0
1

IB04

IB0
3
IB0
2

IB09
IB06

18
IB

closure of beneﬁtsstart of a new job no value

IB05

letter title attribute

on time
late
submission
submission

IB17
IB16
IB15
IB14
IB08
IB07
IB11
IB10

decision category attribute

Rule (4)

Rule (3)

high impact call telephone
notiﬁcation
call registration attribute

Rule (8)

team I2Y
team attribute

Rule (5)-LC (E)

Rule (5)- LC (A)

Rule (6)- LC (E)

claim

Rule (1)

after closure

Rule (2)LC (A)

Rule (5)LC (B)

Rule (2)LC (B)

continuation

application phase attribute

Figure 9.7: Filtered association rules mined between different violations and process related attributes in Business Unit 1.
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type attribute value −→ violation (i.e., attribute value implies the violation) and
the solid lines colored in orange show an association rule of type violation −→
attribute value (i.e., violation implies an attribute value). The association rules
in principle do not show causality between the two nodes of the rule. However,
we think the possibility that we can predict a violation is higher if the direction
of the association is from the attribute value towards the violation. For instance,
if a specific attribute-value assignment implies a violation, we can predict that
future executions of activities with that attribute-value assignment are probably
violating.
The width of the line between two nodes represents the frequency of the
association rule observed, the thicker the more frequent. The numbers written
over the lines indicate the value of the association rule strength metric, a value
between [0, 1] with 1 showing a strong association and 0 no connection. Note
that the associations shown in Fig. 9.7 have at least frequency of 40, and value
of 0.3 for the strength metric.
For instance, the second right ellipse titled Rule (2)-LC (B) shows a group
of letters from category (B) that were sent to clients without a prior on time
call. These violations are associated with a group of letter titles and attribute
continuation application phase. The orange line between application phase =
continuation and Rule (2)-LC (B) shows that: ‘violation type Rule (2)-LC (B)
implies application phase = continuation’. That is, we can say usually when
we see a violation of type Rule (2)-LC (B), we expect it to have occurred in
continuation phase of an application. Similarly the association rule between
Rule (2)-LC (B) and letter title = IB01 shows that ‘letter title = IB01 implies
violation of type Rule (2)-LC (B)’. We can say usually when we see a letter title
to be IB01, we expect the violation of type Rule (2)-LC (B) to have occurred.
Next, we will discuss some of the interesting association rules that we observed.
Associations between violations of Rule (2), and different letter titles. As
can be seen in Fig. 9.7, violations of Rule (2) related to either letter category
(A), or (B) are connected with a specific group of letter titles. We discussed
in detail these letters in a workshop with domain experts. They believed they
knew that their operation is violating especially Rule (2) but the detailed data
they received on the level of letter titles helps them get insight and make the
assumptions concrete and measurable. It was interesting for them to know
which letter titles are connected to violations of Rule (2) and where they need
to focus to improve the compliance w.r.t. Rule (2).
Domain experts in Business Unit 1 speculate that some of these letters may
not be interpreted by employees as high impact. Hence, the employees did not
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feel the necessity to inform the clients one day before the letter sent but the call
may have happened a week before or even more.
We discussed the possibility to improve this situation. It seems first of all
improving the guideline, to make it concrete and clear about the letters that are
considered high impact, is necessary for improving the compliance of Rule (2).
In addition, raising awareness among employees and constant emphasis of management on the importance of complying with Rule (2) is required. Especially
for the latter, after we discussed our results of the first study, UWV has started
a regular report to be distributed monthly throughout the whole organization
to show the process compliance of the organization within each period. This
report is accessible by all employees active in the unemployment process in the
three business units.
We checked other business units if we find common patterns between violations of Rule (2) and attribute letter titles. We checked whether in other
business units, the violations are connected to the same letter titles that we
found in Business Unit (1) or different ones. For this, we mined the association rules between different violations and different attribute values for other
business units as well. Similar to Business Unit 1, we filtered the association
rules for those with a frequency more than 40 and strength metric value more
than 0.3. Figure 9.8 shows the result of our comparison of the association rules
in three business units between violations of compliance Rule (2) and different
letter titles.
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Figure 9.8: Letter titles connected to violations of Rule (2) in each business unit.
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As can be seen in this histogram, there are several letter titles in relation
with violations of compliance Rule (2) that are common between all three different business units. These include IB14, IB07, IB08, IB02, IB09, and IB03. We
also found some letters that are common between Business unit (1), and (2).
Similarly the letter title IB24 is common between Business unit (2), and (3).
Some of the letter titles are specific to one business unit. Domain experts in
Business unit (1) believe that the interpretation of letters containing high impact
decision seems to differ not only among employees of one unit but also there
are differences among the way business units have categorized letters as high
impact.
This observation once more urges the necessity to improve guidelines and
make the concepts of letters with high impact decisions clear and concrete for
the employees in all units. For instance in total 406, 346, and 1103 letters with
title IB01 were sent respectively in Business Unit 1, 2, and 3 from which 391
in Business Unit 1, and 1038 in Business Unit 3 were violating. As can be seen
this letter title was not considered to have high impact decision according to
interpretation of Business Unit 1, and 3 whereas it was considered to be a letter
with high impact decision in Business Unit 2.
We also see that the letter title IB25 is strongly connected with the violations
of Rule (2) in Business Unit 3. From the total number of 1237 number of letters
sent to clients with IB25 title, 1199 violated Rule (2) with the strength metric
value of 0.429. However, this letter title is not a very good example for comparing the three business units because it was sent seldom (with frequency less
than 10) in the other two business units. However, it is interesting to see that
this letter is not considered to contain a high impact decision in Business Unit 3.
Associations between team I2Y, and different violation types. Another interesting observation in Fig. 9.7 is related to the associations between team I2Y
and violations of Rule (1), Rule (2)-LC (A), Rule (5)-LC (B), Rule (5)-LC (A),
Rule (5)-LC (E), and Rule (8). Particulary the association rule between Rule (8)
and team I2Y reveals that in most of the times when we expected that a client
case with multiple applications to be processed by team T, it is processed by
team I2Y. We discussed this finding with domain experts. They speculate that
this observation is related to the point in the process when cases are assigned to
teams and in these cases instead of team T, they have been assigned to team I2Y.
Note that each team processes cases with distinct characteristics. Team I2Y have
members that are not trained for specific cases, but they are skilled to be able
to handle various types of cases. Hence, team I2Y is responsible for cases that
usually cannot be assigned to other teams. Consequently it seems that most of
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the complex cases that were not clear to which team they should be assigned to,
were assigned to team team I2Y. For instance, usually cases where clients move
from one city to another are more complex due to some information loss. In
general conditions of a case may change during the processing that changes the
way it should be processed. In such cases other teams prefer these cases to be
assigned to team I2Y that have general skills to handel cases of different types.
Consequently different violations are observed in connection with this team.
We discussed possible changes in the process to improve compliance w.r.t. this
observation. It seems that better system support is required that ensures all
the information of a case is available and assigns cases more precisely to teams
based on their characteristics.
We checked the association rules in other business units to see if we can
find the same pattern or not. For this, we checked whether teams with the
same functionality as team team I2Y in other business units are connected to
different violations. Table 9.9 shows the associations of different violations with
team I2Y together with the direction of associations in different business units.
Note that V→A indicates that violation (V) implies the attribute value (A), and
A→V indicates that attribute value (A) implies the violation (V). Business Unit 2,
and 3 are common in associations between this team and violations of Rule (7)
and Business Unit 1, and 3 are common in associations between this team and
violations of Rules (2), and (5). Note that Rule (8) is checked only in Business
Unit 1.

Violations

BU 1

Rule (1)
Rule (2)
Rule (5)
Rule (7)
Rule (8)

A→V
V→A
V→A

BU 2

BU 3

V→A

V→ A
V→ A
V→ A

V→A

Table 9.9: Filtered associations between different violations and team I2Y in the three
business units.
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9.5.2

Analyzing Combination of Process Related Attribute Values with Occurrences of Different Violations

Association rule mining helps us find out whether a particular attribute value
assignment is connected with a violation. We use contextual data of violations
(i.e., process and client related attributes) further to detect conditions (i.e., combination of attributes and their values) under which a certain violation may occur. For this, we choose a combination of attributes and check w.r.t. a specific
rule, how compliant and violating activities differ from each other. We detect
these patterns using the classification techniques presented in Chap. 7. We have
21 data attributes including process related and data related attributes which
force us to consider 221 − 1 combinations of attributes. Classifying violations
and non-violations of a compliance rule with each of these combinations is tedious. In addition, we would like to combine attributes such that we would
have the most information gain. An option would be to use a feature selection
technique [45, 90, 154] to choose groups of attributes which are dependent.
However, we used two sources of information for choosing appropriate combination of attributes. We used domain expert knowledge and also the association
rules we mined previously. Using this information, we chose six different-sized
groups of attributes to check whether violations and non-violations of a compliance rule differ from each other w.r.t. these combination of attributes. The
grouping of attributes is shown in Table 9.10.
From these six groups of combined attributes, we only checked some for
each rule. Because some of the data attributes are local for specific activities. For
instance the attribute call registration which stores how employees registered a
phone call with a client, is local to the activity call. Hence, it is useless to classify
violations and non-violations of activity call (for instance w.r.t. Rule (8)) based
on this attribute value.
After classifying violations w.r.t. different combination of attribute values,
we found very few violating and compliant patterns between the combination
of process related attribute values and different violations. We found also many
situations where compliant and violating activities could not be classified based
on a combination of attribute values. Next we will discuss some of our findings.
We classified violations and non-violations of Rule (1) with the combination of attributes ‘submission type, application phase, and Team’. We filtered out
detected patterns that had frequency lower than 40, and confidence measure
lower than 50%. Figures 9.9, 9.10, and 9.11 respectively show the violating and
compliant patterns w.r.t. Rule (1) for Business Unit 1, 2, and 3.
As can be seen in Fig. 9.9, the combination of ‘late submission and claim
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Attribute names

Grouping

daily wages
working hours/week

1

number of contracts
type of contracts
reasons for unemployment

2

daily wages
working hours/week
number of contracts
type of contracts
reasons for unemployment
entitled for additional allowance

3

letter title
decision category

4

submission type
application phase
call registration
team

5

letter title
decision category
submission type
application phase
team
call registration

6

Table 9.10: Grouping of attributes for classifying violations versusnon-violations.
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phase’ together with different teams reveals a compliant pattern in Business
Unit 1. Similarly, we can consider the combination of ‘team I2Y and continuation phase’ as a violating pattern. Note that this result conforms with the
association rules we found for violations of Rule (1) that is shown in Fig.9.7.
However, we can not conclude the same for a specific type of submission as it
seems violations are happening in all three types of it.
Figure 9.10 illustrates the classification of violations and non-violations of
Rule (1) based on the same set of attributes namely: submission type, team and
application phase in Business Unit 2. As can be seen: the information gain in this
tree is very low. Apart from connecting non-violations to late submissions, we
cannot conclude much. The information gain is even lower in Business Unit 3.

Situations where a call
is required
Compliant-Rule (1)

Violating-Rule (1)

Submission type: Late submission
Team: T5
Application phase: Claim

Submission type: Early submission
Team: I2Y
Application phase: Continuation

Submission type: Late submission
Team: T3
Application phase: Claim

Submission type: On time submission
Application phase: Continuation

Submission type: Late submission
Team: T1
Application phase: Claim

Submission type: Late submission
Application phase: Continuation

Team: I2Y
Application phase: Claim
Submission type: Late submission
Team: T4
Application phase: Claim
Submission type: Late submission
Team: T2
Application phase: Claim

Figure 9.9: Violating patterns that distinguish compliant and violating activities
w.r.t. compliance Rule (1) in Business Unit 1.
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This result is shown in Fig. 9.11 for classifying violations and non-violations
of Rule (1) with the same set of attributes. However, we can predict that most
probably, after closure and continuation phases are more prone to have violations
of Rule (1). We expect applications in after rejection and claim phases to be
compliant with Rule (1).
We checked if we can differentiate compliant and violating activities w.r.t. compliance Rule (2) and combination of attributes letter title and decision category.

Situations where a call
is required
Compliant-Rule (1)

Submission type: Late submission
Team: I2Y
Application phase: Continuation

Violating-Rule (1)

Submission type: Early submission
Team: I2Y
Application phase: Continuation
Submission type: On time submission
Team: I2Y
Application phase: Continuation

Figure 9.10: Violating patterns that distinguish compliant and violating activities
w.r.t. compliance Rule (1) in Business Unit 2.

Situations where a call
is required
Compliant-Rule (1)

Application phase: After Rejection
Application phase: Claim

Violating-Rule (1)

Team: T03
Application phase: Continuation
Team: T05
Application phase: Continuation

Team: T16
Application phase: After closure
Application phase: Continuation
Application phase: Continuation
Team: T14
Application phase: Continuation
Team: T10

Figure 9.11: Violating patterns that distinguish compliant and violating
activities
Application
phase: Continuation
w.r.t. compliance Rule (1) in Business Unit 3.
Team: T06
Application phase: Continuation
Team: T08
Application phase: Continuation
Team: T02
Application phase: Continuation
Team: T12
Application phase: Continuation

Team: 3XZ
Application p

Team: I2Y
Application p

Submission t
Application p

Submission t
Application p

Submission t
Application p

Submission t
Application p

Submission t
Application p
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This information helps us understand conditions under which we expect a violation of Rule (2) to occur. We could detect some patterns that differentiated
violations from non-violations of Rule (2) in Business Unit 1. However, after
filtering for those patterns that have frequency higher than 40 and confidence
measure more than 50%, only one interesting pattern for violations remained.
The decision tree shown in Fig. 9.12 indicates in Business Unit 1 the condition
i.e., combination of ‘letter title: IB17 and decision category: (GU) NIET WERK.
IVM GEEN URENVERL. CQ LOONVERL, under which we expect violations of
Rule (2) to occur. This information can be used for prediction purposes and
improving compliance.
An interesting observation can be made w.r.t. letter title: IB14. This information at the first glance seems to be contradictory with the association rules
we mined that connect violations of Rule (2) and letter title: IB14 (Please see
this association rule in Fig. 9.7). This “contradiction” can be explained by the
direction of the association rule that connects violations of Rule (2) with letter
title: IB14. This association is directed towards the value IB14 for letter title
attribute, meaning that violations of type Rule (2) implies that letter title will be
IB14. Therefore, we expect that whenever we observe a violation of Rule (2),
letter title IB14 to be present. The reverse direction may not hold (shown in the
respective decision tree in Fig. 9.12).
We checked other business units as well to see if we can detect distinguishing
patterns between violations and non-violations of Rule 2. We could not detect
any interesting pattern in Business Units 2 and 3.

Letters containing a
high impact decision
Compliant-Rule (2)

Letter title: IB20
Letter title: IB21

Violating-Rule (2)

Letter title: IB17
Decision category: (GU) NIET WERK.
IVM GEEN URENVERL. CQ LOONVERL

Letter title: IB14

Figure 9.12: Violating patterns that distinguish compliant and violating activities
w.r.t. compliance Rule (2) in Business Unit 1.
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Analyzing Client Related Information

Similar to process related attributes, we used client related contextual data to
analyze detected compliance violations further. Hence, we mined all the association rules between different values of client related data attributes and
different type of violations. We used the same filtering procedure as before to
keep important association rules (i.e., association rules with frequency higher
than 40 and strength metric more than 0.3). As shown in Table 9.8, the resulting
association rules mined after filtering are 30, 31, and 37 respectively for Business
Unit 1, 2, and 3.
Figure 9.13 depicts the association rules that we mined between different
violations and client related attributes in Business Unit 1. As explained earlier,
the brown ellipses in the middle titled with the compliance rule numbers, show
the violations of different compliance rules. The other nodes refer to values of
different attribute values and they are grouped based on different attributes.
From nine client related attributes we found connections between violations
and six of these attributes in Business Unit 1. In general we can say that we did
not find strong relations between characteristics of clients and different violations. This suggests that violations are almost independent from client profiles.
This message was positively received by UWV since it shows that employees
are not biased towards specific clients. Therefore, improvement in compliance
will be achievable by taking corrective measures in the underlying business processes and providing better information system support. The details of associa-

number of contracts

Rule (4)

0-24
daily wages

Rule (3)

Rule (2)LC (A)

project closurecontract not extended
reasons of unemployement

Rule (5)LC (E)

yes

working hours/week

e

1

no

lu
va

Rule (5)LC (A)

no

entitled for
additional allowance

no value

Rule (5)LC (B)

Rule (6)LC (E)

Rule (1)

Rule (2)LC (B)
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Rule (8)
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Figure 9.13: Association rules mined between different violations and client related attributes in Business Unit 1.
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tions mined are discussed in Appendix D.

9.5.4

Analyzing Combinations of Client Related Attribute Values with Occurrences of Different Violations

We checked different combination of attribute values to see if we can find violating patterns that distinguish compliant and violating activities w.r.t. a specific
compliance rule. Next, we will discuss a few of these combinations that were
more interesting than others.
For instance we checked if we can differentiate compliant and violating activities w.r.t. compliance Rule (1) and combination of attributes ‘average working
hours per week, number of contracts, type of contact, and business sector’. This
information helps us understand conditions under which we expect a violation
of Rule (1) to occur.
The classification of violation versusnon-violations shown in Fig. 9.14 indicates for Business Unit 1, the conditions (i.e., combinations of attribute values)
where violating and compliant activities w.r.t. Rule (1) are distinguished.
As can be seen in Fig.9.14, cases that were compliant with compliance
Rule (1) have typically ‘average working hours: [0 − 3]’ and ‘business sector:
J.Uitzend’. The information on their type of contract was missing. We also found
some violating patters among cases that were violating compliance Rule (1). For
instance, we can expect cases having ‘[40 − 43]’ average working hours per week
in financial services with regular employment contract’ to violate Rule (1).
The same analysis for Business Unit 2 did not yield interesting results. Figure 9.15 illustrates for Business Unit 3, violating and compliant patterns w.r.t. compliance Rule (1) and discussed combination of client attributes.
As is shown in this classification, one of the interesting violating patterns is
related to the combination of ‘[75 − 99]’ for daily wages, ‘[36 − 39]’ for average
working hours per week, ‘project closure-contract not extended’ for reasons of
unemployment and ‘regular employment contract’ for type of contracts.

9.5.5

Summary of Observations from the First Study

Conducting the first study, we got many insights about the violations and their
possible reasons. We conducted several workshops with domain experts in Business Unit 1 to discuss the results. During these discussions the management of
Business Unit1 was present. The presence of domain experts varied depending on their work load. The interesting result is that, the presence of domain
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experts in workshops is reflected in the results of the follow-up study. Within
these workshops discussions were mostly focused on the results we obtained in
Business Unit 1. Nevertheless, we discussed the results of other business units
with Business Unit 1 as well.
Domain experts also found that violations are more dependent to the process of ‘handling unemployment benefits’ itself rather than client characteristics.
We received positive feedbacks from domain experts and management team in
UWV such as: “compliance checking make our assumptions concrete and measurable”, or “compliance checking provides us with a lot of detailed information
that we can act upon”, or “we knew we are not always calling our clients on
time, but we did not know how compliant or violating we are” or, “in addition to the interesting insights that compliance checking provided us with, the
project started a big discussion inside the organization about the definition of
letters containing high impact decisions”.
UWV started some measures to improve compliance based on the results of

Situations where a call
is required
Compliant-Rule (1)

Avg. working hours per week:0-3
Type of contract: no value
Business sector: J.Uitzend

Violating-Rule (1)

Avg. working hours per week: no value
Number of contracts: 1
Business sector: retail and whole sale
Avg. working hours per week: no value
Number of contracts: 1
Business sector: financial services
Avg. working hours per week: no value
Number of contracts: no value
Type of contract: no value
Business sector: J.Uitzend
Avg. working hours per week: 40-43
Business sector: financial services
Type of contract: regular employment contract

Figure 9.14: Violating patterns that distinguish compliant and violating activities
w.r.t. compliance Rule (1) in Business Unit 1.
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our first study. Some of these measures have been implemented improvement
yet. Several ideas and proposals are still being discussed at different layers
of the organization to get approved and executed. Nevertheless, the results
have been acted upon by UWV. In the following we will discuss some of these
measures.
UWV launched a regular report on compliance for the first four compliance
rules. This report gets distributed monthly in all business units throughout the
whole country to raise awareness about the importance of these rules and help
different units to observe and monitor their compliance status. This report provides detailed statistics about the violations of the first four compliance rules.
In addition UWV has started an internal discussion to improve the guideline on
‘call clients before high impact decisions’. The management of Business Unit 1
set target KPIs within the organization to improve compliance w.r.t. first four
rules and the performance of teams are subject of job evaluations. Several ideas
and proposals also discussed to improve information systems to support em-

Situations where a call
is required
Compliant-Rule (1)

Violating-Rule (1)

Business sector: J.Uitzend
Reasons for unemployement: no value
Daily wages: 50-74

Avg. working hours per week: no value
Reasons for unemployement: no value
Daily wages: 25-49

Avg. working hours oer week: 0-3
Reasons for unemployment: no value
Daily wages: 0-24

Avg. working hours per week: 36-39
Reasons for unemployment: project closurecontract not extended
Daily wages: 75-99
Type of contract: regular employment contract
Avg. working hours per week: no value
Business sector: J. Uitzend
Reasons for unemployment: no value
Daily wages: 75-99
Type of contract: no value

Figure 9.15: Violating patterns that distinguish compliant and violating activities
w.r.t. compliance Rule (1) for Business Unit 3.
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ployees better for assigning cases to appropriate teams and registration of the
calls. In addition, initial ideas for a project to bring compliance checking in an
online setting in UWV is discussed among higher management of UWV. UWV believes that such a system can warn the employees during the execution of cases
whether some compliance rule is getting violated. Hence, employees would be
able to take preventive or corrective measures earlier.

9.6

Follow-Up Analysis

After sharing our analysis results with domain experts in Business Unit 1, we
repeated the analysis for the data of June and July 2015. We set up the case
study as we did for the first study. We checked the same compliance rules for
the three business units as in the first analysis. Clearly an impact of the analysis
is shown in the results of the follow-up study. We saw a remarkable improvement in compliance related to Rule (1), (2), (3), and (8) in Business Unit 1. The
compliance w.r.t. Rule 5 showed a small improvement. The compliance related
Rule (4), (6), and (7) decreased for interesting reasons. The improvements are
not seen in other business units in the follow-up study. Either they did not improve or the compliance deteriorated. Next, we will discuss our observations
from the follow-up study and will elaborate on the reasons caused the observations as such.
Business Units
BU 1
BU 2
BU 3

# Cases

# Events

27650
34210
33614

94979
116031
128289

Table 9.11: Number of cases and events in datasets of each business unit

We extracted the case study data sets of the follow-up study for all the three
business units as we did for the first study. Table 9.11 shows the number of cases
together with the number of events that we analyzed in the follow-up study for
each business unit.
Table 9.12 summarizes the result of the follow-up analysis for the three
business units. The Total column shows the total number of rule instances of
each rule and Violations shows the frequency of violations per compliance rule.
Change indicates the change in the frequency of violations, with (-) indicating
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Violation
Total
Change
46%
4640
+ 14%

68%
7621
+ 2%

e

BU 1
Violation
Total
Change
57%
7621
+ 3%

(1

BU 2
Violation
Total
Change

e

BU 3

Table 9.12: Follow-up study, summary of violations per compliance rule in three business units.
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decrease in violations and improvement in the compliance level and (+) showing an increase in violations.
Comparing results of the first analysis and the follow up analysis for compliance Rule (1).
As can be seen in Table 9.12, the result of our analysis w.r.t. first compliance Rule (1) shows 7% improvement of compliance in Business Unit 1 as the
A group in our case study. We see an increase of 14% and 3% in violations
respectively for Business Unit 2 and Business Unit 3.
We expected an improvement for Business Unit 1, however, we did not expect an increase in violations of other units. That is, we expected ‘no change’
or ‘a slight change’ in other units. We discussed our observations with domain
experts in Business Unit 1. They informed us about the enforcement of a new
national law in the unemployment process that caused business units to focus on
the introduction and enforcement of this new law in their operations. As a result, many employees in all the business units over the country are participating
in several training and are busy with adjusting their daily operation with the
implementation of the new law. Consequently, the rule “call before high impact
decision requirement” got less priority during this period. The increase in violations of other business units may be related to being less attentive about this
requirement during this period.
Note that, the new law is introduced in all the three business units including
Business Unit 1. Despite the distraction caused by the introduction of a new law,
we see a strong improvement in compliance level of the Business Unit 1 due to
the compliance analysis project.
Comparing results of the first analysis and follow up analysis for compliance Rule (2).
Similar to compliance Rule (1), we observe an improvement in compliance related to Rule (2) in Business Unit 1 as the A group in our case study (See Table 9.12). In other business units, we see an increase in the percentage of violations; 11% and 2% respectively for Business Unit 2 and 3. Again we expected ‘no
change’ or ‘a slight change’ in these business units. However, as we explained
earlier, we speculate that the introduction of the new law in the organization
has caused Business Unit 2 and 3 to mobilize their resources and attention to
implementation of the new law.
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Comparing results of the first analysis and follow-up analysis for compliance Rule (3).
Table 9.12 also compares for each business unit the result of our analysis from
the first study and the follow-up study w.r.t. compliance Rule (3). As can be seen
the result of our analysis shows an 11% improvement in Business Unit 1 as the A
group in our case study. We see no or a slight change in other units. This result
is in line with the fact that we only shared the results of analysis with A group.
Comparing results of the first study and follow up study for compliance
Rule (4).
As can be seen in Table 9.12, our analysis showed a 17% increase in violations
related to Rule (4) in Business Unit 1. We did not expect this result for the A
group in our case study, rather we expected an improvement. We found out that
the increase in number of violations of Rule (4) is related to the definition of this
rule and Rule (3). Rule (3) states that “the calls before high-impact decisions
must be registered as high impact.” This rule encourages the employees to
register the calls as high impact. Whereas Rule (4) states: “regular calls must
not be registered as high impact.” This rule encourages the employees not to
register calls as high impact wherever it is not necessary. Note that, Rule (4) has
less priority for UWV than Rule (3). Consequently we observe that employees
are overdoing Rule (3) and register calls as high impact even when it is not really
necessary. This led to a dramatic increase in violations of Rule (4) in Business
Unit 1 compared to other units that were not aware of the case study.
Comparing results of the first study and follow up study for compliance
Rule (5).
Table 9.12 also compares for each business unit the result of our analysis from
the first study and the follow-up study w.r.t. compliance Rule (5). As can be seen,
we observe only a slight improvement (1%) in compliance related to Business
Unit 1 as the A group in our case study. We knew that compliance Rules (4), (5),
(6), (7), and (8) had less priority in our case study compared to the first three
rules. Therefore, except for the first three rules and Rule (8), we did not discuss
their results in detail during the dissemination of the results. Consequently, we
did not detect a major improvement w.r.t. these rules.
Table 9.12 shows no change or slight improvement in the result of other
business units.
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Comparing results of the first study and follow up study for compliance
Rule (6).
Similar to previous rules, the comparison of results from the first and follow-up
study w.r.t. compliance Rule (6) is shown in Table 9.12 for each business unit.
We observed almost 5% increase in the number of violations related to this rule
in all business units. We discuss these results with domain experts in Business
Unit 1. They speculated the increase in violations of Rule (6) also refers to the
introduction of the new law in UWV. However no concrete conclusion was made
on these results.
Comparing results of the first study and follow up study for compliance
Rule (7).
Table 9.12 shows for all the three business units a drastic increase (between
27% to 30%) in the number of violations related to Rule (7). We discussed
these results with domain experts in Business Unit 1. They could not recall any
specific change in the organization that may have caused this result. Note that,
this compliance rule is enforced by the system. Hence, in general no violation
is expected for this rule.
To find out what could have caused this drastic change, we analyzed the
history of the compliance related to this rule. The result of this analysis from
1st January 2014 until 1st August 2015 is shown in Fig. 9.16. As can be seen, all
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Figure 9.16: History of violations of Rule (7) in three business units.
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the three business units follow the same pattern. The violations show a sudden
increase from last week of December to first week of January and from last week
of June to first week of July. This pattern is repeated for all the three units. We
indicate in this figure, the periods where the data of the first study and the
follow-up study is taken. As you can see, the data of the follow-up study falls in
the period where there is a sudden increase of violations. Hence, the average
of violations for Rule (7) is much higher in the follow-up study compared to the
first study.
We discussed the detected pattern with domain experts in Business Unit 1.
We could not find a concrete reason why these sudden changes are observed.
However, we speculate that these changes are related to accounting reference
periods, therefore some weekly benefits have ended in days other than a Monday.
Comparing results of the first study and the follow up study for compliance
Rule (8).
As mentioned earlier, the results of the root-cause analysis of Rule (8) were
discussed in detail with domain experts. As a result, we see 23% improvement
in compliance related to Rule (8).

9.7

Related Work

For this chapter, we reviewed case studies that were conducted in three main
domains: compliance checking and improvement, business process improvement, and analyzing and improving business processes using process mining
techniques.
Most of the case studies we found in compliance, focus on introducing new
regimens and incorporating controlling tasks and procedures within business
processes to restrict the executions of non-compliant behavior.
The paper in [125] reports on a case study that aims at improving compliance of a warranty billing business process of a car dealing company using
Six-Sigma DMAIC 2 approach. In this project available metrics to measure compliance of the process are reviewed and redefined to better evaluate relevant
compliance constraints. Data were collected based on the new metrics and include stored data and interviews with respective people in charge. Based on the
2 DMAIC stands for: Define, Measure, Analyze, Improve, and Control.
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analyzed data, new controlling tasks were introduced in the process. Finally,
the improvement of compliance based on new metrics is analyzed. The project
included structural changes in the process together with several training to introduce changes and new ways of working to employees. Although a generic
and structured approach (Six-Sigma) is followed in this project for compliance
improvement, the root-cause analysis of the study is specific to the underlying
warranty process and must be redesigned for a different process. In addition
this analysis is not automated and can only be done by domain experts familiar
with the process.
The paper in [72] reports a compliance improvement project in health care
domain. The authors sought to improve compliance by constructing a centralized database of guidelines. The authors evaluate the project successful, however, keeping the database up to date remains a difficult task. The improvement
of compliance using the centralized guideline is not quantified in this paper.
In [100], a case study is documented that evaluates compliance measures
placed by authorities of Marine Protected Area management (MPA) in New
South Wales. Measuring the “level of compliance” is considered as an important key performance indicators of success in MPA management. Authorities,
placed several compliance improvement strategies. A study based on data analysis conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness of the compliance improvement
strategies. The data analyzed include the number of enforcement actions (made
up of written warning notices, penalty infringement notices and prosecutions)
during a financial year for each marine park. For the purposes of this study,
enforcement action types were pooled such that they included all offence types
(e.g. fishing in a marine sanctuary, undersize fish, or illegal gear use) and actions taken (warning and infringement notices and prosecutions). Patrol effort
was recorded in 0.5 hours slots per patrol type per day and was spatially recorded.
Five measures were defined for compliance, quantified based on the number
of attacks and surveillance efforts required in an effective MPA management. To
demonstrate the value of enforcement data in effective MPA management, more
than 5000 enforcement actions from 2007 to 2013 from five New South Wales
Marine parks were analyzed. The paper concludes that one of these compliance
measures is not satisfactory. The analyzed data also revealed large differences
in compliance rates among different age groups.
The authors provide the findings from compliance monitoring into compliance planning to improve MPA performance. Differences in the number of offences were compared among marine parks using a repeated-measures general
linear model followed by Bonferroni-corrected LSD pair-wise post-hoc tests. An-
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alyzing this data, the age demographic of offenders was understood. This information were used to adjust compliance strategies such as training and other
forms of education with age-cohort behavioural patterns. The analysis resulted
in changing of some of the compliance measures as well. The authors conclude
that there was no consensus on the best way of measuring the success of a
compliance program. However, their results show that evaluation of enforcement data can provide useful insights that can enhance compliance programs
necessary for conservation of biodiversity in MPAs.
The paper in [61] discusses two strategies (namely control-based and commitmentbased) to enforce traveling compliance in corporate companies. The study was
done by comparing compliance results and costs and benefits of each strategy
in several companies. The data for this study were obtained from several interviews and records of financial transactions. The study concludes that a combination of strategies scores better in all these criteria. This study does not follow
a generic compliance checking approach and is not automated.
The business process improvement projects differ from each other either on
their principles and techniques, or on the target area on which the improvements are focused.
A business process improvement framework is introduced in [35]. This
framework extends business process management lifestyle on its evaluation
phase. The integrated approach enables contagious improvement of business
processes by analyzing executions of processes w.r.t. a set of KPI-like metrics.
The metrics cover the devil’s quadrangle including time, cost, quality and flexibility. The feasibility of this approach is showcased in a case study. The authors
report on improvement points their approach can detect by analyzing the executions of business processes. The report does not contain the results after
improvement.
The paper in [6] reports a case study to improve maintenance management
procedures in an airport. This case study leveraged the ITIL-based 3 five stages
improvement process. The project included identification of maintenance management sub processes, definition of KPIs to measure the process performance,
collecting data, analyzing data and suggesting improvement actions. The paper
unfortunately does not report on the improvement achieved after the case study.
A business process improvement technique (Tabular Application Development (TAD)) is introduced in [28]. The approach focuses on identification of
business processes and modelling them using a UML-like activity diagram. The
diagram leverages swim lanes to assign activities to specific organizational units.
3 Information Technology Infrastructure Library
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Some meta information about the activities such as estimated duration and cost
are documented for activities in a separate table. Finally, an object model is
created based on the modelled activities and is used for implementation. TAD
framework aims at improving business processes by systematic identification,
design and implementation of the model. However, the authors do not showcase whether using this approach led to an actual improvement in a real business scenario.
The authors of [71] propose a decision model that enables the selection
and evaluation of a BPM road map. BPM road map is a portfolio of scheduled
projects with different effects on business processes. This decision model helps
companies to decide about execution and priority of business process improvement projects and projects that target developing of BPM capability (i.e., the
skills to employ BPM methods and tools for business process change). In essence
this model can be used to evaluate the impact of a compliance improvement
project in a portfolio of business process improvement projects. However, the
assumptions on the setting of the framework has simplified real world projects
to great extent. For instance, it is assumed only one project to be implemented
per period in a company which is far from reality especially in large organizations. Second, the authors assume limited set of parameters to define a project
in their framework. These parameters are project quality, time, and sale’s price
of the project output, all estimated as a single value.
Several case studies are conducted to showcase the applicability of process
mining techniques in analysing and understanding processes. One of the first
case studies is reported in [139]. Here, the authors employ process mining techniques to understand control-flow, organization, and case perspective of provincial offices of the Dutch national public work department. In [124], authors
focus on understanding the organization perspective of a process in a Dutch
municipality.
To analyze process time, two cases studies are reported in [140]. The authors introduce a novel approach for predicting the completion time of running
cases. In this approach the data is divided into a learning set and a test set and
the focus is on the quality of predictions.
A case study paper in [51] studies the applicability of process mining techniques in real-life event log taken from telecom industry. The event log represents a highly flexible process. The authors compare the applicability of various
techniques w.r.t. several criteria such as accuracy (i.e., the extent to which the
induced model fits the behavior in the event log and can be generalized towards
unseen behavior), comprehensibility (i.e., the extent to which an induced model
is comprehensible to end-users), and justifiability (i.e., the extent to which an
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induced model is aligned with the existing domain knowledge).
The authors of [128] developed a technique to discover interaction in an
email-driven business process. Analysis of the discovered interactions provides
insights about the interactions structure and resources involved in each interaction. They can detect active and passive participants, duration of interactions
and message size of each interaction. These insights can be used to improve the
underling business process. The authors validate the feasibility of their technique in a case study. However, the paper does not report whether the insights
obtained using this technique led to an actual improvement in the analyzed
business process. In addition the technique is only beneficial for organizations
where email is (one of) the most important communication media for human
collaborations.
Unlike many case studies mentioned before, the authors of [110] analyze
highly unstructured event data. This paper reports on a case study that was
conducted on the testing process of manufacturing wafer scanners4 . The authors employ various process mining techniques to analyze this process and
suggest improvement measures.
The paper in [129] reports on a case study conducted in health care. The
authors analyze and compare a process for which event logs are obtained from
four hospitals. There exists some common grounds with our work in the sense
that they analyze the differences and commonalities between different hospitals. The authors also discuss the challenges they faced during the analysis and
suggest strategies to overcome some of the challenges. In [63], a case study in
health care domain is showcased. The authors first list a set of questions usually posed by medical professionals. By means of a spectrum, different types of
event data found in health care information systems are discussed to elaborate
what type of event data allows for answering the questions posed earlier.
In [20] a six-step methodology for analyzing and understanding processes
was introduced. This methodology includes log preparation, log inspection,
control-flow analysis, performance analysis, role analysis, and transferring results. The methodology is employed in a case study in public sector. Various
process mining techniques are used for each step in this study.
A process mining success model was introduced in [82]. The model consists
of success factors in three main categories; project specific factors, information
systems related factors, and process mining related factors. The model also
includes success measures to evaluate a process mining project. The success
4 ASML is the world-leading manufacturer and world largest supplier in the semiconductor in-

dustry.
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measures include: model quality, process impact, and project efficiency. Note
that model quality refers to the output of a process discovery project, whereas
if we consider various process mining projects such as conformance checking
or process performance analysis and enhancement, this measure will refer to
evaluating the quality of outputs of such projects as well.
The authors of [127] discovered an invoice verification process of SAP in a
company using Causal Net Miner. The authors are able to analyze the mined
model w.r.t. the finding frequent patterns and paths in the process, the process paths that took the longest time versusthose took the least time, and process paths where essential controlling activities were missing for them. Their
findings are provided to process owners for improving the analyzed process.
However, the case study does not report any follow up study to check whether
process improvements achieved based on these finings or not.
Among the case studies that analyzed process execution data of business
processes, only few focus on improvement of process compliance. Most aim at
improving business processes in general. The compliance checking technique
using constraint-behavioral profile conformance metrics introduced in [146] is
an exception. However, in this approach contextual data available in the process
are not considered for root-cause analysis of detected violations. Understanding
the deviations in this technique heavily depends on the knowledge about a concrete process. The authors tested the feasibility of the technique in a case study.
The paper reports on compliance analysis of a process using proposed metrics.
The analysis was not followed with a second study to measure the impact of
the diagnostics provided by this approach in compliance improvement of the
underlying business process.
Many of the compliance and business process improvement projects discussed in this section were designed and tailored towards a specific project.
Our compliance analysis approach is generic and was not developed specific for
UWV. Therefore, we can apply our compliance approach also to other organizations and processes. In addition, in some of the case studies discussed above
(especially those used process mining techniques for improving processes), the
analysis was focused on detecting bottlenecks and compliance problems. However, this analysis was never followed by any second analysis to report on actual
improvements after recommending changes (this was done in our case study).
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9.8

Conclusions and Lessons Learned

This chapter aimed to provide a deeper understanding of the benefits and challenges of a compliance improvement project in a highly rule-driven business
process. We collected and specified eight compliance rules for unemployment
handling business process. We designed a split test (A/B) to measure the impact of our approach in compliance improvement in three business units. We
collected a data set for each business unit and analyzed these against the specified compliance rules. Within the bounds of this case study, our analysis results
show using our compliance elicitation technique:
• we are able to specify different compliance rules precisely,
• we are able to check compliance rules of different types,
• we can provide detailed diagnostics about violations of each rule and an
overview about overall compliance, and
• our root-cause analysis approach guides end users to hypothesize about
the causes of different violations and helps them direct their compliance
improvement initiatives.
We discussed the results of our first study with domain experts and management of business Unit 1. We repeated the same study with a new dataset for
each business unit after some time. Our results show remarkable improvements
in compliance results of the rules that were discussed in detail with domain
experts and were of a high importance for the management.
The most challenging part of this study was the specification of the relevant
compliance rules. Although we had good expertise for specifying them, compliance rules in many situations are subject to several exceptions and interpretations that make it difficult even for business owners to agree on a definition for
a rule. Yet, the precise specification of these rules is very important for differentiating what is compliant or violating. Even more important, it helps domain
experts to adhere to the rules.
The impact of the precise definition of compliance rules does not end here,
but data requirements should be defined accordingly as well. This process can
go through several iterations and it may lead to redefinition of rules as well.
The choice of data attributes that need to be included in the datasets are very
important. There are several data attributes that are mandatory to include in
the dataset as they are used for checking the rules. When definition of rules
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changes, new attributes may become relevant for the analysis. In addition, we
need to select carefully other contextual data to include for root-cause analysis. Note that sometimes causes for violations lie outside the process being
analyzed. Therefore, it is necessary to collect relevant data as much as possible and enrich the event log accordingly. The more data the richer the analysis
will be. However, there is a trade-off. If the additional data attributes are not
chosen carefully, the technique may find relations between data attributes and
violations that do not provide much business insight.
In our analysis, apart from technical challenges of handling a large event
log, too much data may lead to many results. Consequently we needed to
spend enormous time and energy to analyze the results from business perspective to be able to extract important information from them. So far, we used
specific data analysis techniques (association rule mining and classification) for
our root-cause analysis approach. An option to tackle too many results could be
using a group of techniques for the same type of analysis and concluding based
on the combination of outcomes. For instance, for evaluating the strength of
association rules, currently we are using Conditional probability Increment Ratio (CPIR) [152] metric. However, computing a combination of metrics such
as support, confidence [12], and lift (interest) [22] together with CPIR would
provide us the possibility to filter out association rules better and focus only on
those that are scored high by all the metrics.
Another challenging part of a data analysis project is to provide a more tailored visualization of the results for domain experts. Interpretation of analysis
results by domain experts adds valuable insight to any data analysis project and
is very important. Therefore, it is crucial to visualize results of the analysis such
that it is easier for domain experts to comprehend and discuss them. We used
several ways to show our results and discuss them with domain experts. These
initiatives include reporting to domain experts using tables, bar charts, different types of graphs, and textual format of results. However, we found out that
organizing workshops and discussing the results together with domain experts
has been more efficient than expected. Domain experts have problems reading
graphs, tables, and charts on their own. Discussing the results in workshops
opened up new perspectives and gave us and domain experts more insights
about them. For instance, for discussing the important associations between
violations and their contextual data, we found simpler and more compact visualization of analysis results. For example, the graphical representation we used
in Fig. 9.7 together with complementary bar charts (see an example in Fig. 9.8)
provided a good basis to discuss the results in a workshop.
We observed that organizations are dynamic ecosystems that are under con-
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stant change. Hence, it is of utmost importance to choose right timing for a
business process improvement project and target right people to minimize the
impact of these changes on the result. Moreover we understood that changing a
complex process (e.g. handling unemployment benefits), is time consuming and
requires support of different levels in an organization.

Chapter 10
Conclusions and Future Work
This final chapter concludes the thesis. In Sect. 10.1, we summarize the main
contribution of our compliance analysis approach. Section 10.2 discusses the
limitations and open problems. Finally, we sketch our ideas for future research
in Sect. 10.3.

10.1

Contributions of the Thesis

In this thesis we introduced an approach for analyzing compliance of a business
process. Our approach covers different phases of the compliance management
life cycle introduced in Sect. 1.3. First of all, we advocated the idea of managing
compliance separately from business process management. Hence, the changes
in each of them (BPM or CM), will not impact the other and thereby increases
the maintainability.
We have developed various techniques in our proposed compliance analysis
solution. Figure 10.1 highlights the main contributions.
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Figure 10.1: The main contribution of this work are highlighted in the thesis road map.
INSIGHT

Compliance elicitor

10.1 Contributions of the Thesis
Compliance Elicitation and Specification
The compliance constraint framework presented in Sect. 3.1 helps us to decompose complex compliance constraints to several individual rules each confining
a perspective of a business process. We offered three collections of compliance
rules for modelling control-flow, temporal, resource and data-aware compliance
rules. We did an extensive literature study to include various rules from literature and practice in the rule repositories. We introduced a semi-automated
technique for formalizing each control-flow and temporal compliance rule as
a compliance pattern that can be directly used for compliance checking. This
technique is supported by a tool and enables business users to formalize rules
without being exposed to the technicalities of the formalization language used.
Furthermore, we discussed the situations where a set of compliance rules should
be modelled as a set of atomic compliance patterns or a as a composite compliance model and explained in details the advantages and disadvantages. Either
way, the impact on other phases of the compliance analysis solution is explained.
Compliance Checking
Our approach includes dedicated techniques for checking compliance of controlflow, temporal, resource and data-aware compliance rules. Yet, all the techniques follow the same procedure including: log preparation, violation detection and log enrichment. However, the sequence of these steps and their repetition are customized in each checking technique to cover the requirements of
checking rules from different process perspectives. Using these checking techniques, we can detect all violations from different process perspectives. The
diagnostics we get include the exact location of violations, and the compensation value for a violation while the impact of the proposed value is considered
on the compliance of the process globally. That is, the compensation value is
proposed such that it minimizes the total number of violations and the amount
of deviations globally. All the proposed checking techniques have been implemented and were evaluated on real life event logs.
Compliance Checking in Large Event Logs
During the development of the checking techniques, their applicability on big
data have been considered. The alignment technique which our compliance
checking procedure approach is based on, requires solving optimization problems (e.g. an ILP problem). As the number of distinct activities and the average
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trace length increases in large event logs, the complexity of these problems
increases and thereby performance issues can arise. Our approach makes it
possible to focus on a subset of activities and attributes that are confined by a
compliance rule and abstract from all other information in the log. Typically,
compliance patterns have only a few number of distinct activities and usually
have a very simple structure. Furthermore, we shorten the traces during log
preparation wherever the presence of events are not necessary for checking
a rule. These optimization measures make our compliance analysis approach
suitable to be applied in large datasets. For instance checking compliance of
the dataset of one of the business units we used for case study (presented in
Chap. 9) with over 100000 cases and over 35 attributes did not take longer
than a few seconds.
Integrating Compliance Data in Compliance Database
Checking compliance rules one by one will lead to several checking results that
needs to be combined to get a complete picture of compliance of a business
process. We introduce a framework to integrate compliance data from different
sources in the ‘compliance database’. Compliance database gives us the flexibility to explore compliance data from different dimensions and on different
abstraction levels. We can query compliance data based on even complex criteria. The result of these queries are subsets of events/move that can be used
for further analysis including: (1) producing various statistics and reports, (2)
root-cause analysis, and (3) generating enriched sublogs with diagnostics.
Providing Insights about Non-Compliance
The last phase of our compliance analysis approach leverages various data analytic techniques to do root-cause analysis on detected violations. Association
rule mining is applied to detect meaningful relations between violations and
their context. These relations are shown to business users as list of problems
in textual format. This list is ranked based on the importance of violations and
the significance of the relation detected between a violation and its context. In
addition, we apply classification techniques to detect patterns that differentiate
violating and compliant patterns. This helps us understand the commonalities
between violations (i.e., the conditions that are present when a certain violation occurs) and similarly the commonalities between non-violations (i.e., the
conditions that are present when no violation occurs). This information has
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predictive value and can help us to predict when a certain violation occurs. Furthermore, we provide descriptive statistics describing the severity of violations
on different abstraction levels. The family of root-cause analysis techniques are
implemented and evaluated on real life event logs.
Proved Impact on Compliance Improvement
We have evaluated each component of our compliance analysis approach on
real life event logs. We did this for each component separately, but also used the
complete solution in a large case study. This experiment was designed to check
the feasibility of our approach and applicability of its findings for improving
compliance in a real business case. We did the experiment in collaboration with
Dutch Employee Insurance Agency (UWV). The experiment was conducted in
three business units of UWV using A/B testing. A set of compliance rules (of
various types) was chosen and each rule was checked in all the three business
units. One of the business units (A group) was informed about the results of
our analysis and we did not distribute the results to the other two units (B
group). The case study continued with a follow-up study using new datasets.
We monitored and compared the changes in the compliance state of different
business units. The results of the analysis showed that using our approach,
we can provide detailed diagnostics and enable root-cause analysis to improve
compliance. The compliance state w.r.t. some of the compliance rules showed
up to 28% improvement in A group, the same effect was not observed in other
business units. We received positive feedback from domain experts about the
applicability of the approach and UWV is planning to incorporate our approach
of compliance analysis in its daily operations.

10.2

Limitations

In this thesis, not all the problems and open questions w.r.t. compliance management have been fully addressed. In this section, we discuss problems that
when solved, would make our compliance analysis approach more complete.
Compliance elicitation and formalization. Although the compliance elicitation component of our approach enable business users to specify and formalize
informal compliance constraints to great extent, formalizing informal text of
compliance constraints still remains a challenge. The compliance rule collections (chapters 4, 5, and 6) include comprehensive lists of compliance rules,
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however, in practice new rules or combination of rules may be used that cannot
be foreseen. Yet, the repositories are extendible. The elicitation technique discussed in Chap. 4, is based on the collection of compliance rules in the controlflow compliance rules repository and may need to be extended accordingly.
However, the maintainability of this technique is not straightforward. The configurable patterns that are used for specifying a concrete compliance rule can
be extended easily, however, the questionnaire for selecting a specific configurable pattern and its configuration options should be updated for each new
pattern and configuration option added to the repository. Furthermore, we did
not validate this approach with end-users.
Compliance checking. The compliance checking techniques we employed in
our approach aim at explaining the most probable scenario of non-compliance.
For this, the techniques solve an optimization problem based on various costs
that are assigned to violations. Tuning this cost function can lead to different
solutions. Hence, sometimes domain knowledge is required to understand the
best explanation for a violation. This problem has been discussed extensively in
sections 4.1.1, 5.6, and 6.5.
Root-cause analysis. In our root-cause analysis approach, we use contextual
data of violations, i.e., other data attributes and their values present at a violating event or its neighbouring events. We leverage association rule mining and
classification techniques to detect possible meaningful relations between violations and their context. Such a root-cause analysis technique works best when
we have a high number of rule instances (i.e., activations of the rules analyzed).
In contrast, when applied on small dataset or a dataset with few violations, the
insights maybe of less value.
On the other hand, when the the number of attributes at events increases,
we may end up with relations and patterns that although score high by the
metrics employed, they do not indicate an important finding from a business
point of view. Therefore, to make a precise conclusion, domain knowledge is
required to select the relations that have higher business value. Checking all the
detected relations and patterns (when many of them are detected) with domain
experts can be a tedious task. For this challenge, we propose two solutions: (1)
in case of association rule mining, we propose to use a combination of metrics
for evaluating detected relations. Relations that score high on all metrics are
more probable to indicate an important relation, (2) in case of classification
techniques, we propose to filter the attributes that are less likely to be relevant
for the analysis using domain knowledge. If no domain knowledge is available,
we can leverage from feature selection techniques to choose groups of attributes
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which are dependent. Details of this problems and possible solutions for them
have been discussed in sections 9.5.1, 9.5.3, and 9.8.
Note that in many situations violations occur for reasons that are outside the
context of the violations. For example a violation may occur due to an activity
that was executed at the beginning of a process or it can be related to some
external factors that are not even available in the recorded dataset. In such
cases it is very difficult to detect causalities merely by analyzing the dataset
and more domain knowledge is required to enrich the dataset with relevant
contextual data.

10.3

Open Problems

This final section sketches ideas for further research in compliance analysis
that extend beyond the scope of this thesis. All ideas relate to the ultimate
goal of systematic understanding of non-compliance including detecting noncompliance and its root-cause analysis.
In this thesis, we covered analysis of compliance rules confining control-flow,
temporal, resource and data perspectives of a business process. However, we detected two more dimensions in the compliance constraint framework (Sect. 3.1)
that we did not discuss in this thesis. A compliance constraint may prescribe
properties of a single case or of multiple cases (e.g. “20% of all the applications require a detailed check”). Such constraints are typical in Service Level
Agreements (SLAs). We did not dedicate a specific part of the thesis to this
dimension, however, compliance of such rules can be computed over the result
of checking each case individually. The other dimension of compliance rules
includes rules that prescribe properties of process design. An extensive body of
literature is available about the modelling and analysis of such constraints. We
briefly discussed these works in Sect. 1.3. However, compliance verification of
process models during design time of business processes is outside the scope of
this thesis.
The focus of this thesis has been on compliance auditing, i.e., post-mortem
analysis of event logs. Enabling our approach of compliance analysis in a real
time setting is an interesting extension of this work. For this, we propose a specialized engine for compliance management that communicates with an existing
information system. A more concrete proposal about the compliance engine has
been discussed in [98]. Figure 10.2 sketches the architecture of the proposed
engine that is coupled with an existing information system. The relevant compliance rules for a process and their formalization are stored in a repository. The
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process definition repository in Fig. 10.2 includes the information about the activities in a process and their order. Business data definition represents process
data as a data model consisting of a set of entity types and their relationships
between these entity types. The actual data of a process is given by a number
of entities for each type. Each entity assigns a value to its attributes and is associated to other entities according to the relationships. Activities are associated
with entity types defining which attributes the activities are allowed to read,
write or update. The organization definition repository defines the association
of activities to roles and assignment of agents to roles.
The repository of runtime data comprises all information on process executions. For instance, the events that have occurred, their order and duration, the
values that were written by a particular event, the authorizations to access data
granted to specific roles, or the role assignments given to specific agents. The
compliance checker takes an instantiated compliance rule, in context of a specific process, and runtime data as input and detect violations or signal possible
violations. The engine is allowed to control the information systems by a risk
interrupter. The risk interrupter takes as input the discovered deviations and
assesses based on its history of violations recorded in compliance database how
severe the violation of a compliance rule would turn out in the future. In case of
a severe risk, it can interrupt the process execution in the information system.
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Figure 10.2: Proposed compliance engine for real time compliance management.

Appendix A
Repository of Control-Flow
Compliance Rules
This appendix presents a repository of Petri net patterns modeling a collection of
control-flow compliance rules. Table A.1 (also discussed in Chap. 2 and Chap. 4)
gives the collection of control-flow compliance rules. These rules are distributed
over ten categories. Each category includes several compliance rules. Categories
are formed based on the type of constraints they include.
All the Petri net patterns discussed in this repository are created in a systematic manner that will be explained throughout this appendix. The basic
principles for designing the control-flow compliance rules and modelling elements and constructs used in the patterns are discussed in Sect. 4.1.5. In all the
patterns discussed in this appendix, the attribute act of run events is mapped to
the transition label of the respective pattern. (See Sect. 2.3.3.
Compliance patterns are generic and can be instantiated in context of any
compliance requirement and business process. For each pattern, we specify a
set of instantiation parameters. A user can instantiate a pattern in context of a
specific event log by setting these parameters during the alignment.
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Category (Rules)
Existence (2)
Bounded Existence (6)
Dependent Existence (6)
Bounded Sequence (3)
Parallel (2)
Precedence (10)
Chain Precedence (4)
Response (10)
Chain Response (4)
Between (7)

Description
Limits occurrence or absence of an activity. [142], [14,
38], [55], [117], [118]
Limits the number of times an activity must or must not occur.
[38], [42]
Limits the presence or absence of an activity with respect to
existence or absence of another activity. [42]
Limits the number of times a sequence of activities must or
must not occur. [38], [42]
Limits the occurrence of a specic set of activities in parallel.
[117]
Limits the occurrence of an activity in precedence over another
activity. [42], [38], [117], [118], [14], [49], [55]
Limits the occurrence of a sequence of activities in precedence
over another sequence of activities. [42], [38], [55]
Limits the occurrence of an activity in response to another activity. [117], [42], [55], [38], [119], [14], [49]
Limits the occurrence of a sequence of activities in response to
another sequence of activities. [42]
Limits the occurrence of an activity within (between) a sequence
of activities. [38]

Table A.1: Categorization of the 54 control-flow compliance rules.

A.1 Existence Category
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Figure A.1: Existence. Activity Universality compliance rule

A.1

Existence Category

This category contains compliance rules which limit the occurrence or absence
of an activity within a chosen scope1 .
Existence. Activity Universality
Description: Activity A must occur within a chosen scope. The compliance rule
is violated if event A does not occur within the specified scope (e.g. a process
instance). An instance of this compliance rule includes one time occurrence of
A, i.e., if it occurs once, this compliance rule is satisfied. Figure A.1 shows the
Petri net pattern that formalizes this rule.
After the pattern started, any event may occur. The rule instance is trigged as
soon as A is executed. With the execution of A, the corresponding compliance
rule of this pattern is satisfied and the rule instance is completed. After completion of the rule instance, any event may occur. In this situation the pattern
may terminate. The transition End models that the end of the trace has been
reached, i.e., it occurs after all events of the trace occurred.
Pattern instantiation parameters:
• A
• Ω = ΣL \ {A}
1 The scope can refer to a process instance (one specific case), a group of process instances, or a

time line.
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Pattern parameters:
 #act(e)  transition label
Ƭ

Initial

Final
Start

Ist

Icmp

End

Figure A.2: Existence. Activity Absence compliance rule

Existence. Activity Absence
Description: Activity A must not occur within a chosen scope. The rule is violated
if activity A occurs within the specified scope. An instance of this compliance
rule includes occurrence of any activity except A. That is, as long as A does
not occur, this compliance rule is satisfied but if A occurs this rule is violated.
Fig. A.2 shows the Petri net pattern that formalizes this rule.
The pattern specifies that any event but A may occur. Therefore, by construction in every instance of this pattern only the Ω-labeled transition is enabled. If
an A occurs a deviation is captured. The transition End models that the end of
the trace has been reached, i.e., it occurs after all events of the trace occurred.
Pattern instantiation parameters:
• A
• Ω = ΣL \ {A}

A.2

Dependent Existence Category

This category of compliance rules limits the presence or absence of an activity
with respect to existence or absence of another activity.
Dependent Existence. Exclusive
Description: Presence of activity A mandates the absence of activity B within a
chosen scope. This rule is violated if within the specified scope, both activities
A and B would be present. An instance of this compliance rule includes all
occurrences of activity A or all occurrences of activity B. The Petri net pattern
illustrated in Fig. A.3 formalizes this rule.
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Pattern parameters:
 #act(e)  transition label
A

P1
P2

Ist

Initial
Start

Ist

Icmp

Icmp
B

End1

Final

End2

Figure A.3: Dependent Existence. Exclusive compliance rule

After the pattern started, any activity may occur. The rule instance is activated as soon as the first A or B occurs. If A occurs, place P 1 is marked. At this
marking, B is not enabled anymore, thereby ensuring that A and B cannot be
present together. Symmetrically when the first B occurs, place P 2 is marked. At
this marking, A is not enabled anymore, thereby ensuring that A and B cannot
be present together.
The pattern may terminate at any point in time by firing one of the transitions End.
Pattern instantiation parameters:
• A, B
• Ω = ΣL \ {A, B}

Dependent Existence. Mutual Exclusive
Description: Within a chosen scope, either activity A or activity B must exist
but not none of them or both. This rule is violated if both events A and B
occur together or be absent together within the specified scope. An instance of
this compliance rule includes all occurrences of activity A or all occurrences of
activity B. The Petri net pattern illustrated in Fig. A.4 formalizes this rule.
The behavior of this pattern is similar to the pattern described in Fig. A.3;
with the difference that in the pattern illustrated in Fig. A.4 absence of both
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Pattern parameters:
 #act(e)  transition label
A

A

Initial
Start

Icmp
End

Ist
B

Final

Icmp

B

Figure A.4: Dependent Existence. Mutual Exclusive compliance rule

events A and B is a violation. Therefore, the pattern enforces that one of the
events A or B must occur. The pattern cannot terminate unless the rule instance
is completed, i.e., only after the occurrence of one of the events A or B. After the
condition of the rule is satisfied, the pattern may terminate by firing transition
End.
Pattern instantiation parameters:
• A, B
• Ω = ΣL \ {A, B}
Dependent Existence. Prerequisite
Description: Absence of activity A mandates that activity B is also absent within a
chosen scope. This rule is violated if within the specified scope, activity B occurs
without any occurrence of activity A. This compliance category consists of one
compliance rule. An instance of this compliance rule includes occurrences of
both activities A and B. The Petri net pattern illustrated in Fig. A.5 formalizes
this rule.
The occurrence of any activity triggers the rule instance. If A occurs, it may be
followed by B or not. In both cases, the behavior is compliant, i.e., the presence
of A does not create an obligation. The rule instance can complete and the
pattern may terminate in this situation if no event is to be executed. However,
as soon as B occurs the structure of the pattern must ensure that A also occurs at
least once. Therefore, the occurrence of B requires occurrence of B. Note that,
the sequence of occurrences of A and B does not matter but if B occurs, A must
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Pattern parameters:
 #act(e)  transition label
A
A

Initial
Start

Ist

Icmp
B
Final
End

B
Icmp

Ist

A

Figure A.5: Dependent Existence. Prerequisite compliance rule

have occurred at least once before it or it must eventually occur after it. The
next occurrences of B (even if they are not followed by A) are still compliant as
A has already occurred once and the rule is satisfied. Please note that absence
of both activities is allowed based on the rule. When the condition of the rule is
satisfied, the rule instance is completed and the pattern may terminate by firing
the transition End.
Pattern instantiation parameters:
• A, B
• Ω = ΣL \ {A, B}
Dependent Existence. Inclusive
Description: Presence of activity A mandates that activity B is also present within
a chosen scope. This rule is violated if within the specified scope, activity A occurs without any occurrence of activity B. This compliance category consists
of one compliance rule. An instance of this compliance rule includes all occurrences of activities A and B. The Petri net pattern illustrated in Fig. A.6
formalizes this rule.
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Pattern parameters:
 #act(e)  transition label

A
A

Initial
Start

Ist

Icmp
B
Final
End

B
P

Ist

Icmp

B

Figure A.6: ‘Dependent Existence. Inclusive’ compliance rule

The pattern described in Fig. A.6 is similar to the pattern described in Fig. A.5;
with the difference in adjacent transitions to the place P in Fig. A.6.
Occurrence of any activity triggers the rule instance. If B occurs, it may be
followed by B or not. In both cases, the behavior is compliant, i.e., the presence
of B does not create an obligation.
As soon as the first A occurs, the structure of the pattern must ensure that
B also occurs at least once. Next occurrences of A (even without a following B)
will be still compliant as B has already occurred once. When the condition of the
rule is satisfied, the rule instance completes. This is the situation that the pattern
can terminate by firing the transition End, if no activity is to be executed. Please
note that it is possible that B occurs without occurrence of A or none of A or B
occurs.
Pattern instantiation parameters:
• A, B
• Ω = ΣL \ {A, B}
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Pattern parameters:
 #act(e)  transition label
B

A

Initial
Start

Ist

Icmp

End

Final

B

A

Figure A.7: Dependent Existence. Substitute compliance rule

Dependent Existence. Substitute
Description: Activity B substitutes the absence of activity A within a chosen
scope. This rule is basically the logical OR between occurrences of two activities
A and B. This rule is violated if within the specified scope, none of the activities
A or B occurs (i.e., both be absent). This compliance category consists of one
compliance rule. An instance of this compliance rule includes all occurrences
of activities A and B. The Petri net pattern illustrated in Fig. A.7 formalizes this
rule.
An occurrence of any activity triggers the rule instance. The rule instance
cannot complete unless at least one of the activities A or B occur. The occurrence
of A does not create an obligation for the occurrence or non-occurrence of B,
however its absence obliges the occurrence of B. When the condition of the
rule is satisfied, the pattern may terminate by firing the transition End. Pattern
instantiation parameters:
• A, B
• Ω = ΣL \ {A, B}
Dependent Existence. Co-requisite
Description: Within a chosen scope, either activities A and B should exist together or be absent together. This rule is violated if within the specified scope,
only one of the activities A or B occurs. This compliance category consists of one
compliance rule. An instance of this compliance rule includes all occurrences of
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Pattern parameters:
 #act(e)  transition label

A
A

Initial
Start

Ist

Icmp
B
Initial
End

B
P

Ist

Icmp

Figure A.8: Dependent Existence. Co-requisite compliance rule

A and B if they occur. The Petri-net pattern illustrated in Fig. A.8 formalizes this
rule.
The pattern described in Fig. A.8 is similar to the pattern described in Fig. A.5,
with the difference in adjacent transitions to the place P.
An occurrence of any activity triggers the rule instance. As soon as activity
A occurs, the structure of the pattern must ensure that B also occurs. The next
occurrences of A (even if they are not followed by B) are still compliant as B has
occurred once and the rule is satisfied. Symmetrically if activity B occurs, the
structure of the pattern must ensure that A also occurs. The next occurrences
of B (even if they are not followed by A) are still compliant as A has occurred
once and the rule is satisfied. Please note that absence of both activities A and
B is also compliant. When the condition of the rule is satisfied, the rule instance
completes and the pattern may terminate by firing the transition End.
Pattern instantiation parameters:
• A, B
• Ω = ΣL \ {A, B}
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Pattern parameters:
 #act(e)  transition label
Pk (k=2)
Initial

End

Count
Start

Ist

A

Final

(k=2)
Icmp

Figure A.9: Bounded Existence of an Activity. Exactly k Times compliance rule

A.3

Bounded Existence Category

This category includes compliance rules that limit the number of times an activity must or must not occur.
Bounded Existence of an Activity. Exactly k Times
Description: Activity A must occur exactly k times within a chosen scope. The
rule is violated if A occurs less than or more than k times within the specified
scope. An instance of this compliance rule includes k occurrences of activity A.
That is, as soon as A occurs k times, this rule is satisfied. Figure A.9 shows the
Petri net pattern that formalizes this rule for the case k=2.
After the pattern started any event may occur. The first occurrence of A
triggers the rule instance. The pre-place Pk of A is initially marked with k tokens.
The k tokens in place Pk assure that activity A can occur at most k times, as each
occurrence of A decrements the number of tokens in Pk and increments the
number of tokens in place Count. Place Count counts the occurrences of A. After
k occurrences of A, Pk is empty and Count contains k tokens. In this situation
transition A is not enabled anymore. The compliance rule is satisfied and the
rule instance is completed. The pattern can terminate only if the rule instance is
completed implying that the condition of the rule is satisfied. The transition End
models that the end of the trace has been reached. Please note that Ω-labeled
transition is enabled throughout the whole pattern and may occur at any point
in time.
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Pattern instantiation parameters:
• A
• Ω = ΣL \ {A}
• k
Bounded Existence of an Activity. At Least k Times
Description: Activity A must occur at least k times within a chosen scope. If
A occurs less than k times within the specified scope, the rule is violated. An
instance of this compliance rule includes k occurrences of activity A. That is, as
soon as A occurs k times, this rule is satisfied. In addition, the rule also allows
for more occurrences of A. Fig. A.10 shows the Petri net pattern that formalizes
this rule for the case k= 2.
Pattern parameters:
 #act(e)  transition label

A

Pk (k=2)
Initial

End

Count
Start

Ist

A

Final

(k=2)
Icmp

Figure A.10: Bounded Existence of an Activity. At Least k Times compliance rule

The basic structure of the pattern in Fig. A.10 is similar to the pattern described in Fig. A.9. The first occurrence of A activates the rule instance. The k
tokens in place Pk limits the occurrence of the very left A-labeled transition to k
times. After k occurrences of A the condition of the rule is satisfied, hence the
rule instance is completed. The rule specifies that A must occur at least k times;
therefore after k occurrences of A, further occurrences of A are possible. The
Ω-labeled transition is always enabled. The transition End models that the end
of the trace has been reached.
Pattern instantiation parameters:
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• A
• Ω = ΣL \ {A}
• k
Bounded Existence of an Activity. At Most k Times
Description: Activity A must occur at most k times within a chosen scope. If A
occurs more than k times within the specified scope, the rule is violated. An
instance of this compliance rule includes at most k occurrences of activity A.
That is, if A occurs less than k+1 times, this rule is satisfied. Figure A.11 shows
the Petri net pattern that formalizes this rule for the case k= 2.
Pattern parameters:
 #act(e)  transition label

Initial

End
Start

Final

Icmp

Ist
A

Pk (k=2)

Figure A.11: Bounded Existence of an Activity. At Most k Times compliance rule

The basic structure of this pattern is similar to the pattern showed in Fig. A.9.
However, in contrast with the pattern described in Fig. A.9, this rule allows for
fewer k+1 occurrences of A. The occurrence of any activity activates the rule
instance of this rule even if it is not an A; because the condition of this rule
is satisfied even if A does not occur at all. The pre-place Pk of A is initially
marked with k tokens which limits the occurrences of A to at most k times.
After k occurrences of A, the A-labeled transition is not enabled anymore. The
rule instance is completed when there is no activity to happen even if there are
tokens left in place Pk (k, less than k or zero tokens). When the rule instance
completes, it removes all tokens left in place Pk by the reset arc connecting place
Pk to Icmp (represented as a two arrow headed line). For detailed description of
reset arcs, see Sect. 4.1.5. The transition End models that the end of the trace
has been reached.
Pattern instantiation parameters:
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• A
• Ω = ΣL \ {A}
• k
Bounded Existence of an Activity. Exactly k Times in a Row
Description: Activity A must occur exactly k times in a row (directly one after
the other) within a chosen scope. The rule is violated if the sequence 〈A, . . . , A 〉
| {z }
k

does not occur within the specified scope. An instance of this compliance rule
includes k occurrences of activity A in a row. That is, if A occurs exactly k times
without any other activities occurring between occurrences of A, this rule is
satisfied. Fig. A.12 shows the Petri net pattern that formalizes this rule for the
case k= 2.
Pattern parameters:
 #act(e)  transition label
Start

End

Initial

A
Ist

Final

(k=2)
Count

Icmp

Pk (k=2)

Figure A.12: Bounded Existence of an Activity. Exactly k Times in a Row compliance rule

After the pattern started, any event may occur. The first occurrence of A
activates the rule instance. After the start of the rule instance, no Ω-labeled
transition is enabled anymore until A occurs k times in a row. The k tokens
in pre-place Pk of A limit the number of occurrences of A to k times (similar
to the structure described in Fig. A.9). The place Count counts the number
of occurrences of A. The rule instance completes only if there are k tokens in
place Count, implying that the condition of the rule is satisfied. In this situation
the rule instance completes and any non-A event may occur (captured by the
Ω-labeled transition) or the pattern may terminate by firing the transition End.
Pattern instantiation parameters:
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• A
• Ω = ΣL \ {A}
• k
Bounded Existence of an Activity. At Least k Times in a Row
Description: Activity A must occur at least k times in a row (directly one after
the other) within a chosen scope. This rule is violated if 〈A, . . . , A 〉 does not
| {z }
k

occur within the chosen scope. An instance of this compliance rule includes k
occurrences of activity A in a row. That is, as soon as A occurs exactly k times
without any other activities occurring between occurrences of A, this rule is
satisfied. Fig. A.13 shows the Petri net pattern that formalizes this rule for the
case k= 2.
Pattern parameters:
 #act(e)  transition label
Initial

Start

Final

A

End
Ƭ

Ist

Icmp

A
k-1

A

(a)

Pk
(k=2)

(b)

Pk-1
(k=2)

Figure A.13: Bounded Existence of an Activity. At Least k Times in a Row compliance rule

After the pattern started, any activity may occur including A. As soon as the
first activity A occurs, we distinguish two scenarios: Scenario 1 is that (k) A’s
occur in a row; Scenario 2 is that an Ω occurs after less than (k) A’s in a row.
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In case of Scenario 1, as soon as the first A occurs the rule instance is activated
(please see the shadowed subnet labeled (b)) and no Ω-labeled transition is
enabled any more until the rule instance completes. The k tokens in the place
Pk limits the number of occurrences of A to k in the rule instance. The rule
instance completes only if the subsequence 〈A, . . . , A 〉 occurs; implying that the
| {z }
k

condition of the rule is satisfied. The inhibitor arcs connecting the place Pk to
the transition Icmp assures that the Icmp can fire only if the place Pk is empty.
The compliance rule specifies that more than k occurrences of A in a row is
allowed; hence after the compliance rule is satisfied any arbitrary occurrences
of A or Ω is possible. In this situation the pattern may terminate by firing the
transition End.
The left part of the pattern (please see the shadowed subnet labeled (a))
models the Scenario 2. That is, A may occur k−1 times in a row. The k−1 tokens
in the place Pk−1 limits the occurrences of A directly one after the other to k−1
in the subnet (a). Please note that A may occur arbitrary number of times in
the subnet (a) as long as, the sequence of A’s is interrupted by an Ω-labeled
activity before the sequence 〈A, . . . , A 〉 occurs. The pattern may only terminate
| {z }
k

if the condition of the rule is satisfied implying that the rule instance must be
executed.
Pattern instantiation parameters:
• A
• Ω = ΣL \ {A}
• k
Bounded Existence of an Activity. At most k Times in a Row
Description: Activity A must not occur more than k times in a row (directly one
after the other) within a chosen scope. This rule is violated if 〈A, . . . , A 〉 occurs
| {z }
>k

within the specified scope. An instance of this compliance rule includes all
occurrences of activity A. Fig. A.14 shows the Petri net pattern that formalizes
this rule for the case k= 2.
After the pattern started, the place P is marked. At this marking, any activity
may occur. Based on this rule, less than k occurrences of A or exactly k occurrences of A in a row are considered as compliant behavior. Therefore, at the
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Pattern parameters:
 #act(e)  transition label
Final
End2

End1

Ist

Initial
Start

Icmp

P
A

k
Pk (k=2)

Figure A.14: Bounded Existence of an Activity. At Most k Times in a Row compliance rule

marking where the place P is marked (no A has occurred yet), the pattern may
terminate by firing the transition End1 .
The rule instance is triggered as soon as the first A occurs. Firing the transition Ist produces k tokens in the place Pk ; implying that A may occur at most k
times in a row in every instance of the pattern. Please note that the compliance
rule allows for less than k occurrences of A in a row, hence the rule instance can
complete even if there are tokens left in the place Pk (less than k or zero tokens).
The reset arc connecting the place Pk to the transition Icmp removes all the remaining tokens in the place Pk . After the rule instance completes, the pattern
may terminate (by firing the transition End2 ) because the condition of the rule
is satisfied so far. However if an Ω-labeled activity occurs, the pattern returns to
the marking where the place P is marked. At this marking an Ω-labeled activity
may occur, another instance of the pattern may be triggered or the pattern may
terminate.
Pattern instantiation parameters:
• A
• Ω = ΣL \ {A}
• k
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Pattern parameters:
 #act(e)  transition label
Start
Initial

A

k
P

Final
End

Ist

Pk
(k=2)

k
Count

Icmp

Figure A.15: Bounded Existence of an Activity. Bursts of k Occurrences compliance rule

Bounded Existence of an Activity. Bursts of k Occurrences
Description: Activity A must occur in bursts of k occurrences within a chosen
scope. This rule is violated if A does not occur in bursts of k occurrences within
the specified scope. An instance of this compliance rule includes k occurrences
of A. Fig. A.15 shows the Petri net pattern that formalizes this rule.
After the pattern started, any activity may occur. The rule instance is triggered as soon as the first A occurs. Start of the rule instance produces k tokens
in place Pk , which restricts the number of occurrences of A in every rule instance
to at most k times. Occurrence of each A decrements the number of tokens in Pk
and increases the number of tokens in Count. The rule instance may complete
only if there are k tokens in place Count. When the rule instance is completed,
the pattern returns to the marking where there is a token in place P.
The pattern structure in Fig. A.15 is modeled such thatit models a cyclic
behavior of occurrences of A. That is, A may occur any arbitrary number as long
as it occurs in bursts of k times. Therefore, after completion of every instance of
the pattern, the next rule instance may start, an Ω-labeled activity may occur or
the pattern may terminate (by firing the transition End) because the condition
of the rule is satisfied. Please note that every occurrence of A is captured in a
rule instance, i.e., A may not occur outside of the rule instance.
Pattern instantiation parameters:
• A
• Ω = ΣL \ {A}
• k
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Pattern parameters:
 #act(e)  transition label

Initial
Start

Ist

k
Count
(k=2)

Final
End

Pk

Pn (n=3)
Ƭ

k

Icmp

Figure A.16: Bounded Existence of an Activity. n Bursts of k Occurrences compliance rule

Bounded Existence of an Activity. n Bursts of k Occurrences
Description: Activity A must occur in n bursts of k occurrences within a chosen
scope. This rule is violated if A does not occur in n bursts of k occurrences within
the specified scope. An instance of this compliance rule includes all occurrences
of A. Figure A.16 shows the pattern of this rule for k= 2 and n= 3.
After the pattern started, any activity may occur. The rule instance is triggered as soon as first A occurs. The k tokens in the place Pk assures that in each
burst, A occurs exactly k times. Every occurrence of A decrements a token from
Pk and increments the number of tokens in place Count. Firing the transition τ
represents the completion of one burst. The completion of each burst empties
the place Count; implying that A occurred exactly k times and returns the pattern to the marking where the next burst can be executed by producing k tokens
in place Pk . In addition, the completion of each burst decrements a token from
place Pn . The n number of tokens in place Pn limits the execution of bursts to n
number. The rule instance may complete only if the place Pn is empty; implying
that n bursts were executed. Please note that Ω-labeled transition is always enabled and it may occur between occurrences of A’s. After the completion of the
rule instance, the pattern may terminate by firing the transition End.
Pattern instantiation parameters:
• A
• Ω = ΣL \ {A}
• k, n
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Pattern parameters:
 #act(e)  transition label

A

B

Start
Initial

Ist

Final
End

Icmp
B

A

Figure A.17: Bounded Sequence of Activities. One to One Coexistence compliance rule

A.4

Bounded Sequence Category

This category includes compliance rules that limit the number of times a sequence of activities must or must not occur within a chosen scope.
Bounded Sequence of Activities. One to One Coexistence
Description: For every activity A, there should exist one activity B and for every
activity B there should exist one activity A. If A and B do not occur in form
of a pair, the rule is violated. An instance of this compliance rule includes one
occurrence of the pair (A,B) in any order. Figure A.17 shows the Petri net pattern
that formalizes this rule.
After the pattern started, any activity may occur. The occurrence of first A
or B triggers the rule instance. If the pattern starts with an A, B must follow
it eventually. Symmetrically occurrence of the first B requires that A follows it
eventually, otherwise the rule instance cannot complete. At this situation the
pattern may terminate by firing the transition End.
Pattern instantiation parameters:
• A, B
• Ω = ΣL \ {A, B}
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Pattern parameters:
 #act(e)  transition label
A

B
P1

Initial

Final

Start

Ist

Icmp

P2

B

End

A

Figure A.18: Bounded Sequence of Activities. Coexistence compliance rule

Bounded Sequence of Activities. Coexistence
Description: For any given number of activities A, there should exist the same
number of activities B within a chosen scope. This rule is violated if the number
of occurrences of A is not equal to the number of occurrences of B. An instance
of this compliance rule includes all occurrences of activities A and B. Fig. A.18
shows the Petri net pattern that formalizes this rule.
After the pattern started, any activity may occur. The first occurrence of A or
B triggers the rule instance. In the upper subnet illustrated in the rule instance,
place P1 counts occurrences of A. Each occurrence of activity A increments the
number of tokens in P1 , and each occurrence of activity B decrements the number of tokens in P1 . This construction ensures that for each occurrence of activity
B, A must have occurred earlier. Therefore, place P1 becomes empty only if B
occurs as many times as A has occurred.
Symmetrically in the lower subnet of the rule instance, place P2 counts occurrences of B. Each occurrence of B increments the number of tokens in P2 ,
and each occurrence of A decrements the number of tokens in P2 . This construction ensures that for each occurrence of activity A, B must have occurred
earlier. Therefore, place P2 becomes empty only if A occurs as many times as B
has occurred.
The rule instance can complete only if the places P1 and P2 are empty, implying that A and B occurred the same number. The inhibitor arcs connecting P1
and P2 to the transition Icmp ensure that the rule instance can complete only if
P1 and P2 are both empty. After the completion of the rule instance, the pattern
may terminate by firing the transition End.
Pattern instantiation parameters:
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• A, B
• Ω = ΣL \ {A, B}
Bounded Sequence of Activities. Exactly k Times
Description: The sequence of activities 〈A 1 , ..., A n 〉 must occur exactly k times
within a chosen scope. The compliance rule is violated if 〈A 1 , ..., A n 〉 does not
occur in the specified sequence or not k times. An instance of this compliance
rule includes k occurrences of the sequence 〈A 1 , ..., A n 〉. Figure A.17 shows the
Petri net pattern that formalizes this rule for the case k= 2.
After the pattern started, any event may occur. The rule instance starts as
soon as the first activity in the sequence 〈A 1 , ..., A n 〉 occurs. An occurrence of
A1 decrements a token from the pre-place Pk of A1 . After the first occurrence
of A1 , any event may occur but eventually A2 must occur. A1 may be executed
only after the first sequence of 〈A 1 , ..., A n 〉 completes. The rule instance can
complete only if the places named Pk are empty, implying that every element of
the sequence 〈A 1 , ..., A n 〉 occurred exactly k times. The inhibitor arcs connecting
the places named Pk to the transition Icmp assure that Icmp may only fire if the
places named Pk are empty. After the rule instance completed any activity may
occur or the pattern may terminate by firing the transition End.
Pattern parameters:
 #act(e)  transition label
Pk
(k=2)

Pk
(k=2)

Pk
(k=2)

Final

Initial

...
Start

Ist

A1

P1

A2

P2

Pn-1

An

Pn

Icmp

End

Ƭ

Figure A.19: Bounded Sequence of Activities. Exactly k Times compliance rule

Pattern instantiation parameters:
• A1 , . . . , An
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• Ω = ΣL \ {A1 , . . . , An }
• n

A.5

Parallel Category

This category includes compliance rules that limit the occurrence of an activity
in parallel with or during another activity.
Parallel. Simultaneous
Description: Activity A must always occur in parallel with activity B within a
chosen scope. The compliance rule is violated if A and B does not occur simultaneously. The instance of this compliance rule includes start and completion of
both activities A and B. Figure A.20 shows the Petri net pattern that formalizes
this rule.
Pattern parameters:
 #act(e)  transition label
Start
Initial

Ast
Ist

Final

End

Acmp
Icmp

Ƭ

Bst

Bcmp

Figure A.20: Parallel. Simultaneous compliance rule

As it was mentioned earlier, some compliance rules require to model the
start and completion of activities in the Petri net pattern. This compliance rule
requires the activity A to be represented by two events A-start (Ast ) and Acomplete (Acmp ) indicating the start and completion of A. Likewise activity B is
represented by two events B-start (Bst ) and B-complete (Bcmp ). After the pattern
started, any event may occur. The rule instance is triggered as soon as activity A
or B starts.
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If A starts, B should also start, i.e., activity A cannot complete unless B has
already started. Similarly, if start of the activity B activates the rule instance, it
is required that activity A also starts. The pattern enforces by construction that
the activities A and B must complete together otherwise the rule instance cannot
complete, hence the pattern may not terminate. Note that, Ω-labeled activity
may occur independently from occurrences of A and B throughout the pattern.
The transition End models that the end of the trace has been reached.
Pattern instantiation parameters:
• Ast , Acmp , Bst , Bcmp
• Ω = ΣL \ {Ast , Acmp , Bst , Bcmp }
Parallel. During
Description: Activity B must be executed during activity A within a chosen scope.
The compliance rule is violated if B does not occur within execution of A. The
instance of this compliance rule includes start and completion of both activities
A and B. Fig. A.21 shows the Petri net pattern that formalizes this rule.
Pattern parameters:
 #act(e)  transition label

Start

Bst

Bcmp

Initial

Final

Ist

Ast

Ƭ

Acmp

Icmp

End

Figure A.21: ‘Parallel. During’ compliance rule

After the pattern started, any activity may occur. The rule instance is triggered as soon as activity A starts. Activity B may start only after A has started
and B must complete before A completes. The pattern enforces by construction that if B occur, it must be executed during the execution of A. Please note
that Ω-labeled activity may occur independently from occurrences of A and B
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throughout the pattern. The transition End models that the end of the trace has
been reached.
Pattern instantiation parameters:
• Ast , Acmp , Bst , Bcmp
• Ω = ΣL \ {Ast , Acmp , Bst , Bcmp }

A.6

Precedence Category

This category includes compliance rules that limit the occurrence of a one activity in precedence over other activities.
Precedence. Simultaneous or Before
Description: Activity A must always occur before or simultaneously with activity
B within a chosen scope. This rule is violated if activity A occurs after activity
B within the specified scope. An instance of this compliance rule includes start
and completion of both activities A and B. The Petri net pattern illustrated in
Fig. A.22 formalizes this rule.
Pattern parameters:
 #act(e)  transition label
Acmp

Start

Ast

Initial

Acmp
P

Final

Icmp

Ist

End
Ast

Bst

Bcmp

Figure A.22: Precedence. Simultaneous or Before compliance rule

The start of activity B or the start of activity A which will be followed by
B triggers the rule instance. This pattern models two options (specified in the
rule) for occurrences of A and B.
The case where activities A and B are executed simultaneously, requires that
as soon as A starts activity B must be executed as well, i.e., B cannot complete
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unless A has already started. This is specified by the pre-place P of Bcmp . The
rule instance may only terminate if both activities A and B complete.
The case where A completes directly before B starts, is also described in the
main cycle of the rule instance. After the rule instance started, A starts and completes and directly after that B starts and completes. In this case also completion
of both activities A and B is required such that rule instance can complete, hence
the pattern may terminate by firing the transition End.
There is no part of the pattern that permits the execution of activity B without a preceding or simultaneous A. If there is no B or if A just occurred, the rule
instance is not activated and any event but Bst and Bcmp may occur. This is also
the situation when the pattern may terminate by firing the transition End.
Pattern instantiation parameters:
• Ast , Acmp , Bst , Bcmp
• Ω = ΣL \ {Ast , Acmp , Bst , Bcmp }
Precedence. Direct
Pattern parameters:
 #act(e)  transition label
Start
Initial
Icmp

B

Ist

A

Final
End

A

Figure A.23: Precedence. Direct compliance rule

Description: Every activity B must be preceded by activity A within a chosen
scope. If B occurs without a directly preceding A within the specified scope,
the rule is violated. An instance of this compliance rule includes execution of
activity B and its preceding A. The Petri net pattern illustrated in Fig. A.23
formalizes this rule.
The rule instance is triggered as soon as an A occurs which is followed by
B. The rule instance describes a cycle of A and B, such that B can only occur if
A has directly preceded it. In this situation the rule instance can complete and
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the pattern may terminate. If there is no B or A just occurred, any activity may
occur. This is also the situation when the pattern may terminate by firing the
transition End.
Pattern instantiation parameters:
• A, B
• Ω = ΣL \ {A, B}
Precedence. Direct or Indirect
Description: Every activity B must be preceded (directly or indirectly) by activity
A within a chosen scope. If A does not occur before B within the specified scope,
the rule is violated. An instance of this compliance rule includes execution
of activity B and its preceding A. The Petri net pattern illustrated in Fig. A.24
formalizes this rule.
Pattern parameters:
 #act(e)  transition label
Start
Initial
Icmp

B

Ist

A

P

Final
End

A

Figure A.24: Precedence. Direct or Indirect compliance rule

The pattern described in Fig. A.24 is similar to the pattern described in
Fig. A.23; with the difference that the adjacent Ω-labeled transition to place
P in Fig. A.24, allows the indirect precedence of B with A.
Pattern instantiation parameters:
• A, B
• Ω = ΣL \ {A, B}
Precedence. At Least Once
Description: Every activity B must be preceded by activity A at least once within
a chosen scope. If A does not precede B at least for one time within the spec-
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Pattern parameters:
 #act(e)  transition label
Start
Initial
Icmp

B

Ist

A

P

Final
End

A

B

Figure A.25: Precedence. At Least Once compliance rule

ified scope, the rule is violated. An instance of this compliance rule includes
execution of all B activities and a preceding A. The Petri net pattern illustrated
in Fig. A.25 formalizes this rule.
After the pattern started any activity including A may occur. As soon as an
activity A occurs which is followed by first B, the rule instance starts. The rule
instance structure describes that B can only occur if before it at least one time
A has occurred. As soon as A occurs, place P is marked. At this marking, B
may occur an arbitrary number of times; because the condition of the rule is
satisfied. After the rule instance is completed, the pattern may terminate by
firing the transition End.
The pattern described in Fig. A.25 is similar to the pattern described in
Fig. A.24; with the difference that the adjacent B transition to place P in Fig. A.25,
allows arbitrary number of occurrences of B.
Pattern instantiation parameters:
• A, B
• Ω = ΣL \ {A, B}
Precedence. Direct Multiple Activities
Description: Every activity B must be preceded directly by another execution of
activity B or execution of activity A within a chosen scope. If directly before B
one of the activities B or A does not occur within the specified scope, the rule is
violated. An instance of this compliance rule includes all occurrences of B and
a preceding A. The Petri net pattern illustrated in Fig. A.26 formalizes this rule.
After the pattern started any activity including A but B may occur; because
before the first B at least once A must have occurred. As soon as an activity A
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Pattern parameters:
 #act(e)  transition label

Start

Icmp

A

Initial

Ƭ

Final

Ist

A

P

B

End

Figure A.26: Precedence. Direct Multiple Activities compliance rule

occurs which is followed by the first B, the rule instance starts. After the first
occurrence of A, place P is marked. An this marking, B can occur an arbitrary
number of times and still the condition of the rule is satisfied. That is, the
pattern structure describes that B can only occur if directly before it any of the
activities A or B was executed. After the rule instance is completed, the pattern
may terminate by firing the transition End.
Pattern instantiation parameters:
• A, B
• Ω = ΣL \ {A, B}
Precedence. Direct or Indirect Multiple Activities
Pattern parameters:
 #act(e)  transition label

Start

Icmp

A

Initial

Ƭ

Final

Ist

A

B

End

Figure A.27: Precedence. Direct or Indirect Multiple Activities compliance rule
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Description: Every activity B must be preceded by another execution of activity
B or the execution of activity A within a chosen scope. If before B an activity
different from B or A occurs, within the specified scope, the rule is violated. An
instance of this compliance rule includes all occurrences of B and a preceding
A. The Petri net pattern illustrated in Fig. A.27 formalizes this rule.
The pattern in Fig. A.27 is similar to the pattern described in Fig. A.26;
with the difference that as long as B is preceded (even indirectly) by any of the
activities A or B, the condition of the rule is satisfied. The adjacent Ω-labeled
transition to place P, allows for indirect precedence of B by A or B. The transition
End models that the end of the trace has been reached.
Pattern instantiation parameters:
• A, B
• Ω = ΣL \ {A, B}
Precedence. Direct Multiple Different Activities
Description: Every activity B must be directly preceded by activity C or A within a
chosen scope. If within the specified scope, directly before B one of the activities
A or C does not occur, the rule is violated. An instance of this compliance rule
includes activity B and its preceding A or C. The Petri net pattern illustrated in
Fig. A.28 formalizes this rule.
Pattern parameters:
 #act(e)  transition label

B

A

Start
Initial

Icmp

Final

Ist

A
End

C

C

Figure A.28: Precedence. Direct Multiple Different Activities compliance rule

Being in the initial marking, any activity but B may occur. The rule instance
starts as soon as an activity A or C occurs which is followed by B. The structure
of the pattern is such that B may occur only if A or C has already occurred before
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it. After the condition of the rule is satisfied, the rule instance may terminate.
The transition End models that the end of the trace has been reached.
Pattern instantiation parameters:
• A, B, C
• Ω = ΣL \ {A, B, C}
Precedence. Direct or Indirect Multiple Different Activities
Pattern parameters:
 #act(e)  transition label
B

A

Start
Initial

Icmp

Final

Ist

A
End

P
C

C

Figure A.29: Precedence. Direct or Indirect Multiple Different Activities compliance rule

Description: Every activity B must be preceded at least once by activity C or A
within a chosen scope. If within the specified scope, before B one of the activities
A or C does not occur, the rule is violated. An instance of this compliance rule
includes activity B and its preceding A or C. The Petri net pattern illustrated in
Fig. A.29 formalizes this rule.
The pattern in Fig. A.29 is similar to the pattern described in Fig. A.28;
with the difference that as long as B is preceded (even indirectly) by any of the
activities A or C, the condition of the rule is satisfied. The adjacent Ω-labeled
transition to place P allows for indirect precedence of B by A or C. The transition
End models that the end of the trace has been reached. Pattern instantiation
parameters:
• A, B, C
• Ω = ΣL \ {A, B, C}
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Pattern parameters:
 #act(e)  transition label
B

P

A

Ist

A

Start

Initial
Icmp

Icmp
End

Final

Figure A.30: Precedence. Never Direct compliance rule

Precedence. Never Direct
Description: No activity B must be preceded directly by A within a chosen scope.
If A occurs directly before B within the specified scope, the rule is violated. An
instance of this compliance rule includes occurrence of all activities A and B and
those Ω-labeled activities which occur between occurrences of pair (A,B). The
Petri net pattern illustrated in Fig. A.30 formalizes this rule.
After the pattern started, any activity may occur. The rule instance triggers as
soon as soon as activity A or B occurs. The structure of the pattern should ensure
that B cannot occur directly after A. Therefore, as soon as first A occurs, place
P is marked and B is not enabled anymore. B may occur only after occurrence
of an Ω. When the condition of the rule is satisfied, the rule instance completes
and the pattern may terminate by firing any of the transitions End.
Pattern instantiation parameters:
• A, B
• Ω = ΣL \ {A, B}
Precedence. Never
Description: Every activity B must never be preceded by A within a chosen scope.
If A occurs before B within the specified scope, the rule is violated. An instance
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Pattern parameters:
 #act(e)  transition label
B

A

Ist

A

Start

Initial
Icmp

Icmp
End

Final

Figure A.31: Precedence. Never compliance rule

of this compliance rule includes occurrence of all activities A and B. The Petri
net pattern illustrated in Fig. A.31 formalizes this rule. After the pattern started,
any activity may be executed. The rule instance triggers as soon as is triggered
as soon as first A or B occurs. After occurrence of the first A, the structure of the
pattern should ensure that B cannot occur anymore. Therefore after A occurred,
place P is marked and B is not enabled anymore. When the condition of the rule
is satisfied, the rule instance completes and the pattern may terminate firing the
transition End, if no event is to be executed.
Pattern instantiation parameters:
• A, B
• Ω = ΣL \ {A, B}

A.7

Chain Precedence Category

This category of compliance rules limits occurrence of a sequence of activities
in precedence over another sequence of activities.
Chain Precedence. Direct
Description: Every sequence of activities 〈B1 , B2 , . . ., Bm 〉 must be preceded directly by the sequence of activities 〈A1 , A2 , . . ., An 〉 within a chosen scope. This
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rule is violated if within the specified scope, directly before the sequence 〈B1 ,
B2 , . . ., Bm 〉, the sequence 〈A1 , A2 , . . ., An 〉 does not occur. The Petri net pattern
illustrated in Fig. A.32 formalizes this rule.
This pattern describes the allowed behaviors specified in the rule in two
cycles. The rule instance is triggered as soon as first A1 occurs which later leads
to the occurrence of the sequence 〈A1 , A2 , . . ., An 〉 and is followed directly by the
sequence 〈B1 , B2 , . . ., Bm 〉.
The main cycle of the pattern (please see the shadowed subnet labeled (a)),
includes the rule instance. The rule instance is highlighted in the shadowed
subnet labeled (b). When the rule instance is trigged, it is specified that the
sequence 〈B1 , B2 , . . ., Bm 〉 can only occur if the sequence 〈A1 , A2 , . . ., An 〉 has occurred directly before it. If the condition of the rule is satisfied, the rule instance
completes and the pattern return to the marking where place P is marked. At
this marking, other events may occur, another instance of the pattern may start,
or the pattern may terminate by firing transition End.
However, in the main cycle (subnet labeled (a)) if the rule instance is not
triggered, from any place where any of the sequences 〈A1 , A2 , . . ., An 〉 or 〈B1 , B2 ,
. . ., Bm 〉 does not complete, it is possible to return to the marking where place
P is marked or terminate the pattern if no other event occurs. The return paths
are indicated by the smaller cycles inside the main cycle of the pattern.
Being at the marking where there is a token in place P, an occurrence of any
sequence over the set of events ΣL \ {A 1 , B 1 } is possible and the pattern can also
terminate in this situation if it reaches its end. However as soon as A1 occurs,
its occurrence is captured in the main cycle of the pattern in order to provide
the possibility to detect the behavior if 〈A1 , A2 , . . ., An 〉 completes.
Likewise, as soon as B1 occurs, the left cycle (please see the shadowed subnet
labeled (c)) in the pattern is followed, in order to avoid the completion of the
sequence 〈B1 , B2 , . . ., Bm 〉. In this cycle, at most the occurrence of the sequence
〈B1 , B2 , . . ., Bm−1 〉 is possible. From any place in this cycle where the sequence
〈B1 , B2 , . . ., Bm−1 〉 does not complete, it is possible to return to the marking
where there is a token in place P or terminate the pattern.
Pattern instantiation parameters:
• A1 , ..., An , B1 , ..., Bm
• Ω = ΣL \ {A1 , ..., An , B1 , ..., Bm }

(c)

ΣL\{Bm}

End

Bm-1

B2

Start

ΣL\{B2}

Initial

End

Pattern parameters:
 #act(e)  transition label

P

ΣL\{A1 ,B1}

B1

Ƭ

Ist

End

A1

End

A2

...

ΣL\{A2}

An-1

Final

End

An

ΣL\{An}

End

B1

ΣL\{B1}

...
Bm-1

End

Bm

ΣL\{Bm}

Icmp

(a)

(b)
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Figure A.32: Chain Precedence. Direct compliance rule
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Chain Precedence. Direct or Indirect
Description: Every sequence of activities 〈B1 , . . ., B2 , . . ., Bm 〉 must be preceded
by the sequence of activities 〈A1 , . . ., A2 , . . ., An 〉 within a chosen scope. The rule
is violated if within the specified scope, before the sequence 〈B1 , . . ., B2 , . . ., Bm 〉,
the sequence 〈A1 , . . ., A2 , . . ., An 〉 does not occur. The Petri net pattern illustrated
in Fig. A.33 formalizes this rule.
The behavior of this pattern is similar to the pattern described in Fig. A.32,
with the difference that both direct or indirect precedence of the sequence 〈B1 ,
. . ., B2 , . . ., Bm 〉 by the sequence 〈A1 , . . ., A2 , . . ., An 〉 considered to be compliant
(based on the compliance rule).
Pattern instantiation parameters:
• A1 , ..., An , B1 , ..., Bm
• Ω = ΣL \ {A1 , ..., An , B1 , ..., Bm }

B2

...

End

ΣL\ ({Bm} U )

Bm-1

(c)

End

B1

Start

ΣL\ ({B2} U )

Initial

Pattern parameters:
 #act(e)  transition label

ΣL\{A1 , B1}

Ƭ

End

Ist

Ƭ
A1

ΣL\ ({A2} U )

End

A2

...
An-1

Final

ΣL\ ({An} U )

End

An

End

ΣL\{B1}

Ƭ

B1

ΣL\({B2} U )

End

B2

...
Bm-1

ΣL\({Bm} U )

End

Bm

Icmp

(a)

(b)
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Figure A.33: Chain Precedence. Direct or Indirect compliance rule
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Pattern parameters:
 #act(e)  transition label
ΣL\{Bm}

ΣL\{An}

ΣL\{B1}

ΣL\{A2}
Start

...

...
Ist

A2

A1

P

An-1

An

B1

Bm-1

Initial
ΣL\{A1}

Icmp

Icmp

Icmp

End

Final

Figure A.34: Chain Precedence. Never Direct compliance rule

Chain Precedence. Never Direct
Description: A sequence of activities 〈 B1 , B2 , . . ., Bm 〉 must not be preceded
directly by the sequence of activities 〈 A1 , A2 , . . ., An 〉. The rule is violated
if within the specified scope and directly before the sequence 〈 B1 , B2 , . . ., Bm
〉, the sequence 〈 A1 , A2 , . . ., An 〉 occurs. An instance of this compliance rule
includes occurrence of all activities. The Petri net pattern illustrated in Fig. A.34
formalizes this rule.
The occurrence of any activity triggers the rule instance. In the main cycle
of the pattern (rule instance), it is specified that the sequence 〈 B1 , B2 , . . ., Bm
〉 cannot occur if the sequence 〈 A1 , A2 , . . ., An 〉 has occurred directly before it.
This is ensured by the last transition in the main cycle, being any transition but
Bm ; implying that the sequence 〈 B1 , B2 , . . ., Bm 〉 can never complete directly
after the sequence 〈 A1 , A2 , . . ., An 〉. From any place in the main cycle, where
any of the sequences 〈 A1 , A2 , . . ., An 〉 or 〈 B1 , B2 , . . ., Bm−1 〉 does not complete,
it is possible to return to the marking with a token in the place P or terminate
the pattern, if no event is to be executed. The return paths are indicated with
smaller cycles inside the main cycle of the pattern.
Being at the marking where there is a token in place P, the occurrence of any sequence over the set of events ΣL \{A 1 } is possible. However, as soon as A1 occurs,
its occurrence is captured in the main cycle of the pattern in order to provide
the possibility to detect if 〈 A1 , A2 ,. . ., An 〉 completes. The rule instance can
complete at any point in time if no activity is to be executed and consequently
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the pattern may terminate.
Pattern instantiation parameters:
• A1 , ..., An , B1 , ..., Bm
• Ω = ΣL \ {A1 , ..., An , B1 , ..., Bm }
Chain Precedence. Never
Description: Sequence of activities 〈B 1 , . . . , B 2 , . . . , B m 〉 must never be preceded by
a sequence of activities 〈A 1 , . . . , A 2 , . . . , A n 〉 within a chosen scope. The rule is
violated if within the specified scope and before the occurrence of the sequence
〈B 1 , . . . , B 2 , . . . , B m 〉, the sequence 〈A 1 , . . . , A 2 , . . . , A n 〉 occurs. An instance of this
compliance rule includes the occurrence of all activities. The Petri net pattern
illustrated in Fig. A.35 formalizes this rule.
The behavior of this pattern is similar to the pattern described in Fig. A.34, with
the difference that the sequence 〈B 1 , . . . , B 2 , . . . , B m 〉 can never (neither directly
nor indirectly) be preceded by the sequence 〈A 1 , . . . , A 2 , . . . , A n 〉. This is ensured
in the pattern by the last transition in the main cycle, being any transition but
B m or Ω; implying that the sequence 〈B 1 , . . . , B 2 , . . . , B m 〉 can never complete after
the sequence 〈A 1 , . . . , A 2 , . . . , A n 〉 occurred. In the main cycle, as soon as 〈A 1 , . . . ,
A 2 , . . . , A n 〉 completes, the place P n is marked. At this marking, any event may
occur as long as the sequence 〈B 1 , . . . , B 2 , . . . , B m 〉 does not complete. Moreover,
after this marking, the cycle cannot return to the marking where P is marked
to ensure that the sequence 〈B 1 , . . . , B 2 , . . . , B m 〉 can never occur (even indirectly)
after the sequence 〈A 1 , . . . , A 2 , . . . , A n 〉. The rule instance can terminate at any
point in time if no activity is to be executed and consequently the pattern may
terminate.
Please note that Ω-labeled event may occur any time throughout the entire
pattern, even within the specified sequences in the compliance rule: 〈A 1 , . . . , A 2 ,
. . . , A n 〉 and 〈B 1 , . . . , B 2 , . . . , B m 〉.
Pattern instantiation parameters:
• A1 , ..., An , B1 , ..., Bm
• Ω = ΣL \ {A1 , ..., An , B1 , ..., Bm }
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 #act(e)  transition label
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Ƭ
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Figure A.35: Chain Precedence. Never compliance rule
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Response Category

This category includes compliance rules that limit the occurrence of one activity
in response to another activity.
Response. Simultaneous or After
Description: Every activity A must be followed directly by activity B or it must
occur simultaneously with activity B within a chosen scope. If within the specified scope, B does not occur directly after A or simultaneously with A, the rule
is violated. An instance of this compliance rule includes the start and the completion of both activities A and B. The Petri net pattern illustrated in Fig. A.36
formalizes this rule.
Pattern parameters:
 #act(e)  transition label

Bcmp

Start
Initial

Ast

P

Final

Acmp
Icmp

Ist

End
Bst

Bst

Bcmp

Figure A.36: Response. Simultaneous or After compliance rule

The pattern illustrated in Fig. A.36 is similar to the pattern described in
Fig. A.22; with the difference in adjacent transitions to place P. Such that
similar to the pattern described in Fig. A.22, the pattern illustrated in Fig. A.36
models two options (specified in the rule) for occurrences of A and B. The rule
instance starts as soon as A starts or an activity B starts which is followed directly
by the start of A . The case where activities A and B occur simultaneously and
the case where B starts directly after A is completed. Both cases are described
in the main cycle of the pattern. When both A and B complete, the condition of
the rule is satisfied and the rule instance completes. In this situation, any event
may occur, another rule instance may start or the pattern may terminate if no
event is to be executed.
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In the current compliance rule execution of A, restricts the behavior of the
pattern. Therefore, B and (Ω)-labeled transitions are adjacent to place P implying; being at the marking where there is a token in place P, if there is no A, B
or any (Ω)-labeled transitions may occur. This is also the situation when the
pattern may terminate by firing transition End.
Pattern instantiation parameters:
• Ast , Acmp , Bst , Bcmp
• Ω = ΣL \ {Ast , Acmp , Bst , Bcmp }
Response. Direct
Description: Every activity A must be followed directly by activity B within a
chosen scope. If within the specified scope, B does not occur directly after A,
the rule is violated. An instance of this compliance rule includes activity A and
an activity B which is preceded by A. The Petri net pattern illustrated in Fig. A.37
formalizes this rule.
Pattern parameters:
 #act(e)  transition label
Start
Initial

P

Icmp

B

Ist

A

Final
End

B

Figure A.37: Response. Direct compliance rule

The pattern described in Fig. A.37 is similar to the pattern described in
Fig. A.23; with the difference in adjacent transitions to place P. In current pattern, occurrence of event A restricts the behavior of the pattern. Therefore, B
and (Ω)-labeled transitions are adjacent to place P implying; being in the marking with a token in place P, if there is no A, B or any (Ω)-labeled transitions may
occur.
Pattern instantiation parameters:
• A, B
• Ω = ΣL \ {A, B}
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Response. Direct or Indirect
Description: Every activity A must be followed eventually by activity B within a
chosen scope. If B does not occur after A within the specified scope, the rule is
violated. An instance of this compliance rule includes activity A and an activity B
which is preceded by A. The Petri net pattern illustrated in Fig. A.38 formalizes
this rule.
Pattern parameters:
 #act(e)  transition label
Start
Initial
Icmp

B

Ist

A

P

Final
End

B

Figure A.38: Response. Direct or Indirect compliance rule

The pattern illustrated in Fig. A.38 is similar to the pattern described in
Fig. A.37; with the difference that the adjacent Ω-labeled transition to place P
in Fig. A.38, allows that B indirectly follows any A.
Pattern instantiation parameters:
• A, B
• Ω = ΣL \ {A, B}
Response. At Least Once
Description: Every activity A must be followed eventually by activity B within a
chosen scope. If within the specified scope, B does not occur at least once after
A, the rule is violated. An instance of this compliance rule includes all activities
A and their following activity B. The Petri net pattern illustrated in Fig. A.39
formalizes this rule.
The pattern structure describes that A can only occur if after it, at least one
time B occurs. The pattern illustrated in Fig. A.39 is similar to the pattern
described in Fig. A.38; with the difference that the adjacent A-labeled transition
to place P in Fig. A.39, allows for an arbitrary number of occurrences of A.
However, eventually B must occur to satisfy the condition of the rule.
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Pattern parameters:
 #act(e)  transition label
Start
Initial
Icmp

B

Ist

A

P

Final
End

A

B

Figure A.39: Response. At Least Once compliance rule

Pattern instantiation parameters:
• A, B
• Ω = ΣL \ {A, B}
Response. Direct Multiple Activities
Description: Every activity A must be followed directly by activity B or activity
A within a chosen scope. If within the specified scope, directly after A one of
the activities B or A does not occur, the rule is violated. An instance of this
compliance rule includes an activity B and all activities A preceding it. The Petri
net pattern illustrated in Fig. A.40 formalizes this rule.
The pattern structure describes that A can only occur if directly after it any
of the activities A or B occurs. After the pattern started any event may occur.
Pattern parameters:
 #act(e)  transition label
B

Start
Initial

B
A

Ist

Final
End

A
Icmp

Figure A.40: Response. Direct Multiple Activities compliance rule
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The rule instance starts as soon as A occurs. A may occur an arbitrary number
of times, but the only possibility to complete the rule instance is the occurrence
of B. When the condition of the rule is satisfied, the pattern can terminate by
firing transition End.
Pattern instantiation parameters:
• A, B
• Ω = ΣL \ {A, B}
Response. Indirect Multiple Activities
Description: Every activity A must be followed eventually by one of the activities
A or B within a chosen scope. If within the specified scope, after A one of
the activities B or A does not occur, the rule is violated. An instance of this
compliance rule includes an activity B and all occurrences of activity A preceding
it. The Petri net pattern illustrated in Fig. A.41 formalizes this rule.
Pattern parameters:
 #act(e)  transition label
B

Start
Initial

B

P
A

Ist

Final
End

A
Icmp

Figure A.41: Response. Indirect Multiple Activities compliance rule

The pattern illustrated in Fig. A.41 is similar to the pattern described in
Fig. A.40; with the difference that as long as A is followed (even indirectly) by
any of the activities A or B, the condition of the rule is satisfied. The adjacent
Ω-labeled transition to place P in Fig. A.41, allows that A is followed indirectly
by A or B.
Pattern instantiation parameters:
• A, B
• Ω = ΣL \ {A, B}
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Response. Direct Multiple Different Activities
Description: Every activity A must be followed directly by activity B or activity
C within a chosen scope. If directly after A one of the activities B or C does not

occur, the rule is violated. An instance of this compliance rule includes activity
A and its following activity B or C . The Petri net pattern illustrated in Fig. A.42
formalizes this rule.
Pattern parameters:
 #act(e)  transition label

B

Start
Initial
Ist

Final
End
B

C

Icmp

A

C

Figure A.42: Response. Direct Multiple Different Activities compliance rule

After the pattern started, any activity may occur. The rule instance is triggered as soon as A occurs. This pattern describes two options (specified in the
rule) for occurrence of A. The case where B directly follows A is formalized by
the upper cycle of the net and the case where C directly follows A is formalized
by the lower cycle of the net. There is no cycle that permits an occurrence of
activity A without a following B or C . When the condition of the rule is satisfied
the rule instance completes and the pattern may terminate. The transition End
models that the end of the trace has been reached, if no event is to be executed.
Pattern instantiation parameters:
• A, B, C
• Ω = ΣL \ {A, B, C}

A.9 Chain Response Category
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Chain Response Category

This category of compliance rules limits occurrences of a sequence of activities
in precedence over another sequence of activities within a chosen scope.
The compliance patterns in this category are similar to the compliance patterns described in the category Chain Precedence Category in Sect. A.7, with
slight differences in termination of the patterns and the transitions enabled after the pattern starts. In the patterns described in Sect. A.7, the occurrence
of the sequence of activities 〈B 1 , B 2 , . . . , B m 〉 puts a limitation on the behavior
of the patterns; while in the patterns described in the current category Chain
Response Category, the occurrence of sequence of activities 〈A 1 , A 2 . . . , A n 〉 limits
the behavior of the patterns.
Chain Response. Direct

Pattern parameters:
 #act(e)  transition label

(a)

ΣL\{An}
ΣL\{A2}

P
Initial Start

...
Ƭ

ΣL\{A1}

A1

A2

...
An-1

Pn-1 An

B1

B2

Icmp

Bm

(b)

Ist

End

End

End

Final

Figure A.43: ‘Chain Response. Direct’ compliance rule

Description: Every sequence of activities 〈A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A n 〉 must be followed directly by a sequence of activities 〈B 1 , B 2 , . . . , B m 〉 within a chosen scope. The rule
is violated if within the specified scope, directly after the sequence 〈A 1 , A 2 , . . . ,
A n 〉, the sequence 〈B 1 , B 2 , . . . , B m 〉 does not occur. An instance of this compliance rule includes sequence of 〈A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A n 〉 and its following activities which
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is specified to be directly the sequence 〈B 1 , B 2 , . . . , B m 〉. The Petri net pattern
illustrated in Fig. A.43 formalizes this rule.
This pattern describes the allowed behavior specified in the rule in one main
cycle. The main cycle of the pattern (subnet labeled (a)) includes the activities
of the rule instance (shadowed subnet labeled (b)) as well as occurrences of
other activities. The rule instance is triggered as soon as first A 1 occurs which
later leads to sequence 〈A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A n 〉. The rule instance structure is such that
the sequence 〈A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A n 〉 can only occur if it is followed directly by the sequence 〈B 1 , B 2 , . . . , B m 〉.
From any place in the main cycle (subnet labeled (a)), between place P and
place P n−1 where the sequence 〈A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A n 〉 does not complete, it is possible
to return to the marking where there is a token in P or terminate the pattern by
firing one of the transitions End if no event is to be executed. The return paths
are indicated with smaller cycles inside the main cycle of the pattern. As soon
as the rule instance starts, i.e., as soon as sequence 〈A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A n 〉 is complete,
the sequence 〈B 1 , B 2 , . . . , B m 〉 must occur directly after that. After the completion
of the rule instance, any event may occur, another rule instance may start or the
pattern may terminate.
At the marking where there is a token in place P, the occurrence of any
sequence over the set of events ΣL \ {A 1 } is possible and the pattern can also
terminate without executing A 1 . As soon as A 1 occurs its occurrence is captured
in the main cycle of the pattern in order to provide the possibility to detect the
behavior if 〈A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A n 〉 completes.
Pattern instantiation parameters:
• A1 , ..., An , B1 , ..., Bm
• Ω = ΣL \ {A1 , ..., An , B1 , ..., Bm }
Chain Response. Direct or Indirect
Description: Every sequence of activities 〈A 1 , . . . , A 2 , . . . , A n 〉 must be followed
eventually by sequence of activities 〈B 1 , . . . , B 2 , . . . , B m 〉 within a chosen scope.
The rule is violated if within the specified scope and after the sequence 〈A 1 ,
. . . , A 2 , . . . , A n 〉, the sequence 〈B 1 , . . . , B 2 , . . . , B m 〉 does not occur. An instance of
this compliance rule includes sequence of 〈A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A n 〉 and its following activities which is specified to be the sequence 〈B 1 , B 2 , . . . , B m 〉. The Petri net pattern
illustrated in Fig. A.44 formalizes this rule.
The behavior of this pattern is similar to the pattern described in Fig. A.43,
with the difference that both indirect or direct occurrence of sequence 〈B 1 , . . . ,

A.9 Chain Response Category
B 2 , . . . , B m 〉 after sequence 〈A 1 , . . . , A 2 , . . . , A n 〉 considered to be compliant based
on the compliance rule.
This pattern describes the allowed behavior specified in the rule in one main
cycle. The main cycle of the pattern (subnet labeled (a)) includes the activities
of the rule instance (shadowed subnet labeled (b)) as well as occurrences of
other activities. The rule instance is triggered as soon as first A 1 occurs which
later leads to sequence 〈A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A n 〉. The rule instance structure is such that
the sequence 〈A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A n 〉 can only occur if it is followed eventually by the
sequence 〈B 1 , B 2 , . . . , B m 〉.
From any place in the main cycle between place P to P n−1 where the 〈A 1 , . . . ,
A 2 , . . . , A n 〉 does not complete, it is possible to return to the marking where there
is a token in P or terminate the pattern by firing transition End if no event is to
be executed. The return paths are indicated with smaller cycles inside the main
cycle of the pattern. After the rule instance starts, i.e., sequence 〈A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A n 〉
is complete, any activity may occur; implying the possibility that the sequence
〈A 1 , . . . , A 2 , . . . , A n 〉 can be followed indirectly by the sequence 〈B 1 , . . . , B 2 , . . . , B m 〉.
The pattern cannot terminate anymore after P n is marked unless the sequence
〈B 1 , . . . , B 2 , . . . , B m 〉 eventually completes, however it is possible to return to the
marking where P n is marked.
Please note that Ω-labeled activity may occur any time throughout the entire
pattern, even within the specified sequences of the rule: 〈A 1 , . . . , A 2 , . . . , A n 〉 and
〈B 1 , . . . , B 2 , . . . , B m 〉.
After the pattern starts, occurrence of any sequence over the set of events
ΣL \ {A 1 } is possible and the pattern can also terminate without executing an A 1 .
As soon as A 1 occurs its occurrence is captured in the main cycle of the pattern
in order to handel the situation where 〈A 1 , . . . , A 2 , . . . , A n 〉 completes.
Pattern instantiation parameters:

• A1 , ..., An , B1 , ..., Bm
• Ω = ΣL \ {A1 , ..., An , B1 , ..., Bm }
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Initial

Start

ΣL\{A1}

P

End

Pattern parameters:
 #act(e)  transition label

Ƭ

Ist

A1

ΣL\({A2} U )

End

A2

...
An-1

Final

Pn-1

ΣL\({An} U )

End

An

Pn

ΣL\{B1}

Ƭ

B1

B2

...

ΣL\({B2} U )

Bm

Icmp

(a)

(b)
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Figure A.44: Chain Response. Direct or Indirect compliance rule
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Pattern parameters:
 #act(e)  transition label

ΣL\{B1}

ΣL\{Bm}

ΣL\{An}
ΣL\{A2}
P

...
Ist

A1

A2

...
An-1

An

B1

Bm-1

Start

Initial

ΣL\{A1}

Icmp

Icmp

Icmp

End

Icmp

Final

Figure A.45: Chain Response. Never Direct compliance rule

Chain Response. Never Direct
Description: Sequence of activities 〈A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A n 〉 must never be followed directly by sequence of activities 〈B 1 , B 2 , . . . , B m 〉 within a chosen scope. The rule is
violated if within the specified scope and directly after the sequence 〈A 1 , A 2 , . . . ,
A n 〉, the sequence 〈B 1 , B 2 , . . . , B m 〉 occurs. An instance of this compliance rule includes occurrences of all activities. The Petri net pattern illustrated in Fig. A.45
formalizes this rule.
The occurrence of any activity in the main cycle of the pattern triggers the
rule instance start. The rule instance structure is such that sequence 〈B 1 , B 2 , . . . ,
B m 〉 cannot occur directly after the sequence 〈A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A n 〉 has occurred. This
is ensured by the last transition in the main cycle, being any transition but B m ;
implying that the sequence 〈B 1 , B 2 , . . . , B m 〉 can never complete directly after the
sequence 〈A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A n 〉. From any place in the rule instance, where sequences
〈A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A n 〉 or 〈B 1 , B 2 , . . . , B m−1 〉 does not complete, it is possible to return to
the marking where the place P is marked. The pattern may terminate at any
point in time if it reaches its end and no event is to be executed.
The remaining structure of this pattern was already explained in the pattern

Icmp
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described in Fig. A.43.
Pattern instantiation parameters:
• A1 , ..., An , B1 , ..., Bm
• Ω = ΣL \ {A1 , ..., An , B1 , ..., Bm }
Chain Response. Never
Description: The sequence of activities 〈A 1 , . . . , A 2 , . . . , A n 〉 must never be followed
by sequence of activities 〈B 1 , . . . , B 2 , . . . , B m 〉 within a chosen scope. The rule is violated if within the specified scope and after the occurrence of the sequence 〈A 1 ,
. . . , A 2 , . . . , A n 〉, the sequence 〈B 1 , . . . , B 2 , . . . , B m 〉 occurs. An instance of this rule includes occurrences of all activities. The Petri net pattern illustrated in Fig. A.35
formalizes the current compliance rule and the Chain Precedence. Never compliance rule. The behavior of the pattern was already described in Sect. A.7.
Pattern instantiation parameters:
• A1 , ..., An , B1 , ..., Bm
• Ω = ΣL \ {A1 , ..., An , B1 , ..., Bm }

A.10

Between Category

This category of compliance rules, limits the occurrence of an activity within
(between) a sequence of activities within a chosen scope.
Between. After-Before
Description: Every activity B must always occur after an occurrence of activity
A and before an occurrence of activity C within a chosen scope. The rule is
violated if within the specified scope, B does not occur between A and C (after
A and before C). An instance of this compliance rule includes activity B and its
preceding activity A and following activity C. The Petri net pattern illustrated in
Fig. A.46 formalizes this rule.
After the pattern started any activity but B may occur. As soon as an activity
A occurs which is followed by B, the rule instance starts. B can only occur if
A has already occurred before it. Moreover, B must be followed eventually
by C, otherwise there is no possibility that rule instance completes. When the
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Pattern parameters:
 #act(e)  transition label
Start
Initial
Ist

Final
End

C

A

A

B

C

Icmp

B

Figure A.46: Between. After-Before compliance rule

condition of the rule is satisfied, the pattern may terminate by firing transition
End.
Pattern instantiation parameters:
• A, B, C
• Ω = ΣL \ {A, B, C}
Between. Simultaneously or After-Before
Description: Every activity B must always occur directly after or simultaneously
with an occurrence of activity A and directly before an occurrence of activity C
within a chosen scope. The rule is violated if within the specified scope, B does
not occur after or simultaneous with A and directly before C. An instance of this
compliance rule includes activity B and its preceding or simultaneous activity A
and following activity C. The Petri net pattern illustrated in Fig. A.47 formalizes
this rule.
After the pattern started, any activity may occur. As soon as B starts or an
activity A occurs which is followed by B, the rule instance starts. The compliance
rule specifies two possibilities for occurrence of B: (1) simultaneously with A
and directly before C, (2) directly after A and directly before C.
The occurrence of B with respect to A (simultaneous with A or directly after
A) is described in the shadowed subnet in Fig. A.47, which is similar to the
structure already described in the pattern in Fig. A.22.
When activities A and B both complete, place P is marked. At this marking
C must occur, otherwise there is no possibility to complete the rule instance.
When the condition of the rule is satisfied, the pattern may terminate by firing
transition End.
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Pattern parameters:
 #act(e)  transition label
Acmp
Start

Ast

Initial
Final

Acm p

Ƭ

Ist

End
Ast

Ccm p

Cst

Bst

P

Cst

Ccmp

Icmp

Bcmp

Figure A.47: Between. Simultaneously or After-Before compliance rule

Pattern instantiation parameters:
• Ast , Acmp , Bst , Bcmp , Cst , Ccmp
• Ω = ΣL \ {Ast , Acmp , Bst , Bcmp , Cst , Ccmp }
Between. After-Simultaneously or Before
Description: Every activity B must always occur directly after an occurrence of
activity A and directly before or simultaneously with an occurrence of activity
C within a chosen scope. The rule is violated if within the specified scope, B
does not occur directly after A and directly before or simultaneously with C. An
instance of this compliance rule includes activity B and its preceding activity
A and following or simultaneous activity C. The Petri net pattern illustrated in
Fig. A.48 formalizes this rule.
Pattern parameters:
 #act(e)  transition label
Acmp
Start

Bst

Initial
Final

Ist

End
Ast

Ccm p

Cst

Ast

Acm p

Bcm p

Icmp

Ƭ
Cst

Ccm p

Figure A.48: Between. After-Simultaneously or Before compliance rule
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After the pattern started any activity but B may occur. As soon as an activity
A occurs which is followed by B, the rule instance starts. After A has occurred,
the compliance rule specifies two possibilities for occurrence of B: (1) directly
after A and simultaneous with C, (2) directly after A and directly before C.
The occurrence of B with respect to C, (simultaneous with C or directly before C) is described in the shadowed subnet in Fig. A.48, which is similar to the
structure already described in the pattern in Fig. A.22.
The rule instance may complete only if both B and C are completed. When
the condition of the rule is satisfied, the pattern may terminate by firing transition End.
Pattern instantiation parameters:
• Ast , Acmp , Bst , Bcmp , Cst , Ccmp
• Ω = ΣL \ {Ast , Acmp , Bst , Bcmp , Cst , Ccmp }
Between. Directly After-Directly Before
Description: Every activity B must always occur directly after activity A and
directly before activity C within a chosen scope. The rule is violated if within
the specified scope, B does not occur between the sequence of activities 〈A,C 〉.
An instance of this compliance rule includes activity B and its directly preceding
activity A and directly following activity C. The Petri net pattern illustrated in
Fig. A.49 formalizes this rule.
This rule specifies the occurrence of the exact sequence of activities 〈A, B,C 〉.
After the rule instance starts, occurrence of any activity but B is possible. As soon
as an activity A occurs which is followed directly by B, the rule instance starts.
The rule instance may complete only if the exact sequence 〈A, B,C 〉 completes.
Pattern parameters:
 #act(e)  transition label
Start

Initial
Final

Ist

A

B

C

Icmp

End
C

A

Figure A.49: Between. Directly After-Directly Before compliance rule
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When the condition of the rule is satisfied, the pattern may terminate by firing
transition End.
Pattern instantiation parameters:
• A, B, C
• Ω = ΣL \ {A, B, C}
Between. Simultaneously-Simultaneously
Description: Every activity B must always occur simultaneously with activities A
and C within a chosen scope. If within the specified scope, activity B does not
occur at the same time with occurrence of activities B and C, this compliance
rule is violated. An instance of this compliance rule includes activity B and an
activity A and an activity C which are executed simultaneously with B. The Petri
net pattern illustrated in Fig. A.50 formalizes this rule.
Pattern parameters:
 #act(e)  transition label
Cst

Ccmp

Start

Ast

Initial
Final

Ist

Bst

Acmp
Ƭ

Bcmp

Icmp

End
Acmp

Ast

Cst

Ccmp

Figure A.50: Between. Simultaneously-Simultaneously compliance rule

After the pattern started, any activity may occur. The rule instance starts as
soon as B starts or any of the activities A or C start which are simultaneous with
B. After B started, B can only proceed for completion if the activities A and C
have already started. When all the activities A, B and C are completed, the rule
instance completes. When the condition of the rule is satisfied, the pattern may
terminate by firing transition End.
Pattern instantiation parameters:
• Ast , Acmp , Bst , Bcmp , Cst , Ccmp
• Ω = ΣL \ {Ast , Acmp , Bst , Bcmp , Cst , Ccmp }
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Between. Simultaneously or After-Simultaneously or Before
Description: Every activity B must always occur directly after or simultaneously
with activity A and directly before or simultaneously with activity C within a
chosen scope. This rule is violated if within the specified scope, B occurs before
A or after C or not in the exact sequence of 〈A, B,C 〉. An instance of this compliance rule includes activity B and its directly preceding or simultaneous A and its
directly following or simultaneous activity C. The Petri net pattern illustrated in
Fig. A.51 formalizes this rule.
The pattern described in the Fig. A.51 is the combination of two simpler
patterns described already in the Fig. A.22 and the Fig. A.36; with B being the
common element in them.
The rule instance starts as soon as B starts or an activity A starts which is
followed directly by occurrence of B. The compliance rule specifies two possibilities for occurrence of B with respect to A : (1) directly after A, (2) simultaneous
with A.
The occurrence of activity B with respect to A (simultaneous with A or directly after A) is described in the shadowed subnet labeled (a) in Fig. A.51,
which is similar to the structure described in the pattern in Fig. A.22.
Symmetrically the compliance rule specifies two possibilities for occurrence
of B with respect to C : (1) directly before C, (2) simultaneous with C.
The occurrence of B with respect to C (simultaneous with C or directly before

Pattern parameters:
 #act(e)  transition label
(a)
Ast

Acmp

Ast

Acmp

Bst

Bcmp

Cst

Ccmp

Start

Initial
Final

Ist

Icmp

End
Cst
Ccmp

(b)

Figure A.51: Between. Simultaneously or After-Simultaneously or Before compliance rule
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C) is described in the shadowed subnet labeled (b) in Fig. A.51, which is similar
to the structure described in the pattern in Fig. A.36.
After the patterns started, any activity may occur. This is also the situation
where the condition of the rule is satisfied and the pattern may terminate by
firing transition End.
Pattern instantiation parameters:
• Ast , Acmp , Bst , Bcmp , Cst , Ccmp
• Ω = ΣL \ {Ast , Acmp , Bst , Bcmp , Cst , Ccmp }
Between. At Least One Other Activity
Description: This compliance rule specifies that A should never happen directly
after B and B should never happen directly after A. This rule is violated if within
the specified scope, B occurs directly after A or if A occurs directly after B.
An instance of this compliance rule includes activity A, activity B and in case
the appear in a sequence, the Ω-labeled activity occur between the sequence
〈A . . . B 〉. The Petri net pattern illustrated in Fig. A.52 formalizes this rule.
After the pattern started any activity may occur. The rule instance is triggered
as soon as one of the activities A or B occurs. The right cycle in the pattern ensures that as soon as activity A occurs, it cannot be followed directly by B, i.e., B
can only occur if after A at least one other activity (Ω) is executed. Symmetrically, the left cycle in the pattern ensures that as soon as B occurs, it cannot be
followed directly by A and A can only occur if after B at least one other activity
(Ω) is executed. The pattern can terminate at any point of time if no event is to
be executed by firing transition End.
Pattern parameters:
 #act(e)  transition label

Initial

Icmp

B

Ist

B

Icmp

End

Icmp

Ist

End

Final

A

End

A

Icmp

Figure A.52: Between. At Least One Other Activity compliance rule

Appendix B
Repository of Temporal
Compliance Rules
This appendix presents a repository temporal compliance rules. Table 5.1 (also
discussed in Chap. 2) lists our collection of temporal compliance rules. These
rules are distributed over seven categories. Each category includes several compliance rules. Categories are formed based on the type of constraints they include.
The generic temporal pattern, discussed in Chap. 5 and visualized in Fig. B.1,
together with respective guards formalizes our collection of temporal compliance rules. This pattern, together with the guards used to specify the temporal
rules, follow same principles explained for the control-flow compliance patterns
in Sect. 4.1.5. In addition, there are some specific principles about the temporal
Petri net pattern and temporal rules. In the following, we discuss these principles.
• Occurrences of activity(s) specified in the temporal compliance rule are
mimicked respectively by the X1 , ..., Xn -labeled transitions. n equals the
number of activities specified in the respective temporal compliance rule.
• Occurrences of any other activities than the activity(s) specified in the
temporal compliance rules are mimicked by the Ω-labeled transition. This
way, the temporal Petri net pattern abstracts from all other activities that
are not described in the temporal compliance rule.
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Pattern parameters:
 #time(e)  tA, tStart, tI-st, tI-cmp, tEnd, tX1, , tXn
 #act (e)  transition label
 X 1 , , Xn
tI-st
tStart

{W:tStart}
{Set:tStart, tI-st, tEnd = undefined}

tX1

{W:tI-st}
{Set: tI-cmp, tX1, , tXn = undefined}

{W:tX1}
X1

Initial
tEnd

Ist

Start

{W:tI-cm p}

{W:tEnd}
Final

tI-cmp
End

{W:tXn }
Icmp

tXn
Xn

Figure B.1: The generic temporal pattern.

• Every transition in the temporal Petri net pattern (Fig. B.1) including
{Ist , Icmp , X1 , ..., Xn } has a data attribute assigned to it which stores the timestamp of the events mapped into respective transitions. The value of the
data attribute (the time stamp of the mapped event) is updated with the
occurrence of the next mapped event.
• Occurrence of Ist writes the value Undefined over the time stamp of events
{X1 , ..., Xn }.
• Each temporal compliance rule comes with one or several guards. The
guard or collection of guards describe all the possible compliant behaviors
based on its corresponding temporal compliance rule.
• Guards are specified in terms of a set M . The set M in the temporal Petri
net pattern denotes the set of timestamps which is compliant with the
respective temporal compliance rule.
• A trace σ complies to a (rule of the) temporal Petri net pattern if after
executing σ, the pattern reaches its final marking and all the time stamps
of the events in the trace are elements of M .
• Every time interval in temporal compliance rules has a lower bound and
an upper bound, indicated by [α, β] or [γ, ζ].
A =(L, R, M)

M={(eL1,eR1), (eL2,eR2), (eL4,eR4)
(eL6,eR6), (eL7,eR7)}

eL1

eL2

a

b

B.1 Pattern Duration
• Every time interval in temporal compliance rules starts since time t , where
t can be:
– start of the rule instance (tIst )
– completion of the rule instance (tIcmp )
– start of the process instance (tcase )
– start of the calendar (tCalendar )
– execution time of a specific event (tXi ) within the rule instance.

B.1

Pattern Duration

This category of temporal compliance rules limits the time length in which a
control-flow pattern must be executed.
Pattern Duration. Pattern Duration
Description:
Every instance of a control flow pattern must be completed within [α, β] time
units since time t .
Guard:
pattern duration(t , α, β) ≡ t I0cmp ∈ M ∧ M = [t + α, t + β] where t can be chosen
by the user from t ∈ {t I st , t I cmp , t case , t Calendar , t X i st , t X i cmp }
The guard pattern duration is assigned to the Icmp transition in Fig. B.1.
Pattern Duration. Negation Pattern Duration
Description:
No instance of a control flow pattern must be completed within [α, β] time
units since time t .
Guard:
negation pattern duration(t , α, β) ≡ t I0cmp ∈ M ∧ S = [0, ∞) \ [t + α, t + β] where t
can be chosen by the user from t ∈ {t I st , t I cmp , t Case , t Calendar , t X i st , t X i cmp }
The guard negation pattern duration is assigned to the Icmp transition in Fig. B.1.
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B.2

Delay Between Instances

This category of temporal compliance rules limits the delay between two instances of a control-flow rule and it has one temporal compliance rule.
Description:
The delay between execution of two instances of a control flow pattern must
be within [α, β] time units since time t .
Guard:
delay between instances(t , α, β) ≡ t I0st ∈ M ∧M = [t +α, t +β] ∧t ∈ {t I cmp } ∧t I cmp 6=
Undefined

The guard delay between instances is assigned to the Ist transition in Fig. B.1.

B.3

Validity

This category of temporal compliance rules limits the time length in which an
activity must be executed or may be executed.
Validity. Activity Duration
Description:
Every activity A within all instances of a control flow pattern must be completed within [α, β] time units since it starts (time tAst ).
For this temporal rule, the temporal Petri net pattern in Fig. B.1), has n = 2
transitions. Therefore the events Ast and Acmp should be respectively mapped to
the X1 and X2 -labeled transitions in the temporal Petri net pattern.
Guard:
activity duration (A st , A cmp , t , α, β) ≡ t A0 cmp ∈ M ∧S = [t +α, t +β] ∧ X 6= A st ∧ t ∈
{t A st }

The guard activity duration is assigned to the X2 -labeled transition in Fig. B.1,
to which Acmp is mapped.
Validity. Activity Execution
Description:
Every activity A within all instances of a control flow pattern must/may be
executed within [α, β] time units since time t .

B.4 Time Restricted Existence
For this temporal rule, the temporal Petri net pattern in Fig. B.1, has n = 1
transition. Therefore the event A is mapped to the X 1 -labeled transitions in the
temporal Petri net pattern.
Please note that this constraint might be associated only to start and completion events of an activity too; in order to restrict only the start or completion
of the respective activity (e.g., latest or earliest start date, latest or earliest completion date). If the constraint restricts the start or completion of A , A st or A cmp
should be mapped to X 1 -labeled transition in the temporal Petri net pattern.
Guard:
activity execution (A, t , α, β) ≡ t A0 ∈ M ∧ M = [t +α, t +β] where t can be chosen
by the user from t ∈ {t I st , t I cmp , t case , t Calendar , t X i }.
The guard activity execution is assigned to the X 1 -labeled transition in Fig. B.1
to which the exact event specified in the guard is mapped. This event can be A
or A st or A cmp based on the guard. Please note that if t ∈ {t X i }, then the temporal
Petri net pattern in Fig. B.1 will have n = 2 transitions; Where X i transition is
mapped to the additional transition.
Validity. Negation Activity Execution
Description:
No activity A within all instances of a control flow pattern may be executed
within [α, β] time units since time t .
For this temporal rule, the temporal Petri net pattern in Fig. B.1, has n = 1
transition. Therefore the event A is mapped to the X 1 -labeled transitions in the
temporal Petri net pattern.
Guard:
negation activity execution(A, t , α, β) ≡ t A0 ∈ M ∧ M = [0, ∞) \ [t + α, t + β] where
t can be chosen by the user from t ∈ {t I st , t I cmp , t c ase , t Calendar , t X i }.
The guard negation activity execution is assigned to the X 1 -labeled transition in
Fig. B.1 to which A is mapped. Please note that if t ∈ {t X i }, then the temporal
Petri net pattern in Fig. B.1 will have n = 2 transitions; Where X i transition is
mapped to the additional transition.

B.4

Time Restricted Existence

This category of temporal compliance rules limits the execution time of a given
activity.
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Time Restricted Existence. Calendar Support Existence
Description:
Every activity A within all instances of a control flow pattern may only be
executed at times t 1 , ..., t n .
For this temporal rule, the temporal Petri net pattern in Fig. B.1) has n = 1
transition. Therefore the event A is mapped to the X 1 -labeled transition in the
temporal Petri net pattern.
Please note that this constraint might be associated only to start and completion events of an activity too; in order to restrict only the start or completion
of the respective activity (e.g., an activity must start only at times t 1 , ..., t n ).
If the constraint restricts the start or completion of A , A st or A cmp should be
mapped to X 1 -labeled transition in the temporal Petri net pattern.
Guard:
calendar support existence(A, t 1 , .., t n , α, β) ≡ t A0 ∈ M ∧ M = {t 1 , ..., t n }
The guard calendar support existence is assigned to the X 1 -labeled transition in
Fig. B.1 to which the exact event specified in the guard is mapped. This event
can be A or A st or A cmp based on the guard.
Time Restricted Existence. Calendar Support Absence
Description:
Every A within all instances of a control flow pattern must not be executed
at times t 1 , ..., t n .
For this temporal rule, the temporal Petri net pattern in Fig. B.1, has n = 1
transition. Therefore the event A is mapped to the X 1 -labeled transitions in the
temporal Petri net pattern.
Please note that this constraint might be associated only to start and completion events of an activity too; in order to restrict only the start or completion
of the respective activity (e.g., an activity must not start at times t 1 , ..., t n ).
If the constraint restricts the start or completion of A , A st or A cmp should be
mapped to X 1 -labeled transition in the temporal Petri net pattern.
Guard:
calendar support absence (A, t 1 , .., t n , α, β) ≡ t A0 ∈ M ∧ M = [0, ∞) \ {t 1 , ..., t n }
The guard calendar support absence is assigned to the X 1 -labeled transition in
Fig. B.1, to which the exact event specified in the guard is mapped. This event
can be A or A st or A cmp based on the guard.

B.5 Repetition Time Constraint

B.5

Repetition Time Constraint

This category of temporal compliance rules limits the repetition of instances of
a control flow pattern or an activity over time.
Repetition Time Constraint. Delay Between Activities of One Kind
Description:
The delay between execution of two subsequent activities A in all instances
of a control flow pattern, must be within [α, β] time units since time t .
For this temporal rule, the temporal Petri net pattern in Fig. B.1 has n = 1
transition. Therefore the event A is mapped to the X 1 -labeled transitions in the
temporal Petri net pattern.
Guard:
delay between activities (A, t , α, β) ≡ t A0 ∈ M ∧ M = [t + α, t + β] ∧ t ∈ {t A } ∧ t A 6=
Undefined

The guard delay between activities is assigned to the X 1 -labeled transition in
Fig. B.1, to which A is mapped.
Repetition Time Constraint.Delay Between Activities of Different Kinds
Description:
The delay between execution of two subsequent activities A and B in all
instances of a control flow pattern, must be within [α, β] time units since time t .
For this temporal rule, the temporal Petri net pattern in Fig. B.1 has n = 2
transitions. Therefore the events A and B are respectively mapped to the X 1 labeled and X 2 -labeled transitions in the temporal Petri net pattern.
Guard:
delay between different activities1 (A, B, t, α, β) ≡ t A0 ∈ M ∧ M = [t + α, t + β] ∧ t ∈
{t B } ∧ t B 6= Undefined

The guard delay between different activities1 is assigned to the X 1 -labeled transition in Fig. B.1 to which A is mapped.
Guard:
delay between different activities2 (A, B, t, α, β) ≡ t B0 ∈ M ∧ M = [t + α, t + β] ∧ t ∈
{t A } ∧ t A 6= Undefined

The guard delay between different activities2 is assigned to the X 2 -labeled transition in Fig. B.1 to which B is mapped.
Please note that we can limit the start of one activity to completion of another activity, in this case we can use the same guard explained above with this
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difference that the parameters of the guard would be instantiated for start event
of one activity and completion event of another activity.

B.6

Time Dependent Variability

This category of temporal compliance rules includes one temporal compliance
rule and it specifies that the control flow of the process will vary during execution with respect to time aspects.
Description:
Within all instances of a control flow pattern, activity B must be executed
within [α, β] time units since time t 0 if A has occurred within [γ, ζ] time units
since time t 00 .
For this temporal rule, the temporal Petri net pattern in Fig. B.1 has n = 2
transitions. Therefore the events A and B are respectively mapped to the X 1 labeled and X 2 -labeled transitions in the temporal Petri net pattern.
Guard:
time dependent variability (A, B, t 0 , t 00 , α, β, γ, ζ) ≡ t B0 ∈ M ∧ M = [t 0 + α, t 0 + β] ∧

t A0 ∈ [t 00 + γ, t 00 + ζ]
where t 0 and t 00 can be chosen by the user from t 0 ∈ {t I st , t I cmp , t Start , t Calendar , t X i }
and t 00 ∈ {t I st , t I cmp , t Start , t Calendar , t X i }
The guard time dependent variability is assigned to the X 2 -labeled transition in
Fig. B.1 to which B is mapped. Please note that if t 0 ∈ {t X i }, or t 00 ∈ {t X i } then the
temporal Petri net pattern in Fig. B.1 will have more than 1 transitions; Where
X i transition is mapped to the additional transition.

B.7

Overlap

This category of temporal compliance rules, limits the start and completion of
one activity ( A ) to start and completion of another activity (B ). The rules in
this category are an extension of the ‘Repetition Time Constraint.Delay Between
Activities of different kinds’ temporal rule which is explained in Sect. B.5. For
this temporal category, the temporal Petri net pattern in Fig. B.1, has (n = 4)
transitions. Therefore the events A st , A cmp , B st and B cmp are mapped respectively
into X 1 , ..., X 4 -labeled transitions in the temporal Petri net pattern.

B.7 Overlap
Overlap. Start After-Complete Before
Description:
Within all instances of a control flow pattern, activity B must start within
[α, β] time units after activity A starts and activity B must complete within [γ, ζ]
time units before activity A completes. This temporal rule has two guards as
follows.
Guard:
start after-complete before1 (A st , B st , t , α, β) ≡≡ t B0 st ∈ M ∧ M = [t +α, t +β] ∧ t ∈
{t A st } ∧ {t A st } 6= Undefined

The guard start after-complete before1 is assigned to X 3 transition in Fig. B.1
into which B st is mapped.
Guard:
start after-complete before2 (A cmp , B cmp , t , γ, ζ) ≡ t A0 cmp ∈ M ∧ M = [t + γ, t + ζ] ∧
t ∈ {t B cmp } ∧ {t B cmp } 6= Undefined

The guard start after-complete before2 is assigned to the X 2 -labeled transition
in Fig. B.1 to which A cmp is mapped.
Overlap. Start Before-Complete Before
Description:
Within all instances of a control flow pattern, activity B must start within
[α, β] time units before activity A starts and activity B must complete within
[γ, ζ] time units before activity A completes. This temporal rule has two guards
as follows.
Guard:
start before-complete before1 (A st , B st , t , α, β) ≡ t A0 st ∈ M ∧ M = [t + α, t + β] ∧ t ∈
{t B st } ∧ {t B st } 6= Undefined

The guard start before-complete before1 is assigned to the X 1 -labeled transition in Fig. B.1 into which A st is mapped.
Guard:
start after complete before2 (A cmp , B cmp , t , γ, ζ) ≡ t A0 cmp ∈ M ∧M = [t +γ, t +ζ] ∧t ∈
{t B cmp } ∧ {t B cmp } 6= Undefined

The guard start after complete before2 is assigned to the X 2 -labeled transition
in Fig. B.1 into which A cmp is mapped.
Overlap. Start After-Complete After
Description:
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Within all instances of a control flow pattern, activity B must start within
[α, β] time units after activity A starts and activity B must complete within [γ, ζ]
time units after activity A completes. This temporal rule has two guards:
Guard:
start after-complete after1 (A st , B st , t , α, β) ≡ t B0 st ∈ M ∧ M = [t + α, t + β] ∧ t ∈
{t A st } ∧ {t A st } 6= Undefined

The guard start after-complete after1 is assigned to the X 3 -labeled transition
in Fig. B.1 into which B st is mapped.
Guard:
start after-complete after2 (A cmp , B cmp , t , γ, ζ) ≡ t B0 cmp ∈ M ∧M = [t +γ, t +ζ] ∧t ∈
{t A cmp } ∧ {t A cmp } 6= Undefined

The guard start after-complete after2 is assigned to the X 4 -labeled transition
in Fig. B.1 into which B cmp is mapped.
Overlap. Start Before-Complete After
Description:
Within all instances of a control flow pattern, activity B must start within
[α, β] time units before activity A starts and activity B must complete within [γ, ζ]
time units after activity A completes. This compliance rule is indeed similar to
the compliance rule explained in Sect. B.7 with the difference that position of
the parameters of the rule is swapped. This temporal rule also has two guards:
Guard:
start before-complete after1 (A st , B st , t , α, β) ≡ t A0 st ∈ M ∧ M = [t + α, t + β] ∧ t ∈

{t B s t } ∧ {t B st } 6= Undefined

The guard start before complete after1 is assigned to the X 1 -labeled transition
in Fig. B.1 into which A st is mapped.
Guard:
start_before-complete after2 (A cmp , B cmp , t , γ, ζ) ≡ t B0 cmp ∈ M ∧ M = [t + γ, t + ζ] ∧
t ∈ {t A cmp } ∧ {t A cmp } 6= Undefined

The guard start before complete after2 should be assigned to the X 4 -labeled
transition in Fig. B.1 into which B cmp is mapped.

Appendix C
Repository of Configurable
Control-Flow Compliance Rules
This appendix presents a repository of configurable compliance patterns. These
patterns are built upon the repository of control-flow compliance rules (presented in Appendix A). This repository combines different category of controlflow compliance rules and extends the rules of each category with more variants. This repository reduced the number of compliance patterns from over
50 pattern to 18 configurable patterns. Together with all their configuration
options, the configurable patterns can specify more than 1000 different compliance rules. We organize the configurable patterns in five groups based on the
similarity of the rules.
Each configurable pattern has a core behavior and a set of configuration options. We call these configuration options “components” of a pattern. The components of a pattern may include Petri net nodes (i.e., transitions and places)
and the edges that connect the nodes. The components of a pattern can include
numeric parameters as well. For detailed discussion about different configuration options in configurable Petri net patters, see Sect. 4.4.
Next, we illustrate all the configurable patterns and their components in
our repository and explain the range of compliance rules that can be specified
using each configurable pattern. In addition, for the first configurable pattern
(Existence and Bounded Existence), we describe its different components. We
explain how configuring these components changes the behavior that is allowed
by the pattern. For the remaining patterns in the repository, we describe only
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the range of compliance rules that can be specified by the respective pattern.

C.1

Existence

This group includes three configurable rules that specify a range of compliance
rules related to execution of activities and the number of their executions. These
configurable rules combine two categories: Existence and Bounded Existence of
control-flow compliance rules and extends them with more variations of rules
in each category. See Sect. A.1 and Sect. A.3 for details of the two categories.
Note that, the mapping: #act (e) → transition label and #labelN (e) → transition
label hold for all the patterns in the repository. Therefore, we do not show these
mapping in the each figure separately.
Existence and Bounded Existence
This configurable pattern (shown in Fig. C.1) can specify a range of compliance
rules that specify the execution of an activity and the number of its executions.
Configuring this pattern, it is possible to set an upper limit and lower limit for
the number of executions of an activity and generate new rules.
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Figure C.1: Configuration options in Bounded Existence-Upper Bound configurable rule.

This configurable pattern has ten components. From these ten components,
two are numeric parameters (Comp.7 and Comp.8) and the remaining include
Petri net nodes and edges.

C.1 Existence
The core behaviour of this pattern models the execution of activity A between Ist and Icmp . The components (Comp.1), (Comp.2) and (Comp.3) together
specify the lower and upper bounds for executions of activity A. By setting a
value for k and activating (Comp.1), the execution of activity A is enabled for
k times. To specify the lower limit for executions of activity A or the exact
number of executions of activity A, (Comp.2) needs to be activated. This component specifies that activity A should occur k times before the rule instance
can complete by executing transition Icmp . By activating (Comp.3) and deactivating (Comp.2), we can specify the upper bound for executions of activity A.
Activating (Comp.4) allows for executions of activity A more than k times.
By activating or blocking (Comp.5), we allow or constrain the executions of
other activities between executions of activity A. Activating (Comp.6) allows the
process to start with activities other than activity A. Blocking this component,
specifies that the process may only start with activity A. Similarly, activating
(Comp.7) allow the execution of other activities after executions of A.
Activating (Comp.8) allows for cyclic executions of activity A. Consider the
compliance rule: “activity A must be executed in cycles of three occurrences”.
In this case, if we set k=3 and activate (Comp.1), (Comp.2), and (Comp.8), we
instantiate the pattern for cycles of three occurrences of activity A. Activating
(Comp.9) requires executions of at least one other activity between two cycle of
executions of activity A.
Activating (Comp.10) allows that the process ends without an execution of
activity A.
Note that, activating or blocking any of the components (or combinations of
these components) in the pattern changes the behavior specified by the pattern.
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Bounded Existence. Lower Bound
By deciding about the configuration options in this pattern (shown in Fig. C.3),
we can specify the lower limit for the number of occurrences of activity A in a
row. This pattern only contains numeric configuration options.
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Figure C.2: Configuration options in Bounded Existence. Lower Bound configurable rule.

Bounded Existence. Upper Bound
By deciding about the configuration options in this pattern (shown in Fig. C.3),
we can specify the upper limit for the number of occurrences of activity A in a
row. This pattern only contains numeric configuration options.
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Figure C.3: Configuration options in Bounded Existence. Upper Bound configurable rule.
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Cyclic Occurrence
This configurable pattern (shown in Fig. C.4) can specify a compliance rule with
the number of activity executions in a cycle and number of cycles. This pattern
also include only numeric configuration options, i.e., k can be set to specify the
number of executions of activity A within one cycle and n can be set to specify
the number of cycles of k occurrences of activity A.
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Figure C.4: Configuration options in Cyclic Occurrence configurable rule.

C.2

Sequence

This group of configurable compliance rules combines and extends rules from
three category of control-flow compliance rules including Bounded Sequence Category, Response, and Precedence. See Sect.A.4, Sect. A.8, and Sect. A.6 for details
of the rules in each category.
Sequence of (Multiple) Activities
The two configurable patterns (shown in Fig. C.5 and Fig. C.6) can specify a
range of compliance rules that specify a sequence of activities.
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Negative Precedence or Response
This configurable pattern (shown in Fig. C.7) can specify a range of compliance
rules that forbids a sequence of activities.
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Figure C.7: Configuration options in Negative Precedence or Response configurable rule.

Bounded Sequence
This configurable pattern (shown in Fig. C.8) can specify a range of compliance
rules that specify a sequence of activities and the number of their executions.
This pattern contains both numeric configuration options and Petri net nodes
and edges.
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Figure C.8: Configuration options in Bounded Sequence configurable rule.

C.3 Chain Precedence and Response

C.3

Chain Precedence and Response

This group of configurable patterns combine and extends rules from two categories of Chain Precedence, and Chain Response. See Sect.A.7 and Sect. A.9 for
details of the rules in each category.
Chain Precedence
This configurable pattern (shown in Fig. C.9) can specify a range of compliance rules that specify a sequence of activities that precede each other and the
number of the sequence execution.
Chain Response
This configurable pattern (shown in Fig. C.10) can specify a range of compliance rules that specify a sequence of activities that succeed each other and the
number of the sequence execution.
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Figure C.9: Configuration options in Chain Precedence configurable rule.
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Figure C.10: Configuration options in Chain Response configurable rule.
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C.4

Parallel and Between

This group of configurable patterns, combine and extends rules from two categories of Parallel, and Between. See Sect.A.5 and Sect. A.10 for details of the
rules in each category.
Between
This configurable pattern (shown in Fig. C.11) can specify a range of compliance
rules that constrain occurrence of an activity in between two activities.
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Figure C.11: Configuration options in Between configurable rule.

Not-in-Between
This configurable pattern (shown in Fig. C.12) can specify a range of compliance
rules that forbid the occurrence of an activity in between two activities.
Parallel. During (Activity)
This configurable pattern (shown in Fig. C.13) can specify a range of compliance
rules that constrain the occurrence of an activity during the execution of another
activity.

C.4 Parallel and Between
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Parallel. During (Sequence of Activities)
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This configurable pattern (shown in Fig. C.14) can specify a range of compliance
rules that constrain the occurrence of a sequence of activities between two other
activities.

Figure C.14: Configuration options in Parallel. During (Sequence of Activities) configurable rule.
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Parallel. Simultaneous
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This configurable pattern (shown in Fig. C.15) can specify a range of compliance
rules that constrain occurrences of several activities at the same time.

Figure C.15: Configuration options in Parallel. Simultaneous configurable rule.
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C.5

Dependent Existence

This group of configurable patterns, combine and extends rules from the category of Dependent Existence. See Sect.A.2 for details of the rules in this category.
Inclusive, Pre-requisite and Co-requisite
This configurable pattern (shown in Fig. C.16) can specify a range of compliance rules related to inclusive, pre-requisite and co-requisite relations between
activities. See Sect. A.2, Sect. A.2, and Sect. A.2 for details of these relations.
Comp. 1

A

Ω

A

Ω

Initial

Final

Start

Ist

Icmp

End

B
Ω
B
Comp. 2

Ω

Icmp

Ist

Comp. 5

A

B

Comp. 3
Comp. 4

Figure C.16: Configuration options in Inclusive, Pre-requisite and Co-requisite configurable rule.

Exclusive
This configurable pattern (shown in Fig. C.17) can specify a compliance rule
related to the exclusive relation between activities. See Sect. A.2, and Sect. A.2
for details of the relation.

C.5 Dependent Existence
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Comp. 5
Comp. 3
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Ω
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Ω

Initial
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End

Ist

Start

B

Final

Icmp
B

Ω
Comp. 6

Comp. 4

Figure C.17: Configuration options of Exclusive Compliance rule

Substitute
This configurable pattern (shown in Fig. C.18) can specify a compliance rule
related to the substitute relation between activities. See Sect. A.2 for details of
the relation.
Comp. 2

B

Ω

Ω
Ω

Comp. 1

A

Initial
Start

Ist

Icmp

End

Final

B

A
Comp. 3

Figure C.18: Configuration options of Substitute Compliance rule

For some patterns including Absence, Other Activity in Between, we did not
make any configurable rule because the rules were very specific and we could
not find any configuration options. Details of these rules are explained in A.1
and A.10.

Appendix D
Results of the Case Study
within UWV
In this appendix we describe the analyses performed for UWV case study in
more detail. A summary of this analysis is discussed in Chap. 9.

D.1

Analyzing Process Related Association Rules

Figure D.1 depicts the association rules (after filtering) that we mined between
different violations and process related attributes in Business Unit 1. The brown
ellipses in the middle, titled with the compliance rule numbers, show the violations of respective compliance rules. The other nodes refer to values of different
attributes and they are grouped based on their attribute.
Next we will discuss the associations that were not discussed previously in
Chap. 9.
Associations between application phases and different violation types. As
we discussed earlier in Sect. 9.1, an application goes through different phases.
It is interesting to see in Fig. D.1 that violations of Rule 1 are connected to
continuation phase in Business Unit 1. We can also observe that some letters that
were supposed to be sent in continuation phase Rule (5)-LA(E) were sent in claim
and after closure phase, and some letters Rule (5)-LC(A) that were supposed to
be sent in claim phase were actually sent in continuation phase.

call registration attribute

team I2Y

Rule (8)

team attribute

Rule (3)

high impact call telephone
notiﬁcation

Rule (4)

closure of beneﬁtsstart of a new job no value

Rule (5)-LC (E)

Rule (5)- LC (A)
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Rule (1)
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letter title attribute
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after closure
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on time
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submission
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IB0
3
IB0
2

IB04

IB05
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Rule (7)

IB0
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Figure D.1: Filtered association rules mined between different violations and process related attributes in Business Unit 1. The brown ellipses in the middle indicate
violations related to different rules. The blue edges show associations of type
attribute value to violation (A → V ) and yellow edges indicate associations of
type violation to attribute value (V → A).

D.1 Analyzing Process Related Association Rules
By checking the association rules between different violations and application phases in other business units, we can observe the same pattern we found
for Business Unit 1. The right part of Table D.1 summarizes the connections and
their directions between application phases and different violation types for all
business units. As can be seen in this table, the violating patterns are almost
repeated in all the three units except violations of Rule (4) that are different in
Business Unit 3.
Associations between application submission types and different violations.
Figure D.1 also shows interesting association rules between application submission types and violations of Rule (5)-LC (B), Rule 2-LC (A), Rule 5-LC (A),
and Rule (3). Applications belong to one of the three different types: early
submissions, on time submissions, and late submissions. However, we see that
all association rules between violations and submission types are found for late
submissions and on time submissions. These associations are both directed from
violation type to the submission type, i.e., the violation implies the specified
values for attribute submission type.
Our analysis of association rules between different violations and submission
types reveals almost the same pattern in other business units as the pattern we
observed for Business Unit 1. The left part of the Table D.1 summarizes these
associations for all the three business units.
Associations between decision category and different violations. 46 different decision categories are recorded in Business Unit 1. Figure D.1 shows that
violation of Rule (6) are connected with no value for decision category attribute,
, i.e., many of the violations of Rule (6) refer to situations where no value was
registered for decision category. Similarly, violations of type Rule (5)-LC (E) are
connected to decision category = closure of benefits due to start of a new job.
Table D.2 summarizes associations and their directions between decision category and different violations for the three business units. Note that decision
category attribute is an event attribute for activity ‘send letter’ to clients. Hence,
only associations can be found between different decision categories and violations of Rules (2), (5), (6), and (7). The column denoted by “. . . " in this
table represents other decision categories that where not connected with any
violation. As can be seen in the table, the violating patterns between the three
business units are almost similar. We found an association between violations
of Rule (5) and closure of benefits due to start of a new job in the three business
units. Associations were also found between violations of Rule (6) and situations where no value was registered for decision category attribute in Business
Unit 1 and 3.
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Rule (1)

Rule (2)

BU 1
BU 2
BU 3
BU 1
BU 2
BU 3

V→ A
V→ A
V→ A

V→ A
V→ A
V→ A

V→ A
V→ A
V→ A

V→ A
V→ A
V→ A

After Rejection

V→ A
V→ A
V→ A

Rule (3)

BU 1
BU 2
BU 3

Rule (4)

BU 1
BU 2
BU 3

Rule (5)

BU 1
BU 2
BU 3

Rule (6)

BU 1
BU 2
BU 3

V→ A
V→ A
V→ A

Rule (7)

BU 1
BU 2
BU 3

A→V
A→V
V→ A

Rule (8)

After Closure

V→ A
V→ A
V→ A

A→V

A→V

Continuation

Application phase

Orientation

Late submission

On time submission

Early submission

Submission type

Claim
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V→ A
V→ A
V→A
V→A

V→ A
V→ A
V→ A

V→ A

V→ A
V→ A
V→ A

V→ A
V→ A
V→ A

V→A
V→A

BU 1
BU 2
BU 3

Table D.1: Summary of connections (between submission types and different violations)
and (between application phases and different violations) in three business
units. The associations are of type attribute value to violation (A → V ) or of
type violation to attribute value (V → A).

Rule (5)

BU 1
BU 2
BU 3

Rule (6)

BU 1
BU 2
BU 3

Rule (7)

BU 1
BU 2
BU 3

No value

BU 1
BU 2
BU 3
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Closure of benefits-moving abroad

Rule (2)

Closure of benefits-start of a new job

......

D.1 Analyzing Process Related Association Rules

V→ A

A→V

V→ A
V→ A
V→ A
V→A
V→A

V→ A

Table D.2: Summary of connections between decision categories and different violations
in the three business units. The associations are of type attribute value to
violation (A → V ) or of type violation to attribute value (V → A).
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D.2

Analyzing Client Related Association Rules
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Figure D.2 depicts the association rules (after filtering) that we mined between
different violations and client related attributes in Business Unit 1. The brown
ellipses in the middle, titled with the compliance rule numbers, show the violations of respective compliance rules. The other nodes refer to values of different
attributes and they are grouped based on their attribute. Next we ill discuss the
details of the mined association rules.

Figure D.2: Association rules mined between different violations and client related attributes in Business Unit 1.

D.2 Analyzing Client Related Association Rules
Associations between the number of contracts and different violation types.
The attribute number of contracts records the information on the number of contracts a client held prior to un-employment. As can be seen in Fig. D.2, we found
connections between different violations and value ‘one’ for the number of contracts. We believe that these connections mostly represent the absolute frequency of this value. Especially because most of these connections are directed
from violations towards this attribute value, except violations of Rule (3). In
many situations this information is not recorded. Hence, we observe a connection between ‘no value’ for number of contracts and different violations.
We checked the association rules between different violations and the same
attribute in other two business units. The same pattern is detected in other units
as well. Many violations are connected to value ‘one’ as number of contacts.
Associations between the number of working hours per week and different
violation types. The attribute working hours per week provides information on
how many hours a client used to work before un-employment. As it is illustrated in Fig. D.2, many violations are connected to ‘no value’ for this attribute.
This observation shows that we cannot really conclude a meaningful association between this attribute and violations of different types. However, we can
conclude that in situations where an activity is violating, this information about
the clients is often missing.
In Business Unit (2) we detected no association rules between average working hours per week and different violation types that have the frequency higher
than 40 and a value more than 0.3 for its significance metric. The situation
is different in Business Unit (3). We found association rules between average
working hours per week:‘[0−3]’ and violations of Rules (1), (5) directed from the
attribute value towards violations. We discussed this result with domain experts
in Business Unit (1) but we could not come to a clear conclusion bout it.
Associations between daily wages and different violation types. As can be
seen in Fig. D.2, violations of Rule (2) are connected to value [0−24] for attribute
daily wages in Business Unit 1. We see the same pattern in Business Unit 2
, i.e., Rule (2) is connected to value [0 − 24] for attribute daily wages. However,
in Business Unit 3 no important association between attribute daily wages and
violations are observed. Domain experts also could not provide us a concrete
explanation about these associations.
Associations between reasons of unemployment and different violation types.
In total, 10 different reasons are recorded as unemployment reasons in the three
business units. As can be seen in Fig. D.2, violations of Rule (5) in Business Unit 1
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is connected only to ‘project closure-contract not extended’ being the reason for
unemployment.
The left part of the Table D.3 summarizes these associations for the three
business units. We did not observe important associations between different
violations and values of attribute reasons for unemployment. However, we see
more associations between this attribute value and different violations in Business unit 3. As can be seen in this Table, the associations are found between
‘project closure-contract not extended’ and different violations in the three business units.
Associations between being entitled for additional allowance and different
violation types. Figure. D.2 shows several connections between values of attribute ‘entitled for additional allowance’ and different violation types. In general
most of the clients are not entitled for an additional allowance. Hence, several
connections of value ‘no’ of this attribute with different violations may seem to
reflect the absolute frequency of clients with this characteristic. Nevertheless,
the association directed from value ‘no’ of this attribute towards violations of
Rule (1) deserves further investigation.
The right side of the Table D.3 compares the results of the three business
units. Common patterns are observed among different business units, for instance w.r.t. Rules (5), (6) and value ‘no’ for this attribute.
It is indicated in this table that most the associations are between different
violations and value ‘no’ for attribute entitled for additional allowance. Nevertheless, the direction of this associations varies.
Associations between type of contract and different violation types. Figure D.2 illustrates the values for the type of contract that are connected to different violations in Business unit 1. As can be seen many violations are associated
with ‘regular employment contracts’. We assume these connections reflect the
absolute frequency of this type of contract. Violations of Rule (8) as well is connected to ‘no value’. It is interesting to see that violations of Rule (8) are mostly
connected to situations where information about the client is missing, which
may be an indicator of a case to be more complex.
A similar pattern is observed in Business unit 2. Different violations are
connected to ‘regular employment contracts’. Unlike Business unit 1, we do not
observe an important association between ‘no value’ for attribute type of contract
and violations.
We observed for Business unit 3 associations between regular employment
contracts and different violations. Particularly associations between violations
of Rule (1), (2), and (4) are interesting. Both of these associations are directed

D.2 Analyzing Client Related Association Rules

Reasons for unemployment
...

Rule (1)

Rule (2)

Rule (3)

Rule (4)

Rule (5)

BU 1
BU 2
BU 3

Project closurecontract not extended
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Entitled for additional allowance
Yes

No

A→V
V→ A
A→V

A→V

BU 1
BU 2
BU 3

V→ A
A→V

V→ A
V→ A
A→V

BU 1
BU 2
BU 3

A→V

A→V

BU 1
BU 2
BU 3
BU 1
BU 2
BU 3

V→ A
V→ A
A→V
V→ A
V→ A

V→ A
V→ A

V→ A
V→ A
V→ A

Rule (6)

BU 1
BU 2
BU 3

V→ A
V→ A
V→ A

Rule (7)

BU 1
BU 2
BU 3

V→ A

Rule (8)

BU 1
BU 2
BU 3

Table D.3: Summary of connections between different violations and values of attributes
entitled for additional allowance and reasons of unemployment. The associations are of type attribute value to violation (A → V ) or of type violation to
attribute value (V → A).
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from the attribute value towards the violation type. Associations between this
attribute value and violations of Rule (1) have a very high frequency (2430).
Associations between age and different violation types. We did not observe
any important association between values of attribute age and different violations in Business unit 1 and Business unit 2. However, we detected an association
between ‘[25 − 29]’ for attribute age and violations of Rules (5) and (2); both directed towards the attribute value.
Associations between business sector and different violation types. We observed important associations between violations of Rule (1), Rule (2) and value
‘retail and whole sale’ 1 of attribute business sector in Business unit 3. Both associations are directed towards the attribute value. We did not find any important
associations between values of this attribute and different violations in Business
unit 1 and 2.

1 In Dutch ‘Winkelbedrijf en groothandel’
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